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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC S AFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
Before Administrative Judges:

Ivan W. Smith, Chairman
Dr. Walter H. Jordan
Dr. Linda W. Little

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMP ANY ) Docket No. 50-289
)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

August 6,1982
_

'

MEMORANDUM-AND ORDER

Pursuant to the Memorandum and Order of May 5, 1980, the Board

required the parties to file cross-examination plans throughout the

restart proceeding. The parties unanimously requested the Board to accept

the cross-examination plans ejl parte and to keep them confidential until

af ter the cross-examination. E.jl., Tr. 1892. The cross-examination plans

should now be made available to the parties. They are voluminous, com-

prising a stack about three inches thick. Because the plans generally do

not provide any information to the parties not revealed during the

respective cross-examinations and because they do not seem to be useful,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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the Board does not plan to serve them. However, on or before August 20,

1982, any party who wishes to be served may specifically request service.

The cross-examination plans will be available for inspection in the NRC

Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20555.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

,

/

. / .' .24 Chairman,
,

Ivan W. Smith
ADMINISTRATIVE L AW JUDGE

Bethesda, Maryland
_

!August 6, 1982
__
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( ) _UCS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
~

, _ __ -- -

RE: Licensee's Testimony of Robert W. Keaten and .

Robert C. Jones in Response to UCS Contention
-

Nos. 1 and 2 (Natural and Forced Circulation

1. Explain the " boiler-condenser" natural circulation mode -
~

what conditions are necessary.
. EoE /',a. What size breaks will not involve voiding? ,c

f .At -
b. What are the necessary conditions? (Nearly full steam

generators, EFW availability, and reactor coolant sys-
tem pressure)

c. What reactor pressure has to be maintained?

d. How long after EFW begins flowing will natural circula-
tion be established?

2. Relate this cooling mode to actual event during TMI- accident
to show that all of the conditions said to be necessary were
there, (full steam generator and reactor coolant system pres-

f 'S sure) but operators still had to initiate forced cooling by

( ) the reactor coolant pumps before the core began to be cooled.
'u/ Beginning on page 8:

k a. How many reactor coolant pumps ("RCP's") are there?
Y Function?

b. When did the operators shut them off? (1 hr. 13 mins.;
1 hr. 40 mins.) Why?

c. When were EFW valves opened? (8 mins.) And stayed
open from then on?

d. When was RCP restarted? He says at 16 hours, but they
started and stopped RCP several times before that:

2 hrs. 51 mins. (tried to start,

2 hrs. 53 mins. RCP)
C

2 hrs. 54 mins. (started one RCP)

3 hrs. 12 mins. (shut off RCP)
|

| 4 hrs. 8 mins. (started ~RCP)
; 4 hrs. 9 mins. shut off RCP)
| rs

-

[ I (SEE ATTACHED ACCIDENT SEQUENCE)C < \ t u t | t t' .e 11, g ; /~ i- 'N I, "Hi'u ///3 N 2' ".
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''x - What was the operator trying to do at these times?j
*

I .

When were steam generators full?\~ / e.

)

5 hrs. 54 mins. (began filling steam
generators A to 99%)

11 hrs. 36 mins. (begin filling generator
'

B)

12 hrs. (steam generator A is
full)

- Did it take 6 hours to full steam generator A? Why?

13 hrs. 8 mins. (normal feed - water in
service)

14 hrs. 54 mins. (RCS fully pressurized)

- At least at this time you had all of the conditions existing
that you say are needed for the " boiler-condenser" method of
natural circulation - WHY DIDN't NATURAL CIRCULATION ESTABLISH
ITSELF? - If he says, because of voiding - ask exactly when
the voiding took' place and what caused it.7-: >

t t

i j 3. Why did they have to turn on a Reactor Coolant Pump to estab-'

lish adequate core cooling?

a. At 16 hours you say you started one RCP "to re-establish
a uniform temperature distribution in the primary sys-
tem": What was the temperature distribution? How long
did it take to make it uniform? (couldn't have been
very long). Then why did you have to keep the RCP on
for one month?

4. Why was RCP shut oj[L at one month? (Presumably because pres-
surizer level instrument failed? - bears on question of
whether pressurizer should be safety-grade)

a. Why is pressurizer level instrument important to RCP?
,

(Can't run RCP without close control of reactor c

coolant system pressure. RCP's will cavitate if
pressure too low. If system goes solid, very
small changes in temperature will dramatically
change pressure)

5. On page 9 licensee concludes that natural circulation is
adequate to remove decay heat - but the accident didn't showp_
that.

[ ]
x -
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fs a. Was natural circulation adequate during the TMI-2

(\s_/)
accident? (Since RCP running for mone month, they W

can' t possibly know that) .

b. When RCP tripped at one month, what was decay heat h
rate? What was it when RCP started at 16 hours?
When accident began?

c. When natural circulation was tried during the acci- <

dent, was it successful at any time? (Between 3 hrs.
12 mins. and 16 hours, no RCP's.)

d. Assume off-site power had been lost at any time
between 16 hrs. and one month, that would have shut
down RCP? (not connected to emergency power) Cool-
ing would have stopped?

6. Bottom page 8, testify that "After adequate injection flow .

was reinstated and subsequent to the core damage, the core
was effectively cooled even though natural circulation was

*

not occurring in the primary system." ,

a. Do you mean before RCP re-established at 16 hrs.?

b. When was " adequate injection flow" restored - with
reference to the accident sequences? - w/ ref. to

f'
actual accident sequences.

L
c. When did core damage occur? -

SEQUENCE:

41 secs. (HPI pumps running)

4 mins. (HPI throttled)
3 hrs. 20 mins. (2 HPI pumps running)

3 hrs. 51 mins. (open block valve to blow
down, (Why?) ECCS
actuated on low system
pressure)

4 hrs. 6 mins. (block valve closed)
'

4

4 hrs. 17 mins. (no HPI pumps running)

4 hrs. 18 mins. (open block valve)
4 hrs. 30 mins. (close block valve)

4 hrs. 30 mins. (HPI pump started)

' 4 hrs. 54 mins. (open and close block valve) -

7 hrs. 30 mins. (open block valve and spray
valve)

-u
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8 hrs. 31 mins. (start decay heat removal

{v''}
pump. Why)

9 hrs. 56 mins. (stop decay heat removal
pump. Why?)

10 hrs. 31 mins. (reactor pressure down
to 431 psig.)

| c

14 hrs. 54 mins. (2350 psig. in reactort

|
coolant system)

l

i
- When did " effective cooling" start?

|
7. Questions re: " verification" of natural circulation of the

; TMI-design (p. 5)
!

a. " Analyses" - exactly what? Done before or after acci--

| dent? - If before, why did they not result in emergency
~

| feedwater being classified as " safety-grade" since
I critical to establishment of this mode of natural cir- <

! culation?
l

- If after, what did your pre-licensing analyses look like?
How did they show core being cooled for small break? If
didn't rely on natural circulation, what did they rely
on?

\~ - If these analyses were not done prior to your original
licensing, why not? You presumably thought you had
covered all conditions.

- By the way, 10 CFR 50.46 criteria were exceeded by TMI-2
accident? Temperature, hydrogen generation?

- Exactly how do new analyses differ from old? This time
you think you've covered all contingencies (of course you
thought so before, too).

b. Testing.

- What conditions do your new tests cover? (initiation and
continuation)

,

1. voiding?
2. sufficient voiding to interrupt natural

circulation?
3. simulate flow blockage?
4. use pressurizer heaters?
5. simulate small LOCA - keep PORV open?

- How many tests conducted?-~
,

s)

i
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- All at B&W lowered loop plants like TMI-1.-~s
. <

k ,)\ - Precisely how do these tests demonstrate " conservatism"?
s

c. " Unplanned occurences."

- Where, when, explain?

- Did any involve voiding? Core damage? Was feedwater 9
-

available?

ITS YOUR POSITION THAT NATURAL CIRCULATION IS ADEQUATE IN
ALL CASES? THEN WHY NEED BLEED AND FEED? (only if EFW not
available)

- Was Crystal River one of these unplanned occurences?

Explain what happened there? (February, 1980) Significant -

reduction of fw flow to steam generators, one went dry,
other approached dry. HPI injected, water bled through
PORV, then safety valve.

They were on bleed and feed. Why? Why didn't operator
turn fw on and establish natural circulation?

8. Re: testimony on page 10 that reactor coolant pumps not
[ 'h important to safety because not classified by NRC as safety-
(_,) grade.

- Who does the " classification (NRC says the licensee, the
licensee says NRC)

- And this is done prior to licensing? Pre-accident, of
course?

- You also classified emergency feodwater as not safety- <

grade when plant licensed.

- But now that's changed as result of accident? (So prior
classification hardly dispositive.)

9. Re: Low Pressure Injection / Residual Heat Removal System.

- Explain purpose and function.

- RHR is a closed system - doesn't require dumping conta-
minated water into containment, like bleed and feed does?
And doesn't require use of HPI (ECCS) pumps? Distinct
advantages over bleed and feed.

- Your testimony is that you don't need to redesign RHR to
T function at system design pressure because you have bleed -

1 and feed?
x_/
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- But during the TMI-l accident, you tried to go to RHR?f-~s
/ ) And tried to depressurize to do that? If RHR had been e

(__/ designed to system pressure, you could have immediately
started it and achieved cooling of core? -

h
- How long did you try to depressurize the core?

- Did that attempt contribute at all to damage to the core?
e

- Bleed and feed requires use of RHR? (After Borated Water
Storage tanks empty, RHR pumps used to pump water out
of containment sump and deliver to HPI).

- If you had RHR capable of being operated at design pres-
sure, wouldn't you prefer that over bleed and feed, which
contaminates plant and floods equipment? If no:

- Were you aware of capacity to use bleed and feed power .

to accident?

Then why, when you were in the accident did you.try *

to depressurize to go on RHR first, before using
blee.d and feed?

10. Bleed and Feed - Explain flow path (page 11 )

/~') a. Equipment flooding.
( /
'^' - At TMI-2, how high did the water rise in the containment

building? What equipment was flooded?

- At TMI-1, how high would water rise during bleed and
feed? What components would be flooded? Has any been
moved? - Is equipment arranged any differently at TMI-l
than TMI-2? (e.g. - fan coolers are in basement of
Unit 1.) Plan to relocate? <

b. Re: manual actions (p. 12) - you say "If utilized
manual opening of PORV" - 'in fact, all your procedures
instruct the operator to use the PORV, don't they?
(Will be discussed in greater length on UCS Contention
No. 5')

'
<

c. Questions re: radiation contamination of plant result-
~

ing from use of bleed and feed (page 12-13).

- Testimony on p. 13 says licensee study has identified
"only one concern" in this regard - two motor control
centers important to safety, citing S2.1.2.3 of the
Restart Report. In fact, that Section contains a whole
list of additional concerns. COPY ATTACHED - shows

[''} manual actions required, location where it must be done, -

t / dose the person would receive, major source of the radia-
' ' ' tion and corrective actions "under consideration." GO

OVER IN DETAIL.
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- This section of Restart Report also specifically notes-
that it "does not identify equipment needing changes in ^q

environmental qualification" beca'use of the calculated )
doses.

4

Have these been identified anywhere else? Then don't
know if necessary equipment would function? How is it
possible to conclude that bleed and feed won't result
in degradation of equipment important to safety? <

- So many more than just "one concern?"

d. Testimony (p. 13) that licensee " committed" to reducing
radiation levels at motor control centers to levels at
which material integrity can be assured.

- To what level has the equipment been qualified?
.

- Will you reduce to that level?

- What maximum radiation level are you assuming in signing
the shielding? What level of core damage is associated
with that? Greater or less than occurred at accident?

nv

.

'
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UNITED STATES OF # ERICA
NUCEAR REGULATORY 00tNISSION

BEFORE TIE A10MIC SAFETY NO LICENSItG BOARDu./,

In the Matter of * )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON 004PANY, ET AL ) Docket Ib. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island, Unit 1) )

CQ10NWEAL'IH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S GENERAL
STATEiENT WI'IH RESPECT TO CROSS-EXAMINATION PIANS

The Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania understands and approves of the

Board's desire to control cross-examination through the filing of cross-

examination plans. In filing the attached and all future plans, the

Conmonwealth will attmpt to identify all areas of concern on which it

intends to question. However, it is inevitable that some additional

areas of questioning will arise during the course of the proceeding.

% Similarly, some lines of questioning may be eliminated if satisfactorily

addressed by other parties. We hope the Board will construe these draft

cross-examination plans liberally and pemit productive questioning, as

it has thus far, in accordance with the Conmxiwealth's rights under

10 C.F.R. 52.715(c) and as stated in the Conmonwealth's July 25, 1980,

Position Report.
~

Respectfully submitted,

(t Q _ <// / (d q
< .,

' KARIN W.' CAR 1ER
ROBERT W. ADLER
Assistant Attorneys General
Connenwealth of Pennsylvania

,

| /d *S ? E
. . . . - . .
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UNITED STATES OF MERICA
'

NUCLEAR REGUIATORY C& MISSION

b BEFORE 11E ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the thtter of ' ) .

)
METROPOLITAN EDISON 0@FANY, ET AL ) Docket No. 50-289

) (Restart)
(Three title Island, Unit 1) )

CatDtMEAL1110F PENNSYLVANIA'S
DRAFT PIRE FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION

RELATIIU 10 UCS CONIENTI0tB IOS.1 and 2

For Licensee (Robert C. Jones)

1. If the TMI-2 accident did not dmonstrate that natural

circulation is inadequate to remove decay heat, why was there reliance

on methods of forced cooling? Staff testimony indicates that natural

circulation did not occur due to insufficient coolant inventory, which

was precipitated by operator action.

For NRC Staff (Walton Jensen, Jr.)

1. What are the criteria provided in the control room to safeguard

against prmuture termination of the HPI? How much reliance on operator

action in controlling the ECCS is warranted in light of lessons learned

from the 1MI-2 accident?.

2. The Staff relies heavily on generic analyses by B&W on feedwater

availability for similar reactors (e.g. " Evaluation of Transient Behavior

and Small Reactor Coolant Systan Breaks in a 177 Fuel Asserbly Plant",

May 7, 1979). Describe the independent analyses performed by the IRC

Staff on these BSH studies. Describe the Staff's efforts to account for

s specific differences at 1MI-1.

x

i

I

fc} /0 -M P O '
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3. Does NRC consider feed and bleed to be a residual heat r eoval

,O systs that nust meet GDC 34? Testimony indicates that two high pressure
V

injection pumps need to be available for feed and bleed to keep the core

covered. Does this requirment meet the single failure criteria of GDC

34? In addition the last sentence of the Staff's answer does not appear

to be consistent with the rest of the answer since it discusses the

B&W's analysis for small break IDCA's.

'

UCS C0tMNTION 2

! For Licensee (Robert C. Jones)

1. For what scenarios are manual actuation of the HPI required

and why is nunual actuation relied on?

For Licensee (Robert W. Keaten and Robert C. Jones)m
1. Has anticipated leakage from the LPI/ decay removal systs been

included in the offsite dose assessment for a design basis LDCA? If so,

what assunptions are made and how valid are they?

4

i

For NRC Staff (Walton Jensen, Jr.)

1. What effect would the existence of voids and/or noncondensable

gases have on the natural circulation process? (The Staff's testimony,

minimizes this proble to a greater extent than Licensee's testinony.)

Respectfully submitted,

t

l e a

' '
. |( * . 6't r

z

,KARIN W. CARTER
ROBERT W. ADLER(p) Assistant Attorneys General

L/ Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania

-2-

-- , __
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UCS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN

Re: Licensee's Testimony of Robert C. Jones, Jr. in
Response to Board Question 6e and 6f

1. 6e adds nothing to earlier testimony.

2. 6f - Why won't bleed and feed take the reactor into cold
shutdown?

- Need LPI (or RHR) to go to cold shutdown?

- Both HPI pumps needed for some scenarios?

- At restart, bleed and feed will be the only " safety-
grade" system for achieving cold shutdown? (assuming
PORV's not part of it, which is highly questionable.

- The actions required not complex? Check against Proce .
dures 1202-26b and 1202-39.

- At Crystal River, PORV stuck open?

[''} - Question re: " routine testing" of component?
\ /
v

!

|

|
|

i

1
-

!

,

i

e
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[ \ UCS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN <

\J'
RE: NRC Staff Testimony of Walton L. Jensen, Jr.,

Relative to Primary System Natural Circulation, i
UCS Contention 1

1. Questions on Jensen's qualifications. <

a. revolving door - AEC to B&W to NRC.

b. computer modeller assumes all equipment functions and
designed?

c. lead engineer in design of B&W computer models for
ECCS evaluation. Changed significantly since 1972?
If no, then reviewing your own analyses? If yes, -

explore exactly how - what was wrong with old analyses?

d. Exactly what is current job - since December,~1979?
Any role in NUREG-0578 or 0588?

e. How selected to present this testimony?

A f. Re: papers - did you do those while at B&W or NRC?

\, g. P. 3 - say participated in " final preparation" of
SER - exactly what did you do? Write any? Review any?

2. Causes of accident (p. 2) - included ' lack of understanding
of system response?'

| Who misunderstood? NRC? Licensee? Both? Operators?
'

Supervisors?
Why misunderstood?
You now understand system response in all respects? By
hindsight, you now understand this accident?

What basis do you have for saying you now understand
all of system response? Explain.

3. Apparent inconsitency w/ licensee's testimony. - Licensee says
*

0.02 sq. ft. is critical break size - you say 0.01 - p.5.

- What is equivalent break for stuck-open PORV?

4. Re: boiler-condenser mode of natural circulation - (p. 6) -
ask same series of questions as to licensee to establish that
the necessary conditions were present during TMI-2 accident
but cooling wasn't established until forced cooling begun
through reactor coolant pump at 16 hours. When was " adequate

/''') coolant inventory" restored? (Q 13, p. 7) Long before 16 -

( / hours - still had to turn RCP on.w/

,. ,_ . . , - . . ~ . . _ _

_-- _. . . _ __ - _ . - -
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5. Q.13, p. 7 "In later stages". You mean after one month?. .

f What was decay heat rate at that stage? c

N_/
6. Questions re: importance of procedures to his analysis.

Q. 14, p. 8 - importance of new procedures? - You assumed h
they would be followed? And that they would be effective?
Did you review them in any detail? Ever operated a reactor?
Trained an operator? Been through simulator?

<

- In your analysis of adequacy of natural circulation, did
you take any credit for operation of non-safety-grade
equipment?

HPI?
LPI? (RHR)
PORV?
Operator? - Is he safety-grade?
Single-failure proof?

7. Bleed and Feed - Starting Q. 15, p. 8 - Agree w/ Wermiel's
testimony in response to Board question G, that bleed and feed '

is not required by the Staff and therefore need not meet all
requirements of a safety system? Inconsistent with licen-
see's position - in answer to question 6a. So you disagree
with licensee?

'h p( Do you kno whether bleed and feed meets ngle failure
) criterio [See drawing in Licensee's xhibit In.

_,
Respon to Board Questions). Ass single failure in
valve o steam generator,

b. Questions to test their basis for concluding that the
equipment necessary for bleed and feed can operate under
the necessary conditions. E.g. - HPI pumps must be
cooled. If pressure gets too high, flow of water to

,

cool pumps stops and they will be damaged. Given that'

there are historical instances of failure of safety
valves to open at correct point (See NUREG-0578, p. A-7),
what could consequences be to integrity of HPI pumps?

E.g. - assume 3 HPI pumps running, only one safety
valve open - is that flow adequate to cool HPI pumps?

( Will the pressure in the primary system remain con-'

stant, increase or decrease under those conditions?

- Is flow through HPI pumps at pressures between 2,500 psig.
and cut-off head enough to cool pumps?

- If pressure increases to cut-off head of pumps, any analy-
sis of the consequences of subjecting the primary system
to that much pressure?

- If it's safe, why are the safety valves set at 2,500 psig?
m

|
|

, . _ . . . - ,
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c. Q. 16, p. 9 - Clarify. How many pumps? (3) Two nor-
mally aligned for HPI? Meaning of "available" in second c

(N_ / sentence? Do both pumps have to come on at 20 minutes?
For non-LOCA, if second pump not available for 30 minutes, j

what is the assumption re. availability of first pump? 2

- Clearly need both HPI pumps w/in 20 or 30 minutes to have
adequate bleed and feed cooling? Any other LOCA sequence
-other than bleed and feed which requires two HPI-pumps? c

Is this consistent with tech specs. - Do you know what the
limiting condition is for plant operation with regard to
HPI pump availability? Do they require plant shutdown when
any one HPI pump unavailable? This is a stricter limiting
condition than for ECCS analysis, when only one pump
required, so plant can remain operational so long as two
are available?

- If only two HPI pumps operable, but both required to
operate for bleed and feed, that doesn't meet single failure

j criterion?

'.
d. Q 17, p. 9 - Was Crystal River a successful demonstration

of bleed and feed?

- Describe event4

- How much water released to containment building?

[ 'h - Plant shutdown for months?
'

\ ,) - Cost of shutdown and clean-up?
- How much radiation in containment building?

!

- Why didn't they use natural circ? All conditions
were present.

8. Effect of non-condensible' gases on natural circulation, Q. 18,
p. 10.

- Your opinion is that the amount of non-condensible gas
.

not sufficent to interfere with natural circulation?
|
' Anything different in your analysis of this question since

accident? But it's not a problem? Then why requiring
safety-grade vent system? Because you're not certain?
Defense in depth?

- It's also your opinion that natural circulation will be'

effective in all cases. RHR doesn't have to be redesigned? .

But wouldn't that also be consistent with defense-in-depth
philosophy? Or are you more sure of this than of effect
of non-condensible gas?

;

i
'

- Cost of each - vent system a lot cheaper - already have
valves, just have to install motor operators.

(''h)
a. Q. 19, p. 11 - relying on new procedures - that's why -

you believe natural circulation will be effective?'
t

''''
,

Question re: the " improvements" in prccedures.
i

1

,
-

I
- - -.
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- Personnally reviewed? ;
<

And improvernents in EFW system? What are they? Accom--

plished prior to restart? Personally reviewed?
?

- Your computer analysis relies on somebody else's jugdment
re: effectiveness of procedures and EFW improvements?

-

d

D

1

t

d

|

|

'
.

-

)

(
,

e
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
.

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF WALTON L. JENSEN, JR.,

RELATIVE TO PRIMARY SYSTEM NATURAL CIRCULATION
UCS CONTENTION 1

AND FOR

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF WALTON L. JENSEN, JR.,
RELATIVE TO PRIMARY SYSTEM FORCED FLOW CIRCULATION

UCS CONTENTION 2

.

,

. _ _ _ _ - -
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Direct Testimony
Page (s) Objectives of Questioning

Passim Clarify that Mr. Jensen's use of the term
" natural circulation" includes both single-
and two-phase conditions, whereas Licensee's
parallel testimony uses the term in the
context of single-phase fluid alone.,

.

.

O

9

y -

- -
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UCS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN

Re: Licensee's Testimony of Robert C. Jones, Jr. and

Gary Broughton ip/
T. Response to the Board Question
on UCS Contention

.

1. NUREG-0565, Recommendation 2.1.2.a (p. 3 of testimony)

The testimony suggests that item "II.K.3.7" of NUREG-0660
makes installation of automatic PORV block valve closure
system dependent on some future " appropriate analysis"
showing that this will not increase challenges to safety
valves.

Object of Cross: to show that the staff has considered
this issue (challenge to safety valves) from the beginning
and, in fact, rejected another alternative method of guard-
ing against stuck-open PORV (permanently closing block
valve) in favor of automatic block valve closure system
for this reason precisely. No more " analyses" are called
for on this issue -- Met. Ed. is just resisting compliance

L and has confused two separate issues to obfuscate that:

a. Is there any SII.K.3.7. in NUREG-0660? (No)
Publica. date of 0660 and 0565? (March and
January '80, respectively) So where is this
SII.K.3.7? - (In " September 5 " letter" from
Eisenhut?) Not in 0660?

b. Back to pertinent S of 05657 Purpose of
recommendation to protect vs. occasions when
PORV sticks open? And did staff consider
doing this by permanently closing block valves?
But rejected? Because this would increase
challenges to safety valves? Counter produc-
tive to safety? And recommends instead an
automatic PORV block valve closure system?
This rec. then takes account of your stated
concern of not increasing challenges to safety
valves?

- And is there a separate concern in 0565 requiring4
,

analyses to document that the PORV will inadvertently
open during less than 5% of anticipated plant tran-
'sients? So two separate requirements:

} (1) to reduce challenges to PORV?
,/ (2) to mitigate consequences of stuck-open PORV.

- Recommendation 2.1.2.a goes to the latter?
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d - And the " clarification" in SII.K.3.7 of the September 5
letter goes to the former? That's what the " analyses" I

:

are for? - The clarification tells you how to document
the 5% maximum PORV challenge rate?

II. Recommendation 2.1.2.b (p. 4 of testimony)

This is the recommendation that the~ clarification ina. II.K.3.7 of the September 5 " letter" refers to, isn't
it?

Object: to test the bases for claim that no antici-
pated transients will cause PORV to open.

b. (p. 6) - Are there or aren't there events which will
cause the PORV to open? (If no, this contradicts the
concern about automatic block valve closure increasing

-

safety valve challenges - if they really believe PORV
won't ever open).

- This part of NUREG-0565 calls for an analysis - has it
been done yet? Submitted to NRC? If not, when will

it be?

b) If it has been done, did it consider single failures-

\N p in mitigating systems (EFW, PORV Control circuits)? If

not, they've simply assumed away the failures.
II.K.3.7 instructs you to consider failures of miti-
gating systems?

III. Recommendation 2.2.2.a. (p. 9 of testimony)

- The testimony states or implies that the B&W LOCA analy-
sis is still fine for predicting conformance with ECCS
criteria in 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K, but it's just
been re-assessed in order to " provide an improved analy-
tical basis for emergency procedures" for SBLOCA's.

Object of Cross: to show that this implication is wrong,
that NUREG-0565, identified a large number of basic inaccu-
racies and inadequacies in the B&W LOCA model and that they
are not presently adequate to show conformance with ECCS
criteria (NUREG-0565, p. 4-1 - 4-11)

- it is your testimony that NUREG-0565 "does not
-

state that approved B&W small break evaluation
is deficient for demonstrating compliance for
TMI-l with respect to 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix

f'"g
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- Then go over the pertinent SS in chapter 4 of 0565 - all
kinds of problems in the model have been discovered.
E.g. - orig, analysis showed that 0.07 sq.ft. break size
yielded greatest consequences? Model never predicted
steam formation under any conditions? Because modes too
coarse? (too much " averaging"?) hnd model did not pre-
dict core uncovery for accidents when you now know it
does occur?

,

- NUREG-0565 also finds B&W model is unable to predict modes
of natural circulation and interruptions to natural cir-
culation?

|

- And there may be errors in both break discharge and safety
injection flow rates?

- And errors in core flood tank water injection rate because
amount of steam present is dominant factor? Etc., etc.

- And NUREG-0565 concludes that " additional studies will be
I required to obtain the necessary information to perform
'

3
an Appendix K analysis?" (p. 4-11)

- So contrary to your testimony, the required analyses are
for the purpose of demonstrating compliance with 50.46
and Appendix K?

IV. Recommendation 2.2.2.c (p. 11 of testimony)

Object - to show that the recommendation for test data to
verify the model and Met. Ed. apparently hasn't done.that
verification and is just reiterating the model results, not
as compared with and verified by test data. So recommenda-

|
tion not met.

- Recommendation asking for comparison of model results with
semiscale and LOFT tests?. And your testimony doesn't
relate any such comparison? It just reiterates model re-
sults?'

- Do you know whether some LOFT data indicates less pres-
surization than expected? (NUREG-0565, p. 4-3)

| - You have no experimental data to show that the B&W modei
'

is conservative in this respect?

'

If I asked you on 3/27/79 if a small break LOCA
: could cause core uncovery, your answer would have
! been "no?" Because your model did not predicts

; that.
!

__, _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __. _ _ . . ___ _ _
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V. Recommendation 2.3.2.a (p. 12 of testimony)

Object of Cross: to show that Met. Ed. hasn't complied
with this recommendation - hasn't considered or found other
"better" solutions than RCP trip. And that manual RCP trip
increases risk of overcooling events,- just as dangerous as
undercooling.

- Why isn't tripping of the RCP's in the event of
a LOCA,'an " ideal solution?" Can aggravate non-
LOCA transients? Lead to overcooling? Do you
have a "better solution?"

- How soon after initiation of SBLOCA do you have to
trip RCP's in order to assure adequate core cooling?
(3 minutes - NUREG-0565 p. 2-4) And this is now
to be done manually? If RCP's not tripped within
three minutes, but later lost, isn't it true that
core uncovery results for some break sizes? (See
Cont. 8) So without manual RCP trip, you cannot
demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 50.46?

- What's basis for assurance that RCP's will bes

) tripped within three minutes of onset of SBLOCA?,

Dedicated operator? What indications does he haveN'

to tell him to trip RCP's? Does he do it upon
automatic ECCS/HPI actuation? An overcooling tran-
sient would also actuate ECCS? How does operator
differentiate between overcooling even and small
LOCA?

- What is proposed design for automatic RCP trip?
! Coincident loss of subcooling margin and ECCS/HPI

actuation? (Any HPI actuation, automatic or manual?
Just low pressure ECCS actuation? Containment pres-
sure?)

- Why will your auto. system require two conditions
I (loss of subcooling and ECCS actua.) While your

operator is instructed to trip RCP's on one con-
dition only - ECCS actuation? Because operator
couldn't be expected to calculate subcooling margin
within three minutes?

, -

| - NUREG-0623, Conclusion 6.0(6) (p. 12) talks about
" potential desirability of running the reactor

,

coolant pumps to provide forced circulation during
small break LOCAS" and recommends " continued explo-

[ ) ration by the industry of means by which this could
k ,/ be accomplished."m

- He never addresses this -- What are they doing
,

to " explore" it?

--. _ - -- . _ . _ .
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'd VI. Rec. 2.3.2.b (p. 14)

- Staff says B&W small break LOCA analysis relies on PORV,
which isn't' safety grade? Is staff wrong? Or are you

talking about different analyses?

- Are EFU system and the equipment used for RCP trip, the
only non-safety equipment used?

- What assumption do post-accident analyses make w/ regard
to operation of PORV, block valve, circuitry?

| VII. Rec. 2.6.2.a (p. 16)
1

- The recommendation calls for experimental demonstration of
modes of two phase natural circulation, but your testimony
doesn't mention any experiments. Do you plan to do any?

Object: to show that they haven't complied with the
Recommendation.

- First sentence of testimony is directly contradicted on
page 4-6 of NUREG-0565 - B&W model didn't even predict

(~'s steam flashing? Had to be modified after accident to do
i that? And Staff is saying in this recommendation that youg

'

\' need experimental data to show that your modifications are
accurate? But you don't have any such data?

VIII. Rec. 2.6.2.b (p. 18)

- The testimony asserts that verification of natural circula-
tion is derived from instrumentation showing 1) a constant
differential b.etween system hot and cold leg. temperatures
and 2) that cold leg. temperature is approaching secondary
system saturation temperature? And if those conditions
are present, natural circulation has been established?

Object; to show that these conditions were present
between 14 and 15 hours into the TMI-2 accident, but no~~
natural circulation?

IX. Rec. 2.6.2.c (p. 195)

- Are you testifying that under these circumstances - iso-
lated small break, PORV falls open on repressurization -
adequate core cooling would be achieved thru bleed and
feed mode?

rs X. Rec. 2.6.2.d (p. 21)
/ i

\,_,/ Object: to show that Met. Ed. has not complied with the
recommendation.
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a
- The Rec. calls for an analysis - you haven't
done that, have you? You're testifying about
the results of your pre-accident LOCA analysis?
Your testimony is that no HPI water will escape.

through the break in the pressurizer spray line?
See Restart Report, Vol. 2 S9, Draw'ing 302-650. How can thisbe? Some will go through, albeit less than 30% certainly
more than 0? And you haven't done the analysis to show how
much?

XI. Rec. 2.6.2.f (p. 25)

Object: to show scenarios where seal failure much quicker
than 60 minutes.

- Have you reviewed past occurences of pump seal failure? In
those instances, what was the cause of damage to seal? Seal
water loss? How long had seal water been lost before damage '

) occurred?
|

- Where does seal water come from? HPI? (Make-up pumps -
same thing) Same pumps as used for ECCS? If engineered_,

N safeguards are actuated, isn't seal water automatically,) shut off? If loss of seal water occurs w/o loss of offsites
i power -- so RC pumps continue to run -- wouldn't damage

to RCP seals be instantaneous?,

- Is it possible for a single failure to interrupt seal water
flow to RCP's? (E.g. - failure of seal water control valve)
How long in such a case would it take before seals failed?

XII. Rec. 2.6.2.g

- This is Broughton's testimony, but Jones says he is in
charge of the "best estimate pretest predictions" for B&W.
Why isn't Jones testifying?

- Here the Staff is requiring that vendors supply pretest
i predictions of LOFT SBLOCA tests w/ pumps running? Purpose

to verify, models w/ experimental date?

- Has this yet been done? Test originally
scheduled 3/80? Rescheduled? Why?

.

XIII. 2.6.2.h
|

- This is another e.g. of where you need bleed and feed for
''N adequate core cooling?
a

i

i
i

L
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.UCS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN

RE: Licensee's Testimon of Robert C. Jones, Jr., and
T. Gary Broughton In Response to UCS Contention
No. 8 and ECNP Contention No 1(d) (Additional

~

LOCK"ATrulsyis - c

1. Differences between post and pre-accident analyses. Both
operation of equipment and conditions inside reactorre:

coolant system.

- original analysis: (p. 3)
- Why did you assumc EFW available when wasn't safety-grade?
That's not permissible - all non-safety-grade equipment
must be assumed to fail.

- Your original analyses showed ECCS criteria never exceeded
'

But they were during TMI-2 accident?

- This operator action w/in 10 minutes of event - why is that
significant? You're not supposed to have operator action
required? And NRC in fact ordered you to change that,

[ ) didn't they? Before the accident? (Broughton's testimony,
( ,/ 13, p. 4) Purpose to remove need for operator to perform

a function necessary for safety? [Yet now you've added even
more operator functions necessary for safety - for natural
circulation and bleed and feed - Jones, p. 5]

- You say you met 10 CFR 50.46 both before and after the acci-
dent, so the accident showed that compliance with 10 CFR
50.46 not enough in itself to ensure safety? You need these
procedures too, to ensure appropriate operator action.

2. Sequences beginning on page 5 " multiple failures" did occur
at TMI-2 witin your definition?

- What's equivalent break size of stuck-open PORV7

- First sequence - Why doesn't ECCS (HPI) automatically'

initiate? (Because: system pressure doesn't drop low
enough). So operator action required to assure core

~

cooling.

- Second sequence, ECCS may not automatically initiate. Under
what circumstances? So here too, operator action is. required
to assure safety?

['')N
- Sixth sequence, page 7, operator action required to trip -

(, RCP's? And that's required to assure safety?
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- Last sequence, p. 8, operator action required within 20
minutes to actuate IIPI or emergency feedwater? And that's e

required to assure safety?

3. Question re: effect on first sequence of assuming no loss h
of offsite power - RCP's continue to run - adds approximately
20 mw heat to system. Does that mean operator has to act
sooner than 20 minutes? Why assume core decay heat 1.0 times
ANS re instead of usual.l.2? <

-

,

e
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
IUCEAR REGULATORY Cat 4ISSION

BEFORE TIE 1mIC SAFEIY AND LICENSItU BOARD

In the Matter of * )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON 0@FAlW, ET AL ) Docket tb. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island, Unit tb.1) )

00t-t0tMEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT
FIANS FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION REIATItU 10
UCS 00tTIENTION 8 AND ECNP CONIENTION le

Introduction

The major issue at question appears to be whether NUREG-0565

adequately addresses the small break 1DCA concern. The major shortcoming

in both testinonies appears to be the failure to address which

recmmendations of this report need to be inplemented and the schedule

for implementation. Our cross-examination will be directed to this issue

where it is not adequately addressed by the UCS or Board cross-exanination.

For NRC Staff (Walton L. Jensen, Jr.)

1. Describe the method by which the NRC Staff independently

analyzes the generic evaluations perfonned by B6H.

2. To what extent are the generic analyses referred to in the
,

Direct Testimony Answers tbs. 8, 9, and 10 accurate reflections of the

specific conditions at DII-1?

3. To what extent have the reemnendations of NUREG-0565

(specifically NURFf,-0565 Recmmendations 2.2.2 and 2.6.2) been addressed

and impimented at D1I-1? What is the schedule for impimentation?

O

|,( / t'! P $~ N
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4. Direct Testimony (p. 6) indicated that the consequences of the

(G,

accident at M-2, which exceeded 10 C.F.R. 550.46 limits, could not be

predicted by analysis, because such analyses assuned the operation of at

least one train of ECCS, and at 1MI-2 the operator manually throttled

back the ECCS flow. Clarify that the existing small break wCA analyses

continue to rely on assumed operator actions. Explain how amended

operating procedures will preclude the possibility of future operator

Is reliance on operator action in these cases absolutelyerror.

necessary or would automatic actuation with manual override be preferable?

For Licensee (Robert C. Jones, Jr.)

1. What NUREG-0565 recocmendations (particularly reemmendations

2.2.2.6 and 2.6.2, which call for plant-specific calculations and

analyses) have been implanented?

I h 2. Has an analysis been perfonned of whether other valves and

systems could, like the PORV at 'IMI-2, malfunction and rmain undetected,

resulting in lack of operator action within the required time frames?

3. For each case of reliance on operator action, is such reliance

necessary, or would automatic actuation with manual override be possible?

If yes, why is reliance on operator action being continued?

4. For each case of reliance on operator action, has an analysis-

been performed to test for potential ambiguous signals in the control

room? If anbiguous signals might result in a failure to initiate the

anergency feedwater or HPI systems, can such ambiguities be resolved in

the 20 minutes necessary for correct operator action?

Respectfully submitted,

.z(| /! h.! 'E'

KARIN W. CARTER
ROBERT W. ADLER
Assistant Attorneys General
Conmornmalth of Pennsylvania

. -. - . .-__ __. ._- _ -
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Re: NRC Staff Testimony of Walton L. Jensen, Jr.,
Relative to Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Analysis
(UCS Contention 8 and ECNP Contention 1(e))

:::: m
C

1. Q. 5, p. 4 - B&W Small Break evaluation model approved by NRC
Staff, September 5, 1978? Before accident? Did you review
that? And model showed compliance with ECCS criteria under
all break sizes and locations? ECCS criteria were exceeded
during accident? The accident gives you no reason to change
your conclusion about + he acceptability of the model? Did
the model assume any operator action during SBLOCA? What?
(what is the relationship between the computer model and
reality?) (07)

2. Q. 8, p. 4-5 - References to SER, Cl-12, C16. On page (Cl-
14, notes that stuck-open PORV won't uncover core if EFW or
HPI (two pumps - initiated within 20 minutes? Need two pumps
for EFW also?

- Any other small breaks for which two pumps necessary? In
pre-licensing accident analyses ever assume two HPI pumps

[, available? (No - because of single f ailure criterion)
! If only one pump operating will 10 CFR 50.46 be exceeded?

" If so, your original analyses were wrong if they demon-
strated conformance with 10 CFR 50.46. (If he answers
that they assumed wrong EFW availability, that was wrong
too, since EFW wasn't safety-grade).

- Did pre-licensing analyses identify any LOCA's which
required operator action to start HPI? (No) But there

; are some? Any special training for that prior to accident?
|

| - Then we've identified at least two ways in which your
original LOCA analyses were wrong. Any reason to believet

these are the only ways? No other sequences you haven't
caught this time?

| 3.' O. 13, p. 7 - Testify that EFW is required for decay heat ,,

| removal? That means it's required for safety w/in meaning
_

| of NRC regs? Does it meet all requirements of safety grade
I equipment now? (No) Restart? (No) Wher.?
|

- (Reference p. Cl-ll, SER)

| - Question re: interdependence between non-safety integrated
| control system (ICS) and EFW. Vulnerable to single failure?
|

''^ (See answer to Board question 6D) Long-term task to make -

EFW independent interim fix operating procedures? Why aren'y j

| these operating procedures acceptable for life-time of plant.''

\

.-
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- Discuss future modifications to HPI to "make it no longer--

( ) necessary for the operator to manually balance flow in the c

( j' HPI lines". Why is it necessary to do this.. .

<

- (The purpose of these questions is to show the lack of a

rational criteria for judging when operator actions can
be relied upon to perform functions necessary to safety -
a theme raised earlier. Generally, NRC disallows this
for good reason. But both natural circulation and bleed "

and feed rely on it.)

4. Q. 8, p. 5 - Questions re: scope and purpose of the analysis
" determined by the NRC Staff to be sufficient. .".

- Cover full spectrum of sizes and breaks? (O. 11, p. 6)
Satisfied that comprehensive? Contrast with statement
on page A-44 on NUREG-0578, that this analysis hasn't
been done in short-term but should be in long-term.
Aware of any long-term studies? Purpose?

- NUREG-0578, p. A-44, notes that " reconsideration of the
'

single failure criterion may lead to the need for more
analyses in the long term." Establish that Staff's
analysis did not encompass:

- passive failures

/''") - multiple failures
y''') - complete loss of safety system function

- consequential failures
- failure of the operator to perform the required
control manipulations

5. You are saying that the accident at TMI-2 exceeded 10 CFR
50.46 criteria? (See Q. 12, p. 6)

- And that failure of feedwater during SBLOCA can result -

in inadequate core cooling? And EFW not safety grade?
So don't meet 50.46 unless,you adopt bleed and feed mode?

- And, in these circumstances, there are some break sizes
for which you depend on the operator to both initiate
and control bleed and feed? So operator action is required

'

to perform function important to safety? -

e!

/ *

,''
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,/ RE: Emergency Feedwater Reliability:'

Lice 3sep's Testimony of Gary R.e
Capodanno, Louis C. Lanese ana -

Joseph A. Torcivia in Response
to Board Questions 6.a, 6.b,
6.c, 6.g, 6.h, 6.i, 6.1, and 6.k.

_

l. Question 6.a

Licensee's view is that loss of EFW follow loss of main
feedwater is an accident which must be protected against
with safety-grade equipment? (In contrant with staff)

- And bleed and feed will do it?

- EFW will also be safety-grade in future - What made
you change your mind? Wasn't it always true that
total loss of fw would result in violation or ECCS
criteria 10 CFR 50.46?

Clarify portions of response on p.2, first paragraph.
What does operator have to do and what is automatically
initiated?

,n
/ i
( ) Explain Oconee incident (p. 2) TMI-l subject to same
' ' ' failure? Describe prelimir.ary review: Wnat's doing

it? When? Part of larger effort?
Oconee showed pattern of adverse interaction between

non-safety ICS and safety systems? Why didn't you find
this until after Oconee accident? In this case, only
way you found these problems was after an accident?
(See Basdekas' letter - the only way we know somothing
is wrong re: ICS interactions is when something goes
wrong.) Any basis for believing that these measures
will prevent all future adverse interactions of ICS
with safety sys tems?

- Don't directly answer 2d party Board question: Would
loss of all fw be caused or aggravated by a loss of
non-nuclear instrumentation. Is the answer "yes?"'

- Capability to operate EFW independent of ICS (by
-

operator) is not the same as saying EFW is inde-
pe nde nt of ICS? You're saying that ICS failures
can cause or aggravate EFW failures, but that, if
that occurs, you will have the operator manually
assume control of EFW? (!!ow often will that occur?)

,

w. s '

D
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2. Question 6.b

Who did this evaluation? When?

(,_ / - Which of the listed components are non-safety-grade?
\ d

- Re: " heating and ventilation system and support
systems." Which support systems? Are they safety-
grade?

- If non-safety-grade, redundancy offers no additional c

pro tec tion , since one must assume all non-safety-grade
equipment fails. (e.g. - if not connected with emer-
gency power)

What are all the operator errors that would disable the
the system (haven' t answered the question)? You say
th at procedures will prevent these operator errors from
occurring? How many are new procedures? What is the
probability that the operator will not properly follow
the procedures? (After all, you've always had procedures -
this nothing new)

<

- Questions re : his qualifications for judging the
effectiveness of procedures?

3. Question 6.c

g Didn' t really answer Board ouestion. Looked only at B&W
,

plants? And none have safety-grade EFW systems? And
only up to 3/28/79? Why not beyond? Any EFW failures
since 3/28/79?

Questions re: data base: How many operating B&W plants
are there? 13? Out of 72 total plants? How many plants
years of operation were there in your data base? (Rela-

,

tively small number _ And 1 events out of those few years?

Four out of five of the B&W loss of EFW events were due
to operator error? So with respect'to the dominant
failure mode - operator error - change to safety-grade
EFW alone won't improve reliability?

Agree with staff testimony on Board question 6.f that-

the common cause failure mode as a result of operatori

error still remains.as the dominant source of system
unrealiability? -

4. Question 6.0

! Your testimony is that one EFW pump is sufficient to miti-
gate SBLOCA and loss of main fw transients? Re: Figure 1

|

'N
[V

~

:
|
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on Licensee's Exhibit (TMI-l Emergency Feedwater system),
What happens if the recirculation valve on that pump is

~'

open? (Valve EFV 8B) What would the flow be to one
_

steam generator? Two steam generators? Enough flow?
u

Re: Page 2 of E xh ibit , if valves fail to open on loss of -

control air, flow reduced to 400 gpm in some cases?
That's not enough flow, is it? So you'd have to go to
bleed and feed?

5. .Oue s tion 6.1
.

Clarify first sentence of response. After EFW is made
safety-grade, some equipment still will no t be environ-
mentally qualified? (Contradiction in terms ) Does
" subs tantial improvement" then, require compliance with
all safety grade criteria, including environmental qua-
lifications? (inconsistent with position on PORV,
pressurizer heater)

Which NRC criteria for safety equipment will EFW not
meet at restart?

6. Ques tion 6.j

Explore meaning of " reliability." Is it demonstrated
by 10 manual initiations? What is the required relia-

,e ~ , bility - or allowable failure rate?
e i
\ )
./ Go over the licensee's exhibit in some detail.

- Explain legend at bottom of Table 1. There are
other GDC not met?

- Table 1 lists only a small number of the GDC. Go
over the others to see if compliance or not - e.g.
GDC 1 (quality assurance); GDC (fire protection);
GDC 13 (instrumentation and control); GDC 17 (elec-
tric systems); GDC 18 (testing of emergency power
systems); GDC 20 (automatic initiation of safety
systems); GDC 21 (testability, reliability); GDC 22
(protection sys tem independence); GDC 23 (protection
system failure modes); GDC 24 (separation of protec-
tion and control); GDC 29 (low probability of failure).,

- Go over the GDC that are listed in Table 1: -

- GDC 2 (seismic) - how did they "be come
aware" of the problem? Which valves
involved? Why reviewing all valves -
some indication of generic problem?
If plant unsafe for lifetime in its

- present condition, what is your basis

[ ; for saying its safe enough to restart?
,

'j
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- GDC 4: Explain IE Bulletin 79-01B

re: environmental qualification. It'

asked you to demonstrate basis for
qualification, but you couldn't? You-

(s are unable now to demonstrate that the c

N EFW system will remain operable unders

conditions of a high energy line break? j
And you don ' t know when or if you will:. <

, be able to make that demonstration?
When did you discover this problem?
Your position is that a break in the
main s tream line to the EFW pump is e

an accident you are required to pro-2

tect against? And putting in restraints
won' t preclude the break , it will just
prevent pipe whipping ? If the plant is
not safe to operate in this condition,
over its life, what's your basis for
saying it's safe enough to restart?

- GDC 19 : Is there any direct communi- .

cation system between the EFW regula-
tion valve area and the remote shutdown

'
| panel? GDC 19 requires a means of

achieving safe shutdown if access to
control room is loss - so can't rely
on that.

s
- In spite of failure to meet all these NRC criteria, your

1 position is that your EFW system was reliable before? And
) is still reliable?

,

- Go over text of Licensee's Exhibit:
'

- Item 3, p. 1-2 - particularly p. 2, 2d
! paragraph re: crosstie between EFW pump

discharges. Extremely important because
a break in steam generator can lead to
severe over cooling event if' water conti-
nues to flow into broken steam generator.
Is the crosstie fully safety-grade? How
many switches are there to measure steam
generator pressure etc.?

;
- Item 5, p.2: The atmospheric dump valves

are controlled by non-safety grade inte-'

grated contol : system. Failure in this "

non-safety equip-ent can render EFW inca-
paulo of perforraing its function or can
cause an c?ercooling transient which willt

appear to the operator as if it is a LOCA.
Eg: assume a plant shutdown, ICS opens
atmospheric dump valves and they stay

i open. How would this affect pressure in
/es' the steam generators? When'it gets down '

4

(_, to 600 psig, fw flow to both steam genera-
tors will be cut of f. If its not, will,

cause dangerous overcooling.

i -
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Are B&W plants very sensitive
to overcooling transients? Yes - c
NRC was considering stopping con-
struction [SEE OCONEE LETTER]

h
Turbine exhaust vented directly to atmos--

phere - p. 3, 5th paragraph If leak in
steam generator tube, radioactivity
vented directly into atmosphere? Any c

protection?

d. Automatic initiation of turbine-driven EFW pumps:
Will all the circuitry be safety-grade prior to
restart? Even after changes, are they vulnerable
to single failure? In most plants, engineered
safeguard, features actuation automaticially
starts EFW/ Why not here?

$
e. Steam generator level alarms, item [, p. 7. Not

safety grade? If this unsafe for life of plant,
what is basis for saying its safe to restart? <

f. Reduction of possiblity of overcooling - Item 3,
p. 9. Why is this a concern? Any changes to
reduce instances of overcooling caused by main
feedwa ter ? Any changes to prevent ICS failures

(''' which can cause failure of EFW control valves?
\

g. Long-Term EFW System Modifications (p. 10) - how
many will be done prior to' restart? When will the
others be done? What is basis for finding it's
safe to restart, when all of this needs to be
done to make the plant safe?

,

|
|

<

.

(v1
g

| .
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UNI ED STATES OF A? ERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY CatilSSION

BEFORE 'IHE A10MIC SAFEIY AND LICEtEItG BOARD
|

In the Matter of )
)

MEIROPOLITAN EDISON 0@!PANY, ET AL ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island, Unit 1) )

OTfDtMEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIANS FOR
CROSS-EXAMINATION REIATING 'ID BOARD QUESTIOtB
6.a, 6.b, 6.c, 6.g, 6.h, 6.1, 6.j, and 6.k ,

Introduction

Board Question 6 raises the issue of the reliability of the Emergency

Feed Water Systm. 'Ihe direct testimony on Board Question 6 received

from the tRC Staff and the Licensee conflicts at one point and at other

points sems to address different concerns. These differences involve

(1) whether failure of all feed water systms require mitigative action

by safety grade systes, and thus the feed and bleed mode of decay heat

rmoval may be a safety function, and (2) under what circumstances is

one motor driven mergency feed water pmp sufficient to prevent core

damage. In addition, the direct testinony of Licensee in response to

one of the Board sub-questions is evasive. The Comnonwealth plans to

cross-examine both parties in these areas.-

! For NRC Staff (Jared S. Wermiel)

1. Why does Mr. Wermiel testify that loss of mergency feed water
I following a main feed water transient is not an accident which must be

protected against with safety-grade equipment, after the NRC Staff's

,

1

- . . _
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'IMI-l Restart SER proposed mdifications which will upgrade the EEW

Systs to a fully safety-grade systm?

2 Is the EEW Systs, as mdified, sufficiently reliable in light

of its reliance oh operator action (in light of the lessons learned from

the 'IMI-2 accident)?

3. With reference to the Staff response to Question 6.g, what

kind and class of accidents and transients were postulated for which one

EFW pmp can supply adequate feed water for decay heat rmoval, and was

the " worst possible occurrence" considered and accounted for?

4. What is the analyzed basis and the parameters used to determine
I

that the two-hour time frame is an adequate one for which the 'RII-l EEW

train should be relied on to operate to supply feed water on direct

current power sources, as per the Staff response to Question 6.h?

For IRC Staff (Edward Iantz)

1. With respect to the Staff response to Question 6.c:

(a) Why does the answer of the Staff relate four specific

experiences of other plants with failures of safety-grade ERJ

Systems, not one of which is the same as any of the five specific

experiences Licensee lists in its answer to the infonmtion requested

by Board Question 6.c?;
,

(b) Although a minority of the failures of safety-grade ERJ

Systms that have occurred defeated the functional capability of

the systm, what are the potential ramifications of functional in-

capability?

-2-
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For Licensee (Gary R. Capodanno and louis C. Lanese)

1. Why is a loss of mergency feed water following a main feed

water transient admitted to be an accident which nust be protected

against with safety-grade equipment in Licensee's response to Board

Question 6.a and yet the systes said to be available to mitigate this

transient rely on operator action within a relatively short time-span?

Beyond the issue of allowing a safety-grade syst s to rely on operator

action, plans for cross-examination include the bases for assurance of

operator action within the prescribed time-span and the possibilities of

erroneous operator action or inactions due to misinterpretation, all in

light of experiences at M-2.

2. Why is the Licensee's response to Board Question 6.1, that the

EFW Systs will not be greatly improved after safety-grade, in direct

disagrement with the response supplied by the NRC Staff, and the concerns

raised thereby?

t-
For Licensee (Gary R. Capodanno)

1. What operational errors is the EFW Syst s vulnerable to and

what are the potential consequences?

2. Why does Licensee's response to Board Question 6.c list five

specific experiences at plants with failures of safety-grade EFW Systas,
,

while the NRC Staff's answer to the same question relates four other

specific experiences, not one of which is the same? Cross-examination

will cover the significance of this in tems of both the actual number

of such occurrences and the effective connunication and dissmination of

information and events.

-3-
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3. What is tie actual analyzed basis and the parameters used to

determine that the two-hour time period is adequate in terms of the 1MI-

1 EIM train having to perform its functions independent of AC power?

I (Licensee's respolise to Board Question 6.h).

Respectfully submitted,'

!

. Y*
KARIN W. CARTER
ROBERT W. ADLER

| Assistant Attorneys General
Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania
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. UCS_ CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN

[(''N) NRC Staf f Testimony of J. Wermiel,
RE: Emergency Feedwater Reliability c

W. Jensen, E. Lantz 'and B. Buger
on Board Questions 6.a, 6.b, 6.c, j
,63 6.h. 6.i, 6.j , 6.k

1. Question 6.a c

a. Disagree with licensee? Why? Why making EFW safety-
grade if this accident outside design basis?

- List modifications, none of which will be done
prior to restart - so your testimony does not go
to conditions now or at restart? In the interim,
relying on operator as a substitute for safety-

J
grade system? If no. what exactly is the system
that will provide protection against loss of EFW
following main fw transient? (bleed and feed?)

-

b. Rh: testimony on Oconee event, explore meaning of
" momentary" loss of EFW. How long could it be? Eg -
assume loss of off-site power - how long for diesel
generators to come on? After that, how long until EFW
pumps start? After that, how long until operator looks
at EFW flow indicator? If not EFW, at what rate would
steam generator flow decrease? How long until operator
recognizes need for EFW? What if non-safety EFW control>

valve control valve f ails to open, how long until opera-
tor can get someone to manually open, etc.

2. Question 6.b

a. Go over Wermiel's experience - how many EFW systems has
he personally reviewed? For what purpose? Electrical ,

!
engineer? How does he know this is the only single failure
in ICS that could fail EFW?'

i

b. Contrary to his testimony, there is really much more
than just one way in which EFW doesn' t meet safety-grade
criteria? He mentions another - environiaental qualifica-
tions. Licensee offers a whole list (Licensee's Exhibit,a

,

page 10-11) Does he disagree?
_

l
I c. He states that improved procedures should limit the

possibility of operator error. Does he have any qualifi-
cations to say that? Or just general proposition that if
you write procedures, things should get better?

3. Question 6.c (Lantz)

ON m

I, a. How many plants have safety-grade EFW? As of when?
How many reactor years represented by your review?\

. --. - - - .
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Possible to draw any conclusions on failure rate
based on that data? Possible that there were

C''N
total failures of EFW not reported? (With only c
" periodic" surveillance, you've got to miss some -

'

witness TMI-2 accident)
How often are various parts of system tested

4(re: implication that testing measurably improves '

reliability)

c. Are all of the cases listed really safety-grade c

EFW systems? If so, why diJn't TMI-2 have one - it
was licensed later than some of these plants.

d. In all of staff's cases, operator action within
20 minutes couldn't have solved the problem, could
it?

4. Question 6.g

a. Is his testimony based on condition of plant at
'

start or after final upgrade?
i

b. One pump can supply adequate fw for all postulated
accidents and transients? Consider break in one steam
generator. There is a single fw control valve to the
other steam generator normally closed. Does this
meet single failure criterion?

%
) - What if the recirc. valve on the one pump is

d open, what would flow be?
.

! - The 300 gpm figure (p. 7, bottom) assures instantaneous
fw flow and stuck-open PORV? Is 500 gpm needed if EFW'

not instantaneously available? (See Licensee's Exhibit,

j_ P. 8)

! 5. Ques tion 6. i (Wermiel) ,

a. Is biced and feed required or isn't it? Your testimony
contradicts itself.

6. Ques tion 6. j (Wermiel

a. At least some of the modifications described on the,

ireferenced pages of the SER won't be done prior to' restart
~

<eg safety-grade automatic EFW pump start. Is the SER wrong.
And at restart there won' t be compliance with all of the GDC,
as discussed in connection with Licensee's Table l? And all
the things listed by licensee will not be done prior to|

! restart? So the plant clearly not safe enough for the long-
| term? Just exactly what is your basis for saying it's safe

enough to operate?
*

! %

i
|

. . . . .
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, U_CS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
-

._

,

RE: NRC Staff Answers to Board Questions 6d, j
6e, 6f <

|
'

-w

1. Boger - 6d. Are there more than one Emergency Procedure for

!.
bleed and feed? He references Emergency Procedure 1202-26 A.
How does that work with Procedure 1202-397 |

i - The procedures all instruct Operator to use PORV? Not ;

i safety grade.

- Operator instructed to throttle HPI discharge valves - how
many discharge valves have to be throttled? What's the
effect if one falls full open? .

- Operator attempts to restore feedwater - have you done any
analysis of how this would be done, - where in the plant *

| the locations are? What radiation levels would be?

2. Jensen - 6f (p. 6-7)

a. Hasn't reviewed whether plant can be taken to cold shut-,

'

down with bleed and feed? So need to re-establish
\ feedwater in 19 hours? Does he know what actions speci-

fically have to be taken to do this? Says " majority of
the components" outside containment - which aren't? As'

to both, has he reviewed radiation levels at those loca-
' tions. [SEE TABLE 2.1-6 OF RESTART REPORT] .

- E.g. - valves for decay heat removal system are at 280 foot
elevation in auxilliary room - showing dose of 3,600 per
hour. Other valves for baron precipitation control showing

,

| 6,500r per hour.
!

.
I

e

J

C

_ . . - ,m . , . . .
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{'"Ns UCS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
\v

Licensee's Testimony of Philip R. Clark,
Michael J. Ross and E.S. Patterson In Response to
UCS Centention No. 10 and Sholly Contention No. 3

(Safety System Bypass and Override)

1. Qualifications of Philip R. Clark.
,

Been with GPU for less than a year? Management-

responsibility for all 3 GPU reactors? Never
worked prior to this for any commerical nuclear
facility? Had nothing to do with the design of
safety. systems for TMI-l? Or for any other nuclear
plant? And never performed a safety review for any.
commercial plant, for any system? Have you read
the TMI Restart Report? Analyzed the causes of the
TMI-2 accident in any detail? Or the detailed
accident sequence?

All of your experience prior to January 1980 was-

with the naval reactor program? And your testimony
'

here is based on that? Differences in design of
naval reactors? Smaller, less complex? And

gx difference in basic philosophical approach to
( ) safety in navy - i.e. in navy, the safety of the
\s ,/ ship depends completely on the operability of the

reactor, so the overriding goal is to keep it in
| operation? There is no countervailing goal of

protecting public health and safety which may
require shutdown of civilian reactor.

2. Qualifications of Michael J. Ross.

B.A.? Navy School is your only post-high school-

education? 3 month course? Graduated in '61?
Which prototype school? (What kind of reactor?)

- Were supervisor of operations at the time of the
accident?

3. Patterson, (p. 3-4).

- What " position" is supported by the change you
quote in IEEE-279? What's the significance of
the change in language? Wasn't it just to .

clarify that if only one signal out of 4 indicates
a need to actuate protection system, that signal ,

doesn't have to lock in - i.e., that two out of r

four are required? /p~s
e \

( - By the way, did Met Ed commit at the O.L. Stage
,

to comply with IEEE-279?

. - . - _ - - _ ..
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4. Clark (p. 4).O
\s_,/ - Define " impractical." Costly? Complex? .Do you,

understand that-UCS is simply saying that since
the operators are instructed never to terminatet

ECCS until specified conditions are met,.the
,

plant circuitry should be modified so that ECCS
cannot be terminated until those' conditions are

~

met?

5. You say that this would " seriously complicate the plant."

You believe that.this would make the plant much-

more complicated tl.an it is already?j

Go over EFW system e.g., just to show its complexity.-

What are the signals that automatically actuate?
How many? How controlled? How are valves operated?

- To show the complexity of automatic systems already.
C o m p a r e d w i t h t h i's , how " complex" to add logic to
allow operator to secure EFW only after plant reaches
parameters which have already be,en determined.*

Already have:
EFW flow instruments?
Steam generatorslevel instruments?

"" indication of valve position?
So already have all'the signals in the control room?

\ Just have to wire directly into the system?'

' 6. Re: Testimony, p. 6, "From the very beginning of the nuclear
plant industry."

Hanauer book - principles of reactor design. Page 65 66-

Basic work in field of nuclear design? Read material
on disadvantaaes of expecting operator to function
correctly during accident if designers have been
unable to anticipate all expected conditions.

| 7. Re: testimony, p. 5, "it is impossible to foresee ' every
possible condition which could arise."

- Are you familiar with testimony of Mr. Jones re:
hundreds of manhours spent in analyzing and projecting
plant response to all anticipated accidents and tran-'

sients? And operator training and procedures based on
t these analyses which tell operators not to
| terminate ECCS until specified conditions met? '

And you expect operators to follow those
| instructions under all circumstances, not to

violate them? Then why not wire this into

{( ) preferable to allow the operator to violate
N circuitry; unless you're saying that it's

._ _ _ _ _ _
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S the procedures in some undefined number of
I cases? Then you haven't yet properly under-

'N / stood system response? You can't have it both
ways.

8. Testimony p. 5 re: " adequate training."

How was the training developed? (From B&W LOCA-

analyses) And don't you think that analyses
have either foreseen or enveloped every possible
condition? And it doesn't allow improvising?

It's very specific about criteria for termination-

of ECCS.

i
9. page 6 Re: " ample opportunity" to refer to procedures

and consult with immediate supervisor before activa ting
bypass.

'
- Do you know if all this was done during TMI-2 accident?

10. Go over each of his examples on p. 6-7 of instances
where " deliberate operator intervention is desirable."

- Arc all of these e.g.'s of cases where operator has
- to intervene before the specified plant parameters

[
s'

have been reached? (50 F subcooling mar gin or 20
\ minutes stability,etc.) Because if the desired

intervention is after that, the UCS suggested
modification would allow it - the safety function
would have been performed. UCS would only prevent
operator interference until those conditions are
met.

a. E.g. 1, p. 6.

- Testimony that he shouldn't throttle
flow until these conditions met? (Subcooled,
pressurizer water level) And procedures

- require this? Then that e.g. supports UCS -
all you're saying is that he would throttle

.'

ECCS after it's safety function is performed.
What safety disadvantage is these in preventing
operator from throttling it before?

By the way aren't you describing
bleed and feed? ("large qtiantities of
water containing some amount of radio-
activity would be released to the reactor
containment. ") Are you saying there's. .

a safety disadvantage associated with
[',s bleed and feed? It is your opinion that'

\ a design which allows operator to pre-.

. . , . . _ , _ . _ . _ _ _
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~^s maturely terminate ECCS and cause an
accident _like TMI-2 is preferable to a

,- design that would prevent such an occurance
but might require plant clean-up?

i

b. E.g. 2, p. 7.

Familiar with NRC requirements as a
result of TMI-2 accident? Specifically
those which require improving capability
to take samples following an accident?
Familiar with actions taken at TMI-l to
comply with those requirements? Specifi-
cally, what containment isolation valve (s)
in TMI-l which automatically closes during
an accident must necessarily be re-opened
to take a' sample? Don't need to open until
after a accident over? If so, the necessary
plant parameters would be met and UCS's
suggested modificationssculd not prevent,

this.

c. E.g. 3, p. 7.
4

Are you aware that there already has to
be an automatic system for isolating a

e damaged system generator? For major breakk ,- sizes? Then what are you talking about?s

On plant diagram, point out the piping in
the intermediate building that would bei

; isolated by the main steam line valves
and might prevent a hazard to personnel

: near the break? Is there any need for the
; operator to go into this area to perform a

safety function during an accident?

Questions re: safety valve and possibi-,

! . lity of preventing personnel exposure by
isolating this break: Following an accident
and auto. actuation of ECCS, don't procedures
call for raising steam gen. level to 95% on
op'g. range? How much water is that, in
gallons? If you shut off EFW, how long would
it take for that water to boil off through,

the break? (assuming the smallest break
size which represents a hazard to personnel)
Pretty long. Not going to be very effective -

iat minimizing personnel exposure. Wouldn't
it be a lot more effective for them to get,

| out of the area if there was a break?
h How would operator in control know

, _j/ there was a person being subjected to steam

!

. . - - -- - _. .. - - . -
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['' leak? How would he know which stemn generator
was affected? Your testimony is that, on( j
balance, it's preferable to have a system,
which allows op'r to isolate breaks too small
to be automatically isolated in order to
reduce personnel exposures than to have a
system which prevents op'r from terminating
EFW flow when the core is not cooled?

~

You're aware of emergency procedures
for operators to follow during SBLOCA? They
are to raise steam gen. level to assure
natural circulation? So if the choice is
operating fw to protect public or terminating
it in violation of procedures to protect
personnel vs. minor steam leaks, you choose
the latter?

d. E.g. 4, p. 7

Define'" overfilling." What level" (95%
on op'g range is required, so has to be above
that)

You postulate here overfilling caused
f- g by a control valve malfunction. Are you

aware that EFW control valves currentlyr ,

/ controlled by non-nuclear instrumentation -%

the integrated control system? Non-safety
grade? But that, as a result of accident,
Met Ed has committed to removing the possi-
bility that a single failure in the ICS could
lead to EFW failure. So you're postulating
here something beyond a single failure? What
consequences would the water hammer have -
What equipment would be damaged?

. If circuitry were designed so that the
operator could terminate EFW after 95% level
reached, would that address your concern? If
not, it's your opinion that the operating
procedures are unsafe?

If st. gen. in normal op'g range and
plant shuts down, EFW pumps are on, and
control valve falls open, how long would
it take to overfill st, gen.? (Very little
time) How much time would there be for
operator action) - Less than 10 minutes?
(See Restart Rept. 2.1-26) If your concern
is valid, it would happen too fast to expectn) op'r action to mitigate it. Need automatic(

(_,/ action to prevent it. Are you aware that
'

, -_ _ - __- _ . _ - - . _ . -.
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Met Ed has committed to install a safety-
grade system to prevent steam generator
overfill?

How complicated would it be to design
an automatic safety-grade system to prevent
overfilling from control valve failure, if
this is real concern? Wouldn't it just mean
duplicating current valves in series and
circuitry? Then failure of one control
valve wouldn't have these consequences?
Hbuld you consider that complex? Impractical?

Are you aware that EFW. control valves are
being modified to fall open on loss of control
air? In view of your concern with overfilling
steam, gen., do you consider that counterproduc-
tive to safety?

e. E.g. 5, p. 7

Define'" inadvertent." How could inadvertent
ECCS actuation occur in TMI-l specifically? If
the actuation was really inadvertent, then the
plant conditions re: 'subcooling etc. would
allow op'r to terminate. You do understand the
UCS contention to permit this, don't you? During

/''N TMI-2, didn't op'r belive ECCS had been "inadver-

(/) tently" actuated" And he was protecting plant
by throttling?x-

Give specific egs. re: EFW, ECCS and con-
tainment isolation of protection action which,
if inadvertently initiated,could cause plant
transient or endanger personnel. How "promptly"
would op'r have to act? If you expect him to
take appropriate action he has to have been
trained? What are the training procedures
which cover this?

_

11. Ross-testimony, p. 7ff,

p. 7 - Where exactly in NUREG-0578 are you referring?
!

- You've detailed the op'r instructions. re: termination-
of HPI, etc. You believe those should never be violated?*

And'will never be violated? And cover all plant sequences
which can be expected? And if followed in all cases, op'r
will be taking the appropriate action? Then where is the
safety disadvantage to designing HPI so that op'r cannot

. throttle it unless those conditions are met?
i

!

\ms/

|

-. _ .. .- . , - . . . , . .
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- You agree that if the operator incorrectly throttled
g HPI before those conditons were met (as did at TMI-2)
' that could have serious negative safety. consequences?

12. Containment isolation, p. 9

- Under what cires, is it necessary for op'r to override
containment isolation during an accident?

- First category of valves, are any'of the valves used
for post-accident sampling automatically closed on
containment isolation? Did you understand that the
only containment isolation valves covered by the
containment would be those automatically closed by
ESFAS signal.

- For the containment isolation valves automatically
closed, if not needed for sampling, any other reason
why you would want to open them during an accident?
Then what safety disadvantage to designing system
so that they can't be opened until reactor
building pressure less than 2 psig? And certainly
could be a safety hazard if they're opened when
pressure above 2 pslg. same re: radiation level.
(The rest of your conds. are in the long-term, after
the accident itself is over?

_) 13. EFW p. 10.

- Are there any conditions when it is necessary to have
the operator override EFW during an accident? (i.e.
before plant at approp. subcooling margin and stabi-

-

lity?)

- Are the startup fw regulatory valves part of main or
EFW syst. (main) Is it an automatically - initiated
safety system? (No) Then not covered by UCS contention.

R'e: transition to nat. circ.: Is plant going to be-

modified so that this function will be automatic,-
fully safety-grade and independent of ICS?

14. Test, p. 11.

- How do you define" immediate action requirements?" Do
these need to be memorized? Tests announced?

15. Clark, Ross, p. 11.

- Is " operation intervention" in a safety system
before the plant is subcooled etc. (the conditonspg on p. 8) " desirable" or "necessary." Or operator

* / intervention after these conditions are reached?'~# Re: " appropriate instrumentation" etc. - Anything
these that you wouldn't have said on 3/27/79?

,
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STEVEN C. SH0LLY--CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
.

.

RE: Licensee's Prefiled Written Direct Testimony on UCS-10
and Sholly-3 (Safety System Bypass and Override) by
Philip R. Clark (GPUSC) Michael J. Ross (Met-Ed) and
E.S. Patterson (B&W) .

1. Qualifications of Witness Clark

In your statement of qualifications which is attached to the testimony,*

it indicates that your responsibilities include " Directing and
monitoring of the operation, maintenance and testing of TMI-1,
TMI-2, and Oyster Creek; directing and monitoring of support activitier
for these plants including design, manufacturing, quality controls,

.

training, and radiological and environmental controls . . .".I

It further notes that your responsibilities include " establishing
policies and procedures relating to the GPU nuclear plants . . .".'

Have you personally participated in any of the following activities
with regard to THI-1:

a. Establishing procedures related to ECCS operation, HPI
operation, LPI operation, containment isolation, and/or

{ emergency feedwater system operation?

b. Bypass / override procedures for any of these systems?

c. Design of any of these systems?

d. Training on operation of any of these systems, or the
development of training on any of these systems?

Your qualifications statement indicates that your nuclear experience" ~

*

prior to joining GPUSC was limited to courses at the Oak Ridge Scheol
of Reactor Technology (1953-54) and the Navy nuclear program (1954-79).
During this period of time, did you ever participate in the operation,
design, or safety review of a nuclear reactor? Did you ever participate
in the operation, design, or safety review of emergency core cooling
systems, containment isolation systems, or emergency feedwater systems?
Did you ever participate in developing training or procedures related
to the operation of emergency core cooling systems, containment isolation
systems, or emergency feedwater systems?

2. Qualifications of Witness Ross

Have you ever participated in the writing of' procedures covering the*

operation of ECCS, containment isolation, and/or emergency feedwater
system? For TMI-l? What training have you received regarding the
design, utilization, or capabilities of instrumentation used in ECCS,
containment isolation, and/or emergency feedwater system?

.
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3. Witnesses Clark and Ross at page 3, " ability for the operator to control-

:a safety function following initiation serves to enhance safety."

Are there any s'tatistics, studies, or other records of any type which*

support your position?

What is the basis for your position (specifically address your training*

and experience)?

Would you agree that your statement is true only under the following*

circumstances:

a. That the operators have correctly diagnosed the reason
why the safety function was initiated;

b. That the operators refer to the correct procedure which
governs operator control of the safety function;

c. That the operators correctly follow the procedure; and,

d. That the procedures are technically accurate and have correctly
anticipated the specific scenario in which the operators
find themselves.

Would you agree that if an operator prematurely bypasses or overrides*

a safety function, that this can serve to degrade safety, rather than
enhance it?

4. Witness Clark at page 4 "the real need is to prepare the operators to
. correctly diagnose the plant condition and carry out the appropriate
actions."

Specifically what factors ensure that operators correctly diagnose*

| plant conditions and carry out the appropriate actions? Training?
,

Procedures ? Administrative contiols?

Would you agree that procedures are only useful to the' operators*

if they can gain access to the. proper procedure in a timely manner?

Specifically what training have the TMI-1 operators received*

in diagnostics related to accident conditions? Is anyone other
j than licensed operators involved in system diagnosis? If so,

I what in their training or educational background gives them
experience in systenis diagnosis?

How specifically to operators gain access to specific procedures*

(matrix of symptoms?)? .

5. Witness Clark at page 5, "The operator, when properly prepared for his
task, is infinitely more flexible in responding to unexpected situation,

than any possible automatic control mechanism 3."
,

Given well understood accident sequences, is there any difference in*

performance reliability (i.e., ability to perform the correct actions
in the correct scquence in the proper time frame) between a well-
trained operator and an automatic control system in terms of ensuring

.
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that a safety function performs properly?
,

What is the basis for your statement that the operator is " infinitely"*

more flexible in responding to unexpected situations? Does not this
flexibility also introduce the opportunity for operator error?

6. Witness Clark at pace 5, notes that "very rapid actions required for
immediate response to sudden unanticipated changes in plant conditions"
are appropriate for automation, and that the role of the operator in this
instance is to verify that the automatic system has functioned properly.
Witness Clark further states at pages 5-6, " Subsequent bypass of such
circuits, on the other hand, proceeds on a much more deliberate basis.

.The operators have ample opportunity to verify that the conditions
prerequisite to bypass are in fact met."

Is there any minimum time period during which ECCS, containment isolation,*

and emergency feedwater systems should not be bypassed following initiation?

What steps are necessary and how long does it take to verify that it is*

appropriate to bypass ECCS, containment isolation, and emergency feedwater
systems at TMI-1 (given that this is all the operator is concerned with)?

Would an automatic system which locks in the safety function for this*

period o,f time have any negative impact on ensuring that the safety
function is fulfilled? Would such a system in fact have a positive impact
in that it would prevent premature bypass or override of these systems?

If you examine the Operational Sequence of Events in NUREG-0600, at*

items 327 and 363, you will note that HPI and containment isolation
were bypassed in less than 20 seconds following initiation; do you
agree that is correct? In your judgment, did the operators have
sufficient time to verify that conditions were appropriate for bypass
of HPI and containment isolation before bypassing these systems in
those instances? What steps have been taken since the TiiI-2 accident-

to assure that safety systems are not bypassed prematurely?

7. Witness Clark at page 7. regarding "inadvertant actuation" of safety function.

Specifically how can operators be sure that actuation of a safety*

function is "inadvertant"?

8. Witness Ross at page 8, concerning procedure on bypass of HPI.

What procedure is this language taken from?*

Is it your testimony that adherence to this guidance under all conditions*

will prevent clad metal / water reaction from ' exceeding the standards on
10 CFR 50.44? On what basis do make :nis claim (specitic studics)?

Define " stable" as used in the guidance. How do the operators receive*
|

| this definition and how is it assured that all TMI-1 operators understand

this guidance to have the same meaning?
.

!
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9. ' Witness Ross at page 9, regarding containment isolation bypass guidance.
* What procedure.is this language taken from?

,

* What is the significance of the 2 psig limit?
* What containment radiation levels would constitute an unacceptable basis

for reopening containment isolation valves?

* Is the Emergency Director a licensed operator?
~

10. Witness Ross at page 10, states that training " emphasizes the importance
of following procedures."

*
Prior to the TMI-2 accident, what was the company policy regarding

'

adherence to procedures?,

* What training was conducted prior to the accident which emphasized the
'

need to follow procedures?

* What is the current company policy regarding adherence to procedures?
* . What specific training have the TMI-1 operators received on the need to

follow procedures? Did this training include the consequences of failure
to follow procedures?

11. Witnesses Clark and Ross at pages 11-12 " Appropriate instrumentation,
procedural guidance and training ,have been provided to THI-1 operators
on the situations in which they should intervene in the automatic
operation of the ECCS, containment isolation and emergency feedwater
system."

,

* What is the basis for this conclusion? .With respect to each system?
.

.

1
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

.In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
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(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
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LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
DIRECT TESTIMONY OF ROBERT D. POLLARD
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Direct Testimony
Page(s) Objectives of Questioning

10-1 Explore whether UCS Contention 10 applies
to the design of all other pressurized
water reactors in the U.S.; whether any
plant in the U.S. meets IEEE 279 as
construed by Mr. Pollard.

10-2, 10-11 Establish that section 4.12 (" Operating
Bypasses") of IEEE 279 is irrelevant to
UCS Contention 10, which assumes safety
system actuation, and then questions
whether the safety function will be
completed.

10-2 Establish that compliance with IEEE 279
at TMI-l is not a " requirement of the
Commission's regulation," because 10
C.F.R. S50.55a(h), by its terms, does
not apply to TMI-1.

10-4 Explore why it is " simplistic" or
" legalistic" to rely upon the clear
definition of protection system provided
in the Scope section of IEEE 279.

10-5 Establish that the charter (jurisdiction)
of IEEE is consistent with Licensee / Staff
view of scope of Standard 279; i.e., goes
to electrical equipment, not mechanical.

10-6 to 10-8 Establish that " Scope" sections of both
1968 and 1971 versions of IEEE 279 show
the authors were aware of, and intended
the standard to apply to, electrical
equipment for actuation of engineered
safeguards system.

10-13 Establish that use, in Staff review, of
design bases beyond IEEE 279 does not
serve to support UCS construction of the
standard.

10-13 Establish that Appendix A to Standard
Review Plan section 7.3 contradicts UCS
interpretation of section 4.16 of IEEE 279.

|
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10-16 Explore any basis for statement that Reg.
Guide 1.22 is an example of Staff's
recognition that the requirements of
IEEE 279 should be applied to equipment
not part of the " protection system."

10-17 Explore any basis for conclusion that
procedural criteria for terminating HPI
constitute the definition of completion
of safety function.

10-18 Identify any responsible organization
which has studied the TMI-2 accident
and concluded that a lesson learned
is to design interlocks to prevent
operator involvement with safety systems.

10-20 Establish the fact that absence of
regulatory requirement to postulate a
particular failure for one purpose does
not necessarily prohibit the postulation
of such a failure for another purpose.

.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
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LICENSFE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
NRC STAFI' TESTIMONY OF DONALD F. SULLIVAN

REGARDING COMPLETION OF PROTECTION SYSTEM ACTION
(UCS CONTENTION 10)
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Direct Testimony
Page (s) Objectives of Questioning

Professional Qualifications Learn the extent to which Mr.
Sullivan, as NRC member of
IEEE Nuclear Power Engineering
Committee, participated in
the development of IEEE Standard
279.

-

-
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! p* UCS Cross-Exami_ nation' Plan

Re: NRC Staff Testimony of,

Donald L. Sullivan Regarding
System Action _ l OS # /0,ShoA(h3Completion of Pro tection

>

f

1. -Sullivan Qualifications: Serve on any of the NRC groups
! charged with-evaluating TMI accident and lessons
! learned? NUREG-0578? 0585? S pecial Inquiry Group
| (Rogovin )? . Bulletins & Orders-Task Force? Correct
! that your testimony is not based on an evaluation
'

of the accident and its implications? And nothing
i in your testimony that you wouldn't have written

before the accident? Just a general discussion of
how NRC regs. have been interpreted? '

'
, .

- p.1, qualifications: " currently on
! temporary assignment performing...

various design reviews." Specify -
What plants ,' whqt systems? Ever done
a safety review for a B&W operating
license? What is your job since 9/1/80?

2. p.3 re: compliance with IEEE-2 79 not mandatory for TMI-1.
Didn' t the staff apply the standard before formal promulga-

I tion? Are you saying Met Ed did not commit to comply with
i 4 IEEE-2 79- 19 68 ? Did you check the FSAR for-Unit 1 to see?
; s ,/ Didn' t NRC review the TMI-1 operating license against

IEEE-2 79-19 68 ? (See SER) Were you aware of this? So
compliance was mandatory?

3. p.4, re: testimony that termination of safety function can be
" undesirable." Like,at TMI-27 Can lead to severe core
damage?

4. Q.a, p. 5, staff doesn't " generally require" design of ESF
system to prevent op'r interference: do they sometimes?
What are the exceptions? (See Pollard's testimony) What
are the " safety advantages" of such a design? - you'd agree
there are some? But in your opinion outweighed by disads.?

; 5. "potentially adverse effects on safety that could result...

i from continued operation of the system?" Your one example -
! damaged ESP pump. HPI? LPI? Both? Example necessarily
[ implies that under certain conditions, the operator can'

I both diagnose pump damage and shut off the pump prior to
loss of physical integrity? (otherwise, no safety "advan-
tage" at all) What kind of damage? What instrument doesI

op'r have to detect the damage? What is the shortest time
from occurrence of damage to loss of physical integrity of

; pump? Assuming op'r couldn't shut off pump prior to loss
of integrity, how would this " aggravate the event?" Does'

it matter whether it's HPI or LPI?

i

|
|
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- Is this failure - pump camage leading to

I loss of physical integrity - a failure( )j that is permitted to be postulated in
NRC licensing review? (No - see 10 CFR
Pt. 50, App. A, footnote re: def. of
single f ailure )

6. p.5, bottom paragraph, You know op'rs have been told under no
circs. to terminate HPI prior to 50 subcooling margin, etc?
Are you saying that for some acc. sequences not yet thought
of, these ins tructions might be incorrect? If tha t's not
what you're saying, there is no disadvantage to essentially
" wiring" those instructions into the plant circuitry.

- Any idea of amount of man-years of highly
trained personnel by B&W .and NRC spent
analyzying all potential accident sequences?
And devising conditions for safety system
termina tion? Have any concrete reason to
believe that an operator during an accident
would be better'able to diagnose plant
response and devise corrective action
than all those people?

- But in your opinion, balancing advantages
v. disadvantages, it's better_ to permit

(''N, this improvisation, in the highly unlikely

( ) circumstances that some as yet unforeseen
accident occurs, than to protect agains t''

>

premature safety system termination for
all acc. scys, that have up to now been

;

| identified?

| 7. p.5, last sentence , "well-trained" operators. Who devises
| ins truc tions ? On what basis? Analysis of all potential

accidents? And trained to take specific actions - not to
|

terminate ECCS until specific pre-set conds met? Then
where is the safety disadvantage in preventing op'r

| mistake?
Hanauer nemo.

1
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STEVEN C. SH0LLY--CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
-

.

,

RE: NRC's Prefiled Written Direct Testimony on Sholly-3
7

by Walton L. Jensen, Jr. (Reactor Systems Branch,
Division of Systens Integration, NRR)

1. Witness Jensen at page 5, regarding consequences of continuous operation
of HPI following very small breaks and transients that actuate safety
injection.

Are there any safety consequences to continued operation of HPI following*

an SBLOCA?

At what time following . initiation of HPI following an SBLOCA (at design*
,

' flow rates) would HPI need to be terminated in order to avoid any adverse
consequences for safety?

2. Witness Jensen at page 6, regarding postulated loss of both main.and
auxiliary feedwater.

'

Following a simultaneous loss of both main and auxiliary feedwater,*
.

what core cooling modes are available to the operators?

3. Witness Jensen at pages 6 and 7, regarding means by which operators control
the plant during an SBLOCA.

You state that operators have been : retrained to recognize the symptoms*

'

of an SBLOCA. What are those symptoms? Are these symptoms unambigious,i

that is, are there any other scenarios which closely mimic system
: response or instrumentation displays similar to an SBLOCA? If so,

how can these be distinguished from an SBLOCA?

You testify that instrumentation available to the operator to indicate*

that the core is cooled following an SBLOCA has been improved. Speci fy
the improvements. Are these improvements sufficient to to assure that
operators receive an unambigious indication of adequate core cooling?

Are the instruments used to follow an SBLO,CA to detect adequate core*

cooling safety-grade?

Do any of the instruments used to determine the adequacy of core cooling*

depend on the plant computer in any manner? Speci fy.
i
'

4. Witness Jensen at page 7, regarding Question 13..

Is it your testimony that there are no accident scenarios which will not*

result in clad metal / water reaction beyond the limits of 10 CFR 50.44
if the operators follow the small break procedures (EP 1202-6B)?

! On what is this testimony based (what analyses)?*

i
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UNITED STATES OF #! ERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00tNISSION

BEEDRE THE AIGIIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of:

METROPOLITAN EDISON O}!PANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

0@tDIMEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIANS
FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION REIATItG 10

UCS CONTENTION 10 AND SHOLLY CONIENITON 3

FOR NRC STAFF (Donald F. Sullivan)

1. Are any current safety syst m designs in the industry such that
,

the system once initiated cannot be bypassed until certain conditions

have been satisfied?

FOR NRC STAFF (Walton L. Jensen, Jr.)

1. Can conditions ever be such that the tauperature sensors which

measure the reactor water temperature for the 50 subcooling are not

reliabic indicators of the core tauperature? Is the 50 safety margin

sufficient?

2. What specifically is the improved instrumentation available to

the operator to indicate that the core is cooled following a IDCA?

3. Has it been necessary for any licensee to override the automatic

initiation of the ECCS in accordance with the IE Bulletins since their

issuance? What are the details, and is the NRC satisfied that this

guidance was and continues to be appropriate?
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FOR LICENSEE (Michael J. Ross)

j. 1. What are the steps for nanual raising of steam generator level

with the emergency feedwater regulating valves applicable if emergency

feedwater has automatically started? Is'it necessary that this procedure

be done nunually?

.

Respectfully submitted,

Y>xv |t) .,p ?/ ] ,'t. In.
^
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KARIN W. CARTER
S

ROBERT W. ADLER
Assistant Attorneys General
Connonwealth of Pennsylvania
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UNITED STATES OF AFERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY 00FMISSION

BEFORE 'IllE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD '

|
In the thtter of ) )

)
FEIROPOLITAN EDISON 011PNN, ) )

) Docket No. 50-289
(Three Mile Island Ibclear ) (Restart)

Station, Unit No. 1) )

CatMFALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIANS FOR
CROSS-EXAMINATION 1 SATING TO

UCS COIRENTION 12 AND REIATED BOARD QUESTIONS

FOR LICENSEE (George R. Braulke)

1. Relating to IE Bulletin 79-01B:

a) What are the postulated accident conditions under which

all the electrical equipment exposed to a harsh environment is

required to function?

b) What is the nuximum expected flood level inside prinary

contaiment resulting from such postulated accidents, and was this

level exceeded as a result of the accident at IMI-2?

c) What is the current status of compliance with IE Bulletin

70-OlB? How many safety-related instruments have currently been

identified as not meeting environmental qualifications and what

interim measures will be taken prior to restart?

2. What is the adequacy of the instrunent relocation program at

'IMI-l in terms of:

a) The determination of maxinum flooding ever postulated

I to occur?

b) Instruments deaned unnecessary to relocate despite their

potentially important function?

_. - _ _ - - - , - _ _
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3. Why does Mr. Braulke testify that Regulatory Guide 1.89 does

not apply to 'IMI-l (even to the extent that the Regulatory staff nny

reevaluate the Safety Analysis Report to assure acceptable methods for

qualification of purchase orders)? To the extent that Regulatory Guide

1.89 is applicable, to what extent has it been applied and determined to

be adhered to? Mr. Braulke's testinony in response to the Board Question

relating to Regulatory Guide 1.89 refers to specification development and

equipment evaluation; what are the postulated accident conditions which

these specifications contain?

FOR NRC STAFF (Zoltan R. Rosztoczy)

1. What is the adequacy of the instrunent relocation program at

'IMI-l in terms of:

a) The detennination of unxinun flooding ever postulated

to occur?

b) Instruments deemed unnecessary to relocate despite their

potentially important function?

Respectfully submitted,

: D i << . | ( ' hA Gks.
KARIN W. CARTER
ROBERT W. ADLER
Assistant Attorneys General
Connonwealth of Pennsylvania
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)
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)

CROSS-EXAMIT'ATION PLAN OF STEVEN C. SHOLLY
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SUBJECT: Sholly Contention 6a--Integrated
Control System Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis

.

TESTI!'CNY: Written, Prefiled Direct Testimony
of Licensee's Witnesses, T. Gary
Broughton IFOSC), Gerlad J.
Sadauskas (GPUSC), and Luther L.
Joyner (B&W), on Sholly 6a.
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SHOLLY CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN

'

WITNESSES: Broughton, Sadauskas,
U and Joyner (LICENSEE)

CONTENTION: Sholly 6a (ICS FMEA)

A. This first set of questions will be directed to Dr. Joyner and will
concern three documents related to the ICS. These documents are:

(1) INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS, BAW-1564,
August 1979, by R.L. Dungan, L.L. Joyner, G.P. Bennett,
and C.W. Tally, Babcock and Wilcox.

(ii) SUMMARY OF MEETING HELD ON OCTOBER 23, 1979 WITH REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE BABCOCK AND WILC0X (B&W) OWNER'S GROUP, B&W AND CAK
RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY TO DISCUSS THE " INTEGRATED CONTROL
SYSTEM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS," (BAW-1564), December 19, 1979,
by Dale Thatcher, NRC.

(iii) REPORT REVIEW: INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM RELIABILITY
ANALYSIS, January 21, 1980, review by J.L. Anderson,
S.J. Ditto, and R.S. Stone (ORNL), and R.A. Hendrick,
A.F. McBride, and J.R. Penland (Science Applications,
Inc.).

1. Dr. Joyner will be asked to verify his knowledge of these
three documents, his co-authorship of the first document,
and his attendance at the October 23, 1979, meeting at
which BAW-1564 was discussed.

2. These three documents, after being fully identified for the
record, will be referred to, in order, B&W Report, NRC Meeting
Summary, and ORNL Review.

3. On page 6 of the NRC Meeting Summary, Question 11 at the bottom
of the page refers to two ICS designs by B&W, the ICS 721 design
and the ICS 820 design. The response indicates that the TMI-1
plant has the ICS 721 system. Which ICS design.was used as the.
basistfor' the FMEA which is reported in the B&W Report?

4. What are the differences between the ICS 721 and ICS 820
designs?

5. Based solely upon design characteristics, would you expect any
differences in performance between the 721 and 820 ICS models?

6. Based on operating experience with both the 721 and 820 ICS models,
,

is there any difference in performance between the two models?'

O'

V>

.
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v 7. The NRC Meeting Summary mentions the terms " burn-in failure rate"

' (V)
and " accelerated failure." Would you explain the meaning of these
terms relative to the ICS?.

" 8. Is there any difference between the ICS 721 and ICS 820 designs
in terms of failure rates?

,

9. The ORNL Review at the top of page 3 cites several design factors
of B&W plants which they contend causes the B&W design to be highly
dependent on, among other things, ICS operation to recover from
frequent anticipated transients. They further contend that this
places a large burden on the operators to cope with off-normal
system behavior during such anticipated transients. Do you agree
with ORNL's observations? Would you agree that the " burden" placed
upon the operators would be increased if they had to manually
control the ICS during such a transient? Have you reviewed the
training which TMI-1 operators received on manual ICS control as
part of the Licensee's " Operator Accelerated Training Program"?
At page 6-13 of the Licensee's so-called " Restart Report", it
is noted that the TMI-1 operators received four hours of training
(classroom instruction) on the Integrated Control System. Do

you have any opinion as to the adequacy of this. training in
terms of ensuring that the operators can successfully operate
the ICS in manual when called upon to do so?

10. Would you please read the " General Findings of ORNL Review",_ s
( ) on pages 3 and 4 of the ORNL Review? Do you agree with ORNL's
C/ assessment of the limitations .of the B&W Report?

11. There are questions in the NRC Meeting Summary and statements
in the ORNL Review which raise the issue of the limits which
were placed on the B&W Report in terms of defining the boundary
of the ICS. How was the ICS boundary defined in the B&W Report?
Read the fourth full paragraph on page 6 of the ORNL Review,
beginning with the words, "We believe that the usefulness of the
B&W analysis . . .". Do you agree that the B&W Report is so
limited in its analysis as described on the ORNL Review?

12. At page 7 of the ORNL Review, it is stated that it is not
impossible for peculiar equipment interactions or operating
conditions to place the ICS at such a disadvantage that it
would respond, although as designed, in an undesirable way.
As performed, is the FliEA conducted by B&W for the ICS capable
of identifying such equipment interactions or operating
conditions?

13. At page 3 of your testimony, you state that the net effect
of the ICS has been a reduction in the number of challenges
to the Reactor Protection System. At page 7 of the ORNL Review,
it is stated that this concern cannot be answered meaningfully
by consideration of only a relatively small portion of the
entire control structure, such as the ICS as limited in the

(~) B&W analysis report (third full paragraph). How do you reconcile
the ORNL statements with your testimony?

.
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14. I note that page 2-1 of the B&W Report states that the ICS design
,

was reviewed in the context of single failures. Your testimonys

at page 2 also reflects this limitation of the B&W Report. The.

'j ORNL Review identifies the lack of consideration of multiples

failures to be possibly significant (first two paragraphs under
" Multiple Failures" on page 8 of the ORNL Review). Why was the
B&W Report limited to single failures? Given that the ICS
is not safety-grade, why shouldn't multiple failures be assumed?
Isn't it true that failures may occur in the ICS without being
annunciated to the operators? Would this not result in a high
probability of multiple failures? (refer to same two paragraphs)

15. Did the B&W Report concer'n itself with any of the folicwing:

(1) Mid-scale failures (as opposed to high or low-scale
failures) .

(ii) Interactions between the ICS and other safety and
nonsafety systems resulting from single failures
in these other systems.

(iii) Impacts of failures external to the ICS cabinets
on the ICS or the remainder of the plant.

(iv) Transients initiated outside the ICS, whether or
not successfully mitigated by the ICS.

O Explain how these were included in the evaluation, or why
they were excluded.

16. Explain the role of the ICS in post-trip situations. Did the
B&W Report consider the post-trip role of the ICS and impactse
of possible ICS failures?

17. To what extent has the B&W Report considered the role of
operators in evaluating ICS failures? Isn't is possible
for operator error to compoad ICS failures, particularly
where the failures are unannounced?

18. Your testimony at page 3 states that ICS hardware has not led,
to a significant number of reactor trips. The OpNL Review, at
page 13, states as follows: "As shown in Fig. 5.1 of ' Operating
Experience,' only 2". of commercial, operating plant trips
were caused by internal ICS failures (excluding power supplies).
Of the remaining trips, one-third were caused by operator technician
errors and two-thirds by I.CS interactions with controlled
equipment, failures of controlled equipment, ICS inputs (including
power supplies), and failures of other control systems."
How do you reconcile these statements with your testimony?
How do you reconcile these statements with the limitations
which were placed on the B&W Report?

'

,
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SHOLLY CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
.

I
.

WITNESS: Dale F. Thatcher, NRC
a

CONTENTION 6a

A. This first series of questions is related to a memorandum prepared by
Mr. Thatcher, dated 12/19/79, subject denoted as " Summary of fleeting
Held on October 23, 1979 With Representatives of the Babcock and
Wilcox (B&W) Owner's Group, B&W and Oak Ridge National Laboratory
to Discuss the ' Integrated Control System Reliability Analysis,'
(bas-1564)." This document has been previously served upon the
parties by the NRC Staff.

1. Mr. Thatcher, do you recognize the document you have
in front of you, entitled " Summary of Meeting held on
October 23, 1979, with representatives of the Babcock
and Wilcox (B&W) Owner's Group, B&W and Oak Ridge
National Laboratory to discuss the ' Integrated Control
System Reliability Analysis,' (BAW-1564), dated
12/19/79?

2. Mr. Thatcher, did you prepare this meeting summary?

( \ 3. Mr. Thatcher, are you familiar with this meeting summary,Q the issues discussed at the 10/23/79 meeting, and the
report denoted as BAW-1564?

4. Referring to Question 2 and the response given on pages
2 and 3 of the meeting summary, how did the BAW-1564
report define the "ICS boundary" in terms of the failure
modes and effects analysis?

5. How did this definition affect the types of failures
which would be highlighted by the FMEA? '

6. Specifically what types of failures would not be predicted
by the FMEA which was performed by B&W? (fild-Scale Failures,
failures in NNI, single failures in related equipment and
systems, power-related failures, human errors, failures
during accident scenarios and impact on remainder of plant)

7 Has the Staff evaluated the impact of the definition of the
ICS boundary found in BAW-1564 on the usefulness of the FMEA
in predicting failures and their consequences?

8. Referring to Question 3 and the response found on page 3 of
the meeting summary, the response asserts that it is S&W's
" opinion" that trips caused by the ICS are " operability

( preblems not safety problems". Did B&W explain the basi-(g for that opinion? What was their explanation? Did Staff
request an explanation of the basis for this opinion?

.

.,.a
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9. Again referring to Question 3 and its response on page 3
'

| of the meeting summary, the response notes that it is
B&W's opinion that " studying of off-normal events would
not lead to anything significant beyond what is in the
report." Did B&W explain the basis for this opinion?
Did Staff request such an explanation? Does Staff
agree with B&W's opinion on the usefulness of studying
off-normal events and ICS failures? Do you recall if
the representatives from Oak Ridge National Laboratory
agreed with B&W's opinion? What was their evaluation
of this issue?

10. Given the purpose for these hearings, does the Staff
consider it appropriate to permit restart of TMI-1
without considering the impact of ICS failures on
the TMI-2 accident sequence and its close analogues?"
(If response is positive, proceed to the following

'questions: -

(a) What was the basis for including an FMEA
as a long-term requirement in the
8/9/79 Order and Notice of Hearing?

(b) Based on this, do you still maintain
that it is acceptable to permit restart{A) of TMI-1 without analyzing the potential

V impact of ICS failures on the TMI-2
accident sequence and its close analogues?

(c) If so, on what basis?)

11. Referring to Question 4 and its response on page 3 of the
meeting summary, does the Staff consider the response
of B&W to this question to be acceptable?

12. Referring to Question 5 and its response on pages 4 and 5
of the meeting summary, how do the limitations of the
" Power Train IV" code affect the validity and usefulness
of the FMEA in terms of predicting the impact of ICS failures
on the plant? Do the pressure and temperature limits
of the code on page 4 of the meeting summary cover the

i range of expected conditions at TMI-1? How do the model
limitations of the feedwater system impact on the uses
of the FMEA?

13. Referring to Question 6 and its response on page 5 of the
i meeting summary, the response indicates that B&W feels

that there is little motivation to study the ICS becpuse
from a plant availability standpoint there are other more

s significant areas of investigation. Is this response
) compatible with the safety concerns within NRC which

\/ caused the ICS FMEA to be included as one of the so-called
" Order Items"? Does the Staff feel that the concern
evidenced in the question posed by ORNL has been adequately
addressed by B&W?

.

._
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O' 14. Has the Staff requested the " quick-look' internal B&W
reports referred to in response to Question 6? What
results to these reports provide? Has the Staff assessed
the significance of these results in its evaluation of
the adequacy of the FMEA done on the ICS for TMI-1?

15. Referring to Question 7 and its response on page 5 of
the meeting summary, whose judgment is reflected in the
response? (NRC,B&W,ORNL?) How and by whom was this
evaluated?

i

16. Referring to Question 8 and its response on page 6 of
the meeting summary, has any further work been done by
either the Staff or any organization on the issue of
detection of ICS failures? What types of ICS failures
could go undetected at TMI-1? How do human factors
and control room design factors at TMI-1 affect the
ability of control room operators to detect ICS failures?

17. Referring to Question 9 and its response on page 6 of
the meeting summary, has any further work been done on
power supply failures and ICS? Has this concern been
addressed on a plant specific basis for TMI-1 as
recommended in the response? What are the>results of
this study?

O)( 18. Referring to Question 11 and its response on page 6
of the meeting summary, how does the ICS721 differ
from ICS820? Ubich model was used in the FMEA evaluation?
Is there a difference in failure rates for these two
models? What is a " burn-in failure rate"?

19. Referring to Question 12 and its response on page 7 of
the meeting summary, have any additional studies been
performed using event tree analysis? What ICS failures
on the THI-1 system would not be indicated by
annunciators? How could these failures be detected by
the operator? Address this question under normal
conditions and under the added stress of an accident
or off-normal situation? How do human factors and
control room design considerations affect the detection
of non-annunciated ICS failures? How have multiple
failures been addressed by B&W? Has the Staff addressed
the multiple failure issue?

20. Referring to Question 13 and its response on page 7 of
the meeting summary, and referring specifically to TMI-1,
what improvements have been made in the areas noted in
the question (power supplies, signal selection, and
signal reliability)?

m
e
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21. Referring to Question 14 and its response on page 7 ofp
Y) the meeting summary, please explain what is meant by-

,

" tuning" the ICS. To what extent to " tuning" problems
and component problems cause problems with the operation
of the ICS? Do such problems impact on the ability of
operators to successfully take manual control of the
systems normally controlled by the ICS?

22. Referring to Question 15 and its response on page 8 of
the meeting summary, the response does not seem to fully
respond to the question. Has the Staff investigated the

,

role of operators in causing or aggravating ICS failures?
Has B&W provided the Staff with any such information? Of
the identified operator failure initiated ICS problems,
has the Staff or B&W investigated to see whether these
operator failures are due to training, human factors
design issues, or other causes?

23. On page 8 of the meeting summary, there are 10 specific
information requests delineated. Referring to number 5,
which notes that.the operator. indications of ICS failures
was discussed, how do operators ascertain such failures?
Are there specific procedures to refer to which reference
ICS failures? To what extent is the operator solely
dependent upon the plant computer to ascertain ICS

~
*

failures (in other words, in instances where the computer
( h output is the only source of information on a particular
V failure)? Does the Staff consider it acceptable in such

instances to rely on the plant computer as the sole,

source of indication of ICS failures, particularly when
the computer does not meet safety-grade criteria (i.e.,
no redundancy--single failure renders system inoperable,
no backup power supply)?

24. Referring to the conclusion on page 9 of the meeting
summary, the first sentence states, "The discussion of
the report questions lead to the general conclusion that
although the report appears to be accurate, it does not
go far enough." Has any further work been done to alleviate

t this concern? Overall, how would you judge the usefulness
j of BAW-1564 in terms of identifying changes which need to

be made in design, operations, operator training, failure'

indications, and maintenance practices on the ICS?

|

B. This set of questions refers directly to Mr. Thatcher's testimony.

25. Referring to your testimony at page 2, your response to
question 5 of the testimony indicates that the ICS controls
reactor power by moving the control rods within the
reactor. Is the ICS a safety-grade system? Does the

, ,

Staff consider it acceptable to have a non-safety grade
) system directly controlling reactor power by manipulating

the control rods? On what basis does the Staff find this
to be acceptable? Is it possible for the ICS to faili

'

!

--- - . . .
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in such a way as to cause the react'or power output to exceedp) the amount of heat which is being removed by the reactor,

D cooling systems? Is it possible for the ICS to fail in such
a way as to prevent the operator from taking manual control
of ICS functions? Is it possible for the ICS to fail in
such a way as to interfere with the reactor scram system?
Is there total separation of the ICS and the scram systems?

j

Assume the plant experiences an ATWS, what would happen if i

the ICS failed in such a manner as to cause the reactor
power output to remain constant or increase to maximum?

26. Yo~ur testimony at page 6 in response to Question 9 of the
'

testimony references the SER (NUREG-0680). At page D1-1
of the SER, the Staff concludes that as a result of failures
in related systems, actions of the ICS can lead to major
upsets (Third paragraph, third sentence). What related
systems was the Staff referring to in that reference?
How do you define the phrase " major upsets"? Does the
Staff, in its routine assessment of accidents in licensing
reviews, consider the impact of ICS operation and ICS
failures on the outcomes and impacts of accidents? Has
the Staff conducted any assessment of the impacts of ICS
failures following or during an acci' dent or following or
during failures in related systems? How do operators
recognize that a so-called " major upset" is being caused

,m by problems with the ICS and/or related systems? How
( long a period of time following initiation of a " major
( upset" might it take for an operating staff to recognize

that the ICS is causing the problem, and take manual
control of the system? How does this amount of time relate
to the amount of time which is available for mitigating
the consequences of a " major upset"?

27. Your testimony at page 7, in respo'nse to Question 10 of
the testimony, states that the present ICS has proven to have
a low failure rate and does not initiate a significant number
of plant upsets. Has the Staff reviewed the operational
history of the TMI-1 ICS? Does the operational history
of the TMI-1 ICS differ from the experience of the Oconee
ICS which is the same model (i.e., ICS 721 as opposed
to ICS 820 on other B&W plants)?

C. This set of questions refers to the SER (NUREG-0680) section on the
ICS FMEA, pages D1-1 through D1-2.

28. The SER notes that the Licensee has responded "to a number
of the B&W recommendations" on the ICS. Has the Licensee
completed his response to the B&W recommendations? Which

| recommendat#ons has the Licensee not responded to? What is
the schedule for the completion of these responses?

O

.

i
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29. There are four actions listed in the SER which the Licensee
g has committed to undertake regarding the ICS. With regards |

to the first three recommendations, has the Licensee reported
any progress or results to the Staff? Regarding the last
of the four recommendations, what did the training the
TMI-1 operators receive on manual control of the ICS consist
of? How many hours of training on manual ICS control did the
TMI-1 operators receive? Did the TMI-1 operators receive
any additional training on recognition of ICS failures?
Did any of this training involve work on the B&W simulator?
Did any of the training on manual ICS control take place
on the B&W simulator?

30. The SER notes that a further report on the ICS evaluation
will be published as a supplement to the SER. When will
this supplement be published by the NRC?

31. The SER notes that the Staff has undertaken additicnal
study of the ICS. The expected completion date for this
work is given as the latter half of 1981. Is this date
still firm? What specifically does this study include

' regarding the ICS? Who is performing the study?

! D. This set of questions refer to proposed Staff exhibits which were served
p with the prefiled testimony. These exhibits are:

(1) Review of Babcock and Wilcox Report, Integrated-Control
System Reliability Analysis, BAW-1564, August 1979, by Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, transmitted to R.M. Satterfield,
NRC, by John L. Anderson, ORNL, by letter adted 1/21/80.

(ii) IEEE Standard 352-1975 Guide for General Principles of
Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Generating Station
Protection Systems.

32. Referring to the ORNL evaluation of the B&W ICS Reliability
Analysis, the General Findings section on page 3 states as
follows : "The B&W analysis submitted in response to the
NRC orders deals only narrowly with the ICS itself and
not at all with the plant systems it controls and with
which it interacts. With note of the concerns expressed
and the guidance given in the NRC orders, the B&W analysis
is more notable for what it does not include than for what
it does. (continue reading to page 3 at line at end of
fourth full paragraph) ." How does the Staff reconcile
its views on the ICS with the ORNL evaluation of the

-B&W report on the ICS (BAW-1564)?

O
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33. At pages 4 and 5 of the ORNL report, it is stated that: "In
any evaluation of 90tential or real abnormal events, evaluation
of the ICS is a ' ncipal requirement because of its influence
on the course of .ne events." How is this reconciled with
the Staff's positions on the adequacy of permitting restart
of TMI-1 prior to the completion of ICS evaluations?

34. The ORNL report at page 6 states: "We believe that the
usefulness of the B&W analysis is limited because the
ICS is bounded so narrowly. (continue reading to end of
this paragraph)." How does this impact on the usefulness
of the B&W report and how does the Staff reconcile this
limitation with its position that the B&W report constitutes
" reasonable progress" toward completion of the Order Item on
the ICS?

35. The ORNL report at page 7 (second paragraph, third line)
states: "It would not be impossible for peculiar equipment
interactions or operating conditions to place the ICS at
such a disadvantage that it would respond, although as
designed, in an undesirable way." (continue with the
next paragraph). How does the Staff reconcile this situation
with the purposes for performing the FMEA on the ICS?

O 36. Read last paragraph on page 7. (Begins with "It is clear that
the B&W analysis . . .) How can the Staff justify the
use of BAW-1564 as meeting the FMEA requirement with all
of the qualifications which have been placed upon it by
ORNL, especially considering that ORNL was NRC's primary
source of information on the ICS FMEA?

37. Read first two paragraphs under Multiple Failures on page
8 of ORNL report. How does the Staff reconcile this with
its position on permissibility of Restart of TMI-1
before additional work is done on the 'ICS?

.

38. On page 11 of the ORNL report, at the middle of the page,
it is stated that B&W asserts their analysis shows that the
ICS averts more trips than it causes. The ORNL report also
states: "Although this assertion is not pertinent and is
probably true, the data presented do not substantiate the
assertion." The testimony of Licensee's witness, Mr. Joyner,
who helped prepare the B&W ICS Reliability Analysis, restates
the assertion. Given ORNL's statements on this matter, what

; reliance can be placed on this assertion in terms of assuring
| that the public health and safety is adequately protected?

39. On page 13 of the ORNL report, it is stated (last paragraph)
that the ICS 820 is more reliable than the ICS 721. The |

O TMI-1 ICS is the Model 721, is it not? Does the Staff consider.

Q the ICS 721 system acceptable? On what basis, considering,

that a more reliable system exists?
1

.

"'
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40. On page 16 of the ORNL report, it is noted that in two of
i the B&W plants, a single power supply failure can result in

\ the loss of virtually all signals to the ICS. Is TMI-1 one
of these plants? If this occurs, what information is
available to the operator to determine the cause of the
failure (do procedures reference this failure), and what
information is available to the operator to permit
manual control of the ICS?

41. On page 21 of the CRNL report, it is noted: "We believe
that the B&W decision not to include consideration of
failures beyond the actual ICS cabinet terminals is a'

serious shortcoming of the analysis, especially since
considerable operating experience indicates that power
supplies are not reliable." Does the Staff also view
this as e serious shortcoming 'of the B&W report? What
impact does this have in determining the acceptability
of the B&W report as meeting the FMEA requirement of
the Commission orders?

42. Mr. Thatcher, within the scope of IEEE-352-1975, would
you agree that BAW-1564 does not constitute a full
reliability analysis?

O
,

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY CaMISSION

(%
(Q' BEFORE IIIE A1UEC SAFETY AND LICENSI!U BOARD

<

In the Matter of )
)

lEIROPOLITAN EDISON CaiPAIE, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) )

'

C0tt0tHEAL1110F PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIAIE FOR
CROSS-EXAMINATION RELATING 10 SHOILY CONIBirION 6(a)

%

NRC Staff testimony and Licensee testinony on Sholly Contention 6(a)

state in general terms that a failure node and effects analysis (FNEA)

of the Integrated Control System (ICS) has already been completed. The

Connonwealth finds that the testinony of both parties is sketchy,

however, as to the scope and significance of any such Ft1FA perfonned.

0 Nor is the Connonwealth satisfied that the referenced reports accurately
\

V assess systens specific to Three Mi.le Island's Unit I reactor.

FOR NRC STAFF (Dale F. Thatcher)

1. What is the scope of the ICS failures which were studied in

B6R Report BAW 1564, and what types of consequences are they likely to

lead to?

2. To what extent are BAW 1564 and, particularly, the accompanying

review of IG " Operating Experience" accurate indices of the plant-

specific conditions and responses of the systans at the 'IMI Unit I

reactor? To what extent has the plant-specificity of these analyses

been verified by the NRC at IMI-1?

3. What improvanents did the Oak Ridge thtional laboratory highlight

[N the need for, and what ones have been implanented? What are the areas
( )

U for further study will ORNL suggested?

j
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4. What is the IRC Staff's review schedule for Licensee's actions

in response to B6H recmmendations (Restart Report, Supp.1, Pt. 3,

Question 13)?

FOR LICEtEEE (T. Gary Broughton and Gerlad J. Sadauskas)

1. What is the scope of the ICS failures which were studied in B6H

Report BAW 15M, and what types of consequences are they likely to lead

to?

2. To what extent are BAW 15% and, particularly, the accompanying

review of ICS " Operating Experience" accurate indices of the plant-

specific conditions and responses of the systens at the 'IMI Unit l?

3. Are there transients where it is necessary to terminate ICS

control of main feedwater? How is this termination acconplished?

4. How have power supplies for ICS been upgraded and how will this
.

affect reliability?

5. Gat is the worst failure of ICS that has been identified and

how will it be mitigated?

Respectfully submitted,

* (/ /a u It ('ti
f. , ..Ti .-

s t,

KARIN W. CtMIER
ROBERT W. ADLER
Assistant Attorneys General
Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania
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UNITED STA'IES OF # ERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00tf4ISSION

,~s

BEFORE 'IllE A'IQ11C SAFETf AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON 004PAlW, )
) Docket tb. 50-289

('Ihree Mile Island Ibclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

CQtDIMEAL'IH OF PENIEYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIAIE FOR
- CROSS-EXAMINATION REIATING TO SHOILY ODITIENTION 1

_-

The concerns raised by Sholly Contention 1 do not appear to be

limited to the possibility of radioactive releases up to the point of

isolation of containment. Testimony which ends at that point, without

considering the events and ramifications thereafter, should be considered

incmplete.

] FOR IDUIS IANESE (MET ED)

1. How did Licensee implement the post-7MI-2 NRC staff requir ment

for a diverse signal to isolate containment upon initiation of the ESFAS

in addition to the present isolation signal on high containment building

pressure? What were Licensee's reasons for substituting the reactor

protection systs trip signal for the above-mentioned NRC staff proposal?

2. Why does Licensee also rely on the plant operator to take

specific action (in accordance with operating procedures) to open specific

valves to prevent the containment isolation valves from opening after

bypass or reset of the RPS trip signal? What are the operating procedures

and specific action which Licensee has set out for the plant operators to

follow to open the contaiment isolation system? Wouldn't radiation

; kg readings be useful here in detemining when to reset or bypass the RPS
N '/ trip signal?
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3. Licensee states that the reactor coolant ptmp seal return and

p) intermediate closed cooling water lines have control room alarms on high

(V radiation. How are these alarms located in the control room and are

they such that they provide clear guidance and unanbiguous indications

of the state of the reactor core and the proper procedural responses

thereto?

4 Why does Licensee feel that operator action sufficient to

prevent inadvertent opening of certain containment area lines is more

acceptable than radiation isolation signals being made safety-grade?

5. Are there any credible sequences where the reactor trip signal

is not anticipatory to high radiation levels? What types of analyses >

assure this?

6. Are there any credible sequences where the reactor trip signal

could lead to undesirable consequences (e.g. systems necessary to recover

from reactor trip not available?
O

10R PETER lEGN (NRC STAFF)

1. Why did the NRC staff permit Licensee to substitute the reactor

protection systen trip signal for the staff's requirenent (NRC I6E. Bulletin)

79-05C, Itan 6) for a diverse signal to isolate containment upon initiation

of the ESFAS in addition to the isolation signal on high containment

building pressure?
' Respectfully submitted,

it[,t -[ r o(N~

,

KARIN W. CAR 1ER
ROBERT W. ADLER
Assistant Attorneys General
Comonwealth of Pennsylvania
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3 UCS Cross-Ex- ' nation Plan
Re: Licensee's Testimony of

s. George R. Braulke in Response to
UCS Contention No. 12 [ Excerpted from

j - Licensee's Testimony of Robert W. Keaten,
George R. Braulke and George J. Brazill,

! in Response to UCS Contention No. 12,
UCS Contention No. 14 and UCS Contention No. 3]t

; 1. Preparation for testimony - Did you review the requirements.
of IE Bulletin 79-OlB? DOR Guidelines on Environmental-

qualification of electric equipment? Commission decision,,

*

CLI-80-21 referenced on page 8 of your testimony? Met Ed's
responses to IE Bulletin 79-0187

2. Scope of Environmental Qualifications Issue? - Agree that if
; a piece of equipment is relied upon to mitigate a design

basis accident, that pquipment must be qualified to operate
'

in the most severe environment which could arise curing the
accident at the location of the equipment?,

.
Including temperature?-

| pressure?
? humidity?

f caustic spray?I

flooding?) s

1 pipe whip?

- And has to be qualified to do this throughout the life
of the plant? (aging)

|
Qualification through tests and analysis based on tests?' -

- Governed by GDC 4?

- What criteria for demonstrating environmental qualification
did Met Ed use in designing Unit l? IEEE-323-1974? (No)i

! 19 71 version? (No) What?
|

- p.4 of test. - Why are you doing " rigorous systematic
review" of env'l qualification? When did it start?

'
- Explain effect of Commission decision, CLI-80-21. It

concluded than the 19 71 version of IEEE-3 23 "by itself
cannot serve as the standard against which qualification
is to be judged?" (p.6, CLI-80-21) Why not? Doesn ' t''
specify the accident conditions which elec. eqt. must
meet? No specific regts. to maintain document files?
No specific regts. re: margin? aging? "It is, in

['~N fact, a document which briefly and broadly describes how
to qualify any equipment, electrical or otherwise." And( j
you used criteria which predated even the 19 71 version
of IEEE-323? So this description applies to your cri-
teria, if not worse?

2
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|
- Explain what the new DOR Guidelines require you to

| ,') demonstrate? (You say they provide "a level'of
confidence essentially equivalent to 323-19 747 )

|
- Explain in detail the difference,between DOR Guide-|

[ lines which you now have to meet and your original
criteria: aging? (concept of " installed life" of

| equipment? Any equipt. required to be operable in
! accident env' t for which installed life is less than

| design life of plant? Specify.

- Margin between mos t severe cond1.tions anticipated ~in
-plant and conditions used for testing? Actual _ test
sequence? Did original testing' program age components
firs t? Documentation requirements? So you have no

;- factual basis to know whether equipment " qualified"
under old criteria will meet minimum regts, now esta-
blished by Commission? In f act, Comm'n found that
"almost none of the equipment so far examined meets
all aspects of the DOR Guidelines which include.the

j areas which any > qualification judgment mus t address. "
(CLI-80-21, p. 10)

- p.4 of testimony, Re: your current " rigorous systema-
tic review" - when did it start? What is the history
of IE Bulletin 79-01B? When was the first IE Circular

4 issued requiring you to provide documentation of the
c

environmental qualification of elec. eqt? (1977) How
' many after that? At least late '77, early ' 7 8 ', May '78,

Feb. '79 (IE Bull. 79-01) then 79-OlB. Jan 1980. Did
you meet any of those deadlines. And you s till haven' t
been able to do it? Why has'it taken Met Ed three years
to show that the elec. eqt. in Unit 1 is env'lly quali-
fied, when that was supposed to be a condition of getting
a license?

- Go over IE Bulletin 79-01B requirements (p. 7).'

1. Master list of eqt. required to be
qualified. - due in Mar. '807 Whe n
did you get it in?

2. Document quals. - Have you done that
yet? When was it due?

Etc.:
i
.

! - Go over the Master List in Met Ed's response. For which.
specific pieces of eqt. have you been able to fully docu-I

| ment environmental qualifica?

- And the IE Bulletin requires you to execute a Licensee
Event Report each time you discover some unqualified

| equipment? Have you issued any thusfar? LER-80-12?
| r %g LER-80-17? Explain each. LER-80-12 disclosed that a

}
main steam line break in the intermediate building{d< .

would result in more severe temperature and pressure'

! than the eqt. was analyzed against. What specific eqt.
l does this affect?
i

[
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. - LER-80-17 covers safety-related valves that wcren't
t qua)'d re: radiation? A nd you propose not to qualify

them until after the first refueling after restart?
What takes so long?

'
- p.4 of test.: the " culmination of these efforts will

provide assurance" that eqt. is properly qualified.
Just when do you expect this " culmination" to take
place? But you'll restart before?

- Now - 2d part of the issue - How has TMI accident
affected env'1 quals. issue. Last sentence in #1,
p.2 of the IE nulletin 79-01n says specifically
that TMI-related requirements are _not included.
The Comm'n Decision CLI-80-21 (p.14) says it has
"no t attempted to apply the lessons of TMI to env'l
qualifica. This issue is addressed in the NRC
Action Plan ... Check ucscription of Task in"

Action Plan.

- p.4, test, Table 1, p. 10. That is the eqt. that
failed during 1s t month? None. classified as safety-
grado? And won''t be after accident? So none of this
will be environmentally qualified?

Pressurizer level indications - all four failed-

during firs t month? Was pressurizer level ins tr ument
used by op' r during the acc? To make sure the system

'~ wasn ' t solid? And , in fact, when the last pressurizer
f . level indication was lost, didn't they have to shut
(

'

were relied on by.op' r to monitor noncondensibles in

1

off the RCP's? Earlier in accident, what ins truments'

the primary system? Pressurizer level and core flood
tank level? Did core flood tank level inst. fail after
first month? Both pressurizer level ins ts and core
flood tank level ins ts'. all still classified by Met Ed
as non-safety related? Have they added some safety
grade eqt. to perform this function?

- Table 1, source range nuclear ins trument indication.
Function? Non-safety? Unquali fied during acc. , these
gave indication of voiding in the vessel? Even if op'r
didn't realize it at time? But if it happened again, |they might use it that way? And if it fails, coula
lead op' r to believe there is no voiding when tnere in

{some? Create "anamolous indications" to op' r disapproved iby IEEE-279 S4.20.
!

.

- Table 1, Steam ge. A wide range level indication. How
many per st. generator? You say in Table 2 that they
give " indication." Are they also ICS input? For restart,

,

'

will Met Ed install safety-grade st. gen. level indication
for use by operator when manually controlling EPU? So this
is a safety-related function? Need to know st. gen. level
in order to es tablish conditions necessary for natural !9 circ.? So at restart, some st. gen. level insts. will
be safety-grade and others non-safety? Potential for
op' r conf usion if get conflicting readings?

j
i
'I
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- Re: asterisk, table 1 - that inst. still iunctional.

Was n' t stated reason for urgency for krypton venting
that one source range inst. had failed ano fearful

/ that if the second also failed, there would be no
s

, way to verify subcriticality of the reactor? Doesn't
that indicate the importance of those ins truments
after an accident? (If so, what other 2ndicas. of
subcriticality are available?) But you don't intend
to env'lly qualify it? Or anthing on this table.

- Back to p.4 of test., you say no " imp. insts " were...

" completely lost." Define each term. You mean nothing
in either. Table 1 or 2 is "impcrtant?' Also use
"important" on p.5, line 11 and p.8, line 9. Same
meaning throughout? Also say you had " sufficient time
to dense replacement methods If none of the"

. . .

eqt. was important, why did you need replacement
methods. Where in GDC 4 does it allow you to use un-
qualified equipment if you can devise replacement
methods?

- p.4 of test., tpble 2, p. 11-12. Is any of the equip-
ment classified as non-safety going to be u pgraded?
Are any of these instruments "important" within your
def. on p. 4?

- Table 2, item 3, reactor building atmosphere radiation

[ -
monitor. Any other methods for measuring reactor
building radiation?

w-
- Table 2, item 5, incore thermocouples. Weren't safety-

grade? Will they be upgraded? Function? To detect
inadequate core cooling? Doesn't NUREG-0600 conclude
that op' rs refused to believe these during course of
ace, because readings high? And fact that non-safety
grade contributed to this disbelief? Isn ' t op' r speci-
fically told in Emergency Procedure 12 02 -6 B (p.8) to
use the incore thermocouples to indicate whether approach-
ing the pressure / temperature limits of the reactor vessel?
But s till won' t be safety-grade?

- Table 2, p.2 - RCP seal pressure indication. Don't
| emergency procedures now specifically caution opr. to
'

make sure the pump seals are not withou t pressure for
an extended period? Why? (so as to aggravate accidents)
And this is verified only by pump seal pressure indica-

' tion? Why not safety-grade?;

| - Back to p.5 of test., first para., Re: the safety-grace
equipment which failed, "Although the exact cause of the

| failures cannot be determined Engineering judgment...

suggests that the majority of the failures are due to
submergence Exactly which failures Jo you believe"

...
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we r re so caused? Which were caused by other lactors?
What is your evidence? You con't know if it woulo
have failed even if it were not flooded.

- Didn ' t you have to calculate a flood level prior to
original licensing of TMI-27 What was it? Compare
to actual flood level during acc? (8-9 feet) Wnat
accounts for the difference?

- p. 5 , continued, now you've calculated " expected flood
level inside containment at TMI-1." What is it? (5.94
ft.) flow does it differ from flood level originally
calculated for Unit l? Why is i.t so much less than
actual level during TMI-2 acc? "Important ins tr ument s "
being relocated - which specifically? What are criteria
for judging "important?" And this is only TMI-related
action you're taking with respect to enviconmental
qualifica?

- p. 5 , EPRI group. When formed? Why? Contrast current
indus try " concern" with Comm' n 's s tatements in CLI-8 0-21
abou t how the industry " ignored" the problem until
forced to deal with it.

- p. 5 , you say the environment was "less severe" than
design basis acc? But some equipment still failed?
And you don't know why? Isn't it possible that if
the env' t were more severe , more eg' t woulc have failed?

I
- p.8, bottom, examples of " justifications" for operation

with unqualified equipment. Where do these come from?
Did you make them up? lias NRC indicated that they would

|

constitute acceptable justification? Or just your
opinion? Re: " failure mode of the equipment" - explain.

! You mean if failure of the eyt. would result in actuating
safety system, that would be acceptable? (See Standard
Review Plan 57.3, App. A, p. 7. 3- 9, 17 6 , no credit given
for so-called " safe failure modes."

Re: " presence of back-up components" - does that only
apply if the back-up components are safety-grade?

Re: " difference between the qualified environment and
the pos tula ted environment . " Explain. You mean if it's
close, that's goud enough? Where is that permitted?t .

(
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'~' s UCS Cross-Examintion Plan - Licensee's,

('" '') Testimony of Robert W. Keaton In
Reponse to UCS Contention No. l$ '

Please describe any role you had in licensing of TMI-l
or 2. Exactly how you have participated in safety analyses
of THI-1 subsequent to the accident. Ever performed an -

analysis of potential system interactions for TMI-l? Exactly
what sort of analysis did you do to prepare this testimony?
Review lessons learned reports? ACRS letters? Taks A-17 of
the unresolved safety issues? NUREG-0600 (Action Plan) on
systems interaction?

- p. 14, 1.5ff - you set up two categories of systems -
equivalent to safety-gradd and non-safety-grade? What
do you mean by "the highest standards," the General
Design Criteria? And the "less stringent but still
rigorous standards" - what specifically are those? Are
systems not "important to safety" even reviOwed by NRC?
(See statement from NRC advance notice of rulemaking
cited in RPD's testimony, p. 14-4) Are'such systems
required to be single failure proof? Environmentally
qualified? Covbred by quality assurance regs?

,
~x - Main fw was a non-safety system for TMI-2. What,

( / " rigorous standards were applied to it? Did you know
\~/ that a failure in the air system could result in total

loss of main fw? Due to loss of air? If yes, why was
that accept ~able? What frequency was postulated for
failure of main fw? What frequency is acceptable? How
many failures of the air system occurred prior to the
accident at either TMI-2 or l? You say if the " normal
control systems fail to perform, they are backedup by
fully safety-grade eqt... "Is this true in all cases?

.Was EFW fully safety-grade for TMI-2? Nor for TMI-l
l at time of licensing? Wasn't it that "back-up" eqt.?

How do you know there aren't other cases like this? -
Where failure of non-safety system can either cause an
accident beyond the capacity of safety systems to miti-,

'

gate or confuse op'r to the point where he interferes
| with the safety systems? Isn't that precisely the pur-
| pose of the long-term studies of systems interaction.

( - other e.g.'s - Did you consider the effects
of a stuck-open PORV at time TMI-2 or TMI-l were

l licensed?)

(If no, why not? If yes, then why weren't opera-
| tors correctly trained by being told not to rely
'

ex solely on pressurizer level as an indication of
| ( ) RCS inventory?)

Q ,/

- In-core thermocouples, non-safety? At time TMI-2 or
TMI-l licensed, did you anticipate having to use these



t

.

to monitor core condition during an accident? But ,
(~] still non-safety? Did you train operatort to under-
i, j stand the limitations and failure modes of the'' thermocouples? Why no ability to read them directly

in control room?

- Any safety disads to making all systems which can
directly or indirectly affect the integrity of the
core safety-grade? e.g. - How would it lessen safety
if PORV safety-grade?

- p. 15, I. 1-6 - Did you disagree w/ the lessons learned
report (NUREG-0578) statements (p. 18) re: initiation
of accident by failure of non-safety systems? Use of
non-safety sys. D..to mitigate accident? Conclusion
re: inadequacy of current classification system? r

p. 15, I. 3 - You testify that (there) was no failure
of safety-grade eqt. to perform its intended function
during the accident? In all cases? What about the
hydrogen recombiner - What was its function? Did it
perform it? Containment isolation? (Didn't close until
after hydrogen explosion?) Decay heat removal system?
Did it get the plant to cold shutdown?

- p. 15 I. 5-6, no unacceptable interactions of non-safety
gx grade eqt. with safety systems? In no case? Define

" unacceptable interaction." Condensate purification
\m /:
e

system non-safety? It's failure started the chain of
events that resulted in core damage? So failure of
non-safety system created need for safety system? That's

; acceptable? Without regard to the challenge rate to
safety systems? Know what design bases challenge rate
is for ECCS? What about failure of PORV to close?

- After the core damage occurred, were you able
to recover () sing only safety-grade equipment?~

| - p. 15 7th 1. from bottom re: " additional insight!!
| What non-safety component and systems were used? RCP's?
l PORV block valve? In-core themocouples? Computer

readings? Others? Couldn't use DHR system because its
leak rate unacceptable considering the high levels of
radiation in primary system?

- p. 15, lase line; no equipment needs to be upgraded?
Statement limited to core-cooling or does it extend
beyond? What about all the upgrading listed on p. 13-14
of Conran's testimony? What about EFW, isn't that
being upgraded?

[N.
; )sv

|

_2
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UCS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN RE:
Is NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF JAMES H. CONRAN
k_,h/ RELATIVE TO CLASSIFICATION OF SYSTEMSs

AND COMPONENTS AS IMPORTANT TO
SAFETY (UCS CONTENTION NO. 14)

VOIR DIRE

- Resume shows 7 jobs in 7 years at NRC7 Go over time
in each, starting at end. Would you say that your area of
expertise is in safeguards of nuclear material? You-initiated
a formal grievance with NRC over involuntary transfer? To which
job was that tr a ns fer? Senior nuclear engineer or nuclear engi-
neer? You considered your experience "not directly applicable"
for this job? And that you had no " professional stature in the
area? Because your direct experience and professional stature
was in safeguards, when was the grievance resolved? The reference
to "special safeguards - related investigations and hearings" -
does that refer to processing of your grievance? How much time
did that take?

- How did you get assigned to next job - in standardiza-
tion branch? Was that a temporary assignment? Voluntary? Were
you s till trying to get back into safeguards? Do you believe
your experience was "directly applicable" to work in standardiza-

[s\ tion branch? " Professional stature" in that area? How long in

( / this job? You say you were responsible for " management and coor-_j
dination of safety review applications for standard design
approvals?" Which standardized plants? Date of application?
Were any plants approved during your tenure? Did you actually
perform any safety analyses yourself of any plant systems?
Which? Wasn't the standardization branch simply trying to
determine which regulations and requirements properly applied
within the scope of apps. for standard plants, which were out-
side and reviewable at time indiv. application filed, and which
overlapped? While working here, how much time spent onyourg
grievance? ;

- Lessons Learned Task Force - How long did you work on
that? What " safety concerns" did you identify? Evaluate? What
changes did you recommend? Were they accepted? What portions,
if any, of NUREG-0578, 0585 did you write or were you in charge

6 trjN' t ~of? Any part of 0660? The SS in 0585 dealing with systems
;#W interaction, Item 9, pages 3-2 and 3-3, did you write those or'

' ' ' . ' , were you in charge of them? Specifically, while with LessonsA
,

Learned Task Force, what analyses did you personally perform'

p 'q ;u;p ?
,

f of the sys tems interaction issues raised by the accident?

;t,

J r t f pfD' - When assigned to Systems Interaction Branch? Your

~ j*? pi ' experience "direc tly applicable?" What exactly is your assign-l

b i ment? When selected to present this testimony? How? Do you

( ! know if other staff members were jus t asked to testify against
' ' ' UCS Contention 14 and refused? Who? Did you prepare any part

.
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of the Restart SER for TMI-l? Discuss this 'testiinony wi'th anyone (/s 7//
on NRC staf f while preparing it? After completed? Norm Wagner? ,>fD

Basdekas? Angelo Marinos? Jose Calvo? Describe conversations? [ M y *k
(A V

- See qualifications described on page 5 of Task A-17, fj

" Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG-0410, g.

systems interaction branch did you serve on the Task Force
'*' y,'[g,Report to Congress Jan. 1, 1978 Do you fit into any of. . .

those descriptions? Prior to your appointment in 19 80 to the -

gj
0; , ,, g,working on Task A-17?
i rvJ .

$1Th,hp
- p. 1 of test. - when were you assigned to " monitor"

ACRS proceeding? ,} pggt.

- |'O | W(',|NM
- p. 2, what is the Illinois Comm. on Atomic Energy? LA

tll/ e d I'
- Solid-state elec. engineering - transistors?
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY O@ MISSIONp)!

V BEFORE THE ATUCC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

MEIROPOLITAN EDISON C2")ANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) )

COMDNWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIAN FOR
CROSS-EXAMINATION RELATING TO UCS CONIENIION 14

The unin thrust of the testimonies appears to be a philosophical-

difference of opinion as to the safety classification-for various

systms. The NRC approach is that a syste need not be safety graa if

another installed system which is safety grade is available for mitigating

the effects of a treatment, and that the failure of the non-safety
A
/ ) system would not degrade the function of the safety system. If this

/

philosophy is adequate, then the 'IMI-1 design is adequate.

The.UCS philosophy is that non-safety systems, the failure of which

degraded or which were used to help mitigate the consequences of the
i

TMI-2 accident, should be safety grade. This assumes that the safety

grade systems have failed to perform their function. This assumption,

as well as the reasons for such failures, need to be dmonstrated by UCS

to support th! contention.

Questions that need to be resolved are the following:

1. How adequate is the NRC philosophy and what assurances

J are there that all possible interactions of safety and non-safety

systems have been adequately addressed?

2. Are the pressuriz2r level instruments necessary for

natural circulation during a small break IDCA?

. . .
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~
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!

! 3. Are there non-safety systan failures which have a high

l' probability of occurrence which could lead to transients which

challenge the safety systans and thus could possibly lead to an

eventual degradation of these systems, or unacceptable risk due to

the possible unavailability of these safety systens when damnded?

Licensee's testimony is too brief and general to raise specific

points on cross-examination at this time, although there is concern

regarding Licensee's reliance on improved operator training to balance
.
*

the potential need to upgrade systaa equipment at 'IMI-1.

Respectfully subnitted,
!

'/

h/t/ e (f ' . ff| [ {{ ,, _,
KARIN W. CARTER

'

ROBERT W. ADIER
: Assistant Attorneys General

O Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania
:
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY 00tMISSION

BEEDRE 11E ATWIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD,

$ In the Matter of )
)

; METROPOLITAN EDISON OCNPANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

i (Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

'

!

f

. OCMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PLANS FOR
CROSS-EXAMINATION REIATING TO USC 00NIENTION 3

FDR LICENSEE (George J. Brazill)*

i 1. Can pressure control be maintained using the high pressure

injunction systs without challenging the safety valves?

i 2. What are the operator actions specifically outlined in NUREG-0578

to connect the pressurizer heaters to the emergency power supply and to

shed loads frm the mergency power supply? What are the consequences

! of any omissions or errors in these operator actions?.
I
&

FOR NRC STAFF (Walton L. Jensen, Jr.)

_

Why are the pressurizer heaters and associated controls notl.
,

necessary to maintain natural circulation at hot standby?

2. What is the analyzed basis and the parameters used to detemine
,

that a 300F margin of maintaining the reactor systs tenperature below1

i its boiling point is adequate? (Licensee's testimony on UCS 10 indicates

i this margin to be set at 50 F.)

3. Is the letdown system classified as a system inportant to safety?

.Is the letdown system required to maintain pressurizer level and thus

; pressure control?
!

l'
,

i *

1
*

_ - . ,- _ . . _ . . . _ _ - . . _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ . . . - _ . ~ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ , _ _ . , , _ , . , _ . . _ . , _ , . ~ _ , _ _ . . . _ . _ . _ . . , . . _ , _ . . . . . . - . .__-
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.

R)R INIERVENDR (Robert D. Pollard)

1. Are hot standby conditions necessary for natural circulation

! to occur? Can pressure control be mintained by qualified safety
i

systems which prevent reaching saturated conditions at other than hot
I standby conditions?

Respectfully submitted,
f.

| (fhYu $ . d'4 /

KARIN W. CAKitKi

ROBERT W. ADLER
l' Assistant Attorneys General
j Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania
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UCS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN RE: LICENSEE'S

( TESTIMONY OF JAMES H.
CORREA, GARY T. URQUHART-

AND ROBERT C. JONES, JR. IN RESPONSE TO UCS
'

CONTENTIONS 5 AND 6 (VALVES AND VALVE TESTING)-
_

Jones
at the probacility of PORV failure

- Isn't it tr y to the. overall probability of an
contributes significan

3-7, 53.5)
(NUREG-0565,|pSBLOCA?

the PORV - what
' - P.2, re: ob(qi al design function of (to. reduce

is function of the PORV jwhat is function now?
challenge to safety valv>s?)

/

frcm bottom - you mean you never took'

third line/ Do you know what historical rate- P.2, is
credit for its operatl
for PORV failing to c os ( (5 out of 230, NUREG-0578, p. A-9)

.

set points of
- P. 3, what was purpose of ~ inverting theWhat is now the frequency

PORV and high pressure reactor trip?What is frequency of challenge rate to
of PORV actuation?
safety valves?

,

" circumstances" cause PORV to actuate
(O - P.3, 2d para, what Can a failure in control circuitry/

j and potentially remain open?|

for PORV cause it to actuate? Failure in ICS? Stuck-open PORVN/

~ causes a LOCA - more than just a " transient"? And this will
;

challenge ECCS and EFW?
to enhance op'rs ability to cetect

- P.4 - changes made
and terminate a transient (LOCA) caused by PORV?

Why these T)

changes necessary? Is all the instrumenta. to detect a stuck- -) '
"

:
I

Which? Aren't you also putting on
open PORV safety-grade?

[
position indication? (Item 2.1.3.a, 0578) Still no directI

What changes to enhance abilityindication of valve position? Haven't qualified
to terminate LOCA caused by stuck-open PORV?

'

Does control circ. for blockthe block valves for 2-phase flow?
valve meet single-failure criterion? Is it safety-grade? Is

it environmentally qualified?,

|

-
What is the benefit of having PORV supplied powerDoesn't it close on loss of power?

by emergency power system?
Did this require a modification for TMI?

- Isn't it true that you In ' t ge t to cold shutdown with
#

use of safety valves alone?

Urquhart - Contention 6
,-s

S II D.1. p. 3-7, NUREG-0737 - confirm that those are
I ) - valves.

\_,/ schedules for documenting reliability of the
the current

|
''

1

- , - --. ,- ,.__ - .- ,- _-_,- , . . . . _ - _ - _- -
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[ - P.5, 1.1-3 - what criteria? - the GDC for the reactor
\s / coolant pressure boundary (PORV) plus functional regts. for

safety valves?

heoriginal testing and verification included- None of
2-phase flow?*

- P.6 - Crystal R. - valve "similar" to TMI-l? Not the
same valve? Describe differences. One safety valve opened at
2400? What was the set point? How many times did it open
and close? ( Hardly simulation of bleed and feed? )

- P.7 - after the transient, they tested the valve?
Leak rate 1.1 gpm? What was leak rate prior to accident? Didn't
they know? Is 1.1 gpm an acceptable leak rate? You found steam
cutting of the disc and a damaged bellows assembly? Do you know
whether it could have withstood repeated opening and closing?
How many? No " damage deterimental to the proper op'n of the
valve" - did you open and close it some more?

Correa

- P.8 - Why is spare valve being installed? What's wrong
with the one in there now?

[/) - When were " latest design features" added by manu?
\, What are those? You're going to see wnether there are signs

of wear caused by the original tes ti ng ? And then test it
again? So even if this hearing ended today, that would have
to be done prior to restart?

- After installed will test it? How many times will it
he opened and closed? At what frequency?

- Re: EPRI program. - You say on p. 12 that the test
program is " responsive to NRC short term recommendation 2.1.2?
NRC has not yet approved that test program? Have you startea
the test program in advance of NRC approval? Exactly when will
this all be completed? p.12 - you say the B&W data being usedi

to define test parameter? So test parameters aren't known yet?

Correa & Urquhart
.

- P.12 - the valves "have been appropriately designed and
tested"? Isn't it true that they were never tested for anything'

other than steam? And you're just now testing for 2-phase flow
and water? Then they haven't been " a ppropri a tely testal" for
2-phase flow and water

Licensee's Testimony of James H. Correa
/~'

k j}
and Gary T. Urquhart In Response to the'

Board Question on UCS Contention No. 6

- P. 2 1.1: the only function required of the safety
valves in order to provide overpressure protection or for b&f

. - - - . _ _ . . --- . -- -- ._ .. _ _ _ _ .
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|

h is to open? Don't they also have to close? If the' system were
solid when they opened, how quickly would the pressure drop?,

And then they'd have to close again?

- P.2, 1.7ff - "because of the " construction of the
. valves" - Exactly what elements of the construction of the -

valves leads you to this conclusion? Is this one Crys tal River,

; incident the only e.g. you have of operation of safety valve |P with 2-phase flow? Hardly a simulation of b&f? And not thesame valve as TMI. So you really don't have any evidence to-

support belief that the tests will be successful? ..
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
_ I!UCLEAR REGUIAIORY C0041ISSION

', BEFORE 'IHE A'ITIC SAFETY ASD LICEISING E0aRD

In the Fhtter of )
)

FEIROPOLITMi EDISON COMPAIN, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

('Ihree Mile Island Ibclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

CO!1DN.-|EAL'IH OF PEICSYLVANIA'S DRAFT
CROSS-EXAMIIRTIOII PLANS

hTHI RESPECT 'IO UCS C0hTEITTION 5

FOR IITTERVEIUR (Robert D. Pollard)

1. Do "important to safety" and " safety related" have different

meanings in your testimony?

FOR LICENSEE (Robert C. Jones, Jr.)

/ 1. Do 'IMI-l anergency procedures for feed and bleed node instruct

the operator to use the PORV for this purpose? Are there distinct

advantages to using the PORV for this purpose instead of the safety

valves? If such reliance is placed on the PORV, what is the justification

for not requiring it to be safety-grade?

2. What analyses have been perfonned with regard to M-1 to

justify the belief that PORV actuation is not expected during operational

transients if feedwater is delivered to the stream generators in a timely

manner? For t. hat transients and occurrences is PORV actuation expected?

3. Are these valves environnentally qualified and does the source

of their atergency power protect than from single failures?

4. Does the modification of reducing the difference between the

PORV and safety valve setpoints to 50 psi actually raise the probability,_ .

| ,

! of safety valve actuation? Why uns this setpoint chosen?



.a -

|
FOR NRC STAFF (Walter L. Jensen, Jr.)

1. Is proper operation of the PORV ever essential to mitigate the

consequences of transients or any such event not considered an ' accident'?

|

UCS 6

'Ihe Conmoruealth has no plans to cross-examine witnesses on UCS 6 i

l

unless new questions arise during the UCS cross-examination. |

Respectfully subnitted,

'l ,j , j) '7 '

! A > (7 ( [l41
ROBERT W. ADLER /
Assistant Attorney General
Cocronwealth of Pennsylvania

|

|

-2-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY CONISSION

1 BEFORE THE ATU4IC SAFEIY AND LICEtEING BOARD

In the lhtter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON 004PANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three liile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) )

J

C04MEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIAN FOR
CROSS-EXAMUMTION WITH RESPECT TO UCS CONTENTION 4

j For UCS (Robert D. Pollard)

1. Contention 4 states that a deonstration is required to assure

that the pressurizer heaters will not degrade the capacity of the on-site

emergency power supplies. What specifically would such a dmonstration
,

entail?

For NRC Staff (Robert G. Fitzpatrick)

1. Is the loss of off-site power a transient for which safety

: systes need to be operated from the ES buses to prevent core damage?

Would ESFAS necessarily be initiated for this transient? How would
i
'

the on-site mergency supply be protected from a single failure, assuming
l a fault on the non-IE pressurizer heater circuit? Would this protection

comply with the intent of R.G. 1.75? Is there any type of protection

device which would satisfy the intent of R.G.1.75 for this transient?

| 2. Assuming that the pressurizer heaters are faulted and connecting
.

'

them to the ES bus causes the ES bus feeder to trip, would this ES feeder
'

breaker reset given a subsequent ESFAS?

1

1

r

-- , . ~ -
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3. What is the basis for NRC Staff's evaluation that a daronstration

of non-degradation of the emergency power system by connection to the
!

heaters has been perfonned? Does NRC's basis for determining accomplishnent

of this danonstration include analyses testing the limits of the emergency

power 'systen besides the " Staff's SER on 'IMI-1," which only shows a

danonstration of operator anergency procedures? '

For Licensee (Joseph A. Torcivia and Paul J. Shipper, Jr.)

1. Are there energency procedures which cover manual loading and

unloading of the diesel generators? Are these procedures adequate to

insure that essential loads are not tripped and that the diesel is not

overloaded? Would positive control be available from the control room

to disconnect pressurizer heaters if diesel overload were to occur during

manual transfer sequences?

2. Will diesel loading tests be performed prior to restart which

will verify the ability to pick up the pressurizer heater loads without

degrading essential loads?

Respectfully submitted,

fo 8% '
.

NOBERTW.ADLER /Assistant Attorney General
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

-2-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00ttiLSSION

BEFORE ' DIE A10!IC SAFELY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

MEIROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) )

00t+DNWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT
PIAN FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION WI1H

REGARD 10 UCS 9 AND ECNP 1(c)

For Met Ed

1. What would compliance with Reg. Guide 1.47 involve in tenns of

time, cost, and plant engineering modifications?

2. Rebut UG' argunent regarding the tripping of diesel fuel

racks. (Not addressed in Licensee's testimony.) Did this in fact

render both diesel generators inoperative? How long would it have taken

to reset the fuel racks? Would battery power have been sufficient to

perform all necessary safety functions in the interim? Could fuel rack

reset be accomplished automatically?

3. EFW flow was restored 8 minutes into the D11-2 accident,

following detection based on the analysis of system parameters. This

enabled steam generator conditions to be returned to " nominal design

condicions" 20 minutes after reactor trip. (Licensee's testimony at 3-

4.) Would this 20-minute interval be acceptable under all design basis

accident scenarios?

4. Is there any safety disadvantage that might accompany a

axiification of DiI-l to comply with R.G.1.47?

I

1

%4'y /, pfIc
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5. What administrative procedures to detennine systs status

existed prior to the 'IML-2 accident? Describe more clearly how the

adninistrative procedures outlined at pp'. 5-6 differ from the previous

procedures.

For NRC

1. Does the staff agree with the following two statments from

Licensee's testinony-

a) "Because of the required deliberate administrative action

necessary to nnnipulate ESF or EEW components, these controls are

considered to be as effective as automatic annunciation of disabled

systms." (p. 7);

b) "The addition of an automatic system that meets the

requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.47 would be an unnecessary

addition of hardware that would not improve the protection of the
s

health and safety of the public, since this syst s would also

continue to rely on administrative controls to assurli its

effectiveness." (p. 9)?

2. Was a retrofit requirment considered when R.G.1.47 was first

proculgated?

Respectfully submitted,

. .h
ROBERT W. ADLER /Assistant Attorney General
Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania

;

-2-
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'

UNITED STATES CF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.

BEFORE THE ATOMIC LICENSING AND SAFETY BOARD
Inthe matter af Q,

@ETREPLITAN EDISON COMPANY )~ Docket No. 50-289 -

(TMI #1) ) (Stop Restart)
,.

Cross Examination Plan of Intervenor Lewis on Direct Testimony of
nsee and NRC Staff.
(Filters)

Enckground : Licdnsee and Staff have submitted Testimony on the
Lowis Contention.(LIC 9/15/89 and STAFF 9/15/80) Essentially

both testimony submittals come to th same conclusions:

1. Supplemental filters auch as used on TMIf 2 after the 3-28-79
accident will not be needed on TMIfi. -

2. Leaks found at TMIf2 will not occur at TMIf1 for various
! reasons

3. Filters will handle iodine adequately at TMI#2 because of
changes in monitoring andinspection.

In coming to these --lusions, both the. licensee and the Staff

make th very admi _. that weaken their conclusions.
1. Supplemental filtere were needed after the acc6 dent at TMId2

M2. Leaks did occer at T I!2..

3. FiltersdidnotperformaswellaspossibleatTjIf2.
4 Several others which will be incorporated in Intervenor' Lewis's
submittal concerning findings of fact after close of direct

tootimony.

Duo th the Staff and Licensee's admissions in their respective
direct testimony, Intervenor Lewis sees no need at this time

for cross examination except in these limited areas:

1 To verify that the witnesses are actually speaking for the'

Licensee or NRC and not saura merely giving a personal

opinion which has no bearing on tus case.

2 To set the important admissions in thf respecttwe direct
testimonies in concrete

. 3. to ensure that the important admis& ions in the respective te
testimonies are not vacated during th verbal or oral presentations. s,

i AFor Instance , if a better justification af for using a pf
; value of 30A relative humidity is given during direct , ,r'

; X essnination on this point would be necessary. The same gySA
could be said for almost any point in the direct written / \ ,

submittal.
- _- - - - ,- . - . ...
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UN11ED STATES OF MERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY 00fHSSION

BEFORE 11E A10MIC SAFETY AND LICE! SITU BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

MFIROPOLITAN EDISON (II4PMW, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three IHle Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Lhit Ib.1) )

CQiDIMEALTH OF PEIESYLVANIA'S
DRAFT PIANS FOR CROSS-EPHIINATION
WITH RESPECT TO BOARD QUESTION 8

The Connonwealth intends to cross-examine the Licensee's and the

Staff's witnesses regarding the following subject matters:
'

1) 'Ihe adequacy of relying on reactor building su:1p capacity to

store liquid wastes from a 1MI-2-type accident at IMI-1;

2) The adequacy of the combined ventilation systerns in the joint

fuel handling building;

3) The potential transfer of liquid wastes from the reactor

building sump to the auxiliary building (as occurred at 11H-2) as a

result of nunual action rather than automttic function;
.

4) The need to analyze the Island's capacity for short-tenn and

medium-range waste storage for both units in the event that offsite

disposal facilities are not available;
~

5) An analysis of the volume of liquid that would have reached

the reactor building sump had HPI not been prcmaturely tenninated;

6) 'Ihe nature of the physical barrier being installed between

the Unit 1 auxiliary building and the thit 1 fuel handling building;

7) The adequacy of the isolation devices used to separate the

various lines connecting Unit 1 and thit 2, particularly the "other

connections" referenced at p. 23 of Licensee's testinony;

1

l
1
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8) The adequacy of procedures for assuring that no concurrent

effluent releases occur (from Unit 1 and Unit 2); and

9) Schedules for the completion of the various modifications

outlined in the Restart Report.

Respectfully submitted,

,l F? d}> .

ROBERT W. ADIER
'

Assistant Attorney General
Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania

-

-2-
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CROSS-EXAMINATICN PLAN FOR LICENSEE'S tiiTNESSES ON SHOLLY CONTENTICH #15

WITNESS WALSH -

i

1 ,

i !

! 1. On page 2 of.your testimony, you indicate that the lack of positive
;

} indicatf or, of valve closure is addressed in response to ancther
j contention. viculd you plosse describe how valve position is indicated j

in the TMI-l control room (PORV and Code Safety Valves)? Is this [indication positive, that is, does the indication reflect actual ;i

) valve positic~n~,~ or does it Indicato that a signal has been sent To j
1 the valve to eitner open or close? L

! t
t t

| 2. On page 3 of your testimony, you indicate that periodic logging '

of radiation mcnitors is relied upon to detect slow innreasing
trends. How frequently are radiation monitor readings loogea?i

| Who logs these readings? Are radiation monitor readings reviewed
' during shift changeover? If so, how is this verified? If not,
| why not?

i

| 3. On page 4 of your testimony, ycu state that Unit I has has "few
operationci upsets" during the period 1974-79. What do you meanI

;

i by "few"? How nany? i

i 4. On pages 4 and 5 of your testimony, ycu referencc part of the ;

Contention which alioces that opera +crs cannot, due to the ccsign I

of the control rcom, maintain sysicm variables and systems within
proscribed limits during LOCA's. how many LOCA's have occurred
at TMI-I during the parlod of ITs ooerating license? How can ycu
to certain then that tho operefors can maintain systems within
prescribed limits? Has the centrol recm mockup in t no TMI-l
Turbine Bullcing been utilized to Test operator response To
LOCA's? What range of break sizes has been tested? Given that I

the mockup is a pictoral mockup, and r.ot a simulator, how much
relovanco can be placed on these test runs on LOCA's? Ouring those
tests on the mockup, were cperators put through their response
to LOCA's under re3|istic conditions (i.e., with time constreints,
use of instruments, computer cutpu1, etc.)?

I5. On page 4 of your testirony you indicate inat the capability of
centrol systems and cperators to maintain contrcl of the plant
was tcsted during the siarica Test pecgram in 1974 With roterence

,to the operaiors' capebilities, hcw many operators were so tested?
|

Hoa many of them are still operaiors at TMl-i? Hcw many operators '

at lMi-l have not beer, put thrcugh such testing? |
|

With rea5 ras to TM -2, did not TMI-2 get out throuan a sin.ilar ,

| Series of tests OJring The startuo test Drom a~ r Did not Those i,
tests indicate That cporators could maintain Th3 systems wiTh;n r

| prescriced limit:? how do the results frcr The TL4-i startup j
tesi prcrrem provi h n ore a nur n ce ter the safe coer2 tion -

e

of IMI-i ; hah SImiiLF TWJ 7: wor: 6bfe 10 DrCVide fOr i he '.,3 f G
| r, pere + ion cf P'!-??

i

I I
'

i
,

I,

| n

v . _ ._ - - . , _ - _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _
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WITNESSES WALSH, ESTRADA, CHRISTENSEN, AND SHERIDAN

I !
l

6. On page 6 of your testimony, you indicate that guidelines and j
objectives were developed whereby the specifics of the control ;

and display designs could be evaluated. You further state that '

i these guidelines are based on " generally accepted military ,

'

| and industrial standards .for control design." Specifically

! what design standards and guidelines were utilized? Was any |

use made of EPRI-NP-lI18, EPRI-NP-309, or studies by tne |,

| Aerospace Corporation led by Alan Swain? Explain why not '

since these studies were specific to nuclear power plant

! control rooms.
,

| 7. On page 8 of your testimony, you indicate that the consoles
and panels are generally uncluttered "as compared to otner
control rooms familiar to the review team." Specifically !

what other control rocms is the review team fam!!!ar with?
Who on the review team is f amiliar with each (ccmpare
qualifications to determine if each is competant to make such

j judgments)?
.

!1

8. On page 9 of your testimony, you indicate that the main alarm (
'

| panels are essentially dark when the plant is operatine normally
at power, and assert that usually less than five alarms are lit.;

Upon what evidence does this assertion rest?

; \

WITNESSES WALSH, MEEK, AND ESTRADA

! i

| 9. Your testimony at page 12 references GDC-13. Is it your position
j that GDC-13 impiles no consideration of human facters engineering
i in control room design? If so, woulo it be your position that

| Instrumentation placed cn a ceiling in a control room wou l d c'ee t
GDC-13 and be found acceptable within the meaning of GDC-13?

| 10. Your testimony at page 14 and 15 indicates that the " operator-
process interf ACE. Was considered in the design of the TMt-l'

Control Rocm." What standards were used in determining the !

; design of the Control Room? Were any persons involved in the !
1design of the TMI-I control room qualifled as experts ini

; human facters engineering? Were any of the witnesses involvec |

j in the design of the TMI-l control room? Who did design the

j control rocm of TMI-l?
|

!

| ANY WlTN SS CAPABLE OF ANSWERING

11. The general tenor of your testimony Indicates that it is your,

position that the control room- re l a te d problems which occurred

during the T:11-2 accident cannot occur et TMI-l; is that correct ?
i f so, describe speci f ical l y al l cont roi-rcom, er human f cciors

)

- , _ _ . - - ~ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ . _ _ - - - . - - - .
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9 related problems which occurred or were manifested during the |TMI-2 accident. Address any similar or dif ferent situations j
regarding each such problem with regard to TMi-l's control' 2 I-

room.

12. The following series of questions refers to Licensee's response !
to the Staff's Draft " Human Factors Enginering Control Room Design [Review" (9/16/80), response cated 11/7/80 (TLL-559, from Hukill

|

,

to Reid). '
.

a. Did any of the witnesses assist in responding to the
human factors concerns raised in the NRC's Draft report?

b. Referring to item 1.a., the Staff's-Draft Report described
this item as. Category I (Indicative, according to the final
report, NUREG-0752, of a high potential for increased
operator error and possible consequences of that error.
Despite this, Licensee's response indicates that this is
proposed for resolution after restart. The Staff indicates

:

that this is acceptable, provided that Licensee ensures
(through administrative or operating procedures) tnat
operators do not acknowledge alarms until each alarm is
reviewed and the operators understand the significance of
each alarm.

9 (1) is there a reference in the control room which
informs the operators what the signficance of
each alarm is? Does this reference further
reference combinations of alarms?

(2) Have the appropriate operating or administrative
procedures been revised to reflect the Staff's
position? If not, by when will this be accceptished?

I
!
.c. Referring to item 3.a., Licensee's commitment is different

from the Staff's requirement. Which one will take place?

d. Referring to item 7.e., Licensee's commitment is different
f rom the Staf f's requirement that all alarm levels will I

be adjusted to 6-10dBa above ambient. Which is correct?
|

QUESTIONS ON LICENSEE'S CONTROL ROOM CESIGN REVIEW REPORT i

l' i

I i

| 13. The report describes in sono detali problems with the Er.gineered j
i - Safeguards Panel. How will the ES Panel be modified prior to restart

|
| to eliminate these problems (reference reocrt pages ill-C.!, B-II.A.3, ;

and C-ill.B.2,3)? With regards to the ES Panel, is it possible to ie determine if a particular subsection of tne Par.el is ir an operable !

rorditicn withc.ut first % sing cn E3 actuation occur end incicare
a failure?

I

!

__ __ - - - - . - - - - - - _ - . - -.- . _ . _ - - .
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14. In reviewing the " purpose" section of Appendix A, it appears that [j the Licensee will be oriented more toward new procedures and additional i

i

{ training aimed at compensating f or existing human f actors problems
rather than toward new equipment or designs aimed at correctino,

; existing human factors problems. It is alleged that inere are |

| " negative training aspects" to changing an existing CR feature. i

j Would such " negative training aspects" be any more serious or [
' inclusive than training a new operator, training an operator from

one plant to operate another different plant, or retraining |
'operators on other new equipment?

! I

|
QUESTIONS FOR WITNESS MEEK REGARnlNG DESIGN OF TMI-l CONTROL ROOM

i

'
|

| 15. Mr. Meek, the Licensee's response to Interrogatory 15-056 Indicates
that an individual named "W. E. Meek" of Gilbert Associates was;

involved in the original design work for the TMI-l control rocm.
Was that named individual you? Could you describe how the
design of the TMI-I CR was arrived at based on your experience
with the design team? Had you or any other member of the design
team previously designed control rooms for nuclear power planis?9

DESIGN TEAM MEMBERS

Gi l bert Associates--W.F. Sa l ler, W.E. Meek, V.H. Wi l lems .

Met Ed--R.M. Kl i ngaman, J . L. Wi se, H.R. Morr i s , J .R. F loyd .

Babcock and Wi lcox--F. Thomasson, H. Stevens, K. Schroeder,
W.E. Wilson, D.E. Wurster,

,

I
i

OUSTIONS FOR WHC"EVER CAN ANSWER

16. Does the FORC review changes in CR design as well as procedures? ,

| is anyone on PORC trained in human f actors engineering? How is it verified i

that new procedures and CR design changes will not impact adversely
on human factors considerations? ;

17. When did the Licensee's CR design review commence? When was ihe
,

review completed? [
|

NUREG/CR-1580--July 1980 l

EPRI-NP-ills, Volume |--November 1979
Vo l une l l--Novembe r 1979

9 Volume lil--February 1980 ,

!

If beginning later than these dates, explain why these guidelines
and siudies were not referencea or utilized in the Licensee's study. |

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ ____. __. _ ___ ______._ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULA1 DRY CCI14ISSION

BEFDRE THE ATOMIC EAFETY At0 LICEIEING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

MEIROPOLITAN EDISON COMPA!N, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

C0ttDIMEAL1H OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT
PLANS FDR CROSS-EXAMINATION REGARDItG
DETECTION OF INADEQUATE WRE Q0LIl0

FOR MEr ED

1. On what basis has the T meter been determined to be anSAT

adequate indicator of inadequate core cooling for all possible scenarios?

2. Specify what further studies licensee has agreed to perform to

satisfy the requirments of NUREG-0578.

3. Describe the design qualifications of the fo1Lwing instruments:

1) T meter;
RAT

2) C5re exit thermocouples;
3) Hot leg tmperature instrumentation,(including the new

wide-range instrumentation).

4. How much improvment in the capability to detect inadequate

core cooling is provided by the addition of the T meter (as comparedSAT

with the instrumentation that existed at 'H4I-2)? How significant would
'

the added T inf mati n have been during the 21I-2 scenario?SAT

5. (For Robert C. Jones, Jr.) Have all B&W licensees provided

essentially the same response to the NUREG-0578 requirment? Have any

other B6N licensees proposed instrumentation in addition to or different

from the T
SAT

6. Assess the feasibility of designing instrumentation to measure

core water level directly. What are the specific design impediments and

safety disadvantages?



. . . . _ .

FOR 1EC

1. How have other BMJ licensees responded to the NUREG-0578
.

requirement? Non-BS1 licensees?

2. Has the IRC envisioned any specific designs for direct core

water level instrumentation? If so, describe.

3. Has the NRC assessed the potential disadvantages of adding

penetrations to the reactor vessel in order to measure core water level

directly? Wouldn't a reactor vessel nipture be beyond the design basis

of the plant?

Respectfully submitted,

y .

ROBERT W. ADLER /Assistant Attorney General
Conmmmalth of Pennsylvania

-2-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
IUCLEAR REGULATORY 00tMISSION~

I \

() BEFORE 11IE A104IC SAFETY NO LICENS110 BOARD

In the bhtter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON 00MPAIE, )
) Docket tb. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

Cat 0tMEAL111 OF PENNSYLVMUA'S
DRAPT PLAN FOR CROSS-EXNTItMTION

REGARDIIE BOARD QUESTION 11

FOR MET ED

1. The Connonwealth will explore the nature of the " additional"

accidents analyzed for AIDG (small steam line breaks, loss of feedwater,

loss of offsite power, excessive feedwater addition and steam generator

tube rupture). In particular:
{,
'Q a) What is meant by "less severe than the design basis

events previously analyzed."

b) On what bases and using what assumptions were levels of

severity determined;

c) How was the expected frequency of these events determined

relative to the expected frequency of design basis events; and

d) How was the expected duration of these events determined,

relative to the expected duration of design basis events?

2. On p. 4, licensee's testinony states that " Combining the actions

connon to these events produces a single procedure, and therefore a

single set of operator actions, based on key plant parameters, without

requiring that the specific initiating event be known."

(' s a) How is it assured that events with similar symptoms do

(d#
- not, in fact, require different responses? Might the use of these
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,, -,

'

" generic procedures" lead the operator to incorrect actions or to
< s

oversimplify the accident analysis?
'

b) Are there branch points where the operator nust depart
'

from the generic procedure to a procedure nore specific to the

individual transient? If so, is the operator clearly informed as
I to where these branch points occur?

3. Why has the A10G program for 'Dil-1 fallen behind schedule?

FOR NRC

1. What is the basis for the staff's position that this short-term

iten not be required to be completed prior to restart?

2. The staff's testinony indicates that " guidelines for 'IMI-l will

be conpleted in February of 1981." Licensee's testinony states that

" draft guidelines should be completed in April, 1981." What is the source
, ,

' of this disagreanait? How closely is the staff nonitoring licensee's

compliance schedule?

3. Has the staff analyzed B&W's proposal to use a " generic" or

"synytomatic" approach to operator guidelines? (See Q.2. for Met Ed,

above.) What conclusions has the staff reached regarding this approach?

Respectfully submitted,

( g ud - h'
'

,

ROBERT'W. ADLER /

Assistant Attorney General
Connonwealth of Pennsylvania

,

i v'
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAP. REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

a

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
FOR

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF
JACK ROSENTHAL AND PAUL S. CHECK

RELA.TIVE TO UCS CONTENTION ll

,

!4

-
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'
1

i

Direct Testimony Page Objectite of Questioning

8 Explore criteria employed by MRC Staff
i in concluding that the TMI-2 accident

|
was a Class 9 accident; establish |

that the conclusion was judgmental l

and not unanimous.

-

|

|

l

,>
,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY OaHISSION

BEFORE THE ATafIC SAFEIY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

MEIROPOLITAN EDISON 011PMW, )
) r . :ket Ib. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Ibclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit tb.1) ~ )

Cott0tMEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIAN FOR
CROSS-EXAMIIMTION REGARDING UCS 13

FOR BODI MET ED NO NRC
i

-

l 1. Met Ed refers to offsite anergency planning as providing an

additional barrier of protection against Class 9 accidents. Should

! aspects of emergency planning be treated as other omergency safeguards
'

systems, for exaple by being included in the plant's technical

specifications (as suggested by the Rogovin Report)?

2. Evaluate the relative probabilities of various ways by which

the containment barrier can be breached, including the inability to

withstand containment design pressure and the failure to isolate a steam

explosie..
1

3. Evaluate the validity of the EPRI study on the availability of

Iodine and particulates in the containment building following core melt.,

'

4. Compare the validity of the WASH-1400 approach to selecting-

Design Basis Events versus the approach of using engineering judgment

and experience. Why aren't both approaches used in accident and safety

analyses?

.
FOR MET ED

\

1. Licensee's witness will be questioned on the assumptions that

underline the probability analyses presented in the testimony.

.. . ..- -- - . - -. .
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2. Are there any credible accident scenarios whcre the containment

barrier can be bypassed? Are there any credible accident scenarios

where two or nore design barriers can be bypassed sinultaneously? Would

a postulated steam generator tube rupture with subsequent releases through

the steam generator safety valves fall into one of the above categories?

Where would a steam generator tube rupture event fall in the four major

accident categories listed on pp. 3-4 of licensee's testinony?

FOR NRC

1. Describe the status of tRC rulemaking regarding the establishment

of nunerical safety goals to be used in the licensing process. Will the

NRC utilize this approach in the analysis of plant design or will the

Design Basis Event approach continue to be used?

2. What is the status of rulenuking on Class 9 accidents? Are

there any proposed retrofit requirenents that would apply to 'IMI-1? If

so, describe.

3. Has the IRC performed a quantitative assessment of the improvenents

generated by the lessons-learned requirenents (similar to the brief analysis

performed by licensee's witness)? Has an analysis of failure rates been

performed? If not, how has the IRC assured itself that the required

improvements will prevent or mitigate all credible accident scenarios

related to the 'IMI-2 accident?

4. What is the staff's opinion regarding the use of nonsafety

grade equipment to mitigate Class 9 accidents while only saftty grade
,

equipment may be taken credit for in mitigating Design Basis Events? Will
.

this approach continue?

Respectfully submitted,

'l/, '//.* *

ROBERT W. ADIER /

Assistant Attorney General
Comonwealth of Pennsylvania

0 -2-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00tMISSION

BEfDRE 11E AIRIIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

FEIROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Thrce title Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

CatDNWEALTH OF PEtNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT FIANS
FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION OF FR. ROBERT C. ARNOLD REGARDING

LICENSEE'S 00bHAND NO AIMINISIRATIVE STRUCIURE

1. Regarding your initial testimny on the positions you hold as

Senior Vice President of both Metropolitan Edison (Met Ed) and Jersey

Control Power and Light (JCP&L), as wil as President of GPU Ibclear

Corporation (soon to supercede GPU Nuclear Group), what is the full

extent of duties you are responsible for in those positions? To what
~

extent do those duties and responsibilities overlap or conflict? Do

those positions and the extent of their responsibilities lend themselves,

to conpetent performnce by one person?
' 2. Also on page 1 of your direct testimony, you stated that you

had been placed in "overall charge" of 1MI just one week after the

accident. What aspects of the activities at IMI are you in charge of

! now: the clean-up of Unit 2, the start-up of Unit 1, or both? If you

are in charge of both areas of work at 1MI, how do you anticipate

separating your supervisory functions for both operations at 1MI? Will

you continue to coordinate activities between Units 1 and 2?

3. Relating to your direct testimony on page 6 on management's

recognition of the benefits of expanded in-house technical capabilities,

j when was this decision unde to e:tbark a major program of strengthened

f'N in-house capabilities? What information or problems led to this decision?

i

- .
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What interim measures were taken to correct these deficiencies during

m the three-year rebuilding program?
'

4. You refer to a management audit of the GPU System conpanies in

1977 by Booz, Allen & Hamilton (on page 7 of your testinony). Have

copies of this management audit been made available for review as part

of the current NRG proceedings? Why will no witnesses to this report be

presented at the hearings? What criticisms were outlined in this
'

management audit? What reconmendations were made therein? Have all

reconmendations for the GPU System companies been inplemented?

5. On page 8, you testify that inmediately following the accident

at M-2, GPU Systens resources were marshalled and directed to support

M, and hundreds of GPU System-wide enployees were transferred to the
i
4 site. What has been the effect of this transfer on resources necessary

for use at other GPU system plants?

[9 6. Mr. Arnold has given testinony on the background and responsibilities
V

of Messrs. Philip R. Clark, Jr., Frank Manganaro, Henry D. Hukill, and

! Richard W. H mord. The Connonwealth would like to cross-examine on

various aspects of these individuals' careers and capabilities in light

of their apparent lack of experience over a length of time with large-

scale conmercial pressurized water reactors.

7. Regarding the corporate t.ransition to the GPU Nuclear Corporation
.

particularly as referenced on p.10 of your testinony:

I. (a) What other governmental approvals are necessary for the

transition; and when is it expected that they will be received?

(b) How will the GPU Nuclear Corporation be able to function

without these various governmental approvals?

(c) What will be the effect on operations of the GPU System
p

without these approvals?

.

O
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II. As part of the transition, Mr. Clark, the unit directors,

and the personnel in charge of the support divisions will have the
. O' same responsibilities.

(a) Will these individuals function with the same level of

authority as previously?

(b) Is the response to the aforementioned question affirmative,

and if all these individuals retain the same functions, what reasons
a

j are given for the change?

8. It was testified (p. 24) that any increased resources needed

at 'IMI-2 would come from external sources rather than M-1. If an

emergency situation were to arise at M-2, what safeguards have been

provided to assure that 'IMI-l would not lose vital resources?
!

Respectfully submitted,
s

I, 8 f, ,

! ROBERT W. ADLER '

*

Assistant Attorney General

Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania

.

O
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February 3,1981

Note to: TMI-1 Restart Licensing Board

RE: CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN - A rno fd

1. Objective:

To determine the extent of managerial independence in assuring safe
operation of TMI-1.

2. Proposed Questions:

a. How does your new management review (a) B&W equipment, (b) B&W
analysis, (c) B&W procedures, (d) B&W training, to assure the
safe operation of TMI-17

~

b. To what extent do you rely upon the NRC to assure safe operation *

of TMI-1?

c. Subsequent questions as required.

,

, . . _ . . _ _ . - _ _ . _ , . _ _ _ . _ . . . _ ._, . , .
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UNITED STATES OF AIERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIEIORY CatGSSION

BEFDRE 11E ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

!ETROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket !b. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

0@tOIMEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT
PIANS FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION WITil RESPECT TO

CLI-80-5, ISSUES (2) and (3)

The Ocxmonwealth intends to cross-examine the Licensee's and

.the Staff's witnesses regarding the following subject matters:

1. The adequacy of certain high-level managment personnels'

prior experience with conmercial LWR's..

2. The overlapping authority given to several key personnel at

1MI-l to order plant shutdown.

3. Whether an adequate system of checks and balances has been

devised for key safety-related decisions.

4. The procedures for resolving disputes between decisions

of the IMI-l staff and the GPU support staff.

5. Whether the Shift Technical Advisors (STAS) who represent

Technical Functions (p.12) are purely advisory; if not, what the.

details of their authority are.

6. Ibw the three levels of technical support (p. 27) (the

Operations Department,1MI-l Plant Engineering, and GPU's Technical

Functions Staff) would interact during an accident, and who would

resolve disputes between them.

7. Aspects of the Maintenance Department, including the adequacy

of the nmbers of personnel enployed; the qualifications of key maintenance
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personnel; and the authority of unintenance personnel to recomend or

order plant shutdown if needed to perfonn essential safety-related

unintenance tasks.

8. The role of the Plant Operations Review Comnittee (PORC)

(p. 45), and how it fits in with the 1MI-1 nunagment structure.

9. The procedures and criteria for firing or otherwise disci-

plining control room personnel; what actions would pronpt disciplinary

action; how difficult it is for sanctions to be inposed; and whether

such actions have ever been taken.

10. mother the Radiological and Environmental Controls Division

(R&EC) of GPU Nuclear Corp. (p. 25) has onsite personnel with authority

to give work permits, and if not, what procedures would be used to secure

pennits should onsite tasks require inmediate perfornunce.

11. The advisability of permitting 'IMI Unit 1 to Restart while the

senior fire protection engineer has yet to receive his Associates degree

in fire technology, and whfle the position of Radwaste engineer renuins

vacant.

Respectfully submitted,

d d' / <
~

ROBERT W. ADLER ~ /
Assistant Attorney General

Cmnunwealth of Pennsylvania

|
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Cross-Examination Plan for NRC Staff

on Management Capability

1 1. How would you rate the management structure of GPU Nuclear .

compared to other nuclear utilities?

2. What open items from NUREG 0600 other than compliance
inspection still remain to be resolved?:

3. What is the NRC system for insuring that operating
experience is fed back into the industry?

t

,

l'

J

l

..
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ilan for Cross suestioning:
.

Frank : . s.elly :

"raininF F ven in the ahi in heat transfer and fluin1. i

cyna r. ic s .'

P. E:01. ii.C exer ;ne ti ins given to aneratus.

3. Failures on exar inati.,ns -- any ar.alys:s?
,

. . . .

_r. r.ocert A. 2onr:

.: En i 't r7tation.1. .

2. Sirr ulh ter tra i ning pr )rre .. .

3, . s Instructors -- ecucation.
'

4. Course forn.a t. .

1 r.i cf :-r. :.an aa c.

1. rasi n for evalua tion cf ine.ruct >re atu t ea ch i r.r 1. u t,h o : .

_ 2. a s s e s sr..e n t .f etilitiec 'f c ntr.1 r ~t perr mr.el t:.

pra s; 'why's anc where-fare's'.

F r. Earuul ... i.ewton:

1. .(vol>prent cf training c'urses.

unneert of recualificati ^n trai tinf.
^

.

3. kssessr.ent of instructors.

4. _ valuation of failures. *

5. Kew fura.a?. education pr,crar for auxillary aperatare.

6. Sin.ulator training.

.7. 1ock I!hC exar.s.
6. 0Ahl

.e. aric F. Gardner:

1. Aritary and backup instructor lianctack

2. Conclusions drawn by review coor.ittee an ni.i .

IeeninF ulnees af nresent testinF trarren.?. f

4. Shift rotatian, fa t i g,u e .

5. : a lonel for assessir.r techr icues af teachert.
(, Lecision Analysis

7. Same as 10 unner Kht.

.. . - - .
__ _
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.fullen E. Christensen:

1. (tnclusions crawn by review ca.itittec ;n n:.z .

P. .p;i:,nha recommendat.ic. .s ft r caang,es in cantral rect
environment.

3. Simulator training.

4 letrafitting contr;-1 rucm - sche ulc re cor. c onc ec .

5. lack cf Lcnticn of fatigue ur its c.nsicuration.

6. Licensee's promotional seneme.

7. Stress

.ptiaur. division c '3ebar* in :.an-aschine interface...

b. Sure us 1C below under sh..
urt. .. ft

1. .- - I. -
..

' :- ' lic Utilities ;etter.

?. ..v alua t i :n o f s a: :

?. 6_ . . ; J 15:G , lessons learned refarcinF trGininf'.
4 ;il.i.EG 0757, inift ..snning

5. .b.L licensing exans, purpase, cesign bcs:s.
6. Eesponsibility of iperator assesstent.

7. hlhiG G752, specifically recottencations of stuuy grsups
not requirea. .

L. level in terms of engineering school of exanination on
thernodynanics, heat transfer and finid flow.

9. Assesstent of licensee's review cotaittee report on
OAhl regarding prototional policy ano personnel requirenents,

20. Could offsite evaluation as traposed in Norcan aar.out lestimony
overcome negative effects of stress, mind-set and incccquate
training effectively's

licensee Eanacer.ent :
1. Infornation given to contr;l r mt pc-r nnel concerning

the hazarcs cf nucleer p >v.er. generati c. anc thcir resp ns;-
bility t> protect the safety enu heelt :f the pu bli c.

(tg..n A
2. ! terpretatlan of the v )uching by rh level Tanaptra r -s

;nt init 1 personnel are trair. d rnd test.;c sufficiently
to assure safe eperatiin af the reactar.

-
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Cross-questioning - Content & Level of NRC Exams

1. Some of the categories covered by the written examination for

licensing Reactor operators are designated in Section 55.21, is that

correct?

2. There have been additions to the twelve categories, is that correct?

3. Are they the tests on heat transfer and fluid mechanics referred

to in 0660, Task 1A3-4 7

4. What level grade-wise do you estimate that these tests are?

nhat level mathematics? How long are they? Froblem solving or recall?

5. How do these new tests differ from those in Category e of 55.217

6. What proportion of the total test score, if 100%, would these

tests on heat transfer and fluid mechanics contribute?

7. Some of the categories covered by the written examination for

licensing of Senior Reactor operators include those in Section 55.21

and an additional nine categories deceribed in Section 55.22, is that

correct?

8. The revised ERC licensing exam for Senior Reactor Operators t.111also

include tests on the theory of fluids and thermodynamics, as described

in 0660, Task 1A3-4, is that correct?

9. How do these new testa differ from those in Category of 55.22?
/'5a . What proportion of the total test score, if 100%, would these

tests on the theory of fluids and thermodynamicarcontribute?
,

0. What level grade-wise do you estimate the tests to be? What
level mathematics? Integral & differential calculus? How many hours
of testing?

lt T m a hiiT,n -a e Q .

i

13 Are there any other additions to the revised URC licensing

examinations other than those just discussed?

14. Figure % of increase in ' knowledge' if test score is 100,

80.

:
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Cross-questioning - Validity of tests

1. Several conversations with the NRC have indicated concern
about validity of your tests. //////////////////////g7

3. Are the licensing exams valid in predicting control room performance?
2.. Were the NRC licensing exams given to the TMI-2 personnel valid
in predicting control room performance?
4. What are your objectives in giving the new NRC licensing exams?
5. NUREG 0660 Task 1A2 states objectives of new training and
qualification requirements. Would you say that these objectives are
responsive to the August 9 Board order Item le?
6. The firct objective " Improve the capability of operators and
supervisors to understand and control complex reactor transients and
accidents"; will you measure for this capability on the written exam?
What proportion of the exam measures this capabillty?
7. Is a requisite of this capability, reasoning? How measured?

8. Will measurement of objective 1 include other complex reactor
transients and accidents other than TMI-2 type and other LGCA's?
9 Taking the second stated objective, "impr,ve the ger eral capability
of an operations organization to respond rapidly and effectively to
upset conditions", will you measure for this capability on the written
exam?

10. Taking the third stated objective, " Increase the education,
experience, and training in the operations organization to substantiallyi
improve their capability to perform their duties", it appears that
education means what was accomplished in the CARP, exxperience is
prior experience and training means on the job. Consider education.

I

Do you accept that PQS's tests were designed to measure knowledge
of information taught in the OARP7
11. The PQS exams were modeled after the revised NRC exams, is that
correct?

12. Are there 30 candidates for licensing (one dropped out0? Fifteen

are for SEO licenses and 15 for R0 licenses, corrdet?
13.. Of the 15 SRO candidates,how many , are instructors in the Eet Ed
Training Dept. taking the exam to comply with 0660 I A ?

14. Was the one failure with the instructor candidates or
contrul room candidates?

| 15 Taking the RO candidates, there were 15 and 7 failed, is that
correct?

16. On the lessons learned, half of the thirty passed and half failed,|

is that correct?
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Validity?

17. On the lessons learnec, the average score was reported as
87%, however weren't the scores of instructors averaged in?
18. Did all the instructors pass?
19. Assuming so, if not known, the failure rate on Lessons learned
was 15 out of the control room candidates taking the test, correct?
20. Do you know what the average score was, taking out the instructors'
scores?

21. Are you satisfied that these candidates have measured up to
objective three -- the part concerning education?
22. Are you satisfied that these candidates are ready to take the

.

new licensing examinations?

23. How long was the Kelly exam on heat transfer and fluid mechanics?
24. How does that compare -with the NRC exam?
25. What was the failure rate on the Kelly exam onthis subject?
26. 1s-somplh n c c m bth-the-Enn rd - e rd era-e

Do the Kelly test results indicate that the licensee has
achieved compliance with the Board Order le?

Fatigue

1. If the plant should be granted permission to restart and the
same percentage that failed the Kelly exam failed the licensing

bexams,howwouldtheplantoperateh'i

2. If failure to pass licensing exams by a number of candidates
caused licensed personnel to work longer: hours and more consequbive
days, do you know fromyour testing haw their capabilities that were
measured by your tests would be affected?

3 How sure are you that the capabilities you have measured on
your licensing exams are as measured after fourteen consequetive
days on twelve hour shifts as approved by the Commission?
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Reliability of testsCross-questioning =

1. You mention on p of your testimony that different tests are
given to different candidates so that there is overlapping of
knowledge through the staffing of the control room.

Of the large number of problems and.information that could be
drawn upon.to construct the tests, how many are covered in the
four different examinations given to the licensed personnel of a
shift?

2. Was Mr. Kelly given copies of any of the tests that you plan to
;'f tests thatuse in the licensing exams? Was he given any copies o

are similar to them? He indicated in cross questioning that his tests
contained similar questions to those on your test, and, in fact, some
probably would be the same? How serious do you consider that?

Have the various forms of your licensing examinations been checked3

for reliability?

Do you believe that you should have some way to determine this in
fairness to the candidates?

- - - - _ -.
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Cross-questioning -- Stress

1. You responded in your testimony, p 5 & 6, regarding stress and
how it might affect control room performance. Weren't you talking

about stress as a fitness requirement? In other words, the testing

is a test of the kind of ability the candidate has to recall under
stress, correct? How is the ability to reason under stress demenstrated
in your testing. Is there much reasoning ability required in the

test? Could you give an example or two?
2. You feel that this evidence ofthe abillty to reason ander stress?
let's grant that the amount of stress that an operator feels during
a licensing exam is equal to that of a control room operator during
an accident condition? Was the testing room quiet? Did the test

candidate take or make any telephone calls while he was solving his
test problems? Were there telephones ringing? how many other sounds

were audible? Was the problem on the test one with which he had some
familiarity?

3 Do you have any test of the capability of the candidates to solve
the problems of multiple event failures in such a typical emergency
environment?
4 Would you judge that the stress of taking the exam was equal to
that described?

|
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Cross-questioning -- Oral exams

1. What is mea'nt in 55.23 that the operating test requ es thej
applicant t ~ demonstrate and gnderstanding of twelve ~ategories
"totheetentapplicablet[thefacility"? How es that

p
relate to TisI-l control room?
f. Will test be administered after the changes to the control

room? Will allowances be made for unfamiliarity with changes?

3,. . Will simulator testing be required as designated in 0660 to

be by Oct/817
2. How many multiple failure events will be covered?

4 How do you interpret the failure of 6 candidates on the

Kelly oral exams?

h. Explanation of category (E) of 55.23 "Thhecessityfora
carefulapproachtotheresponsibilltyassociatedwithhhesafe
operation of the facility."
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LICENSEE'S PLAN FOR POTENTIAL
CROSS EXAMINATION OF MARJORIE AAMODT

AAMODT CONTENTION 2

I. Marjorie Aamodt's familiarity with cited references and

subject matter in her testimony

A. Nature of " study" (page 1 of testimony) of

1. NUREG-0660

2. NUREG-0680

3. NUREG-0737

B. "Many studies" (page 3 of testimony) which clearly

demonstrate negative effect of fatigue on performance

C. " Oak Ridge Laboratories" recommendations (page 4 of testimony)
.

D. " Review Committee" recommendations (page 4 of testimony)

E. Limerick and Pennsylvania Power exact replica

simulators (page 4 of testimony)

F. Oak Ridge " strong recommendations" (bottom of page 4

of testimony)

G. I E Circular 80-02 (cited on page 7 of testimony)

H. Control hoom, B&W simulator, training facilities,

instructors

,

t

!
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II. Marjorie Aamodt Introductory Remarks (pages 1-2)

A. Reference to OARP Review Committee's " conclusions"

1. Is reference actually to " Abstract" in report?

2. Has witness reviewed actual " conclusions" which

appear on page 141 of report?

III. Man-Machine Interface (page 2-4)

A. Statement that " committee considers some of these

changes as needed prior to restart" (page 2)

1. What committee?

2. What changes?

3. Where is this stated?

4. Is witness familiar with statement in Licensee's

testimony on human factors at page 9 that

" Control Room as it presently exists can be

safely operated"?

5. Is witness familiar with Licensee's letter to NRC of

January 21, 1981 on human factors?

B. Statement that "Some of the human engineering recommendations

have been perceived as too extensive and expensive"

(page 3)
:

1. What recommendations?

2. What is reference?

. _ _. - . .-- .. . . .
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IV. Concept of Accreditation (pages 5-6)

A. Statement that review committee " engaged by licensee

to study the OARP was directed to apply standards

used to accredit engineering schools."

1. Reference for this statement?

2. Was accreditation model used (or accreditation

standards applied?) and how?

3. Effect of accreditation model on remainder of

testimony regarding facilities, faculty, teaching

format, materials and content.

B. Quoted concern by students and instructors cited

from page 58 of report.

1. Read next two sentences /we.sn't concern appreciated

and dealt with?

.

I

!
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Staff Cross examinatio, plan of Marjorie Aamodt Testinony

Voire dire: nualifications pf krs. Aamodt - to estahlich intent of Mrs.
n modt not to tes tify at. 3n expert in fields other than psychologya

Page Subject of line of questioning

1 last sentence - statement based solely on psychological considera-
tions, and not on engineering, physics, etc.7

2-4 move to strike section on man-machine interfacu as being outside
scope of contention since it deals hith control room design and
coeretions, and the wisdon of the dcsign, which the loard has
ruled as being irrelevant to her contention; the word " training"
isn't mentioned until the last paragraoh, end testing isn't even
included ('the two elements of her contention)
*!o oues tions nlanned in tne tection, ensumino the material is struck

6 henic for concluding that negative effects of training on B&W simu-
latorexist; what is hee personal knowledge or expertise which causes
har to arrive at this cm7clusion?
is she euare of chances to control room to counteract" negative"
aspects of control room-simulator oifferences, such as neasures
teken to reduce telephone distractions? (es te tified to by Dr. Long)c

4-5 same as above re. conclusions reached at bottom of p. 4 and too of p.
5 (a.-d.)
that are differences she is personally aware of between the nimule-
tor and the TMI-l control room?
re. "b", how does training now olanned fall short of Oak ~11dge
recommendations?
re. "c", uhy can't tesks be analyzed and recuired abilities be
identified currently?
re. "d", uhy can't this be done currently?

5-0 identify facts cited in " Concept of Accreditation ." not teken. .

from the CA4P report; if none, move to strike section as being
pure argument rather than testimony,

G re. "coachino," how can ene raise grades uithcut raising ability?
if raal complaint is that IMC exam doesn't test abilities adecuately,
saecify: shortcomings of the exams

why they are dificiencies
her personal knowledge regarding the subject
how she would pro 30se that ttyey be corrected

6 re. stress, Dr. Gardner agrees that no psychological test exists (p.B of
which can certify that any specific individuel uill behave in a ( his
stable faahion in all strecsful situations; given this, what do (testima
you prorose - that the entire nuclear industry be shut doun, or
for thnt matter, any industry which con,atins significant inherent
stress for its members?
specificelly, why do you disagree with Dr. Gardner (p?. 7,3 of his testic
many) and Mr. 2ager (p. 6 of his) that the licensing examination pro-
cess, the trcining on the simulator for critical and routine operating
si tuationn, and the presence of backup personnel in the contm l room



} ''rnns - X plan af b n !t, annt.
** . . ,

provi'"e adequata protection anainnt the stressfulness of transients?

7,3 Mate to strike section on "Fetinue" as dealina with operations and
ou t.c ide the nenpe of the contention; this has nothing to do uith
tantino or recualificati6n training.

7 If not struck, is basis for .this arounent the anstrnation that shif ts
will renularly be 12 hrt. long, uith 72 hr. work weeks?

O If not struck, what is the " strong evidence" that weekly shifts
disturb sleep patterns end, hence, un rk cerformance?
in the nssumntion for this argument that shif t hrs. will vary every
week?

O re. "attitudesh - is the concern h?re acathy re. safety of nuclear
oower, i.e. underlying philosoohy of operators that plants are fail-
safe? reconcile uith ccTaents on p. Ei of testimony re. stress
resulting from having "the uorld' eyes" focured un Tl'I for nearly
two yeart, or from traking decisions with nut.comes nossibly meaning
life or deeth?
does she discount the fact that the ricensee is enahasizing alcr.t
safety in staff meetings, end its effect on anerator attitude?

.

%

s

A
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;' Referring to 1;RC Staff hesponse to General I'ublic Utilities Letter
Dated December 1, 1980, the Staff Response states,

. .The TI11-1 restart involves basically the same management"
,

and technical staff, same technical qualifications and training,
same procedures, and same basic reactor design as that which
existed at THI-2 at the time of the accident."
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'- Cross-questioning

Dr. Robert L. Long

1. Dr. Long, you speak about a " major training and retraining
effort", some of which has been implemented and some not. Please
estimate what uercentage of that effort has been implemented?

Are you planning new learning facilities at TM1a.
to replace the trailors currently in use? What is the
time schedule?

b. Are you planning to purchase a full-replica simulator
of the TMI control rooms? What is the time schedule?

c. You cite a study to identify behavioral learning
objectives. Has that study been completed? Begun?

e

d '.' . You plan to use part-task simulators to meet some
learning objectives. What is the time schedule there?

e. You mention integrating the TMI-1 control room
mock-ups into the training program. Has that been done'sf-sg

2. What is the impact of lack of' implementation of these items_,

we have just aiscussed on the expected performance of plant operators?

E

3 In your opinion, is the training ,that the TMI-l personnel
have received,on the L&W simulator deficient in some way or ways?

j

a. In what ways?

b. Do < s the Oak Ridge Laboratories' study and other studies
on simulator training recommend use of a full-replica simulator,
or do they consider a ' walk-through' program on a non-replica
to be sufficient?

c. How do the; hours of simulator training recommended
by Oak Ridge compare 11 number with thosein which tne TX1
Unit 1 crews have part c.ipated?

d. Khat is the impact in your judgement of the reduced
number of simulator training hours given the TMI crew

'T relative to the suggested number cited abovd on projected
,/ operator performance?

| 4. How many hours bf simulator training have the TM1-1 crews
had since the TMI-2 accident? How many hours on TMI-2 accident

__ _ . . _ - _ , _ _ _ _ . _ _ - . . - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ ,
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(O) events and other LOCA accidents?
al In view of the fact that over one--half of the candidates
failed to pass the examination on those events at the level
of knowledge that the instruction was designed to instill,
do you consider the simulator training in those events
sufficient?

5 In your opinion, has a one week course in Decision Analysis
adequately prepared TMI-l personnel to handle unanticipated events?

a. In your opinion, would you have more confidence in the
safe operation of TMI-1, in the case of unanticipated events,
if a number' of highly trained and educated personnel of
B&W, Met Ed and NRC had access to all needed data and could
by concensus, prescribe appropriate actions?

M

6 Was the thrust of the OARP to prepare the former control
(-)ro.om cperators and other candidates for the NRC exams?
N/

a. Was the testing done for you by Mr. Kelly designed to
simulate NRC exams?

b. In Met Ed 's certification to the NRC of operator
competence,- d6es Met Ed have any basis for certification
in addition to confidence that theMapplicant will pass
the NRC licensing exam?

g, ;; pj. 49 k y pG4 P" d']<\
b *

y ,, d e 'q o ,, .; J d k s s
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Cross-questioning''

\m / Dr. Ronald A. Knief
one of

1. As ; manager of training, you deveribe/your jobs as evaluating
TMI Training Program instructors. ':Are you planning to make changes
in your teaching staff?

a. If so, what changes?

b. Do you plan to increase the educational. requirements
of your instructors?

j. Yoduse the term " university-type educational expectations".
In spea' king about " expectations", you are talking about the future
of the training program, is that correct?

You also speak about the "why's" and "what-if's"

In spea' king about training in the "why's and What-if's",
you are talking about the future, correct?

a/ Is that kind of thinking, the "why's and what-if's", needed
in the control room?

b. Is it needed in unanticipated situations and other emergencies?

(p) c. Do you as an educator believe that the current training
N' program is lacking in dniversity-type educational expectations

and education in the "why's and what-if's"?

d. How is it possible to have " university-type educational
expectations with the present staff, facilities and format?

;, In the course work in reactor theory " university-type
education"?

(1) Could you compare the TMI course with that offered
at the University of New Mexico? Number of hours,
instructor, ete?

3 Does simulator training produce the kind of thinking that you
would like to introduce into the ThI training program?

a. When do you expect to have a full-replica simulator of
the TMI -1 control room?

4., , Do you recommend the candidates for licensing to the highest
level of operation managementj so that they can be certified as

\ competent, and therefore ready to take NRC licensing exams?
M a. How do ou interpret Fart 55.10 (a)(6) and Hureg 0660,

\s,}/[ Task 1A 2 (b)(1)(3)?
'

i

b. On wwhat basiawill you make your certification?
, . .

(1)Gn the exams that are modeled after NRC exams?

. _- . - - - - . . _ _ _
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Cross-questioning

Samuel L. Newton
You mention in the opening remarks of your testimony that1."a program must have suff_icihnt flexibility to incorporate new g.y'A'/f

.

material on short not~ ice". eerFyou how w&pbuTd3ake to in- 8'

corporate new material into the retraining program and how
long 44 would take to reach all six crews? .,

1, es Gr sa {{' tic a .g
p%T r t\/ W C '^-'g

pga MCh
How does the , Senior Operator program differ from before the2. ^

''

TNI-2 accident?
Is the Control Room Operator program three weeks shorter

3
now than before the accident?

4. Before the accident, how many hours of. reactohttheory,were
in the CRO program?taught,or learned in self-studyj

5 How many hours of reactor theory will be taught in the
present program to CRO's>'

6. How many weeks of classroom instruction will b6 given candidates
for the position oftcontrol.meom operator?

Or How do the hours required on simulator training compare post
('v) and pre-accident;

7.

Has the educational level of the instructors been raised since8.
the accident? for candidate CRO's
9 Will the classroom instruction /be arranged in 8 hour days
primarilyfas in the retraining pro. gram? -

~.. . . . .

10. Did.the participahts in the OARF find 8 hours of classroom
instruction exhausting?

11. Do you consider an 8 hour instructional day compatible with
good pedagogical principles?

12. Two-thirds of the CR0 training is on the~ job. Does the

routine operation offer enough. opportunities in a variety ofp

transients? V o c t.; - , t r . .., s

13 la the CR0 candidate in parallel to a licensed CRO?

14. How is this Cho training done without adversely affecting
the performance of the CR0 on duty?

15. la on the job training considered as effective as simulator

[ training?
,

_

%.. . ,~

16. How does your job differ from that of Dr. Knief's?s ,

17. -l a ~.it y ou r [ob 'to recommend CR0 cnd SRO candidates
to cland for NhC licensing?

I445.'5'm.

- - - ,- - . _ - - - , -_-
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Cross-questioning

'v'
Julien F., Christensen

1. How fatiguing is an 8 hour shift in the control room?
Are the operators on their feet most or all of the time?a.

b. Do they have time off for lunch?

Approximately what noise level in db 's is common in ,it c h ,
-

62-65 db in daytime? ph qs:(4( * tc.
the control room?

What other conditions contribute to fatigue?d.
t

(1) In your study of environmental factors, why
didn't you consider the length of the operators ' shifts?

(2) Was there any evidence that operators were fatigued
by the present length of shift?

S " n3. s ?
(3) Was there any ' evidence that operators were fatigued,

or their performance was affected, by the weekly rotation of shifts?
(a) What is your opinion of the effect of weekly
rotation of shift on performance?

7-
t
U negative effects of

2. Regarding mitigating the/ stress under emergency conditions
in the control room, you cite in your testimony the ' expertise
and confidence ' engendered by simulator program for TMI-l operators.

How many weeks in length was that program?a.

b. How many hours did the operators spend in a hand's on
| situation in the simulator?

Did each crew go through ten of thirty possible scenarios?c.
Wouldn't all 30 have beenubetter?

d. Was instruction deficient in. compensating for changes
being made7Fthe TEl-1 control room and basic differences
in the simulator from the control room?

e. On p. 98 of the OARP Review,5 it states that there is
no adequate simulation of the extensive communication demands

Howmade on the control room personnel during an emergency.
this lack be compensated for in training?

h! - F .' 19 . bi'C I d P.3 (
J
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3 You have suggested a computer-centered training program.
Why?

4. On the one week in six training program, you indicate that
incorporation of new material can be delayed as much as six
weeks. If this acceptable in terms of operating the plant
safely?

5. You mention attitude of the participants in the OARP as
generally one of ' enthusiasm ' . , but then note that there were
expressions of ' bitterness' about the relicensing exams and that
there are ' conflicts' already between the STA's and SRO's. Can
you evaluate the importance of these widely varying attitudes to
control room performance.

6. A part of the environment of the : control room operator is
the attitudes that are held by him and others with whom he works. <

What attitudes do the operators hold about the risks of nuclear
power generation? Did you determine thic? Is there any inform-
ation given in the OARP that spells out the responsibility of
the operators to the public? Should there be?

\ -

|
%J

| 7. You vouch that the operators have in your words, "the
capability to intelligently operate the plant under bothi

| normal and abnormal conditions". I am troubled by two words
" capability" and '' int elli gen tly ". I find them weaselewords.'

Can you certify (that is what the ERC is requiring ofa.

the licensee and its consultants) -- can you certify that
the operators are competent, not just capable?

b. Can you certify to the Board that the plant can be
j operated safely -- not just intelligently?

|

|

|

L. -]
|

-

l
__, _.__ - - --
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''' Cross-questioning

Dr. Eric F. Gardner

1. Dr. Gardner, I am borrowing from your review of the OARP,
" Measurement implies criteria that are valid and sensitive to
those performance changes that are important to job success."
In precise terms, do you have such criteria for the operators'
jobs at Three Mile Island?

a. What are they?

2. I don't see anywhere in the Review or your testimony where
you say that the performance of the operators was upgraded. Did

Irmiss that?
.

.

~

3. T's you,then evaluate the OARP, og did you evaluate the

O. operstorb"p~erf6r,mance in the contr61,r~oom? ~~

.. _ _ _ _ . - -

4. Inoking at the conclusions of the Review committee (stated
in the Abstract) that are quoted by Dr. Iong and others, you,

appear to be saying 1) that the OARP was conducted in a
satisfactory manner 2) that those who satisfactorily completed
this program will be prepared to take the NRC exams and 3) thet
many features of the OARP should be used in other Mnt Ed training
program 3. Is the committee's evaluation of the program the same
to you, Dr. Gardner, as saying that the performance of the
operators has been upgraded, or that they are certified as
competent to operate the plant under all conditions?

l a. How do..you. relate likelihood to assurance?

( 5 The condition that concerns everyone the most is an emergency
at TMI-l under unanticipated conditions. In discussing the stress
thatwould result, you mentisna number of things that can be done
to prepare for such a situation, for instance screening for stress

Ltolerance and practice on a simulator tith various transients.
You do not say that you can certify that these conditions have
been met for Thl-1 personnel. Will you discuss thisi

(O)
'

-

I

l

_ _ _ _ _
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\'''J 6. You also state that under emergency conditions, access
should be provided to knowledgeable personnel outside the
control room. What would the mechanism be for access?

a. The Human Factors Review, Section C, p. 35 discusses
the burden placed on the control room operators to communicate
to various governmental agencies, etc., during an emergency.
Would trying to communicate with knowledgeable personnel outside
the plant add additional communication burdens to the crew?

b. In your opinion, would you have more confidence in
the safe operation of TMI-l if a number of highly-trained
and educated personnel of B&W, hetEd and NRC had access
to all needed data and could by concensus, prescribe
appropriate actions?

7. Concerning the OARP. Could the OARP have passed accredidation
as a nuclear engineering school under the same standards as that
applied to professional engineering education programs?

[m} Would it have passed on the basis of faculty education?a.|

s ,/ b. Were there any FhD's on the faculty?m "Would it have passed on the basis of course content?i c.
How many hours were devoted to reactor theory? Compare with
a course in engineering school.
d. How many hours were given in heat transfer and fluid
bynamics? Compare again. Was the test equivalent to that
given in an engineering school?

i e. Of the six modules, how many were review for the previously
licensed candidates?
f. Were there any homework assignments?

| g. The presentations of a module were all given in one week.
Is that consistent with sound pedagogical principles?

| h. What was the educational background of these who developed
| the outlines of course material?

4 Was the ratings of the instructors adequate, since they
were done by the backup instructor?
j. Were the facillties found adequate and condusive to learning?
k. Were audio-visual and other teaching materials adequate?

! 8. Taking into account the number of features that were
! inconsistent with accredidation of an engineering school, please

| explain how you came to your conclusion regarding the OARP?

y ,/ 9. How many days of classes, including tapes, did you audit?

a. At the end of the program?
b. How many teaching days were there in total?

_ _ . ._. -- _ ._ _ __ _ _ - - _ -_
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Cross-questioning
.

Frank L. Kelly

-fo
} You administered a test OL 31 candidates covering the

TMI-2 accident and principles of the small break LOCA concept.

What preparation did these candidates have in preparing
for this test?

Did you have access to the course material that was used
in covering these subjects':in constructing your test?

Were the instructors of those subjects aware of the need
to pass a test on those subjects at a 90% level?

1

,
% ". .

-~ ~ ;: c- 3'- - .i

How do you explain that nearly half of the candidates
failed the test?

What are the results of the retesting scheduled for last month?

S,What percentage of the material presented in OARP was
review?

b
\ _/ Did you have access to the course material that was used

when you constructed your tasts?

Were the instructors of those subjects aware of the
need to pass the test at a higher level than prior NRC exams?

How many of the 31 candidates were previously licensed
by the NRC?

How do explain that over one-fourth of the candidates
failed the exam at the level known to be required?

[)Since all (four) of the candidates who were not previously
lice'nsed failed the main test and more than one-half of all the
candidates failed the test on post TM1-2 events, do you feel
that there is some weakness in pedgogical methods used in the
OARP?

JCHow would you explain the higher rate of failure with new
material?

'] : to ]] L
-$Asthetester, how much has the

operators been upgraded by the 0ARP., performance of the TEI-l
['"]
\ 1

V .EYou conclude your testimony with a compaiison of training
and testing of TMI-l personnel with the " industry norm ". .

.s. ; _ , _ ,_ . _ _ 3

._ _ _ _ _ __
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- Analysis of the TMI-2 accident reveals that the events that

/

led to the accident were misinterpreted by the operators at Tfq1-2;
including one ty the Essex Corp. , citesA number of studies, ys

training as deficit, yet those operators excelled the socalled
industry norm on NRC exams. Do you have any indications that the
testing done by HRC is not adequate?

2da,You mention the complexity of subject matter in heat transfer
and fluid dynamics. add the need to review reactor theory, do you
have some concern about the retantion of these subjects or others
by the operators.

D,Did any of the operators exhibit symptoms of stress either in/

the written or oral examination?

If any stress was exhibited, did it interfere with the performance
of that candidate?

f )? Io you anticipate that these candidates will experience
,

stress when they take their NRC examinations now that they have
[ 'N had a trial run?,

'\ ,Y Do you believe that it will be equal to stress that would
develop with unanticipated and unfamiliar transient conditions
in the TM1-1 control room?

5,

[Aretheconstructionof~your'testsmodelecton-NRC0 tests?,
You mentioned the ' anxiety' some candidates expressed about

taking the NRC oral exam and their desire for a trial run.
|

would

7; , C. Since your tests are modeled after the NRC exams, any errors
inherent in their testing also be present in yours.

-

I other than
[~ b. Does your testing provide a "c, aching" effect,

: reducing stress?
,

S What is the liklihood that questions included.in your exams
,___7 are encountered in the NRC exam?

"'N

(k -s

|

|
, , _ - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ ._ _ _ _
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Cross-questioning, Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

Bruce A. Borer
a

1. Will you administer the NRC exams for licensing the TMI-1 personnel?
|

2. Did you design chese exams? j

3 How were these exams designed?

4. Were they designed to be a predictive measurement of control
room performance?

5. How reliable are the exams in predicting control room performance?

6. By what measures have you determined that?

7. What is your basis for saying that "the NRC exams are designed
to give us reasonable assurance that the individuals can surely
and competently operate the facility *? ,

8. What level of confidence do you have in that statement?

9 Did you have that level of confidence in the NRC exams prior ~
to the TMI-2 accident?

a. If so, do you acknowledge that that confidence was unwarranted?

b. Does that error in judgement diminish the credibility of[''}<

your technical opinions?( j

10. How did the scores of the TMI-2 licensed personnel compare
with the industry average?

11. Explain how -the present NRC licensing exams differ in
construction from those used prior to the ThI-2 accident.

12. Will you require certification by the facility of the com-
petence and fitness of' applicants, and this to be signed by the
highest level of corporate management for plant operation?

13 Can you provide the rational for that new requirement?

14. Has licensee certified the TEI-l personnel. Who signed it?

competence of personnel other;than certifi cation?;to indicate15. What ev'dence do you requirefrom a facility

16. Do you make an independent evaluation of the applicant
regarding their competence'to operate the controls in a safe
manner"?

17. Will you exam TWI-l personnel for their responses to various
bcenarios by use of a simulator? Or will knowledge of the plant
only be tested by a walk-through and oral exam?

(J

. , . , .,
_ . _ . . - ., , . . - .
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Would this give added assurance that TMI-l personnel are ableex,

g to respond both individually and as a crew to a variety of transients?
l I

-

\ /
!? Will you be requiring this kind of examination as a long-range plan?

At TMI?

3; If you are reasonably assured that the present exams are designed
to measure whether an individual can safely and competently operate
a facility, why is it recommended in NUREG 0660 that many thousands,
and possibly millions of dollars be expended in the development
of simulators for training and testing?

research in

2,'.Will these simulators also be used for research of training and
testing.

n Will they be used for research of the power plant design?
JiIs our knowledge of nuclear power plant syst ems incomplete?

,e Would use of a full-replica simulator of the TM1 control room
" improve operating knowledge of that system?

ce.:

<K. Are you acquainted with the E&W simulator at Lynchburg, Va?
n

(N /heAreyouacquaintedwiththedifferencesbetweenthatsimulatorand the TMI-1 control room with its newly incorporated human-engneering
changes?

Do you consider use of the B&W simulator adequate*'

M Considering those differences, how much assurance can you have
that the tests:dn-tran~sient conditions on the simulator are reliable
since the responses required would not.,be the same?s

QT [:;g [ - 1 .d.*L )
.% Would use of an exact replica simulator of the TMI-l contrel room
be a more reliable test of appropriate responses'.during transients
as well as normal operating; conditions?

j;. ..
c.' ng, could new information on'

~.

transients be better trained and tested on an exact replica
simulator than in classroom procedure?

~
:n propor:d- ' ' -~ ~ '

'-

J'Is research on fatigie 'of control room operators planned in
the proposals for research on simulators?

gy Eo you have any definitive answers on optimum length of shifts or
' frequency of shift rotation?

/-~s ay Hawtcan you be assured that the individual you tested and llcensed
( ) is performing as safely and competently after say 9 hours on shift

't or5s~ / or he60 hour work'; week ?

-?/hhat is the length of shift for Navy nuclear control room operators?
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Cross-questioning - fluelear Regulatory Commission--

,/ Harold Dentons

1. Would you state why you met with operators for facilities
that were about to be licensed to instruct them as to the importance
of their performance to the safe operation of nuclear reactors?

2. Can. you describe the scope and content of those meetings?

3 Do you believe that operators' attitudes effect their
performance?

I
'

4. How would your program be appraised as to its affect on -
operators ' attituden?

5. Would/J8Br$M8Efingwiththeoperatorstohavebeeneffective?

6. Do you plan to continue with such meetings?

7. Will you have such a program with the operators of TMI-l?

\

.

_- . _- _ -. .- ._ _



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 03tHSSION

BEEDRE 11E ATWIC SAFETY AND LICENSIl0 BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

FEIROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) )

0}totMEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PLAN FOR
CROSS-EXAMINATION OF ROBERT H. KOPPE

1. What is the validity of using capacity factors and outages

as indicators of safety-related management competence?

2. Of the two factors given on page 2--frequency of transients

and ability to mitigate transients--which is considered most inportant

in measuring safety?-

3. The validity of the various data bases used will be questioned

in several respects.

4. The specific causes of selected outages will be examined to

determine whether the appropriate conclusions should relate to managenent

differences or hardware differences.

5. The nature of the 'IMI-l LERs will be examined, focusing on

the safety significance of the various types of occurrence.

6. The significance of the table on page 25 will be examined.

7. The validity of the analysis of gross safety systen failures

will be examined.

Respectfully submitted,

A)e

ROBERT W. ADLER /

Attorney
Cmmonwealth of Pennsylvania

____ __ __
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Scope of Cross-examination before the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board by Daniel F. Wolfson, Esquire.

1. The relation between management and personnel and the cost
effectiveness of thic relationship.

2. Critical and or safety functions and the relationship of
staffing to these functions.

3. Degree of expertise, supervision, control, and in-house
training as to important safety functions.

4. The degree of supervision between management and employees
as to critical functions and/or operations.

5. A comparision of management safety programs between T.M.I.
and other nuclear facilities.

6. Management responsibilities vs. employee responsibilities
in regard to safety procedures.

7. Focus and direction of management in regard to safety
precautions.

8. Cast effectiveness of management and employees in relation
to safety programs.

9. Certification and re-evaluation of equipment.

10. Will management and employee placed before the public
as to its effectiveness and safety.

__
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UNITED STATES OF NEPlCA
NUCLEAR REGUIA'IORY COFMISSION

BEEURE 'ITE A'IOMIC SAFETIY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of :
Metropolitan Edison (b. : Docket No. 50-289

('IMI Unit 1) : (Bestart) '

CROSS-EXAMINATION PIAN OF THE
OFFICE OF CDNSUMER ADVOCA'IE EUR

IICENSEE WI'INESS HERMAN DIECKAMP

The Office of (bnsumer Mvocate intends to cross-examine

Licensee witness Herman Dieckamp in the following areas:,

1. Whether Licensee's pre-accident experience as described in the

Dieckamp testimony with respect to staffing, operations and maintenance

expenditures, etc. at its nuclear units is indicative of Licensee's

post-accident capabilities.

2. Whether Licensee's experience with staffing, 001 expenditures

etc. in the recent post-accident period-which essentially reflects

implmentation of nnndatory NRC requirments-are indicative of post ,

startup intentions.,

3. Whether Licensee's current level of expenditures at 'IMI Unit

1 reflects the urgent need to restart Unit 1 if Licensee is to avoid

'

bankruptcy and, as a result, bears little or no relationship to post-

i startup intentions.

4. Whether Mr. Dieckamp's testinony is intended to show that

GPU/ Met-Ed's history of devoting significant financial resources to its

nuclear operations (p.11), implies that this comitment will continue

!
- , - .- .
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post startup, and, if so, what assumptions has he made concerning:

a. rate relief

b. return of 'IMI-l to rate base

availability of debt / equity capitalc.

d. lapse of insurance funds
,

5. Whether Mr. Dieckamp's conclusions are dependent on regulatory

approval of proposed changes in the GPU corporate structure and, if so,

what would be the impact of the denial of such approval.
,

Respectfully submitted,

9Q
Irwin A. Popowsky'
Assistant Consumer Mvocatsa

h
Jertme K. Blask
Assistant Cbnsumer Mvocate

DATED: February 19, 1981

_- -. _ _ _ ._ _ ,- . . - --_ . _ _ _
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OFFICE OF CONSEEER ADVOCATE
CROSS-EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

OF HERW DIECKAT

1. At page 2 you state that the rapid escalation in the price of

oil has resulted in$large differential in cost between nuclear fuel

and oil fired replacement power and that overall ecenanic incentives

therefore are to provide the resources necessary to ensure operability

of the nuclear facilities.
Isn't it correct that under the typical Pennsylvania energy

clause mechanism the utility is able to pass all'its energy costs on to

consumers?

And that is generally true even during nuclear plant outages?

So the econanic incentive to get DiI-l restarted is not related to the

recovery of energy costs so much as it is to the return of the unit to

rate base.

And once 91I-1 is returned to rate base it would generally be

the ratepayers who would bear the additional energy costs related to

| nuclear plant outages and not the Capany.
i

| So fran the Licensee's perspective the econcaic incentives you

reference at page 2 would largely disappear the monent DiI is returned

| to rate base. Is that not correct?

|
! ,

; 1
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2. Would you agree with the conclusion of the 'Iheodore Barry &

Associates Septenber 1980 study for the Pa. PUC at page II-l that

" Prior to the accident at 'IMI-2, GPU's finances were sound and
improving."

Is it correct that prior to the accident the Licensee was

operating under no specific financial constraints which would have

limited the Licensee's ability to devote funds and manpower to its

nuclear activities?

Was the Conpany able to issue stock; were the Cmpanies coverage ratios

sufficient to permit it to sell bonds without impedirnent prior to the

accident?

Would you agree that the accident at 'IMI-2 and prolonged shutdown at

TMI-l has had a drastic impact on the Licensee's financial capabilities?

Is it your testimany that, despite these drastically changed conditions,

the NRC can rely on pre-accident cxxnparative data to determine whether

financial considerations will have an improper impact upon tecimical

decisions in the future? Will financial considerations not have g

greater impact on technical decisions than they did prior to the accident?

2

.. - . . . . - - _ - - . . .- - ._
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3. At page 3 of your testimony you state that inadequate financial

resoura availability was not identified as a cause of or contribution

to the accident.

Is it your testimony that the likelihood of inadequate financial

resources contributing to an accident is not greater now than it was in

March 1979?

,

|

1

1

1

3;
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4. Isn't it true that the Cmpany is depending on a prtupt restart

of 1MI unit 1 to restore financial viability to the Caropany?

At page 8 you state that your statistics indicate that managenent,

even in times in financini stress, has " preferentially recognized" the

danands of its nuclear obligations and has shifted available resources

toward those obligations.

In light of t's Conpany's need to restart SMI-1, isn't this

resource allocation more a matter of corporate necessity rather than

preference?

Hasn't it been necessary for the Coupany to make many of these

expenditures in order to conply with NRC requirenents to get GMI-l

restarted?

Absent the need to emply with specific NBC directives, what

objective factors would conpel the Ccmpany after restart to maintain the

preferential recognition for its nuclear obligations to which you refer

8.

,

I

:

r

i
|

|

4
i
|
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5. Mr. Dieckamp, much of your testimony is devoted to presenting

data concerning expenditures and activity levels at GPU's nuclear operations

both before and since the accident. Isn't that correct? Is your testinony

intended to inply that because the Licensee has devoted significant

financial resources to its nuclear operations in the past, it can be

expected to continue to do so in the future?

#s this contention (and the $135.7 million in budgeted nuclear expendituresI

for 1981 in Table 5) based on certain financial assumptions as to what

will take place in the innediate future?

Is it predicated on a certain level of rate relief?

Is it predicated on the resumption of service by 7MI-l and return

of that unit to rate base by a certain date?

What assumptions have you made regarding the availability of debt /

equity capital in the short term? Status of revolving credit agreement?

Availability of federal or other outside assistance?

When do you expect insurance proceeds to run out?>

Is the $135.7 million figure subject to review by GPU wanagenent?

em?
,

1

I Under what circumstances?

Assume 1MI-Unit l's safe operation requires expenditures in 1981

exceeding the budgeted arount of $135.7 million. What sources of

funds would be available to GPU to meet this requirement?
I

|
At page 8 you stated that 1981 budgeted expenditures at UMI-2

f

not covered by insurance are under $20 million. Approximately what are

those expenditures expected to be in 1982? How will they be funded?

l
!

5
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6. With regard to the corporate structure described on page 9-11;

are you aware that on 'Ibesday of this week an Adninistrative Law Judge

for the Pennsylvania PUC reccmnended that the operating agreenent among

Met-Ed, Penelec and GPU Nuclear Corporation not be approved at this

time?

If the PUC were to uphold that recomnendation, what effect

would it have on your testimony on this issue?

With regard to the list of officials on page 10, how would you

respond to the criticism by Judge Casey at page 70 of his reccmnended

decision that he wondered "whether the top executives in the GPU systen

are not spreading thanselves too thin as a result of taking on this

responsibility in addition to an already crushing workload?"

6
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LNITED STATES OF AFERICA
NUCEAR REGULATORY C0bt4ISSION

h BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, thit No.1) )

) J
n.s V

4)Ii00FtONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIANS 0+
FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION REGARDING MAINIENANCE 9
PPACITCES AT TMI-l

b $(hMiAN

1. Describe the qualifications, experience, and education levels of the

planners and senior planners that work for the Supervisor of Management Control

(SFC).

(hl'v) 2. Selected aspects of the work requests described in the testimony will

be examined.

3. The significance of the relative nunbers of preventive maintenance and

corrective maintenance workers will be examined.

4. The qualifications of the Preventive Maintenance Fhnager and the Corrective

Maintenance Manager will be examined, both in terms of lack of experience

in the mechanical discipline.

5. What are the limits on the size of the maintenance work force? If there

are no limits, why is any work backlog necessary?

6. What double checks exist regarding the classification of work orders as

either QC or not QC according to GP 10087

7. What measures ensure that maintenance employees understand the significance

- of keeping accurate records? How is compliance with the detailed procedural
?

/ requirements described in the testimony assured?



.

o.

-2-

Ci
\ !

b/

8. Wen work is performed by the hintenance and Construction Division or

outside contractors, is any input frcxn onsite mamtenance personnel

provided for?

9. Do Maintenance and Construction personnel or outside contractors

interface with the same QC personnel as the onsite maintenance staff, or

with a separate QC staff? If different, how is a uniform standard of

quality control maintained? How is the quality of work performed by

outside contractors assured?

Respectfully suhnitted,
/^N

/
,

Pobert W. Adler
Attorney for the Connonwealth

!

|

|

|
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Aamodt, March 10, 1981
.

' '

United Statee of America
Nuclear Regulatdry Commission

Before the Atomic Safety and licensing Board

In the !{atter of Metropolitan Edison Company, et. al.

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant, Unal

Docket No. 50-289) ,

Intervenor Response to Board

Request for Evidence that Consideration

of Control Room Operator Fatigue is Appropriate

In response to an order of the Board (Tr / 2 92M )

to provide evidence that consideration of the fatigue of control room
operators should be considered within

1. the Commission Orders of August 9, 1979 and March 6, 1980,

2.. the TMI-2 accident,

3 Aamodt Contention 2, and

4. in relationship to performance in the Unit 1 Control

.I ' = ' ' ''
Room

' - *
*

,
.

*
,

i

the following arguments are presented:

i

1. Containment within Commission Orders

!
! The Commission Order (August 9, 1979) specifically

states (Section II, 1 (e)) that the Licensee shall

Augument the retraining of all Reactor
Operators and Senior Reactor Operators
assigned to the control room. including
training in the areas of natural cir-
culation and small break loss of coolant;

accidents including revised procedures'

| and the TMI-2 accident. All operators
! will also receive training at the B&W

simulator on the TMI-2 accident and the'

licensee will conduct a 100 percent

|
~

L
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,

rexamination of all operators in these
areas. NRC will administer complete
examinations to all licensed personnel
in accordance with 10 CFR 55.20-23 (Requirement A)

and the Licensee shall (p. 7, Item 6.)
. . . demonstrate his managerial capability and

'

resources to operate Unit 1... Ibsues to be

addressed include . . . technical capability (Requirement B)and training of' operations staff. . . ,

and in the Commission Order, March 6, 1980, that the Licensee
.

a q . . ua
shall demonstrate whether its

management is sufficiently staffed, has sufficient
resources and is appropriately organized to operate
Unit 1 safely. (Requirement C)

(Requirement designations have been added for the sake
of discussion.)

Requirement C is clearly dependent on Requirements A and B.

Since

(a). Requirements A and B have been met by only

12 candidates following completi6n of the Operators

Accelerated Retraining Program and reviews of portions -

ofthatprogram,(AIldCIhO

(b). Letter (Paul-F. Collins.to H. D. Hukill)
assumed on 11/12/81 that 38 candidates would be ready

to stand licensing as a function of OARP training, /-

(c). Letter (Robert W. Reid to R. C. Arnold) assumed

on 11/20/81 that that number (38) of licensed operators

would be only marginally sufficient to meet staffing
''

'requirements, .

(d). The number of recruits available throughout the

industry is scarce (Tr. 12,062),

in order to meet Requirement C, the hours that would be worked by

those who have met Requirements A and B (to stand licensing) would

.

,v._
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be increased. ( The alternative of licensing operators at standards

below those considered appropriate in light of the TMI-2 accident,

although alluded to (Tr. 12,062 and 12,063), would not be in the
interest of health and safety of the public.) How this increase

in working hours would alter the competence of the licensed operators
~~on Requirements A and B shohld be assessed. The Commission Order,

.

. . , . _ . . . __ ,.,_ _ ._ J
August 9, 1979, provides consideration of " sufficiency" of short
term requirements on page 12:

The subjects to be considered at the hearing shalle

include:

(1) Whether the "short term actions" recommended . ..
are... sufficient to provide reasonable assurance...

.

This part of the order blankets situations overlooked
working

that threaten reasonable assurance. The increase in/ hours of

control room personnel would cause a serious insufficiency in

an area of central concern to the Commission.

The March 6 Order carries this further on page 4 :
,

_

The Board should apply its own judgment in
developing the record and forming its con-~

clusions on these questions.

It is in this area of judgment that decrement of performance /in
'

areas that the Commission has requested augmentation through train-

ing, due to fatigue can and should be considered.

In that same Order on page 3, the Commission calls the

attention of the Board to identification of errors (Item 9).
This should include some attempt to identify those associated

with fatigue (and other stressors, as change in shift shedule) .

Training i s clearly related to reducing errors, however the
extent to which fatigue overcomes its positive effects should

be identified. Sheduling should be arranged to effect a"real"

augmentation in Requirements A and B of the August 9 Order

JF as measured in the final test, job performance.
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2. Nexus to the TMI-2 Accident
1 '

The Essex Report contains an entire page of fatigue

effects (page $U3 ) and their contribution to the accident. It

is unfortunate that the Essex Corporation was unacquainted with

psychological research and findings although a number of their
'the> in swHtuuseq

members held degrees of some sort in psychology. ThvM is apparent

from the inferences drawn from their observations.
Referring to page 23 , Essex discusses several operator

errors during the accident as caused by " set" (para.ll.IZ). Set

is clearly a symptom of fatigue. For instance, NRC documents

3refer to studies of set:

fatigue results in personnel ignoring some
signals because they develop their own
subjective standards as to what is important.

Essex overlooks this well-established principle and faults training,6/tdf,
The operators were using their training -- their on-the-job training --
what had happened in their recent past. (That was considered bad!)

The bad part was that they were set on a single)most easily recalled
'

path, ignoring or not looking for other signals -- a sign of fatigue.

Essex goes on (p;g3-24 ) to infer that set prevented

several- decisions, including the determination
~

that the PORV was open

because these decisions were reached by personnel who were fresh to

problem. Training not subject to fatigue?

Further Essex refers (p.?-4 v 2. )' to the inadequate reason-

ing and problem solving at the time of the accident, while indicating

that the operators lacked no ability (the shift supervisor on duty

during the accident had demonstrated this ability to the highest
1

extent of any and all operators at TMI on recent requalification )

examinations.)Surelythiskindofabilityshouldhaveovercome

-
|

I
n . 1
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nah Okgae.set that was due to training { hwever,a.ppatrA3 :

-

3aFurther, Essex studies ( Appendix 8 ) the accident in

time frames, but fails to find any signifigance in the time of the

accident. The specific time of the TMI-2 accident -- five hours

into the backshift -- has been documented as the " lowest" in terms
of probability of correct response.4,5 4- 5- p. 519 $3, PF77 IE

It seems incredulous that Essex Corp., with supposed

expertise in the area of human behavior could have introduced their
'

discussion of these (above) observations by dismissing any influence

of fatigue.-- or that Mr. Blakh, counsel for the Licensee, could have

referred to this page (Tr./2920 ) as evidence .to the contrary, parti-

cularly with the advice of two eminent psychologists as parties in

their case. Their inference relative to fatigue was based

on reviewing the transcripts of several interviews
conducted with control room operators.

Surely analysis of working hours would have provided a more scientific

case.. (Perhaps the oversight of studies of psychological factors

of scheduling and the relationship to operator performance is not

unusual, in view of the outstanding and prolonged oversight of

nuclear engineers ofohuman engineering principles in control room

d e sign. )

Following the accident, several NRC documents have

dealt with the aspects of fatigue. Perhaps the Inspection and
~

Enforcement branch knows something -- or has "an educated hunch" --
6

about the work schedule at TMI-2. One document stated that

excessive work hours can affect the ability of
operators to recognize and cope with conditions
requiring attention. NRC currently has no limits
on the hours a worker can work. There is currently -

no requirement to assess the capability of the
worker to perform the complex function of operating
a nuclear power plant. (emphasis added)

Capability is taken here to mean those abilities, training and
knowledge available as a result of hours worked. The obvious

1

|-

1
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omission of study of fatigue is recognized.-
,

(P l4-33)
7An earlier document from I&E comes the closest to an

analysis. Review of available records of past reactor trip events

revealed that seven of ten reviewed incidents occurred wi thin an
hour and one half before or after a shift change. This is a

signifigant indication of time effects on operator performance. -

(The errors made at the beginning of the shift should be studied

for evidence of shift rotation effects.)
It has been observed that operators 885. perate ar

nuclear plant from a poorly designed control / That is essentially

what Dr. Christensen testified to (January 15) regarding the

TMI-l control room. The training makes up for the deficiences.

When errors happen in such a situation, since training is_in place,
___ _

something inhibits training -- for instance, fatigue, distraction.

The inhibition due to fatigue would the be greater in proportion

to the complexity of the task and the adequacy of the training.

The arrangement of the ThI-2 control room was surely complex

and therefore contributed to the negatige effects on training.
Additionally the cg tgol room,itself was/fatiguer with barely g,pg
dfscernable signals, glare, the need to stand almost constantly,

disperbed parameters and noise.9 The poorly designed control-

{oom contributed to the accident through the effects of fatigue --
it physically fatigued, and its complexity enhanced fatigue effects

em training.

Corrective actions coming out of TMI-2 accident have included,

suggestive. regulations and regulations relative to working hours.

Id Circular No. 80--2 (Februaryl,1980) expressed concern for over-
~

time work fo members of the plant staff who perform safety-related

functions. Shift manning in relation to hours worked is discussed

and regulated in other documents emanating out of the accident:

Kureg 0694,* 0737. On page 3-6 and 7 of Nureg 0 737 it states:

The staff recognizes that there are diverse
opinions on the amount of overtime that would
be considered permissible and that there is a
lack of hard data on the effects of overtime
beyond the generally recognized normal 8 hour
working day, the effects of shift rotation, and

gpggrfactors. NRC has initiated studies in this

TMr. Rc/4/rd kc4ahrincn]S dr NN Opo:ttaf [.dc045er,p.39 ONO ON#

.

O e
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Evidence of work weeks of 60 to 90 hours for maintainance
It isworkers at TMI-l were obtained by ag intervenor in this hearing.

reasonable to assume that control room operators worked similar

schedules. It appears that the Office of Inspection and Enforcement

of NRC should be questioned about their interest in work schedules,',

post TMI-2 accident, and possible relationship to the accident probe .

The control room operators had no' lunch' break and no planned

pauses, which have been clearly demonstrated in numerous studies

as needed to offset extremely deleterious effects of fatigue after

a few hours.10'(p g,, ,7q7)'
Lack of specific reference to fatigue is missing in

other studies, perhaps because no psychologists were included on "

their panels, specifically Kemeney and Rogovin.

:

3. Relationship to Aamodt Co n ten ti on 2

In order to design a training program, the performance

that is required on the job must be clearly defined. Job performance
'

is clearly the objective and the final test.

For instance, from the. procedures that were needed during

the first 150 minutes of the accident, the tasks required were defined
Iand analyzed into specific skills and knowledges that are needed.

One skill needed was Perceptual Skill: p. %4
Identifying a display or control
Reading a display
Understanding a display

This skill was then translated into Training Objectives p.8C. E'e
.

(P. 85,86) Recognize loss of main feedwater flow to both
0TSGs
_

- .

d

a

= 8

- - - . . - -. - - - A -- ., .-
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Determine that an RCP has tripped automaticallys
Verify header pressure at 885 Psi
Recognize a turbine-trip _

This is what is commonly called monitoring. In designing a program

to teach monitoring skills, it is helpful to know that monitoring

is particularly susceptible to fatiguelg )p.419 n2M LMan is rather weak in

long-term monitoring activities, such as watch-keeping or radar
observation. His performance is not very reliable over long periods

of time. Therefore, in training techniques will need to be devised

to achieve the required degree of proficiency over the time period
covered. (It is interesting to note that the Essex Corp. designates
a 100% level of performhnee in meeting training objectives.)

Achieving training goals must certainly take hours on the job
and other fatiguing effects into consideration. So must testing

if it is to predict job performance.

Regarding the relationship of fatigue to the teaching
1of: knowledge required, -Essex admits the effect of training on set--

(an effect of fatigue), in their discussion (p. 23)*. Essentially

they are saying that overtraining for a wide variety of situations
will withstand the effects of-fatigue that tends to narrow the

field of perception. It has been demonstrated that overlearning;

overcomes time effects k p.3 # b G M d M1| <

Clearly Aamodt Contention 2 is concerned with job|

! performance as stated:
!

It is contended that TMI-l should not open until the
L performance of licensee technicians and management
! can be demonstrated to be upgraded as certified by

an independent engineering firm.This upgrading should
include 100% test performance of job description with

| provision for retraining and retest, or discharge of
| those who ccnnot consistently and confidently master
! all necessary information for safe conduct of their
| job description under all anticipated critical

situations as well as routine situations.

!
-

<
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The Commission's Order and my contention No. 2 share the
same concern:

Commission: assuring safe operation of the plant
through better job performance by control room
operators, and management

Contention 2: assuring health and' safe' ty of public
through npgr~aded job performance of control
room operators, others and management

Stannards of Commission's Concarn:

Section II, 1 (e) of the August 9 Order
Item 6, p. 7 of the same order

Item 1 and Item 2 of the March 6 Order
.

Standards of Contention 2's Concern:
Certified by independent engineering firm
100% test performance of job description
Retraining and retest to 100% or discharge
Trained to all information necessary
Consideration of competence under all critical
conditions

Consideration of competence under all routine
situations

.

" ' *
4' *

8 '*g

-

m
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Commission's concern about capability of management speaks to
scheduling, hours worked, overtime, use of human resources, training
and testing. as it affects job performance.

! Commission's concern about. training and testing relates to how
it is relevant to job performance which would include all the I

modifiers of that performance including fatigue -- or hours on the
~

job, overtime and shift rotation schedules.

Commission is depending on NRC licensing, Licensee's tests, NRC
regulation of scheduling, and Board 's recommendations.

Intervenor has found through discovery that not a single concern
expressed in her contention has been satisfied through this hearing:

The so-called independent assessment by experts was far from that.
Job descriptions have essentially not been written.

Retraining and retest is to a lower standard; discharge does not
occur.

Noone knows all the information necessary. *

There is no way to test competence under critical conditions..

There is no way to test competence under all routine conditions.

One of the most routine conditions, fatigue, and how

it affects performance has not even been considered

in this hearing.

Intervenor is being artificially restricted to look simply at

a training and testing prograa and to evaluate that program.

The program and the testing, as well as the results, are an

extreme disappoint. In view of what was revealed in cross-questioning

there is no assurance that the operators are better prepared.
Intervenor therefore wants to examine how lessening fatigue can

optimize what training there has been. Changes in the training

program appear far down the road.

.
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W hile training can offset some of the effectsoof fatigue,

it is not possible to train away all effects. Fatigue is' powerful

a's" evidenced by findings from research, attachedi ''Iher6 asked and

The Board Reply, dated May 8,1980 compelled the Licensee to

answer Interrogatories on length of shif ts at TMI-2 and TMI-1.
,

Licensee offered intervenor the opportunity to obtain these

data from their files in Reading. Intervenor discovered that

this was a task that could take days as was the experience of

another intervenor seeking wor'k schedules of maintainance workers.

At the August prehearing conference, this problem was raised,

but no solution was forthcoming. The Board appeared interested in
seeing such data, but offered no help in lessening the burden.

The Commission Order of August 9 is specifically

interested in job performance as the objective of adequacy of

augumented training and testing, page 2:

...in order to provide reasonable assurance
that the facility can be operated safely
over the long term."

It can also be the final test of adequacy if evaluations of

sufficiency do not take into account the identified modifiers

*
of training and testing. Fatigue has been clearly identified.

'

Assumptions that performance ,in the control room is

not effected by fatigue is' clearly contrary to established findings

in other related fields. Since fatigue is controllable (contrary

- to stress ~) through appropriate scheduling, to train to overcome it,

which eppears far-fetched in view of tests given TMI-l personnel,
would seem to be ignoring an important management issue.
The area of fatigue has gone unaddressed in this hearing, and

,
,

the need for study is recognized. Tr. 14432 1. 18-25.lf 12420 lR43Ai

*0ther well-identified modifiers are stress and attitude. These

are also " operational" in occurrence, however the licensee made
no objection during cross-questioning, a n indication of inconsistency
that serves Licensee's own purposes rather than the public's.

-
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To divide training from operational considerations as per
the NRC departments is artificial. When the Review Committee

of Metropoli tan Edison assessed the retraining rrogram, there
were many discussioniof the interconnection of human

engineering of the control room and training. There was an entire

chapter, written by Dr. Chri stensen , and included on the the control

room. Dr. Christensen, the human factors engineer, was a part -
ef the training program review committee. The division is not

between human engineering and training, or between operations

and training; rather the natural division is between man and

machine. Each is a machine. We are aware of ways to make the

machine 1s safety systems redundant; that same thinking should be
applied to man. That would bring the industry thinking to a

20th century level. Ean is a mychinewith redundant systems:

training, knowledge, readiness as evidenced by lack of fatigue,

alertness as. evidenced by attitudes and lack of fatigue.

All the environmental stressors that affect the man should be
considered together as they interplay in making the man an adequate

machine to interface with the nuclear machine. Can maintainance of

the machine be considered aside from the number of hours a piece of
. equipment has been in service? ^

The Board has recognized all the elements of the contention in

stating'that human factors consideration should have been given

this intervenor's attention, "when you take into account that it

was almost half of your Contention." 2r 12,431, 1. 7,8 nowever

that division appears incorrect, since the litigation of human factors
was solely concerned with changes that should be make to the control

room -- on the machine side of the man-machine interface.,
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4. Relationship of Fatigue to Ferformance

1. Most experiments on vigilance reveal _ man as a poor monitor
by demonstrating decrement in response proficiency as observation
time becomes longer. .

" Monitoring of Complex Visual Dis' lays - II.- Effects of Visual Loadp

and Response Complexity on Human Vigilance," Human Factors, Vol. 3
(1961) pp. 213-221. Jack A. Adams, Herbert H. Stenson and John M. Humes

2. Fatigue tends to affect high-grade performance long before there
are signs of physiological exhaustion. The more ' complex the per-
formance, the more delicate the discriminations, the greater the
number of sources of information which have to be attended to, the
more likely the performance is to suffer from fatigue.

Effective human engineering, in facilitating the provision of
information about the effects of action through various forms of
feedback, can do much to reduce impairment of performance as the
result of fatigue. '

Fatigue appears most clearly in complex performance where
knowledge of results is reduced or minimal.

The above quoted from Occupational Psychology, 'Vol. 32, No. 4,
(O c t . , 1958)

;

3 In certain types of monitoring tasks, performance decrement
occurs if rest pauses are not allowed after work periods of 30 minuttes.
B. O. Bergum and D. J. lehr, " Vigilance Performance as a Function of

~

Interpolated Rest," Journal o.f_ Applied Psychology, Vol. 46 (1962),
pp. 425-427.

'

4.. Shift rotation imposes a physiological hardship on allthe workers
every time the shifts are changed and may lead to a general decreasei in efficiency.

Some enn adapt to a six-hour change in about a week;
others find the adaptation very difficult.
Kleitman, Sleep and WaRefulness, p. 267

,

e

W
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5. Companies now using rotating shift should review their scheduling
problem to determine whether fixed shifts can be substituted.
If rotating shifts prove unavoidable, changes should be made
infrequently.

A company with a four-shift cycle could cut the graveyard shiftdown
to five hours by simply adding 20 minutes to each of the other three

shifts.

H. F. Northrup, Shift Problems and Practices (Studies in Personnel
Policy, No . 118 (New York : National Industrial Conference Board, Inc.)

6. In Sweden, researchers found many instances of failure to adjust

to changing shifts. The shift workers were being forced to live in

different time sequency from that of their community and of the many

people to whom they were intimately related. In a study of errors

made in entering figures in the ledgers of a large Swedish gas works

under a rotating three-shift system, it was found that a very high

number of errors occurred around 3 a. m., five hours into the shift.

Errors.did not vary either by season or by day of the week. Same

variation appeared on the last night of the week as the first, in-

dicating that the weekly rotation system was not allowing workers

enought time to change the general pattern of their diurnal rhythmn.

A. Pierach, " Biological Rhythm-Fffects of Night Work and Shift Changes

on the He lth of Workers," Acta Medica Scandanavica (Suppl. 307),
Vol. CLII .

7. Boredom is psychological fatigue. The greater the change during

the rest breaks or lunch hour, the less disruptive will be the effects

of boredom.( Another method of counteracting boredom is by teaching
the workers the value and meaning of their own job -- attitude)

Euane P. Schultz, Psychology and Industry Today, 1973, hacMillin

Many more references could be cited, however the conclusions are

quite consistent.

My research at Brown University was done in the area of fatigue;

Resistance to Extinction as a Function of Effortfulness of Task
During Acquisition and Extinction, May 1951
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Results of PQS Tests Following OARP

Based on Long. Data, Tr.

_ Passed Failed

Category (TMI-2 Events 12 14Other Locas)

Based on Kelly Data, Long revisions.

All Categories Except 8 4

RO Exam

SRO Exam 11 2
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ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK (ANGRY)--CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
LICENSEE'S WITNESSES ON ONSITE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS FOR TMI UNIT NO. 1

'

| -

A. VOIR DIRE

1. WITNESS ROBERT E. ROGAN.

A. Your qualifications statement indicates that you, received
a Master of Science degree in Nuclear Physics from Tulane

*

Univers.ty. What year did you receive that degree? Whati
.

-

years were you in attendance at Tulane in the M.S. in Nuclear
Physics program? Did you write a thesis as part, of your
degree requirements? What was the title and a description
of the thesis?

B. During your tenure with the U.S. Army from June 1977 to
October 1980 as a " Senior Strategic Analyst and. Study
Group Manager" did your work involve any facet of emergency.
preparedness (compliance with guidelines / standards / regulations,,

transportation planning, health physics, etc.)?JJIf so -

describe to the extent you can with due regard for national
security interests which may be involved.

'

--

C. Dur'ing your tenure with the U.S. Army from July 1970 to
July 1973 as a " Senior Operating Executive and Project
Manager", your qualifications statement indicates,that
you were responsible for supervising and coordinating %

joint nuclear research and development programs.: What
type of " nuclear research and development programs"
were you involved with during this time period? -Did

~

any of these programs deal with emergency preparedness?

D. Have you attended any training seminars, taken any '

courses, or otherwise received any additional education
or experience in the area of emergency planning.for
civilian nuclear power plants? c

E. Have you studied the emergency preparedness and response
which accompanied the TMI-2 accident occurring on and
following March 28, 19797 If so, which documents'and
studies have you reviewed? What were the major weaknesses
identified by these studies? Have you reviewed the'TMI
Emergency Plan, Revisions 0, 1, or 2? Were any of the
weaknesses identified by these studies present'in-these *

revisions of the TMI-1 plan? How were these weaknesses
taken into account in the Revision 3 version of the
TMI Emergency Plan? Have you reviewed Revision 3 of the
plan against the findings from the accident to reassure
yourself that the identi fied weaknasses have been
properly accounted fer in the plan which na: cubmitted
to NRC? Have you reviewed the offsite emergency plans
for TMI-l? Which plans have you reviewed? Did you
discuss these plans with state or local officials?' Who
and when? .'sre you familicr with :ta waakne.3as identified
in these plans by the varicus TMI-2 accident investigative
reports? Have you revicwed the interface between the
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. Licensee's Emergency Plan and the offsite plans? Are you

f
*

satisfied that the weaknesses identified in the TMI-2 accident
#. investigations have been eliminated in the revised plans?

- -
,

*

. .

2 WITNESS GEORGE J. GIANGI

h. Your professional qualifications statement indicates that,
,

you have submitted a thesis in connection with fulfilling' #-

. program requirements for the Master of Science degree
in Inorganic Environmental Chemistry at Rensselaer Polytechnic

~

Institute. What is the title and subject of your thesis?
Does your thesis have any direct application to Emergency
Planning?

_

. B. For each of the " Training" experiences listed in your
professional qualifications statement, describe the
following:a

*

(1)- How many course hours were involved?

(2) What type of program was it (lecture, any training
manuals, audio-visual aides, etc.)?

.

(3) How was your participation in the program evaluated?

(4) Who conducted the course?

(5) Did you personally attend this course or did a member
of your staff attend, or both?

(6) Is the course accredited or approved by any. standards ,
setting organization, by a government agency, or
some other organization? Specify.

C. For your collegiate coursework, both graduate and undergraduate,
did you take any coursework in radiation chemistry, radiation
biology, health physics, nuclear engineering, transportation
planning, or related subject areas? Describe the courses.

D. During your tenure at Salem Nuclear Generating Station
and the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, did you have any
involvement with emergency planning?- Describe in detail.

E. Have you studied the emergency preparedness and response
which accompanied the TMI-2 accident occurring on and following
March 28, 1979? What documents / studies / reports have you
reviewed in this context? What major weaknesses were
identified in these studies? Have you reviewed the TMI-l
Emergency Plan for similar weaknesses? Have you reviewed
the offrite emergency plans for tMI-1? Which plans have
you reviewed? Have you reviewed the interfaces between
Licensee's plan and tha offsite plans in the light of the
weaknesses identified by the TMI-2 accident reports? Have
you discussed the TMI-2 accident with TMI plant personnel?

1-
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In the course of these discussions, did you discuss weaknesses
i in the TMI Emergency Plan during the TMI-2 accident? Have. ,

I these weaknesses been eliminated in the Revision 3 Emergency
! Plan? Specify how.*

*
F. Are you certified in Health Physics? Are you a registered

Professional Engineer? Are you certified in any other
profession by any government agency or professional standards-

-
. setting organization?

,
,

.
*

.

3. WITNESS ALEXIS TSAGCARIS -

A. When did you leave your position as " Director of Site
Emergency Planning" with Metropolitan Edison Company?
Could you briefly explain the circumstances surrounding
your departure from the Company?

.

B. Your description in the professional qualifications statement
of yourposition with Schneider, Inc. , indicates responsibility
for quality assurance / control at nuclear and fossil fueled plants.
For which nuclear' plants were you responsible for quality
assurance / quality control activities? Did any of these
activities involved emergency planning?

C. Your degree from Princeton University.is listed as " BASIC
,'

ENGINEERING". What engineering coursework did-you take '

for this-degree? Any nuclear engineering courses? How
about Health Physics? -

D. Are you a registered Professional Engineer? Are you certified
in Health Physics? Are you certified in any other profession
by any government agency or professional standards-setting
organization?

E. During your tenure.with the U.S. Navy did you have any involvement
.

with emergency planning? Procedures writing?

,
F. What is your background in training? Education courses?

Statistics background?

G. When did you become " Director of Site Emergency Planning"
at THI-1? Have you studied the emergency preparedness and
response which accompanied the TMI-2 accident? What
documents, studies, and reports have you reviewed in this
regard? What major weaknesses in emergency preparedness
were identified in those reports? Have you reviewed the
Revision 3 TMI Emergency Plan to ensure that those wecknesses
have been corrected? How have they been corrected? Have
you reviewed of fsite emergency plans for THI-l? tatich plans
have you reviewed? Have the interface problems between
Licensee's plan and the offsite plans been remedied in
the revised plans? Have you provided input to Licensee's
Revision 3 of the TMI-1 Emergency Plan? Have you reviewed
the final plan to ensure that your advice was properly

,

.

+
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integrated into the Revision 3 Plan? Is there any advice
, , ,

which you gave on this revision which the Licensee has
failed to incorporate into the plan? Identify and repeat
any reasons given to you by the Licensee as to why this
advice was not followed?*

H. Did you prepare or direct the preparation of any of the
revisions of the TMI-l Emergency Plan? Who assisted in
the preparation of the plan?

I. Within the scope of your responsibilities at Energy
'

Consultants, Inc., which nuclear facilities have you
had involvement with regarding emergency planning
and emergency procedures?

J. Your professional qualifications statement indicates that
you participated in hearings before the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards. What was your involvement with
ACRS? With the Pennsylvania House Select Committee on
Three Mile Island?

K. Were you not deposed by the NRC's Special Inquiry Group
(Rogovin)? What were you questionned about by SIG
representatives?

.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE TMI-l EMERGENCY PLAN

1. Prior to the TMI-2 accident, what was Licensee's organizational
structure for emergency planning and response? Was there a
single, integrated emergency plan for TMI-l and TMI-2, or
did each unit have its own plan? How many full-time staff
persons did Licensee have assigned to emergency preparedness
prior to the accident?

2 Following the TMI-2 accident, when was the first revision to
the TMI-l Emergency Plan undertaken? Who on Licensee's staff
was in charge of this revision? Wera there any consultants
involved with this revision?

A. Specify the consultants, principal investigators for
each consultant, and their qualifications to work on
emergency planning and preparedness for a nuclear
power reactor.

B. For each consultant, did the Licensee request the
consultant to review the Revision 3 (or other appropriate
revision) for completeness, accuracy, and implementation
of the consultant's suggescions?

%

, C. In any' instance, did the Licensee choose not to follow
the advice giv2n it by its consultants in the preparation*

* of the TMI-1 Energency Plan? Specify each such instance-

{ and explain why the advice was not followed.
?
.
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,3. Within Licensee's organization, what personnel were contacted during
the preparation of the TMI-1 Emergency Plan? (e.g., CRO's, Radiation,,

Monitoring Team Members, Training Department Personnel, etc.)
!

4. What persons or organizations, Licensee or otherwise, reviewed
the final TMI-l Emergency Plan before its submittal to the NRC?'

5. Was the TMI-l Emergency Plan evaluated prior to its submittal
to the UkC (e.g., simulation of emergencies and use of EPIP's ,
checking interface with offsite authorities, etc.)? How was
the evaluation done? What were the conclusions of the
evaluation? '

6. Was there any involvement of Commonwealth repre'sentatives, the
NRC, FEMA, or any other organization in the development of
the TMI-l Emergency Plan? Explain.

A. What form did this involvement take?

B. What was the purpose of the involvement?
.

C. Were these agencies requrested to review the fina,1 document
prior to its submittal to the NRC?

7. Other than the guidance which is referenced in the testimony at
pages 5-6, was there any additional guidance used in the preparation
of the TMI-l Emergency Plan? Specify tit.le, authors, date of
publication, originating organization, and the purpose of its
use by the Licensee.

8. Numerous investigations of the TMI-2 accident described
inadequacies within the TMI Emergency Plan and the site
organization (e.g. , NUREC-0600, NUREG-0616--Special Review
Group, I&E, Kemeny Commission, Special Inquiry Group--Rogovin).
On an institutional basis, how were the findings from
these investigations resolved in the process of revising
the TMI-1 Emergency Plan? Was there a systematic review of
these reports by the Licensee or a consultant? Who was
responsible for this review and followup to determine whether
all recognized weaknesses in the plan had been resolved

'

prior to the submittal of the plan to the NRC?

RECOGNIZED DEFICIENCES LISTED BY SOURCE (repeats not noted):

NUREG-0600, I&E investigation of TMI-2 accident

A. Failure to adhere to Technical Specifications (RCS
Leakage, EFW Operability, etc.)(Potential Items of
Noncompliance, Appendix I-B).

B. Inoperability and lack of calibration of environmental
air samplers (page II-F-4).

C. Failure to follcu station emergency organization as
specified in the Technical Specific:tions (pag: II-F-1).
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D. Lack of training for emergency personnel (page II-F-2).

E. Failure to properly follow procedures for classifying and
declaring emergencies (pages II-F-4 and 5).

F. Failure to maintain adequate records of radiation surveys
(page II-F-7).

G. Failure to use proper health physics practices { pages II-F-7
through 11).

NUREG-0616, Special Review Group report to I&E

H. Lack of available, operable radiation survey instruments
(page 105).

,

I. Lack of backup power to meteorological tower (page 106). -

J. Inadequate communications capabilities (page 119).

K. Problems communicating with radiation survey teams
in the field (page 120).

. . .
,

L. Poor conduct of drills (page 136).

M. Inadequate security response to the emergency conditions
-

(pages 152-156).

ROGOVIN REPORT (NUREG/CR-1250)
.

N. Failure to accomplish onsite and offsite radiation dose
measurements in a timely manner (page 873).

O. Inadequate equipment and inadequate training for measuring
radiciodines in the presence of noble gases (page 874).

P. Absence of a clear chain of command and lack of discipline
in approach to communications with offsite authorities (page 874).

;

Q. Failure to respond adequately to staff-identified ueaknesses
in emergency training program (page 930).

*

.

KEMENY COMMISSION REPORT
.

R. Inadequate training of physicians .under contract in emergency
radiclogical medical care (page 37).

S. Lack of quality assurance program for radiation monitoring
instruments (page 45).

T. Lack of a specific plan for providing information to the
public and the media.(page 57).

*

- . _ . . _ _ _ _--
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III. TRAINING FOR EMERGENCIES / EXERCISES AND DRILLS

1. The Lt timony at page 9 indicates that a trainin3 program is
being developed which will integrate the Emergency. Plan and
the Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures.

A. Has development of EPIP's been completed? Who worked on
the EPIP's? Were any consultants used? What Licensee
staff personnel were involved? Have the EPIP's been
submitted to the NRC (refer to 45 F.R. 55413, amended
10 CFR 50. Appendix E, IV, V, " Implementing Procedures",
requires submittal of " detailed implementing procedures"
by 3/1/81 for all licensed operators)?

B. Who reviewed the EPIP's prior to their submittal to NRC?
Were any consultants used in this review? How were the
EPIP's tested (e.g., simulation, interface, etc.)?

C. Who is designing the training program for the EP and
EPIP's? Are any consultants being utilized in this
program?

D. What training have onsite personnel already received
regarding Licensee's Emergency Plan and EPIP's? Specifically

'interested in Radiation Monitoring Team Members, CRO's,
SRO's, Shift Supervisor, Energency Director, Shif't Foreman,
etc. Who conducted this training? When was the training
done? How was it evaluated?

E. When will the current training program for the new EP and
EPIP's begin? When will it be completed? Will this be
before the full-scale drill required by the Commission
Order is performed? How will the new training program

j be evaluated? How will the results of drills and exercises
be integrated into the training program? How frequently
do or will site personnel receive training in~ emergency
procedures? ,

2 What is Licensee's practice regarding drills and exercises?
Does Licensee distinguish functionally between drills and
exercises? In either case, do operating personnel knov,

,

| in advance of a drill or exercise that the function is coming
up? Are scenarios given to operating personnel in advance

,

j of the drill or exercise? Are simulated actions permitted during
l these drills and exercises, or must actual actions be performed?

Who determines what is an appropriate scenario? Is there any
coordination with State and Federal authorities regarding conduct
of drills and exercises? Specify. Dacs Licensee inform FEMA
or NRC in advance of drills and exercises?

3. What type of review has been conducted by the Licensee to ensure
~

that Security Frocedures, R2diation Protectica Preceduras,
Emergancy Procedures, and EPIP's are not in conflict?
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL AND STATE EMERGENCY PLANS

1. The testimony at page 11 indicates that there have been discussions
with municipalities in developing municipal emergency response
plans. The testimony states that as a result,of meetings between
Licensee personnel, PEMA, and county emergency-management directors,
it was determined that "the local. municipalities were in need of
assistance in completing their emergency plans."

A. How does Licensee define " local municipality'.'?

B. When did the meetings occur which resulted in determination
that assistance to local municipalities was needed? Who
specifically participated in these meetings?

C. Why did the Licensee contract with a consultant to provide
assistance to local municipalities in developing their

*

emergency plans? -

D. The testimony indicates that the Licensee retained Kline, Knopf,
& Wojak to assist local municipalities in their emergency
planning ef forts. Who at KK&W provided assistance to the
local municipalities? Which local municipalities were involved?
When was the assistance provided? Specify the types.of
assistance which were provided? For example was there a
draft " form plan" circulated? (Reference Appendix P of the
York County Plan). Was this draft " form plan" conceived by
KK&W7 What are KK6W's qualifications to perform the services
which they provided? Has the firm performed such services
for communities surrounding any other nuclear power reactor?
Does KK6W have any nuclear engineers, health physicists,
radiation biologists, transportation planners, law enforcement
officials, or other such experts on its staff?

E. The testimony at page 11 indicates that assistance was offered
to "each of the local municipalities in the plume exposure
pathway emergency planning zone." Did any municipality refuse
the offer of assistance? If so, what reasons did these municipclities
give for declining the offer of as,sistance? Which nunicipalities
declined the assistance?

.

|
2. The testimony at pages 9 and 10 discusses the involvement of the'

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in the development of the TMI-l
Emergency Plan.

A. When did meetings with Commonwealth officials on the development
of an Emergency Plan for TMI-1 begin? Hou cany meetings
(approximately) have been held with Commonwealth of ficials
in~ developing the TMI-l Emergency Pinn? Have any of these
meetings been open to the public? Were representatives
from intervenor organizations invited to any of these meetings?

B. What subjects were discussed at these meetings? Ware any
disputes disuavered as a result'of these meetings? In the
view of the witnesses, what were the substance of these disputes?
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C. How were these disputes resolved?

D. At any meeting prior to the adoption of the revised Emergency
Planning Regulations by the NRC on August 19, 1980, did 'the
Licensee discuss with the Commonwealth the " prompt notification"
requirement or the subject of evacuation time studies? When
did these meetings occur?

E. Did Licensee provide input to any Commonwealth plans or county
emergency plans? Under what cir'cumstances was such input
provided? What form did the Licensee's involvement take in
this regard? What plans did Licensee provide input to? Did
Licensee revieu the revised plans to determine the extent
to which its advice and recommendations were integrated
into the plans?

V. EMERGENCY ASSESSMENT AND DECLARATION OF EMERGENCIES

1. Describe briefly what procadures Licensee personnel utilize to
assess and declare an emergency based on plant parameters.

A. How is it assured that an emergency is promptly declared when
plant conditions reach critical parameter levels? -

B. Do Licensee's emergency assessment and classification procedures
incorporate any accidents which the NRC would classify as being

| " Class 9" or accidents "beyond the design basis" of the plant?
Explain.

C. How many persons are involved in accident assessment and
i declaration of an accident?
|

D. The testimony at page 18 indicates that the witness " believes"
that accident assessment and declaration of an emergency can
be accomplished within 10 minutes.

(1) What is the technical basis for this assertion or belief?

(2) Does Licensee have or know of experience on which Licensee
relies in making this assertion? Specify. Is this assertion-

based on engineering judgment? What assumptions are made
in making this assertion? Is it assumed that only design-
basis accidents occur? If not, ic it assumed that any

,

accident condition, regardless of the cause the specific
sequence of events, will be recognized and declared
an accident within 10 minutes?

E. When, in Licensee's view does the 10-cinute period start to
run? This is necessary to understand excetly what Licensee

; is asser:ing that it can do in thcse 10 uinutes.

l

. .

- _ ..y-
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2. What training have personnel who are involved in assessing or
declaring an emergency received in such matters? Who gave them
this training? How was the training evaluated?

VI. ACCIDENT ASSESSMENT

1. What is the system or systems upon which Licensee relies for
making radiation dose projections? Who on Licensee's staff is
responsible'for operating these systems? Are there other staff
members who are qualified to operate these systems in the event
that the normal operators are unavailable? How much time could
pass before these alternate operators would be available on site?

2. The testimony at pages 82-83 references the use of a dose projection
I system known as MIDAS.

A. Explain how MIDAS functions. What informaticn inputs are -

necessary in order for MIDAS to give accurate dose projections?

D. Is there any redundancy built into the MIDAS system? (e.g.,
alternate power source, alternate source of meteorological

1 data, alternate output capability, backup system incase
of total failure)

~

C. What provisions within the MIDAS system exist for detecting
faults in hardware and software in the system? How are faults
indicated to operating personnel? Does Licensee possess
on-site capability to maintain and repair the system on
an emergency basis?

D. Has MIDAS been tested under field conditions? Any situation
i other than during the Krypton-85 venting during the summer
| of 1980? Has MIDAS been tested or installed at any other

nuclear power plants?

E. Has MIDAS been tested by any national laboratory or any
other research organization?

F. What is the form of the output from MIDAS? Can the output
|

! be accessed of fsite, say by the Co' monwealth or NRC?a

C. Does MIDAS distinguish between doses due to particulates,
radioiodines, and noble gases? Can MIDAS predict inhalation,
whole-body immers>on, and so-called " shine" doses?

H. The testimony at page 83 indicates that the witnesses feel
that MIDAS proved to be "as ef fective" as ARAC during the
Krypton venting episode. On what basl. La this judgment
made? Effective at what?

I. Does the Licensee have plans for making MIDA3 output available
l to any offsite entities? Specify whom and under what conditions.

-

4

i. - - - .- - - . - _ _ _ . -,_
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3. Has Licensee undertaken any verification of the applicability of
its site-specific meteorological data to conditions within the
Plume Exposure EPZ? Is the data collected at the plant site
representative of the conditions occurring within the Plume
Exposure EPZ?

4. Does the MIDAS system integrate site-specific, local climatological
ef fects such as seasonal and diurnal variations and terrain-induced
variability? How was data on such variations collected? Who
compiled the data? How was the data incorporated into the system?

'

5. Does the MIDAS system include output such as:

A. Plume dimensions and position (does the dimension function
extend to three dimensions, or is it limited to two-dimensional
output?).

B. The location, magnitude, and arrival time of the peak
concentration.

'

C. Relative concentrations at appropriate locations.

6. Where in Licensee's Emergency Plan is the information required by
NUREG-0654, Revision 1, Appendix 2 incorporated? Has this information
been submitted to the NRC? When was it submitted and to whom?

7. The testimony at page 82 states that MIDAS satisfies the " Class A" -

meteorological system model as described in NUREG-0654, Revision 1,
Appendix 2. Is this the opinion of the witness, or has the Licensee
received the results of an NRC Staff review of the MIDAS which so
states?

8. Does MIDAS have the capability to utilize field measurements and
radiation readings from Licensee's proposed real-time gamna dose

^

monitoring system to provide refined dose projections? If so,
,

j how is this accomplished?
i

! 9. How quickly following the declaration of an emergency can the first
| output from MIDAS Le obtained? Uhat factors might operate to delay
| acquisition of initial dose projections from MIDAS?

l

'JII. RADIATION MONITORING

| 1.
I

i

|

.

v
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CONTINUATION OF CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN OF ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK
(ANGRY) FOR LICENSEE'S WITNESSES ON ONSITE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS, WITNESSES
ROGAN, GIANGI, AND TSAGGARIS ^

VI. EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATES F0P, PLUME EXPOSURE PATHNAY EPZ

1. The testimony at page 111 references an evacuation time study which

is being prepared for the Licensee.

A. Identify the consultant who is performing the evacuation time

estimate study for the Licensee.
.

B. What are the qualifications of the consultant to perform the .

study? For what other nuclear power plants have these

consultants performed similar studies? Have they performed

evacuation time estimates in conjunction with other types

of facilities? s

C. Considering the staff capabilities of the consultant, what

expertise is available to the Licensee in terms of:
.

(1) Nuclear engineering ,

(2) Traffic engineering, including time and flow studies
'

capability

(3) Health Physics

(4) Municipal planning '

(5) Radiation dose projection

D. Is Licensee having this evacuation time estimate study prepared

! in conjunction with some requirement or requirements from the NRC?
,

Identi fy those requirements.
,

E. What criteria, guidance, and/or standards are being utilized by

Licensee's consultants in the preparation of the evacuation time

estimate :tudy? Have the consultants utilized NUREG/CR-1745,
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F. Particularly reference statement at page 4, "(E)vacuation times

are a function of a complex interaction between evacuation demand

and roadway capacity."

G. Also discussion on pages 5-6 regarding the Hans and Sell study

for the Environmental Protection Agency.

H. What assumptions are made in the L,1censee's for'thcoming study?<

Particularly concerned with assumptions relating to:

(1) Persons / auto

(2) Time distribution of evacuation

(3) Assumptions related to fully implemented, phased evacuation
'

with full logistical support (i.e., police and other traffic

management personnel stationed in the field) '

(4) Roadway capacities under varying road conditions (vehicles / lane /hr)
.

(5) Roadway usage (number of in-bound and out-bound lanes) -

(6) ' Isolation of roadway network following emergency notification

(7) Whether evacuations occur frcm home or from where persons are

when the evacuation alert goes out
.

(8) Assumptions regarding the knowledge of residents of the

plume exposure pathway EPZ about evacuation plans (e.g.,

where to go, what routes to take, what provisions s'hould
,

be made for staying away from home, how to prepare the

home/ business for being abandoned during the evacuation
-

period, etc.)

(9) Diurnal variations in population, seasonal population

changes, and diurnal and seasonal variations in population

distribution

(10) Alterations in assumptions for ady'erse weather conditions

(11) Assumptions about what cor.stitutos cdverse weather (e.g.,

heavy fog, snow, heavy rain, icy roadways, combinations of
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these factors, combinations of these factors with nighttime

conditions

(12) Assumptions about planning changes and route changes necessitated

by highway repairs or other work which.would block or slow

traffic flow

(13) Assumptions regarding the ability of highway crews to mitigate

adverse weather conditions (snow ~and/or ice removal capability)
~

I. Specifically, what is the basis for the assumptions of the study

as stated in the testimony at pages 111-113 regarding a 20%
*

reduction in roadway capacity under snow conditions? Would not
.

both speed of travel under such circumstances and decreased

roadway' capacity due to increased following distances operate

to. reduce roadway capacity more than 20%?

J. What is the source of the assumption for an extra 20-minute delay

for " unpredictable isolated delays'?? '.s there a technical justification

for this? Would not a greater delay assumption be as reasonable

as the 20-minute assumption and lead to a degree of conservatism

in the evacuation time estimates?

K. Has the evacuation time study involved Commonwealth agencies? In

what capacities? What information has been provided to the Licensee's

consult' ants by the Commonwealth? .

L. Have the Licensee's consultants been in contact with the County

Emergency Management organizations for the purposes of the evacuation

time estimate study? What have been the nature of these contacts?
'

M. Have Licensee's consultants reviewed the State and Local County

emergency plans to verify the accuracy of assumptions which the

consultants make?

N. What steps dose Licensee plan to take to verify the completed

study prior'to submitting it to the NRC?

_ _
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VII. THE USE OF REAL-TIME RADIATION DOSE' MONITORS

1. The testimony at pages 84-86 indicates that Licensee has purchase.d

i and is installing a real-time radiation monitoring system.

A. Will the system be operational before restart?

B. The testimony appears to indicate doubt on the part of the I

Licensee as to the usefulness of such a system. Is this

the case? How does Licensee view the usefulness of the' system?

C. Would not the real-time dose monitoring system aid in assessing

off-site dose levels during inclement weather when sending teams

into the field may be more time-consuming than normal, impractical

or even impossible?

D. Would not such a system assist in providing information on radiation
,

dose levels for relatively inaccessible areas such as Goldsboro

in a more timely fashion than would be possible by sending a

radiation monitoring team to Goldsboro from the Harrisburg

International Airport headquarters of Licensee's emergency

radiation. monitoring effort? Refer to Rogovin excerpt from

page-924.

E. Has the Commonwealth been consulted about this system? (Especially

with regard to ple-ament of real-time monitors in places of interest

and with respect to access to the data at the Commonwealth's

radiological response facilities.)

VIII. PUBLIC EDUCATION AND PUBLIC INFORMATION RELATED.T0 EMERGENCY PLANNING
'

1. The testimony at pages 99-101 discusses Licensee's activities with

( regards to public information and public education about emergency
.

preparedness.

l A. Precisely what .information on emergency preparedness has been
.

n .. - -
_

---- -
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distributed to the public living within the plume exposure pathway

EPZ? Reference the PEMA guidance.

B. By what means was this information distributed?

C. When was the distribution made?

D. Has Licensee attempted to verify by any means that the information

was received and was understood by the persons who received it?

E. By the time of restart, what information shall have^ been provided .

to the public living within the plume exposure pathway EPZ?
.

.

IX. MISCELLANE0US LINE-ITEM QUESTIONS, CLARIFICATIONS, ETC.

1. (Page 14, lines 2-4) Does the Licensee also plan to periodically

test the prompt notification system? (Reference guidance on page

3-3, NUREG-0654, Appendix 3, Revision 1)

2. (General matter) How does Licensee's TMI-1' Emergency Plan account

for possible emergency conditions at THI-2 during the cleanup and

decontamination efforts underw:y there?

3. Pages 20-21) What sort of conditions might render the TMI-1

control room uninhabitable? Where is the TSC located in

relation to the THI-1 Control Room? What is the likelihood that

conditions which would cause the TMI-1 Cpntrol Room to be rendered

uninhabitable would also render the TSC uninhabitable at the same

time due to the same cause? Who functions as TSC Coordinator?

4. (Pages38-39) How long would it require for the offsite emergency
~

support organization related to environmental monitoring and assessment

to be fully operational following the declaration of an emergency?

5. (Page 44) Identify with some specificity the role of PENNDOT in

emergency response support to local governments.

-- -
_ _ - _ _ _ . - -
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6. (Pages 45-46) How would the Hershey Medical Center function to

support emergency-related activities in' the event that a 10-mile

radius or plume exposure EPZ evacuation is ordered? Is there an

alternate facility outside the evacuation area.

7. (page 69) How frequently does the onsite meteorological computer

update its file data?

8. (Pages79-80) How many radiation monitoring teams are available

immediately upon the declaration of an emergency? How many more

would be available within 60 :tinutes? Dces Licensee have backup .

radiation monitoring teams in the event that the radiation "

releases have a long duration (12 hours or more)?

9. (Page 87) How does the NAWAS system function? Is there a direct

communication from Licensee to PEMA using this system?

4

.

,
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ANGRY 3/10/81

ANTI NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK (ANGRY) FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS
OF LICENSEE's WITNESSES GIANGI, ROGAN, AND TSAGGAR_IS ON CESITE ET

_

note: three corrections to the record of 3/3-6:-
the record says under " appearances"

ON BEHALF OF ANGRY:'
Steven C. Sholly, esq.

' \ 304 South Market Street
- Machanicsburg, Pennsylvania 17055

1) the name of the party is Anti-Nuclear Group Representing York, Inc.

2) Mr. Sholly is not a lawyer.

3) Mr. Sholly's address is: Union of Concerned Scientists
1725 I Street, N.W., Suite 601
Washington, D.C. 20006

Mr. Zahler,

In reviewing the transcript of March 3, I find a section

'

where Fr. Roran was sp7 king about notifying " FEMA" and I had thought

at the time he meant "PEMA." Please check this ,for me. I suggest

that in all these cases. where the transcript says " FEMA" it should

be changed to'PEMA."

Tr. 13,916, line 4

Tr. 13,917, lines 1,8,20

Tr. 13918, line 3

Tr. 13,919, line 2

Tr. 13,921, line 17, 24

2
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Shelterine

see Aamodt at Tr. 14.141: (also 14,141-14.143)

GianFi "It is really the higher energy gamma radiation or the whole
body radiation during the two hours of sheltering that would be the
more limiting. As you well know, alphas and betas would not penetrate
through a winter-worthy home."

Mr. Giangi, What is the aim of sheltering? Is it not to avoid

direct exposure to radioactive contamination? How much protection

is afforded by a " winter-worthy" structure for whole body gamma exposure
. - . --

or child-thyroid exposure?

Is this for an average residential building? What is the average

building in this area and what attenuation factor is afforded by that
kind of structure? A wood-frame? Without basement? A modern house

(less than 30 years old).? A poorly-insualted or poorly weather-stripped
home such as might be habited by a low-income family?

Does a poorly weather-stripped homa afford any significant protection
from gamma? From alphas or betas? (If yes, how much, what attenuation

factor of a poorly weather-stripped home)

Are you generally familiar with the older wood-frmae houses in - --

Middletown, Steelton, Elizabethtown or Goldsboro for example? Have

you been to Goldsboro? What protection is afforded by.the typical

wood-frome " Victorian" vernacular home there, constructed between 1870-

19107 (These are houses which typically have clapboard directly over

wood frame-- no building paper, vapor barrier or sheathing-- with loose
wooden lath on the interior which are plastered. The local vernacular

style of that era has many large windows, often six or seven feet in

height, and many exterior doors.)

What protection would sheltering afford a low-income family in

a poorly insulated home or poorly weather-stripped home in Goldsboro

from gamma exposure? Alpha or beta exposure?

. _ . _ _ - . -_ _ _ -
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What protection against alpha or beta exposure would a structure

that has 2 air changes an hour afford during a two-hour sheltering

period? If the structure has 5 air changes an hour, during a two-hour

sheltering period? 10 or more air changes an hour?

How firm is the two-hour estimate for length of time for sheltering?

If your calculations led you to expect a three hour plume release

period would you recommend eheltering or evacuation to the state?

(Rogan at Tr. 14,374-- can't eay what portion is winter-worthy)

Ponitorine at Goldsboro

Tr. at 14,000: first off-site confirmation measurement at Goldsboro
at ihr, 37 min after declaration of an emergency. (Rogovin report-)

Mr. Giangi, From the time of the declaration of an emergency until

radiation dose rate data are received by the Licensee, how much time

elapses? (30 min-- Tr on 3/6/81)
How long does it take to assemble team?
Check instumentation?
Travel to location?
Set up and read instrument levels?
Transmit data back to TMI?

Example: Goldsboro.

How does the team travel to Goldsboro? Py vehicle, boat, helicopter?

How long does it taka? How far is Goldsboro from Unit 1 by direct air

| route? By road?

What is the minimum possible time for team to actually go to
, Goldsboro and transmit data on radiation dose back to TMI? What would
1

I you estimate woyld be an average or a maximum time? (Please measure

time as time elapsed between time of declaration of emergency to time

| of receiving dose measurements confirmation back at the Island.)
(
1

!
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Mr. Tsaggaris, Are there any County Emergency Operations Centers

within the plume EPZ? (Tr 14, 298-14, 302) Who is at a county Ecc

24 hours a day? Is he authorized to sound the sirens?

Evacuation Time Estinate Tr. 13, 762, 14,157-14.163

Mr. Giangi, You testified that the ETE Study will be available

in mid-March. When will it be available to parties in this hearing

for review? Will the Licensee provide a witness (es) to answer cuestions

on the study? Uill it be entered into evidence?

We note thAT Amish horse-and-buggies are not noted in N.0654 app 4

Was this site-specific item included in the parameters that are studied

in the ETE7 ANGRY received an interrogatory response from the Comm.

that the State was studying numbers of Old Order Amish and special

notifying procedures for them. Has the Licensee seen such a study?

Have you studied the parameters of the problem posed by the presence

of Old Order Amish or other " plain people" (or, have you just relied

on ANGRY to furnish answers?)

You are generally aware that Old Order Amish (and other plain

people) do not use electricity. What do expect them to do upon hearing

a siren? If they do not receive an electric bill with a pamphlet about

emergency instructions, how will they know what the siren means? If

they do not attend state schools, preferring their own small secular
schools, how will the Dept of Education reach them? If they do not

understand or speak English how will they be told what to do?
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BUSSES 5
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Mr. Rogan, (Tr. 13,995) What is the source for your statement that

the number of available bus seats exceede the number of school children?

Do you consider the numberof bus seats needed for other parts of the

population in this figure? If a person normally travels to work by bus

in Harrisburg from his home within the EPZ would the busses needed

to carry him (and others) to the designated reception center? Is this in the

estimate of busses available for scho'1 children? Would busses beo

available for workers to go home from Harrisburg to within the EFZ

during an evacuation? Are Capital Area Transit busses (CAT) included

in your estimate of the number of busses available for school children?

Are scheduled Commercial busses included in your estimate of busses

available for school children? Are Commercial Charter service busses

included in your estimate of busses available for school childern?

Which busses are included? Are they owned by the schools? Are

they rented or leased by the schools? Do the rental or lease contracts

specify whether the busses and the drivers will be available during'

an evacuation? What proportion of busses normally used by school

children are owned by the school? Leased? (and if he hasn't changed

his previous testimony-- how many school children, how many buses, are

buses and children matched by area, are drivers available, etc)

.

4
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SinFle-Voice (telephone or radio) communications

see Aamodt at Tr 14,063--14,070 (busy phones)

Is anyone on the panel familiar with N 0730, Report to Conrressen the
Aouisition of Reactor Data for the NRC Onerations Center. (Mr. Giangi?)

p 6 outlines some " severe limitations" of single-voice communications.

Would you agree, or disagree, with these statements: (see N 0730)

NRC resnonse

Mr. Rogan, would you agree that the following statement (N 0730)

accurately describes your understanding of the channels through which

the NRC might or would give advice and direction to the Licensee

durinr an accident situation: (N 0730, p6)

Uhat differences, if any, between that statement and your understandinti

Are there any situations or accident scenarios in which the

Licensee would expect the I:RC to assune management control, in which

the Licensee.ineffect, would become the executive agent of the NRC?

Tr. at th,37h-- Rogan: Licensee not bound to accept recommendations
from the NRC. (see N. 0730, pp 2-3)

Radiation monitorinF teams

If.r. Giangi, please review your testimony on the availability

of radiation monitoring teams briefly:

No. of teams immediately available

Within 1 (?) hour
additional teams possible

What humber of radiation monitoring teams can be made availabe if

needed from Unit 2 staffing? Have you considered makinf an agreement

with Peach Eottom Nuclear Station for more teams? How many teams could

you get from Oyster Creek, and how long would that thke (to get them

to the T"I site) ?

. . . _ . _ . --
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7.

Municipal Plannince Ann. F to the York County Plan Tr 13, 861

Has Licensee identified the App P included in the York County
Plan? Who wrote it? AppP is also included in the June 4, 1980

draft version of the York County plan distributed earlier to parties.
It has been revises between then and the Rev. 3 version of the York
County P]an. Who did the revision?

'dhat response have the municipal jurisdictions within the 5 counties
made to filling out and completing this form? How many municipal
plans are now complete't Was Nureg 0654 supplied to municipal authorities
by theLicensee? By FEMA?PEMA?

Is it your jadgement that by accurately and completely filling out
App P municipal furisdictions within York County's EFZ will be able
to come up with a plan that satisaee I; 0654? What additional help
or review in recuired? L' hat additional help or review has been given
to the (14) municipal jurisdictions in the York County EP7? How many

of the 14 municipal jurisdictions within the York County EP7 have
filled in the App P form? Have your consultants reviewed the completed
App P forms? Will they? (What were their comments on thespecifie plans?

What steps is Licensee taking to assure that these plans are completed
in compliance with N0654?) (What deficiencies did your consultants
identify?)

Were not these completed municipal plans due to FEMA by Jan 1, 198f?

How many were submitted to FEMA then of York County's 14 municipal plans?

How many of the other four counties' municipla plans?

Does the Licensee's contract with Kline, Knopf and .lojak include
review and assistance in correcting these municipal plans? Also review
of these plans periodically durings the life of the palnt?
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Does Licensee reguard completion of the Municipal plans

within the EP7.to be a necessary part of the total completion of

state and local emergency plans?

(If not, why not?)

To what extent do the County plans rely upon the municipal plans?

Are the plans completed to the extent that the Licensee judges that

the County plans rely upon the Municipal plans? What deficiencies?' ,

What studies has Licensee or its consultants done to find out how y,4 y
much reliance the county plans place on the municipal planning efforts?

Does Licensee expect County Coordinators to be responsible for comp etinF i

municipal plans? (DoesPEMArelyonCountyCoordinatorstobe.freshn- hli
i'

.
,

sible for completing municipal plans? Does Licensee know'if>PEMA|has
! N*

.

that agreement with County Coordinators? Does Licensee knoyf if County
9 -' ,.

,

Coordinators have the manpower, egiupment and financesj e complete the,t
,. ,

municipal plans? How will Licensee assure that these, municipal planF 3. c,
'

j

are completed before restart if the County Coordinators do not .in [act
-i

ihave the manpower , eauipnent or finances to complete the palnc?''<.
.

'

(How will Licensee assure that plans are reviewed and audited? \ if f

KKW do not do it) 8-

~ '

What back-up manpower, equipmwnt or finances will Licensee make-
1available to municipal jurisdictions that do not ha've a volunteer f'

\i ,

i emergency coordinator or have the equipment needed in the event of an [1

| emergency? Uhat organization does the Licensee expect dill provide 'N
'

'

Il' <
.

needed manpower, equipment or finances? PEMA? County C3mmissioners?h
/

Uhat agreements does the Licensee have with that organixation to;si$cw ,

,

that needed manpower, equipment or financ es will, in fact, be provided?
,.

J

4

\

I #
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Reliance on nunicinal nlans for notification to "noor I!ra. Smith"

How will Licensee provide advance information to people who

do not recieve electric bills (perhaps because they rent. apartments)
and who do not have children in the school system? (Telephone

book information is being considered.) If you choose to use telephone
book information, when might that information be available? Has not

the new phone boos just been printed? Did the Licensee include any
information in that phonebook?

If you rely on "old-fashioned door-knocking" how will the Licensee
be assured that door-to-door notification is provided for in thei

municipal palns? 'ilhat level of organization would be responsible to
carry out door-to-door notifications?

:

i

&

&

e

.

- , , . - - y , , - -#-,,y- .. - - -
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Hershev Medical Center'* - f - s
c

,- . _. ~

[ Tr st th,365. (Stay-behind staff at Hershey)
. ,,

'

- Mr. Siangi, dce.g your'cagreement with Hershey. Medical Center
t :- y , .

r'
,

that 4heye will provide a stay'-behir'd staff in the event. of, an evacuation
. . . . . ,

.

_ ,.of.3heHershev; area +contrdict paiaffaph 9''of ,thefHershey letter-of
, ... . . s
~ ;

, _a
, . j_

ag;egment d(stributed to parties My 10, 1980, as part of the Licensee's-

initial response to Staff's 23 ques 9.o$e? d
3

,-
-- -, .

,

"9 If an evacuation of a geogrphical area which includec-
.

,

the Medical Center-ic ordered by th~e appropriate rovernmental authorities,,

the McdicalgCenter shall have no obligation to admit or provide care,

.- Jbr patients pursuant sto . this agreement during the ' period 'such ' evac .
order "is in5ffect . " -( . . . )- "

' '' i.
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ANGRY 3/10/81,

TRANSCRIPT PAGES UHEREIN LICENSEE '.IITNESSES RGGAN, GIANGI AND

TSAGCARIS REFER OUESTIONS TO LICENSEE UITNESS UILIIM" RIETHLE.
paren cubject of cuestion

13,894 I.'IDAS
13,896 IUDAS
13,901 MIDAS
13,906 MIDAS

13,999 real time radiation monitoring system
14,010 radiological environmental monitoring program
14,013 Commonwealth's access to real time monitore
14,o55-56 (testimony p. 69) Data storage onsite for meteor 61ogy
14,059 Number of teams at EAC to do offsite monitoring

- -14, P5 6 worst or median historical dispersion factor used in MIDAS
14,258 direct or manual input of rad data into MIDAS
1h.265 do in-place radiation monitorn monitor iodine?
14,122 are therd 5,000-10,000 badges on the Island?

(listing through th,380, end of Thursdaye March 5,1981 -)

4
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA*

NUCLEAR REGUIATORY CafGSSION

BEFORE DE AlmIC SAFE 1Y AND LICEtEING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

MerROPOLITAN EDISON 03FANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

('Ihree Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

0@t0 WEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT FIRE FOR
CROSS-EFAMINATION ROBERT E. ROGAN,

GEORGE J. GIONGI AND ALEXIS TSAGGARIS

1. Were the questions written by counsel or by the witnesses?

2. (P. 3) Does the testinony demonstrate full conpliance with

the new rules for Licensee's plan, including state and local plans?

3. (P. 9) How and when will A10G be coordinated with the

Emergency plan and Implenenting Document? What effects will this have?

4. (P. 10) Has Licensee met with all of the current (new) county

coordinators?

5. (P. 11) Describe the timing of the Kline, Knopf & Wojak review

efforts. What were the results of this effort?

6. (P. 18) Are energency classifications always written into

energency procedures? What if the accident is outside the bounding

analysis perfonned for that event and is consequently nore severe? What

criteria are used to decide to declare a nore severe emergency contrary

to the energency plan?

7. (P. 18) What is the basis for the 10-minute prediction? Has

this been timed where the operators were dealing with unanticipated events?

8. (P. 19) Where is the BRP line located in the control room?

_
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9. (P. 19) If PHR cannot be reached, does the plan call for
,

automatic direct notification to BRP and the 5 counties?

10. (P. 19) Who is the duty section superintendent and what are

his qualifications?

11. (P. 20) Same question for the Radiological Assessment

Coordinator, Operations Coordinator (P. 28), and Connunicator (P. 29)?

Does the STA ranain with the Emergency Director or in the control room?

12. (P. 20) Describe the circunstances in which the control room

would be uninhabitable? Why would the 'ISC be more secure? Would ECC

personnel move to the 'ISC?

13. (P. 22) Who is the most desirable person to serve as Bnergency

Support Director? h t qualifications?

14. (P. 22) ht circumstances would cause the EOF to be

uninhabitable? How safe would the AEOF be in this case? What protective

actions (particularly evacuation) would be underway which would affect

AEOF operation?
,

15. (P. 24) h e provision is there for BRP and NRC input into

the decision to declare that the situation is stable? ht does long-

term safe shutdown mean in terms of decay heat removal?

16. (P. 26, 27) h t are the procedures for assessing plant

| conditions to determine the appwpriate protective action recortmendations?
I 17. (P. 26) On what basis does the VP M -1 choose the Emergency
|
|

Director? Is this preferably the VP or does he become the Emergency

Support Director (P. 33)? If not, who is the preferable Emergency

Support Director?

18. (P. 27) Does the Emergency Director need to be a SRO? (See

NURIrr-0654, p. 37)7 ht specific training is provided for the Emergency

-2-
i
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- Director? (also P. 115) Is this given to everyone who may be the

Emergency Director?

19. (P. 28) Describe in greater detail the process for getting

information to BRP? Who is actually on the line at all Hwa?

20. (P. 29) ht are the qualifications of Connunications

Assistants?

21. (P. 30) Is a formal program established to ensure that duty

personnel maintain a " working knowledge" of the Emergency Plan?

22. (P. 31) h e is the shift foreman's function?

23. (P. 32) Who makes radiological assessments during the 60

minutes before the senior radiological controls engineer arrives? ht

qualifications? When do personnel begin to arrive at the EACC? (See

NUREG-0654 P. 17).

24. (P. 35, 3G) Is the Group leader Technical Support the liason

to Parsippany? Who filters the information to Parsippany? Where do

NRC reconmendations go at various times? Why is Parsippany not on the

Operational Line (P. 60)?

25. (P. 43) Doesn't information to counties always gp through

PDIA first?

26. (P. 44-45) ht has been the attendance record of offsite

agencies at Met Ed training sessions? (also P. 48)

27. (P. 46) ht is the capacity of the special van referred to?

28. (P. 46) How will the Hershey Medical Center function if a

10-mile evacuation is in effect? What alternatives are available?

29. (P. 50) How are emergency workers arriving from offsite checked

in? (TID's; security?) Are fire companies trained in radiological problens

of firestat nuclear plants? Are " standard" procedures adequate? (P. 51)

-3-
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30. (P. 55) What is the physical source of information on plant-

parameters available in the TSC?

31. (P. 57) Are offsite dose calculations transmitted to BRP

directly from the EACC or through the RAC7 (also P. 61)

32. (P. 60) Why isn't the EACC tied into the Radiological Line?

NRC?

33. (P. 60) Why isn't BRP tied into the Operational Line?

34. (P. 63) How is information and recomendations transmitted

from NRC to the Licensee? To BRP? To whom at Met Ed?

35. (P. 67) . Does Licensee have access to a meteorologist during

an accident?

36. (P. 69) Doses are calculated solely by radiological engineers?

Is only one meteorological data point used? How are local variations

accounted for?

37. (P. 70) Regarding the classification of a General Emergency,

why is a steam generator tube failure snly classified as a site Emergency?

(Table 6 in Emergency Plan)

38. (P. 74) How is plant status or the uncertainty levels in the

PAG's taken into account in making protective action recomendations?

Who decides how to balance risks involved in taking the protective action?

What criteria are used?

39. (P. 75) In ruling out instrument malfunctions, is positive

indication of malfunction required by procedure?
|

40. (P. 76) If exceeding the Tech Spec limit requires a site

Emergency rather than just plant shutdown, isn't the Tech spec unrealistic

and unreasonably high?

41. (P. 76) Clarify that " adverse meteorology" refers to dose

-4-
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projection and not timing of releases. (See P. 109).

42. (P. 77) What is the worst historical X/Q value? (P. 78)

How is the meteorological dispersion factor determined?

43. (P. 78) Is the " contingency calculation" used for protective

action recomendations? Is it transmitted to BRP or other offsite

organizations?

44. (P. 79, 80) How long will it take for monitoring teams to

get to sites and begin transmitting data?

45. (P. 81) Does Met Ed analyze data received from BRP and other

offsite monitoring sources?

46. (P. 84) Iku was the siting for the real-time enviromental

level ganma radiation monitoring syste determined?

47. (P. 85) If initial projections are based on design basis

evaluations and offsite monitoring is confirmatory in nature, the most

reliable source of information for maldng protective action reconmendations

appear to be radiation effluent monitors?

48. (P. 86) Compare offsite radiation monitoring systes to the

nonitoring teams rather than predictions based on plant status? Wouldn't

this systs be desirable as a backup in case teams cannot get out?

49. (P. 87) Why does Licensee wait 30 minutes to renotify PEMA?

| 50. (P. 90) How is verification accomplished? What alternatives
! are available?

51. (P. 92) Is the reactor building design leak rate based on

50 PSIG or on the actual pressure?
I

| 52. (P. 93) What criteria are used to judge whether a precautionary
!

| evacuation is warranted? What training is provided in this area? (See

also P. 105)

i

| -5-
|
|
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' 53. (P. 94) Who is the duty section superintendent? Maiand

qualifications?

54. (P. 101) Were site specific sound studies conducted under

varying conditions? (P. 102) What is the range of error, for

installation? When will the syst s be tested? Can it then be further

upgraded if not adequate?

55. (P. 111) When will the new evacuation time study be emplete?

(P. 12) What are the bases for the assumptions used?

56. (P. 117) How frequently are drills and exercises involving

state and local agencies conducted? Are you satisfied with federal

participation once every 5 years?

Respectfully submitted,

o

RDBERT W. ADLER /
Attorney for the Comnonwealth

Dated: March 2, 1981

-6-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

!

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
AAMODT TESTIMONY TO SUPPORT

AAMODT CONTETNION 4

-- . -- . .. - . - - . . - -- . - --
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Direct Testimony
Page(s) Objectives of Questioning

1-2 Establish whether Mr. Aamodt has any_
particular scenario in mind that
might result in an airborn release
of significant proportions for which
there would be inadequate time to
take appropriate protective action.

2 Establish that the characterization
of section 4.6.3.5 of the Emergency
Plan is incorrect.

2 Determine whether Mr. Aamodt is aware
of the dispersion factor associated
with a 10 mph wind.

2-3 Identify the time difference Mr.
i Aamodt believes would result from

the five counties receiving
notification from the shift
supervisor versus receiving
notification from PEMA.

General Determine whether Mr. Aamodt knows
of any instance since the Unit 2
accident when Licensee did not make

; timely dissemination of information
'

about releases of radioactivity
from TMI.

,

i

|

|
|

|

|

|

|
|

|

l

|
i

, , - - -
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I;RC STAFF CROSS EXAMINATI0tl PLA!! FOR LICErJSEE'S
TESTIM 0fiY OF ROBERT E. ROGAN, GEORGE J. GIANGI

Afl0 ALEXIS TSGGARIS Oil THE ADEQUACY OF ONSITE
EMERGEllCY PREPAREDlESS AT THREE MILE ISLA!10, UNIT 1

Volume 1

Licensee Testimony Area of Inquiry

p.11~, A.11' Types of assistance rendered by licensee's
consultants to municipal planners. '

p.14, A.14 Frequency of and records on communications drills.

p.16, A.17 Basic elements in responding to an emergency.

p.17, A.17 Accident recognition and the emergency action
level' scheme.

,

p.18, A.18 Time for assessing and declaring an emergency.

p.19, A.19 Notification of duty section personnel,

p.19, A.20 Mobilization of licensee's onsite and offsite
emergency organizations,

p.21, A.20 Disptaching radiological monitoring teams.

p.22, A.20 Arrival of Emergency Support Director;-Communi-
cation links between site and alternate EOF.

i
; p.30, A.25 Duty roster personnel.

i p.32, A.27 Manning and functioning of the Environmental
| Assessment Control Center.

| p.38, A.30 Timing for manning of offsite emergency support ,

organization.;

4

: p.45, A.35 RMC facilities.

.. p.59, A.44 Redundancy of communications systems.
!

p.62, A.49 Cross monitoring radio system.

p.73, A.62 Emergency Action Levels.

p.74, A.63 Unavoidable doses and doses to be accounted for
in making protective action recommendations.

,

i

i

_ - . _ . ~ . , . . . - _ - - _ . _ . - . . . - . - . _ , . . . - - _ . _ . _ _ - _ _ - - _ - - . - _ - - _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , . . . _. - _ _ . _ _ - , ,- -
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Licensee Testimony Area of In3uiry

p.79, A.68 Communications equipm2nt and emergency kits for
monitoring teams; definition of an isopleth.

p.84, A.74 Real-time environmental radiation monitoring
system.

p.93, A.34 Location of person receiving 1/10 of lower limito
PAG, factors considered in determining r.eed to
evacuate,

p.95, A.86 Equipment available onsite for an " Alert."

p.99, A.91 Extent of plume exposure pathway EPA.

p.100, A.93 Public education and inf'rmation program.o

p.101, A.94 Area covered by the public education and informa-
tion program.

p.103, A.97 Supplementing the EBS.

p.104, A.99 Thyroid prophylaxis.

p.108, A.104 Municipalities for which plume exposure pathway
EPZ was extended; EPZ with long, non-uniform
appendages,

p.109, A.104 Warning time for areas of York and Harrisburg
outside the plume exposure pathway EPZ.

p.112, A.107 Assumptions for evacuation time estimate.

p.113, A.108 Indirect protection of personal property.

p.115, A.112 Employee training on emergency plan.
t

p.117, A.113 Emergency P1an drills at TMI.

p.120, A.116 Revisions to the TMI-1 Emergency Plan.

p.120, A.117 Emergency equipment and equipment inventories.

Volume 2

Table 1 l'otification methods and procedures; Public Education
and Information; Accident Assessment; Protective
Response.

Table 2 Control Room Operators; minimum shift complenent.
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liRC ST AFF'S CROSS EXAMIrlATI0ft '!I '

PLAil FOR AAMODT TESTIi10ilY TO !

SUPPORT AAMODT CO?tTETlTIOil 4
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Aaacdt Testitwny_ In3ps it:y, |

i !
l i

1 i

p.2, Case A Distance of plant site from Lancaster; j
basis for assertion that plume could reach '

' ' Lancaster in 50 minutes with 1014Pli wind; |4

| notification sequence to counties; time saved j

t by direct notification to ' counties relative ;

to planned notification sequence. j

i !
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b . ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK (ANGRY)~ CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
LICENSEE'S WITNESS WILLIAM'E. REITHLE'

.

|
*

. .

|
'

-
.

X,. ' Reference proposed cross-examination plan of witnesses Rogan, Giangi, and-

Tsaggaris dealing with the MIDAS system (pages 10-11 of the cross-examination

plan), as well as the cross-examinatiori plan for those witnesses dealing-

,

'with real-time monitoring systems (pag'e 15). . .
-

- -
. .

,

An additional question for this witness.,regarding the potential uses*

'

. Lg.Y' -of the real-time monitoring system: ' '
.,.

= .~
.

.

Would the' real-time monitoring system proposed by the' Li ensee be
~

useful on constructing historical (i.e., post-accident) or. even

periodically during the accident accumulated exposures?i

.

- b
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.
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2. What training have personnel who are involved in assessing or
declaring an emergency received in such natters? Who gave them '

this' training? How was the training evaluated?

VI. ACCIDENT ASSESSMENT

1. What is the system or systems upon which Licensee relies for
making radiation dose projections? Who on Licensee's staff is
responsible for operating these systems? Are there other staff
members who are qualified to operate these systens in the event
that the normal operators are unavailable? How much time could
pass before these alternate operators would be available on site?

2 '. The testimony at pages 82-83 references the use of a dose projection
system known as MIDAS.

A. Explain how MIDAS functions. What information inputs are .

necessary in order for MIDAS to give accurate dose projections?
,

B. Is there any redundancy built into the MIDAS system? (e.g.,
alternate power source, alternate source of meteorological
data, alternate output capability, backup system incase
of total failure)

C. What provisions within the MIDAS system exist for detecting
faults in hardware and software in the system? How are faults
indicated to operating personnel? Does Licensee possess
on-site capability to maintain and repair the system on
an emergency basis?

D. Has MIDAS been tested under field conditions? Any situation
other than during the Krypton-85 venting during the summer
of 1980? Has MIDAS been tested or installed at any other
nuclear power plants?

E. Has MIDAS been tested by any national laboratory or any>

other research organization?

F. What,is the form of the output from MIDAS? Can the output
be accessed offsite, say by the Commonwealth or NRC?

G. 'Does MIDAS distinguish between doses due to particulates,
radioiodines, and noble gases? Can MIDAS predict inhalation,
whole-body immersion, and so-called " shine" doses?

H. The testimony at page 83 indicates that the. witnesses feel
that MIDAS proved to be "as effcetive" as ARAC during the

,

Krypton venting episode. On what basis is this judgment
made? Effective at what?

! I. Does the Licensee have plans for making MIDAS output available
to any offsite entities? Specify whom and under what conditions.

-
.

%

**
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3. Has Licensee undertaken any verification of the applicability of
its site-specific meteorological data to conditions within the
Plume Exposure EPZ? Is the data collected at the plant site
representative of the conditions occurring within the Plume
Exposure EPZ7

4 Does the MIDAS system integrate site-specific, local climatological
effects such as seasonal and diurnal variations and terrain-induced
variability? How was data on such variations collected? Who
compiled the data? How was the data incorporated into the system?

5. Does the MIDAS system include output such as:
'

A. Plume dimensions and position (does the dimension function
extend to three dimensions, or is it limited to two-dimensional

, output?).

B. The location, magnitude, and arrival time of the peak
concentration.

C. Relative concentrations at appropriate locations.

6. Where in Licensee's Emergency Plan is the information required by
NUREG-0654, Revision 1, Appendix 2 incorporated? Has this information
been submitted to the NRC? When was it submitted and to whom?

7. The testimony at page 82 states that MIDAS satisfies the " Class A"
meteorological system model as described in NUREG-0654, Revision 1,
Appendix 2. Is this the opinion of the witness, or has the Licensee
received the results of an NRC Staff review of the MIDAS which so
states?

,

8. Does MIDAS have the capability to utilize field measurements and
radiation readings from Licensee's proposed real-time gamma dose
monitoring system to provide refined dose projections? If so,-

how is this accomplished?

9. How quickly following the declaration of an emergency can the first
output from MIDAS be obtained? Uhat factors might operate to delay
acquisition of initial dose projections from MIDAS?

VII. RADIATION MONITORING

1.

.

5
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VII. THE USE OF REAL-TIME ~ RADIATION' DOSE' MONITORS

1. The testimony.at pages 84-86 indicates that Licensee has purchased

and is installing a real-time radi'ation monitoring system.

A. Will the system be operational before restart?

B. The testimony appears to indicate doubt on the part of the

Licensee as to the usefulness of such a system. Is this

"the case? How does Licensee view the usefulness of the system?

Would not the real-time dose monitorfng system aid'1n assessing.

off-site dose levels during inclement weather when sendi.ng teams

into the field may be more time-consuming than normal, impractical "

.

~~

or even impossible?

Would not such a system assist in providing information on radiation.

- - dose levels for relatively inaccessible areas such as Goldsbord
'

in a more timely fashion than would be possible by sending a

radiation monitoring team to Goldsboro from the Harrisburg

International Airport headquarters of Licensee's emergency

radiation monitoring effort? Refer to Rogovin excerpt from

age 924.

E. Has the Commonwealth been consulted about this system? (Especially
|

| c% with regard to placement of real-time monitors in places of interest

f ' and witii respect to access to the data at the Commonwealth's

I radiological response facilities.)
{

.

I VIII. PUBLIC EDUCATION AND PUBLIC INFORMATION RELATED TO EMERGENCY PLANNING
I .

,- 1. The testimony at pages 99-101 discusses Liccr.sce's activities with
t

regards to public information and public education about emergency

preparedness.
,

A. Precisely what information en emergency ::reparedacss has been-

.

- - - - r e- T - - , w-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -=----------v - - - * - -
'- ** -8
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distributed to the public living within the' plume exposure pathway

EPZ? Reference the PEftA guidance.
'

B. By what means was this information distributed?

C. When was the distribution made?

D. Has Licensee attempted to verify by any means that the information

was received and was understood by the persons who received it?

E. By the time of restart, what information shall have been provided

to the public living within the plume exposure pathway EPZ?

.

IX. MISCELLANEOUS LINE-ITEfl QUESTIONS, CLARIFICATIONS, ETC.

.i. (Page 14, lines 2-4) Does the Licensee also plan to periodically

test t.he prompt notification system? (Reference guidance on page,

3-3, NUREG-0654, Appendix 3, Revision 1)
,

2. (General matter) How does Licensee's TMI-1 Emergency Plan account

for possible emergency conditions at Tlil-2 during the cleanup and

decontamination efforts underway there? .

3. Pages 20-21) What sort of conditions might render the TMI-1

control. room uninhabitable? Where is the TSC located in

relation to the TMI-1 Control Room? What is the likelihood that

| conditions which would cause the TMI-I Control Room to be rendered
|
| uninhabitable would also render th'e TSC uninhabitable at the same
| r

time due to the same cause? Who functions as TSC Coordinator?

4. (Pages38-39) How long would f t require for the offsite emergency

support organizaticn related to environmental mon'itoring and assessment,

|

to be fully operational following the declaration of an emergency?

| S. (Page 44) Identify with some spectficity the role of PENN00T in *

,
emergeacy response support to local governments.-

.

*

| .
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6. (Pages 45-46) How would the Hershey Medical Center function to

support emergency-related activities in the event that a 10-mile
.

radius or plume exposure EPZ evacuation 'is ordered? Is there an

alternate facility outside the evacuation area.

7. (page 69) How frequently does'the onsite meteorological computer

bN update its file data?

2f.M|5if4Vil23d[t'W)
8. (Pages79-80) How many radiation monitoring teams are available

,

immediately upon the declaration of an emergency? How many more

hl' kh would be availabl w n tes? Does Licensee have backup

radiation monitoring teams in the event that the radiation

releases have a long duration (12 hours or more)?
,

9. (Page 87) How does the NAWAS system function? Is there a direct
.

comunication from Licensee to PEMA using this system?
..

*
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i I;RC STAIT CROSS EXAMI!!AIIOil PLAtl Oil
LICE!;SEE'S'IESTIMONY OF WILLIAM E. [

RIETHLE Ill RESPO!1SE TO CONTENTI0!1 .

: l!05. I:P-3(C)(1) & f:P-18 Att0 BOARD QUEST 10il UO. 4
i,

__. _ (0FFSITE RADIOLOGICA!_ MONITORING) _ __,_

k

| ,I.icensee's fes,timony, Nuiry, !
r

i tsis for unclusion that RLMP
; p. 4

satisfles Reg. Guide 1.3 and Branch
i fechhical Position ;

;

i- p. 6 ?. Table 1 Mu;nber of TI.D stations; length of
time to process FLDs onsite -

f

t

! p. 9 Offsite realtime ruonitors-- capabilities, ,
- 'date of installation, date operational

.

p. 10 Offsite radiation monitoring teams-

I equipment used, qualifications of
I team memh rs
1

>

'
; - If this vitrmss can address IllDAS system and1

questions are puraitted on MIDAS, Staff will .;
inquire as to:

-
.,

l
~

Basis for sta:. mot in testimony of ;
(
j Pagan et al. that MICAS raeets the ;

'requirements for the Class A Model *

! '

of NUREG-06S4; ilDAS capabiliLy to
;
' account for 10011 charotteristics;
! comparison of MIDAS to ARAL. f

-,

!

i

| r

< r

i
!.
}
.

I

i

,

s

! !

!
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UNITED ST.E OF AMERICAP
_

NUCLEAR P&HA70RY: COMSSION.

,
,

J BEFORE THE A104IC SAFC1Y AND LICESIIC BOARD

In the htter of ) -

~

<

. . )
' METROPOLITAN EDISON CT/ANY, )

-
. .) Docket No. 50-289,

(three Mile IslarA Nuclear )- (Restart)
St.ation, Unit No. 1) )s

,

COMX4EAllIH OF PENtEYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIRE _
FOR CROSS-E7 AMINATION OFs

WILLIAM E. RIEIHLE (OFFSITE RADIGIDGICAL MX4ITORING),

1. Describe your view of the'usefulness of real-time offsites

'

monitoring (either by teams or'in-place systas) in maldng protective
-

action reemnundations.

_ 2. Compare the pros and cons of offsite nonitoring by nobile

teams and by in-place systes.
- 3.' Did the Novmber 1979 amendments to RDiP requirments changet

the fundamen'al purpose _ of this t,jpe of systs, i.e. historical, after-t

the-fact analysis? Similarly, did Licensee's recent upgrade of its

RaiP systs alter this fundamental purpose?
i- i

4. When will the new Renter-Stokes syst s be operational? ht

is the range of certainty on this estimate?

5. The systs will be " headquartered" at the 7MI Dwironmental

| Controls group office. Where else will readings be available? (Onsite?
- -

!

| _ - ECCC?) How will this be tied into the existing radiological assessment

network?,

6.
,

Are 16 rmote stations adequate? h t limitations prohibit

the use of nure stations at further distances from the site?
7. ht is Incant by the statement that a "real-time monitoring

i
~

%

y - g _ .- w----



'!

h systm...nny provide additional data that should be considered during

an mergency situation. . .?" (P.10) How w:nild this augment the use of

mobile tems? Under what ciremstances would nobile teams not bc

sufficient?

8. Why does Licensee's systs for sanpling location identification

(Table 1) not confom to Table J-l of NUREG-0654 (P. 62)?

Respectfully suhaitted,

'

RustKr W. ADER L

Attorney for the Comomealth

,

r

l
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ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK (ANGRY) CROSSIEXAMINATION PLAN FOR NRC'

STAFF WITNESS STEPHEN H. CHESTNUT.0t! ONSITE EMERGENCY PREPARE 0 NESS _. ,__.

.

. , - . . ,. . . .. . .

1. The testimony at page 7 dealing with PAG's states, "PAGs do not imply
* * u a

,

an acceptable dose. . .". If PAG's represent a " trigger point" for taking
. . . . . . . .

.

protective actions, does this not imply acceptability of the dose already
.

.
.

accumulated by the public prior to reaching the' trigger point for taking
..

.
. .

a protective action? If the PAG's do not constitute an acceptable dose

for the public, is the acceptable dose lower or higher than the PAG's?
. .. . , . . . . . ,

.

If lower than the PAG's, why is the PAG used as a " trigger point"?
- - -

, .. ..
-

.

- *
. ~:

*
.t

'

2. The testimony at page 11 gives a range of protective action options
-

~ ~ . . , .

available in the case of an airborne plume. Is the Staff aware of

any plans for the THI-1 EPZ's which provide for " respiratory protection"?-

Does " respiratory protection" then represent a viable option for TMI-1?
' .Is the Staff aware of any plans for the TMI-1 EPZ's 'for " controlling

access to the area of the plume"? Does this then represent a viable

option for the Tiil-1 EPZ? Is the Staff aware of any plans for the THI-1,

EPZ (save for emergency workers) to utilize thyroid protection as a
.

i protective action? Does this then represent a viable option for the

TMI-1 EPZ's?
' ' ' '

. .,

i

t
-

|
'

3. Referring to the testimony at page 16, is the witness familiar with the

experience during the TMI-2 accident where an offsite dose for Goldsboro

was calculated at 10 R/hr, but no protective action recommendation was
,

made, rather .PEMA was told tnat an evacuation of Goldsboro " night" be

necessary? Is the witr.ess aware of any changes to the Liccniee's Emergency

,

Plan, the Commonwealth's plans, or any cther plans which will prevent
'

a recurrence of such a situation?
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.
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,

.

'

4. Has the Staff received any information from the Licensee indicating that
- the modification required by the Staff has 'been implemented?~ Has Licensee

committed to an implementation date for this requirement?
- .

. .

5. Referring to the testimony at page 29. does there exist no interim

measure which can be taken while the RCS sample is being analyzed

in order to provide input to a possible decision to implement the

emergency plan based on RCS activity levels (e.g., measuring the

dose rate of the sample and relating this to activity level)?
,

6. Regarding the manning of the county communications links, does the

-- Staff know who is responsible in each county for determining that the

prompt notification system should be activated, and how long it could

.take for. that person (s) to. instruct the appropr'iate person (s) to activate

the prompt notification system?'

.

7. Licensee's witness (Mr. Rogan) testified under cross-examination -Opetagamy

that he expected that notification of offsite authorities following the.

declaration of an emergency could be completed in two minutes? Whats

are the Staff's views on this matter? Would there be any difference in

the instance of a General Emergency wherein i.icensee would be obligated

by its procedures to notify all five county emergency management organizations

in addition to PEW.?
..

| .

.

|
S. Regarding Staff's testimony that when an EAL has been exceeded, the Emergency

Director is " required to declare the appropriate emergency class", is this

an enforceable requirement by the Staff? "
.

i

*
_ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _
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9. Regarding the testimony at pages 48-49, what information has the Staff

- '. . received thus far on 1.icensee.'s proposed siren alerting system? Has the j
'

Staff received the engineering design study performed by Federal Signal=~

" Corpora' tion? Has the Staff received information related to the sound-level
' '

survey which was conducted for the Licensee? On the basis of being unable.

-

. ,. .
.

to find reasonable progress ~ on compliance'with the prompt notification

requirements of the Commissi,ons regulations and fiUREG' 0654, Revision 1. -

can'the Staff support Licensee's proposal to restart TMI-1 prior to
,

'

*
'

demonstrating reasonable compliance.with this requirement?
.

-

.. .

'10 . Similarly for the evacuation time estimate study, can the Staff support

restart of TMI-1 absent an acceptable evacuation time study for TMI-1?

What position doe's the Staff.take with regards 'to the reliance placed
.

~

,- on evacuation time estimates provided in the February 4,1980 letter from

Mr. Herbein to Mr. Reid, and the Wilbur Smith and Associates study which

was submitted to the flRC Staff by letter to Mr. Reid from~ Mr. Herbein
'

dated July 17, 1980? - Does the Staff believe that either of these studies

provides accurate and reliable c.vacuation time estimates? Is it the
.

Staff's position then that as of.this, date there is no acceptable evacuation-

' time estimate study for TMI-l's plume exposure pathway EPZ?,
,

|

11. Regarding the testimony at page 57, is it the Staff's position that the
'

' ~

current notification system for the plume exposure pathway Ep2 is

, inadequate? Has the Staff received any information s'ince this testimony

was filed to cause the Staff to change its position on the ability of-

j . the Staff to make a finding of " reasonable brogress" in compliance with
| -

the prompt notification requirements? Is the Staff aware of a Commission
,

decision issued on December 5* 1980 (CLI-80-40) which denied a petition
:

!
*

. .
,
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. . .
,

to stay the effectiveness of the prompt notification requirement? As a

result of this decision by the Commission, does the Staff have any reason
~

at this time to believe that the Commission. intends that anything other

than full compliance with this . requirement to be required if restart of.

TMI-1 occurs after July 1,1981'?
'

.

: .

.

12. Regarding the Staff's conclusions about the public education and public.

information requirements, has the Staff received any information from

the Licensee since this testimony was prepared which would cause the Staff

to change its conclusions on this matter?

. ,

-
- .,

13. Has the Staff received commitments from the Licsnsee to meet the open

items identified on pages 83-84 of the testimony? -

,-

e

e
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3. Within Licensee's organization, what personnel were contacted during
the preparation of the TMI-1 Emergency Plan? (e.g , CRO's, Radiation
Monitoring Team Members, Training Department Persor.nel, etc.)

4 What persons or organizations, Licensee or otherwise, reviewed
the final TMI-l Emergency Plan before its submittal to the NRC?

5. Was the TMI-1 Emergency Plan evaluated prior to its submittal
to the NRC (e.g. , simulation.of emergencies and use of EPIP's,
checking interface with offsite authorities, etc.)? How was
the evaluation done? What were the conclusions of the
evaluation? '

6. Was there any involvement of Commonwealth representatives, the
NRC, FEMA, or any other organization in the development of
the TMI-l Emergency Plan? Explain. .

A. What form did this involvement take?

B. What was the purpose of the involvement?

C. Were these agencies requrested to review the final document
prior to its submittal to the NRC?

7. Other than the guidance which is referenced in the testimony at
pages 5-6, was there any additional guidance used in the preparation
of the TMI-1 Emergency Plan? Specify title, authors , date of ,

publication, originating organization, and the purpose of its
use by the Licensee,

fC ( 8. Numerous investigations of the TMI-2 accident described
inadequacies within the TMI Emergency Plan and the site,

organization (e.g., NUREG-0600, NUREG-0616--Special Review
Group, I&E, Kemeny Commission, Special Inquiry Group--Rogovin).

b9Mb On an A u iu e e' b eia, h;.; .cre the fin:'ing: f-^-

gg t, hee-inves t Q t i c-n m ul w d ... t6 pre c e s s-ei a v = hg
the ~'n-LO IT-. m l '. m ? Was ther a systematic review of

, N these reports by tfie -ka:mmenwa ED d Who was''

| (JyCL responsible for this review and followup to determine whether
I all recognized weaknesses in the plan had been resolved f
!

~

peine-+^ th. : ^ 2 ' ' ef C y . ;; a v . . . . ._

l

RECOGNIZED DEFICIENCES LISTED BY SOURCE (repeats not noted):
%

NUREG-0600, I&E investigation of TMI-2 accident

A. Failure to adhere to Technical Specifications (RCS
Leakage, EFW Operability, etc.)(Potential Items of
Noncompliance, Appendix I-B).

B. Incperability and lack of calibration of environmental
air sanplers (pr.gc II-F-4).

C. Failure to fnlic. tation emergency organization as
specified in the "echnical Specifications (page II-F-1).

. _ .-_ _ - _ - _________
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D. Lack of training for emergency personnel (page II-F-2).'

E. Failure to properly follow procedures for classifying and
declaring emergencies (pages II-F-4 and 5).

F. Failure to maintain adequate records of radiation surveys
(page II-F-7).

Failure to use proper health physics practices ( pages II-F-7G.
through 11).

,

.

NUREG-0616, Special P.eview Group report to I&E

H. Lack of available, operable radiation survey instruments
(page 105).

Lack of backup power to meteorological tower (page 106).I.

Inadequate communications capabilities (page 119).J.,

K. Problems communicating with radiation survey teams
in the field (page 120).

L. Poor conduct of drills (page 136).
~

Inadequate security response to the emergency conditionsM.
(pages 152-156).

ROGOVIN REPORT (NUREC/CR-1250) ,

N. Failure to accomplish onsite and offsite radiation dose
measurements in a timely manner (page 873).

Inadequate equipment and inadequate training for' measuringO.
radioiodines in the presence of noble gases (page 874).

Absence of a clear chain of command and lack of disciplineP.
in approach to communications with offsite authorities (page 874).

Q. -Failure to respond adequately to staff-identified weaknesses
in emergency training program (page 930).

KEMENY Com!ISSION REPORT .

.

Inadequate training of physicians under contract in cmergencyR .-

radiological medical care (page 37).
|

Lack of quality assurance program for radiation monitoringS.
inctrument: (page 45).

T. Lack of a specific plan for providing information to-the
public and the medtu.(page 57).

~

c
-

.

_ . - . _ _
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ANTI NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YOHR CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN FOR NRC
STAFF WITNESS STEPHEN H. CHESTNUT (AND BRIAN GRIMES)

VOIR DIRE -- Mr. Chestnut
Uhile in the Navy, did your duties include preparation,

supervision, or roview of emergency preparednee.s plans?

Prior to joining the NRC in May, 1980, did you ever have

any training in evaluating emergency plans for nuclear power plants?
(If so, was it accredited by any standard -cetting organization?)

Are you certified in Health Physics?

Are you a registered Professional Engineer?

Are you certified in any other profession by any government

aFency or professional standards-setting organization?
What training or course-work have you received in Emergency

Planning ? (When, how long did each last, who conducted it, was it

graded or wan your participation formally evaluated somehow )

Have you studied the emergency preparedness and response which

accompanied the TMI-2 accident occuring on and after March 28, 1979?

What dccuments/ studies / reports have you reviewed for historical

perspective on emergency planning during the TMI-2 accident? What

major weaknesses were identified in these studies? Have you reviewed

historical emergency responses to any other emergency conditions, of

lesser severity of course, at other reactor sites? Chrystal River?

Other reactors in Pennsylvania? (Beaver Valley I? Peach Bottom?

Shippinsport?)

Have you reviewed the Licensee's plan and the state plan

interfaces in light of deficiencies shown in the accident? 'lhen?

Since revision 3?
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ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK (ANGRY) CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR NRC
STAFF WITNESS STEPHEN H. CHESTNUT ON ONSITE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

.

1. The testimony at page 7 dealing with PAG's states, "PAGs do not imply

an acceptable dose. . .". If PAG's represent a " trigger point" for taking

protective actions, does this not imply acceptability of the dose already

accumulated by the public prior to reaching-the trigger point for taking

a protective action? If the PAG's do not constitute an acceptable dose

for the public, is the acceptable dose lower or higher than the PAG's?

If lower than the PAG's, why is the PAG used as a " trigger point"?
.

.

2. The testimony at page 11 gives a range of protective action options
-

available in the case of an airborne plume. Is the Staff aware of

any plans for the THI-1 EPZ's which provide for " respiratory protection"?

Does " respiratory protection" then represent a viable option for TMI-1?

Is the Staff aware of any plans for the TMI-1 EPZ's for " controlling

access to the area of the plume"? Does this then represent a viable
'

option for the THI-1 EPZ? Is the Staff aware of any plans for the THI-1

EPZ (save for emergency workers) to utilize thyroid protection as a
~

.
.

.

protective action? Does this then represent a viable option for the

TMI-1 EPZ's? .

%
.

3. Referring to the testimony at page 16, is the witness familiar with the

experience during the TMI-2 accident where an offsite dose for Goldsboro

was calculated at 10 R/hr, but no protective action recommendation was

niade, rather-PEMA was tola Inat an evacuation of Goldsboro "might" be

necessary? Is the witness cware of any changes to the Licensee's Emergency

Plan, the Commonwealth's plans, or any other plans which will orevent

a recurrence of such a situation?

__
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4. Has the Staff received any informa' tion from the Licensee indicating that
'

the modification required by the Staff has been implemented? Has Licensee

comitted to an implementation date for this requirement?

5. Referring .to the. testimony at page 29, does there exist no interim

measure which can be taken while the RCS sample is being analyzed

in order to provide input to a possible decision to implement the

emergency plan based on RCS activity levels (e.g., measuring the

dose rate of the sample and relating this to activity level)?
,

.

6. Regarding the manning of the county communications links, does the

Staff know who is responsible in each county for determining that the

prompt notification system should be activated, and how long it could

take for that person (s) to instruct the appropriate person (s) to activate

the prompt notification system?

7. Licensee's witness (Mr. Rogan) testified under cross-examination yesterday

that he expected that notification of offsite authorities following the

declaration of an emergency could be completed in two minutes? What

are the Staff's. views on this matter? Would there be any difference in

the instance of a General Emergency wherein Licensee would be obligated

by its procedures to notify all five county emergency management organizations

in addition to PEMA?

.

8. Regarding Staff's testimony that when an EAL has been exceeded, the Emergency

Director is " required to declare the appropriate emergency class", is this

an enforceable requirement by the Staff?

')
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9. Regarding the testimony at pages 48-49, what information has the Staff
,

l ..

received thus far on Licensee's proposed siren alerting system? Has the

Staff received the engineering design study performed by Federal Signal-

Corporation? Has the Staff received information related to the sound-level
.

survey which was conducted for the Licensee? On the basis of being unable.

to find reasonable progress ~ on compliance with the prompt notification

requirements of the Commissions regulations and NUREG' 0654, Revision 1,-
-

can the Staff support Licensee's proposal to restart TMI-1 prior to

demonstrating reasonable compliance with this requirement?
,

'

10. Similarly for the evacuation time estimate study, can.the Staff support

restart of THI-1 absent an acceptable evacuation time study for TMI-1?

What position does the Staff take with regards to the reliance placed

on evacuation time estimates provided in the Fe' ruary 4,1980 letter fromb

Mr. Herbein to Mr. Reid, and the Wilbur Smith and Associates study which

was submitted to the NRC Staff by letter to Mr. Reid from Mr. Herbein
'

dated July 17, 1980? Does the Staff believe that either of these studies

provides accurate and reliable evacuation time estimates? Is it the

Staff's position then that as of this date there is no acceptable evacuation

time estimate study for TMI-l's plume exposure pathway EPZ?
,

11. Regarding the testimony at page 57, is it the Staff's position that the

current notification system for the plume exposure pathway EPZ is

inadequate? Has the Staff received any information since this testimony

was filed to cause the Staff to change its position on the ability of

the Staff to make a finding of " reasonable progress" in compliance with

the prompt notification requirements? Is the Staff aware of a Commission

decision issued on December 5,1980 (CLI-80-40) which denied a petition

*

-
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to stay the effectiveness of the prompt notificatio6 requirement?- As a

result of this decision by the Commission, does the Staff have any reason

at this time to believe that the Commission intends that anything other

than full compliance with this . requirement to be required if restart of

TMI-1 occurs after July 1,1981? .

.

12. Regarding the Staff's conclusions about the public education and public.
~

information requirements, has the Staff received an/ information from

the Licensee since this testimony was prepared which would cause the Staff

to change its conclusions on this matter?
,

-

. ,

13. Has the Staff received commitments from the Licdnsee to meet the open

i.tems identified on pages 83-84 of the testimony?. .

,

.

.

G
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UNITED STATES OF #1 ERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 03tiISSION

BEFORE THE Al m IC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON CmPANY, )
-) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station,--Unit Ib.1) )

CQtDNNEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIRE FOR
CROSS-EXAMINATION OF

STEPHEN H. CHESIWT (ONSITE EMERGENCY PLANNIt0)

,..

1- Has Licensee satisfied your unresolved items based on the.

direct testimony of Licensee's witnesses produced on Ibesday? What

deficiencies ramin? (See pp. 83-84)

2. (P. 5) What is the basis for the Staff's position that Licensee-
,

should not use emergency action levels that are more conservative than

NURBG-0654? Is this position based solely on the desire for consistency

or for a nore substantive reason? Would inconsistencies between licensees

require more site-specific training for NRC response personnel?

3. (P. 6) Based on the 15-minute requirement for notification of

offsite agencies, why is it adequate for Licensee to wait 30 minutes

before recalling PDIA where BRP fails to verify? (Met Ed testimony,

p. 87)

4. (P. 8) Are specific protective actions specified in the PAG

documents?
. 1

k - 5. (P. 10) Dr .'s the NRC consider it undesirable to classify a

General Emergency before it is obvious that protective actions will be

necessary?

6. (P. 16) Might offsite nonitoring teams indicate that dose
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-

- ~

projections were incorrect and therefore result in changes to protective

action recomendations? If so, wouldn't' an in-place rmote monitoring

system be a useful supp1 ment .to Licensee's total dose assessment

effort? (also p. 76)

7. (P. 17) Isn't the capability to track the plume a NUREG-0654

criterion (I.11, p. 58)? Isn't defining the boundaries of a plume

useful in nuking protective action recomendations, e.g. in dictating

priority areas for evacuation, resource allocations, access control,

etc.?

8. (P. 20) In assessing the adequacy of shift personnel, isn't

it necessary to judge qualifications as well as numbers? For example,

who should be permitted to perform offsite notifications involving

transmittal of technical information? Is any specific NRC requirement

applicable to qualifications of connunicatems?

9. (P. 22) Do the three functions allocated to the shift formun

and the shift supervisor all have to be performed by an SRO?

10. (P. 24) Why should the senior radiological and operational

personnel report to the EOF? Shouldn't these persons always remain

on-site?

11. (P. 27) on what basis may the operators decide that alarms or

instruments are "obviously erroneous"? Is positive indication of

malfunction required?

12. (P. 29) Doesn't this 3-hour delay render this an undesirable

means of accident classification? Could other means be used to indicate

failed fuel?

13. (P. 30) Is the Health Physics Network only activated during a

site or General Emergency, as indicated by Licensee's testimony? What

_ _ _ _ . _ . _ _.- _- . _ _ _ , . _ _ _ . . _ .
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does the IRC do with this infonnation, i.e. , who makes reconmendations

to whom (for both operations and protective actions)?

14. (P. 32, ' 42) How does Licensee know that the counties have been

notified by PDM?

15. (P. 50) How will evacuation time estimates be used in making

protective action reconmendations? How does NRC judge acceptability of

risk based on these time estimates?

16. (P. 53) Why does the witness say "about 15 minutes"?

17. (P. 62) Does Licensee clear all infonnation disseminated to

the public with the NRC? State? Counties? What level of information

dissemination will be required prior to restart?

18. (P. 72) Does NUREG-0654 require that Licensee provide training

and orientation to all offsite response organizations relied on in the

plan? Is attendance at all drills required for continued reliance on a

given organization?

19. (P. 74) Would the new systen proposed by Licensee have a

sufficiently "large and extensive array of instrunents"?

Respectfully submitted,

-

ROBERT W. ADE [
Attorney for the Connonwealth

-3-
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UNITED STATES OF NERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY ODI4 FISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFClY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the lhtter of )
)

FEIROPOLITAN EDISON COMPAlW, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) )

00t+DIEEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT
FIANS FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION OF

MR. GRDES REGARDING NRC DERGENCY RESPONSE

I. MR. GRDES' BACKGROUND

1. Describe your participation in the development of NUREG-0728.

NUREG-0729. NRC Headquarters Incident Response Plan. Region I

Incident Response Plan.

2. Describe your experience in preparing actual emergency

response plans.

3. Describe your experience in actually responding to radiation

anergencies.

4. What would your role be in the NRC emergency response system?

II. DEVEWPMENT OF THE NRC INCIDENT RESPONSE PIAN

1. Was Licensee consulted during the preparation of th NRC IRP?

Any licensee? Describe (meetings? written conments?) .

2. Same question--Conmonwealth. Any state? Describe.

--See NRC/ FEMA FDU at 3.
Keneny p. 39, pt. 7.
NR-0617 pp. 87, 90
Rogom p. 978, pt. 23:

3. How was the IRP distributed to licensees, states, local response

organizations? Were there any briefing sessions or training sessions?
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Same for tR-0729.

4. Was any site-specific effort made to coordinate the IRP with

Licensee's plan ('IlfI-1)? Conmonwealth's plan? County plans?

--See IR-0729, p. 30.

5. Have the more specific inplementing procedures described in

the IRP been distributed to Licensee, state, and local response personnel?

Lists of IEC personnel who will respond to an accident? Phone numbers?

Locations?

6. Is IR-0728 now in effect?

7. How does tR-0728 differ from the old IRP in effect at the time

of the 'IIH-2 accident?

--See Rogodn, pp. 933-40.

III. STAID \RDS APPLICABLE 'IO FEDERAL PIRE

1. Does IR-0654 apply to Federal plans? (NRC IRP7 National

Radiological F2nergency Preparedness Plan? National Contingency Plan?)

--See IR-0654, p. 1, pt. 3.

If not, by what standards are federal plans judged?

2. Describe the process by which federal plans, particularly the

IRP, are reviewed and upgraded. By ulxxn? When? Is this a fonnal process?

3. When will the NREPP be completed and reviewed? Will this

effort be coordinated with states? Licensees? Iocal response

organizations? (Meetings? Connent procedures?) Will this be distributed

and explained to all licensees and state and local energency response

organizations?

4. Describe improvanents in the coordination of IRC response as

defined in the new IRP.

--SeeRogoWlnp.977, pts.7,8.
978, pts. 17, 18, 20.

-2-
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IV. DEGREE OF SPECIFICITY

1. Will the IRC develop site-specific mergency response plans? i
'

State-specific? If not, why does IRC feel not necessary?

See IR-0729, p. 30
IR-0760, p.12
RogoWn, p. 986-89

2. Will other federal mergency response plans or efforts be site-

specific? State-specific?

3. Will the IRC or other federal plans be formally coordinated

with Licensee's plan? State and local plans?

4. tR-0728, p. 2

Will imp 1 mentation procedures be site-specific? State specific?

When will these plans be completed? Will there by any procedures for

making site-specific protective action reconmendations? Plant operations

reconmendations to Licensee? Site-specific procedures for determining

what information the IRC needs to obtain?
.

5. IR-0728, p. 5

lias Licensee designated who will provide data to IEC at all

times? Do HQ and Region I have duty rosters to know who to go to? Will

all IEC personnel have enough site-specific knowledge of Licensee's

mergency response structure to know who to go to for various types of

information?

6. lias the IRC instructed Licensee on plans for issuing IEC

reconmendations and orders to Licensee? Does Licensee know from thxn

these will originate and to whom they will be given? How?

7. tR-0728, p.16

What is the nature and form of facility design data described

here? Will this be studied by all IRC response personnel prior to an

] _ -3-
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accident? Will there at least be some mergency personnel at HQ with

site-specific working familiarity with this information? Same for

Region I.

--See tR-0616, p.151

8. What provisions are being made for site-specific support

facilities?

--tR-0616, p. 107-08

Site-specific equipment and resdirces?

--IR-0616, p. 147
--Rogow'n, p. 977, pt. 6

9. IR-0616, p. 148

Has this been done for Region I?

--SeeRogodt, p. 977, #1

10. IR-0616, p. 150

Have drills been performed at Region I? Describe.

V. IDGISTICS OF NRC RESPOIEE

1. IR-0728, pp. 4-6

What are the criteria for activation of the various IRC response

nodes? How is transition between these modes accomplished? How are all

federal, Licensee, state and local personnel informed of these transitions?

Why is initial activation triggered by a site mergency rather than an

Alert? (p. 6) Is this adequate during a rapidly-escalating emergency?

Why is the site tean only dispatched from the Region on declaration of

a site mergency? What are the criteria for deactivation? SeeRogoW[i,

p. 57.

; 2. How long will it take to fully activate the NRC response for

'IME-1? How long will it take for the site team to arrive? Have the

-4-
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notification probims at Region I been corrected? (IR-0616, p.147;

Rogou'n pp. 27-28, 977, pt.1) Hw will the site team described in NR-0616,

pp. 81-82 be ass mbled? How long will this take?
l

3. IR-0728, pp. 6, 8

What are the criteria for designation of authority to the DS0?

Why is this not an all-or-nothing decision? In fact, why is full authority

not automatically transferred on-site?

--See NSOC letter, p. 2
Rogondm, pp. 134-35, 977 pt. 15,

986

How will the Licensee and state and local authorities be informed of what

specific authority is being kept at HQ? Will this split cause confusion?

Wouldn't a predetermined systen be preferable?

4. NR-0728, p. 8

What are the criteria for determining who will become the Director?

Are there any mininun qualifications or training requirements? Will the

Licensee and state know who these candidates will be beforehand? Will the

NRC chairnun assume responsibility for plant operations decisions? (p. 8)

Based on what expertise? What are the criteria for delegation of authority

to the Deputy Director? How will other organizations be informed?

5. What provisions are there for nultiple shifts of NRC personnel

at HQ or onsite? SeeRogoMipp.56,74.

6. Describe the support given to the DSO, Is there the equivalent

of an executive nunagement team onsite? What expertise?

--See Rogovin, p.135

( (A o r4- ko CO Q
.-
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VI. IRTURE OF REIATIOIEllIP 10 LICEIEEE

1. tR-0728, p. 4

Describe the nature of " formal orders" from IRC to Licensee?

Will these include plant operations? ht bases and criteria will be

used to fornulate these orders? he means of enforcenent are available

if Licensee disagrees with an order and refuses to conply?

2. Under what circumstances will the NRC assume managanent control

of the plant? h t criteria are used in deciding? Who will make this

decision? What effect will this have on liability? Describe the extent

and nature of control.

3. Defend the wisdom of the IRC ever assuming nunagenent control

given the IEC's lack of site-specific training and knowledge.

See IEOC letter, p. 2
IR-0616, p. 91
Rogovin, pp. 135, 978 pt. 22, 987
Kemeny, p. 63-M

For exanple, don't actions 9-12 on p.13 of NR-0728 presume site-specific

knowledge of Licensee's energency plans, plant operations and procedures?

4. IR-0728 charts
!

Explain how changes in functions-in the various response nodes

will be ccumunicated to Licensee. Why is there uncertainty in certain

response nodes and how will this uncertainty be resolved?

5. What provisions are there for ccmnunication of information from

B6W to the IRC? Is such infonnation necessary? Desirable?

See Komeny, p. 40

t

t

i
!

!
I

-6-
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VII. ItTIERFACE WI'DI C04DNWEALTil AND IDCAL PIANS

1. IR-0728, p. 12

flow was the appropriate interface with state organizations

determined? Wy wasn't a state-specific analysis perfonmd to-determine

who in the state performs various functions? What are the priorities

for connunications with the state executive, radiological health

personnel, and emergency manag ment personnel?

2. Under what circumstances will the NRC connunicate with local

emergency services personnel? Uhat infonmtion will be conveyed? Is

this appropriate for the overall mergency response structure for M?

3. tR-0728, p.17

What technical assistance will be given to state agencies?

By whom? Will the Conunnwealth be provided this infomation prior to an

mergency? When and how? Did the NRC analyze the Connonwealth's

particular resources to determine what assistance is necessary?

See IRC/FEtn l'.enorandum of Understanding, p. 4
kemeny, p. 77
tR-0654, p. 40

4. IR-0728 charts I

(a) In both the initial and expanded activation modes,

reconmendations are made directly to the Governor. Why is BRP not

contacted first? Did the NRC ever ask the Conronwealth who they wanted

infonned?

See also IR-0729 chart, pp. 3-4

(b) Some anbiguity exists regarding uho will convey recommendations

to the state. (Director or DS0). Why isn't there a predesignated single

source as proposed by the Governor's Report, pp. 124-257

See IR-0729, p. 41, pt. 4.6
,
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(c) Why isn't full authority to make reconmendations
( transferred onsite as soon as possible?

I See Fogovin p. 939; 933-39; 1017, pt. 6

! 5. 'Ihe events of the morning of Friday,11 arch 30,1979, will be

reviewed briefly to dmonstrate the importance of the three points listed

above. If necessary, Rogovin pp. 62-65 or pp. 955-57 uill be offered as
|

| evidence after a deonstration of accuracy.

|
In particular, (a) Would the false evacuation trarning have

| occurred if BRP tras notified first? (p. 957) (b) If authority for

reconmendations was vested onsite at this time? (c) Why was PE R notified

first? What would the effect of this error be after 'ntI-1 restart,

given installation of the new siren-alert systs? (d) Didn't the

equivalent of the aff conmit these errors?

6. Where are the state liaisons located? (HO and Regional) See

IR-0723 chart. Who are they? Will the Conmmuealth be provided with

| names, titles, phone numbers? Description of the nature and scope of

| infonmtion conveyed by these personnel?
'

|
7. Is the only means of IRC connunication to the Governor and

BRP through conventional telephones? What alternatives?

See la-0729, p. 29

8. IR-0729, p. 41

How has this comunications difficulty with the Conmonwealth

been resolved? (Particularly prior to arrival of site team? What

| contacts have been established?)
!

9. Has the IRC discussed protective action decision criteria with
|

the Comonwealth?

See Kmeny p. 41

- , - _ . . -. . _ . _ _ _ .
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10. Hw will inproper interferences from other federal agencies,

as described in Rogovin, p. 55, be prevented?

11. What efforts has the IEC taken to restore confidence and

credibility regarding NRC decisions and reconmendations, in the minds

of both the public and officials of the Camrxwealth? -

VIII. Specific NRC Procedures and Capabilities

1. NR-0728, p. 4

{
llow will NRC perform offsite dose projections? What procedures

| will be used? Hm will local factors such as topography and meteorology

I be accounted for? (NR-0729, p. 26) How available is ARAC? When? What

data base is available? How site-specific is it?

| See also IR-0728, p.13
!
I 2. NR-0728, p.14

i How will NRC make protective action reconmendations? What is
|

meant by " preplanned technical criteria"? How will site-specific criteria

be accounted for? Are the criteria at Rogovin, pp. 1153-55, still used?
'

|

i How are evacuation time estimates used?

! See also NR-0654, pp. 61-64
!

} Will NRC have enough information to make'reconmendations during
' the early hours of an accident? NR-0729, p. 1.
!

| 3. Has NRC inproved connunications only through hardware improvements?
!

(Et6 & HPN) During the accident, was the principle difficulty the physical-

transmittal of words, or the abilitv to convey ideas?

See IR-0729, p. 40
Kmeny, p. 39
Rogovin, p. 977, pts. 10, 11
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4. NR-0729 charts, p. 1

.

Under what circumstances does IRC get information directly

from the control roan?

5. What procedures are used for the input of staff expertise into

decisions made by the Director or th DSO?

See Keeny p. 40, pt.13

6. Is primary mergency responsibility nou in IRR or 16E?

Conpare IR-0616 with IR-0585

IX. IRC TRAIllItU AND EXERCISES

1. Describe the training given to IRC response personnel. Is any

training site-specific?

Focus on the following: (IR-0728, p. 11)

- Resident Inspector
- DSO
- Other onsite personnel
- Director
- Deputy Director
- Protective Ifeasures Analysis Team
- Reactor Safety Analysis Team

i

2. Will anyone in the response team have operating experisce?

Overall 1mowledge of site-specific plant functions and operations?

Simulator training?

3. Will the camunicators on IIPN and ENS have site-specific

knowledge of necessary infornntion?

See Rogovin p. 36; 977, pt. 5

4. Does 110 conduct independent exercises and drills? Region I?

Ilow do other federal agencies participate? Ilow are exercises critiqued?

By d o?
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5. Regarding adequacy of training, see

IR-0616, pp. 95, 96, 97,101,103
Rogovin pp. 977, pts.-2, 3,'4; 986;

; - Will any response personnel have the equivalent of an
SRO? (0616, p. 97)

- Will an SRI certificate be required for all DSO's?4

(0616, p.101)
,

6. Does IR-0654, p. 75, apply to the IRC and other federal response

agencies?

X. PRESS M O PUBLIC IIEORm TION

1. Why hasn't a single source of IRC media infourntion been

established?'

.

See tR-0729 chart, p. 4
!

2. How is media information coordinated with the state? Licensee?

(Rogovin, p. 1074) . How does the IRC know who in the state to contact

for this purpose?
i

3. What are IRC's plans for technical briefers? (Keneny, p. 58).

Will they be conpletely separate from personnel with response functions?,

f(Rogovin, p. 48) . Will technical briefers conpletely solve the I ress

difficulties IRC experienced during the 'IME-2 accident? (Rogovin, p. 72,
.

:

| 80-81). How will NRC assure that technical briefers and other media

personnel have direct _ access to information? (Kemeny, p. 78). Will all

releases be cleared with high agency officials? (See Bogovin, p.'48).

4. What specific requirenents have been instituted for confirmation

of information prior to release?
:

,

.

!

>
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Direct Testimony
Page (s) Objectives of Questioning

20 Establish that Licensee's on-shift staff-
ing is substantially beyond that required
by NUREG-0654 ; identify increased capa-
bilities resulting from such staffing
commitments.

20 Determine whether witnesses have know-
'

ledge as to past Emergency Plan drills,
and, if so, establish that such drills
demonstrate that Licensee can provide
prompt initial and follow-up notifica-
tions to offsite agencies.

23-24 Establish that Licensee's Emergency Plan
accomplishes the functions of an EOF
Director through alternative methods
that are functionally equivalent to the
guidance in Table B-1, NUREG-0654.

25 Clarify number of radiological controls
(health physics) personnel onshift and
number that are available within 60
minutes.

26 Identify all EAL's which the Staff be-
lieves should be modified and reasons
supporting such modifications.

26-27 Establish that EAL's need not cover
every imaginable accident scenario;
identify underlying basis for EAL's and
how EAL's assist in the early recogni-
tion and declaration of an emergency
condition.

28 Clarify that 300 pCi/ml EAL is for
I-131 equivalent; establish that an EAL
of 300 pCi/ml total RCS activity level
is more conservative than a level based
on I-131 equivalent.

48-49 and 57-58 Identify information provided by
Licensee to Staff on early warning and
notification system; compare status of
Licensee's system with the status of
systems being proposed by other utili-

~

ties. Establish that Staff now has
sufficient information to determine that
Licensee is making reasonable progress
towards complying with the July 1, 1981
date.
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Direct Testimony
Page(s) Objectives of Questioning

50 Identify reasons for, and purposes
served by, evacuation time studies.

53 Clarify that NUREG-0654, Appendix 3,
requires only that initial notification
be made within 15 minutes to the popula-
tion out to five miles, and within 45
minutes for the population between five
and ten miles (p. 3-3). Compare to
Licensee's proposed system which pro-
vides full coverage out to ten miles.

56 Identify criteria to be used in judging
adequacy of a siren system like that
proposed by Licensee.

59 Clarify three different requirements
identified in response to Question 64
and establish that, at least, as to
the last two the Staff has been pro-
vided sufficient information to deter-
mine that Licensee does comply with
those requirements.

62 Establish that information pamphlets
provided to Staff contain sufficient
information on methods of notification,
protective action options (including
evacuation routes), and radiation
hazards to satisfy guidance in NUREG-
0654. Identify means satisfactory to
Staff for distributing such information.

64-65 Demonstrate that planning standard for
plume exposure pathway EPZ (about 10
miles) has not given credit for new
information (i.e., ORNL & EPRI) which
indicates substantial conservatism in

| previous accident release estimates.
l

65-66 Establish that plume exposure pathway
f EPZ for TMI site follows guidance in

NUREG-0654, and is satisfactory to
Staff.

80 Identify the basis for Staff's position
that the radiological controls drill
involves the use of actual elevated
activity levels.
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Direct Testimony
Page(s) Objectives of Questioning

83-84 Review open items and determine current
Staff view on each item.

General Identify inputs considered in developing
the new emergency planning rule and
NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, including considera- i

'

tion given to various investigations and '
reports on the Unit 2 accident.

- - . _ . - - _ _ _ - _ _ . -- _,.
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Emergency Preparedness
Evaluation for.TMI-l (NUREG-0 46) t

Objectives of QuestioningPage(s)

Review open items and determine Staff30-31 view on each item.

Identify for what other plants suchGeneral evaluations have been prepared and
compare status of those emergency
plans with the TMI-1 plan.

.

.

i

,

,. - _ , _ _ - , - . _ _ . , - . _ _ _ - - - - - . _. , _ . , - - - .
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Licensee's cross-examination will be primarily concerned

with confirming or ascertaining (and in some cases questioning

the basis for) the implementation schedules presently recommended

by the NRC Staff on a number of action items listed in NUREG-0694

and NUREG-0737 and in predecessor Staff issuances.

1. NUREG-0578, Table B-1, Category B items

Objective: To confirm Licensee's understanding

that the implementation schedules presently

considered necessary by the Staff for certain

Category B items listed in Table B-1 of

NUREG-0578 are those now listed in the

Ross/Capra testimony. The principal items

l of concern are listed in Table A attached to

this cross-examination plan.

2. Action Items II.E.1.1 (Full AFW Upgrade) and

III.D.3.4 (Modifications for Control Room

Habitability)
f

j Objective: To ascertain whether the Staff
!

intends the implementation dates for completion
i

|

| of these items to be the implementation dates

for Operating Reactors and, if so, whether

- . . . - .
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the Ross/Capra testimony is in need of

clarification or correction.

3. NUREG- 0694 (NTOL) Restart Requirements

Objective: To ascertain whether in listing

certain action items to be completed " prior

to restart" pursuant to NUREG-0694 (e.g. Action

Item I.C.8 - Pilot Monitoring of Emergency

Procedures) the Ross/Capra testimony intends

to draw the same distinctions as to completion

prior to low power operation versus full power

operation as have been drawn in the text or

implementation of NUREG-0694.

4. Flexibility in Certain NUREG-0737 Implementation

Schedules

Objective: The Ross/Capra testimony lists certain

action items to be completed as scheduled for

operating reactors and specific completion

dates derived from NUREG-0737. In certain

instances, e.g. Action Items I.C.1 (Accident

| and Procedures Review) and II.K.3.1 (Installation
|

of Automatic Isolation Design), NUREG-0737

specifies completion at the first refueling

following a specified date. The objective
,

!

of cross-examination is to confirm that the

NRC Staff intends the same flexibility to be

afforded to TMI-1.

-2-
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5. Implementation Schedules for Action Items II.B.1

(Reactor Coolant System Vents) and III.A.1.2

(Upgrade Emergency Support Facilities)

Objective: To inquire into possible discrepancies

between the implementation dates purporting in

Ross/Capra testimony to be as scheduled for

operating reactors and the implementation schedules

specified for operating reactors in NUREG-0737.

6. NTOL Schedules in Disagreement

Objective: To question the basis for certain

implementation schedules and/or requirements

listed in the Ross/Capra testimony as required

to be completed prior to restart which are

either not required by NUREG-0737 for other

operating reactors or which are required on

a schedule later than Licensee's presently

projected restart date. The Action Items in

this category include I.A.l.3 (Shift Manning

Schedule), I.D.1 (Control Room Design - Remote

Shutdown Panel) , I.D.1 plus I,I.F.2 (Back-up
Display of In-core Thermocouple Readings) ,

I.C.7 (Vendor Review of Procedures) and I.C.8

(Pilot Monitoring of Emergency Procedures).

-3-
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TABLE A

Implementation Schedules - NUREG-0694 Table B-1, Category B

Table B-1 Ross/Capra
Description Table B-1 No. Implementation Date Action Plan No. Implementation Date

,

1. Valve Testing 2.1.2 1/1/81 II.D.1 7/1/82 .

,

(

,
2. Installation 2.1.3.b 1/1/81 II.F.2 1/1/82 t

! of Inadequate -

Core Cooling ' -

Instrumentation

3. Plant Shielding 2.1.6.b 1/1/81 II.B.2 6/30/82
Modifications

4. Installation 2.1.8.b 1/1/81 II.F.1 1/1/82
of High Range
Instrumentation

5. Completion of 2.2.2.b 1/1/81 III.A.l.2 7/1/827
Onsite Technical TBD?
Support Center
Requirements

.
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;

NOTES RE LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
FOR ROSS/CAPRA TESTIMONY (ASLB QUESTION NO. 2)

.

--Cross-examination plan has been provided to NRC Staff
| and was the subject of a meeting between Licensee and

the Staff on Friday, March 13, in the hope of shortening
cross-examination.

,

--UCS (Sholly) also attended the Friday meeting and.has
a copy of the plan.

--Documents which may be needed by ASLB during cross-
examination include:

- Commission's August 9, 1979, Order

- NUREG-0578 (Lessons Learned)

- NUREG-0694 (NTOL requirements)'

- NUREG-0737 (Clarification of Action Plan)<

!
'

|

.

9

,

||
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1. VOIR DIRE.

A. Dr. Ross, are you an electrical engineer? Have you
ever served in any capacity with the NRC in which

,

you were the primary or secondary reviewer of an
Integrated Control System designed by Babcock and
Wilcox?

B. Have you ever served in any position with anyone
in which you designed a system comparable to the
Babcock and Wilcox Integrated Control System?

C. Have you ever served in any position with anyone
in which you reviewed any facet of the design of
a Babcock and Wilcox Integrated Control System
or any comparable system?

#

D. Was this testimony prepared by you or under your
supervision? Did any member of the NRC Staff other
than yourself provide input to this testimony?
Did any consultant or contractor to the NRC provide
input to this testimony?

2. REASONS FOR THE TESTIMONY
>

A. Did not the NRC Staff sponsor a witness in this
proceeding who testified on the Integrated Control
System Failure Modes and Effects Analysis? (Direct
Testimony of Dale F. Thatcher in response to ,

Sholly Contention 6a) i

B. Upon whose request or direction did you prepare
this testimony?,

-

C. Why is this testimony necessary--is the previous
testimony inadequate? What is wrong with the
previous testimony?

3. COMMISSION MEETING OF 25 April 1979

A. Your testimony at page 2 references a Commission '

meeting which took place on 25 April 1979. Were'

you present at that Commission meeting? ,

B. Refer to Denton's comment at the bottom of page
1 7 of the transcript to the 25 April 1979 meeting:

"There may be other, more subtle effects of the
integrated control system on the availability of
auxiliary feedwater that we have not yet determined."

(
.

- - -. .. , . - .. , .-. . -__ . .- - __,
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What has the Staff done since that statement was
made to resolve this concern? What evaluations,

,

studies, research programs, etc., have been
undertaken in response to this concern? What
are the results of those programs?

4. NRR STATUS REPORT ON FEEDWATER TRANSIENTS IN B&W PLANTS
.

A. Your testimony at page 2 references a document
entitled "NRR Status Report on Feedwater Transients
in B&W Plants," 25 April 1979. Your testimony
restates five concerns expressed by the NRC Staff
on page 1-5 of the NRR Status Report, does it not?

B. You testimony on the first of these five " concerns"
is stated as a question: "Was the reliability of
the UCS satisfactory?" In fact, does not the
NRR Status Report at page 1-5 state:

"B&W has stated and we agree, that 'we are not
satisfied with the reliability of the integrated
control system.'"?

C. Has the Staff undertaken any actions that have
changed the degree of the Staff's satisfaction
with the Babcock and Wilcox Integrated Control
System?

D. You failed to list in the Staff's concerns about
the ICS a concern described on page 2-9 of the
25 April 1979 NRR Status Report:

"B&W was unable to state whether failures in the
Integrated Control System could initiate a LOFW
event and also inhibit AFW via the flow control
valves. We have asked B&W to analyze this
question promptly. If this common-mode failure
can occur, and we see no reason why it is impossible,
then the combined frequency AB (see Section 2.3.1)
could be high because, for these events, B = 1."

Was there a reason why this concern was omitted
from the list which appears on page 2 of your
testimony? Has this concern been resolved?
How and on what basis (studies, letters, etc.)?
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E. Has the Staff undertaken, or has B&W or any B&W Licensee
undertaken, any studies of common-mode failures
involving the Integrated Control System? ;,

NOTES:

(1) NRC Witness Dale F. Thatcher testified-
that the FSAR would not "necessarily
address the impact on accidents of
particular failures or combinations
of failures" of the ICS (Tr. 7232).

(2) Thatcher also testified that the Staff,
in analyzing the FSAR, would not examine
it for multiple failures or " cascaded"
failure's (Tr. 7235-36).

(3) Thatcher agreed with the ORNL Review
Report of the ICS FMEA in that the
ORNL Review Report stated that the
FMEA done by B&W dealt only with
single failures, and not with multiple
failures (Tr. 7238).

-

(4) Thatcher could not identify any reports
or studies or analyses concerned with
multiple failures in the ICS and their
impact on the plant (Tr. 7240).

5. QUESTIONS ON THE TESTIMONY

A. As was noted earlier, not only did the Staff have
reservations about the reliability of the B&W
ICS, but B&W had such reservations as well. Is
there any correspondence from B&W which indicates
that they, too, are now satisfied with the ICS?
(Refer to Testimony at page 4)

| B. Does any other reactor vendor's design have a
control system similar in scope to the B&W ICS?
Explain similarities and differences between

- the ICS and these systems. For example:

(1) Do these systems control the positioning
of control rods?

|
'

(2) Do these systems control auxiliary feedwater
systems?

(3) Do these systeme control atmospheric dump
valves?

l

:

- _ . , ,- -
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C. You state that the Staff "has found no evidence
that the ICS provides more frequent or more
severe challenges to the plant protection system e

than other control systems of similar scope on
other vendor-designed reactors." (Testimony at
page 4) What documents and/or studies does the
Staff use in drawing this conclusion? What evidence
has been examined? Has the Staff conducted its
own review of the operating experience of B&W
reactors, or has the Staff relied on the information
supplied by B&W in the BAW-1564 report section
on operating history? (Note: The testimony seems
to indicate that this.is so; if it is, ask if
the information submitted in BAW-1564 was
submitted under an affidavit or under oath.)

,

D. Your testimony at page 5 seems to indicate that
ORNL did not feel that a fault tree analysis,
rather than the FMEA, should be performed. Is
this the implication that is to be drawn from
your testimony?

.

NOTES:

The ORNL report states: "We are satisfied
that failures within the ICS itself do not ;

constitute a significant threat to plant safety
and that further analysis of this type may not
be economically justifiable." This quote
refers only to further study of failures in

{ the ICS cabinets; it does not apply to additional
study of interactions of ICS with other plant
systems, nor to additional study of the ICS
involving multiple failures or common-mode
failures. The testimony is misleading in this
respect. The ORNL report further at page 16
suggests that redoing the FMEA to include these
parameters would not be worthwhile. The ORNL
report does not, however, suggest that doing
a fault-tree analysis would not be worthwhile;
quite the opposite, as a matter of fact.

E. Your testimony at page 5 states that, in connection
with ATOG, " detailed fault trees" are being.

developed. Your testimony references additional
information about this matter at page C8-49 of
the TMI-l Restart SER. The SER at page C8-49
references the development of " event trees".
Is there noa a fundamental difference between
fault trees and event trees? Does the SER
at page C8-49 even mention the Integrated
Control System?

, . _ - -. . .. . -
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F. Your testimony at page 5 states that only 6 out of
"

310 reactor trips studied by B&W are attributable
'

to ICS internal failures, and you cite BAW-1564 as
your information source. Has the Staff attempted
in any way to verify these figures? Let's review
for a few moments the trip history of B&W reactors
as given in BAW-1564. On page 5-11 of BAW-1564,

- Table 5-1 lists all 310 B&W reactor trips by
causal category, does it not? Does not Table 5-1
list 22 trips as being caused by " Failures of
ICS inputs"? What happens when an ICS input<

fails? Does the failure itself cause the trip,
or does the response of the ICS to that failure
cause the trip? Does not Table 5-1 also list
45 trips caused by failures of equipment acutated
by the ICS? Again, does the equipment failure
alone cause the trip, or does the response of
the ICS to that failure cause the trip?

G. Let's examine some other data relevant to the ICS.
Examine Table 5-8 on page 5-14 of BAW-1564. Doesn't
this table indicate that 6 out of 162 (3.7%) of
all ICS hardware failures resulted in reactor trip?
Examine the note following Table 5-10 on page 5-15
of BAW-1564. Doesn't this note explain that no
trips were caused by ICS failures involving the
820 Series ICS? Examine Table 5-9 of BAW-1564,
page 5-14. The 820 Series ICS has accumulated
65,636 reactor hours of operating time, compared
to 123,960 reactor hours of operating time for
the 721 Series ICS (52.9% as much), isn't that
correct? And yet despite this, the 820 Series
has resulted in no reactor trips, while the
721 Series has resulted in 6 reactor trips, isn't
that correct? And despite the fact that the
820 Series ICS has accumulated 52.9% of the reactor
hours of operating time as compared to the 721 Series
ICS, it has experienced failures at a rate 11.9
times less than the 721 Series, Calibration problems
at a rate 5.7 times less than the 721 Series, and
has experienced tuning problems at a rate 1.8 times
less than the 721 Series ICS, isn't that correct?
(NOTE: This is based on reactor hours of operating
time between ICS hardware events as given in Table
5-9 of BAW-1564--the witness will be given a
calculator to confirm the numbers if necessary)
Can any conclusions be drawn from this? Do these
comparisons not indicate that the 820 Series
is more reliable than the 721 Series ICS? Is the
721 Series ICS acceptable when compared to the
operating history of the 820 Series ICS?

,
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H. Let's examine one more set of statistics related
to the B&W trips. Examine Table 5-1, page 5-11

'of BAW-1564, one more time. This table indica'tes
that 101 out of 310 reactor trips on B&W plants
(32. 6%) were caused by operator /technican actions,
does it not? Table 5-5 on page 5-13 of BAW-1564
breaks out these 101 trips caused by operator /
technician actions by additional categories,
does it not? How many of these trips, listed
as being caused by operator / technician actions,
occurred as a result of operation-of the ICS or
work on the ICS? Couldn't these 101 trips be
ascribed generally to human error? Didn't it
strike you as noteworthy that nearly one-third
of all B&W reactor trips were caused by human
error? Didn't you evaluate these trips to
determine how many of them were related to
operation of or work on the ICS? Did you
ask B&W or B&W licensees for such information?
Why not? Isn't it possible that more than
the number of trips which you have indicated
in your testimony today could be related to
the ICS as a result of these human errors?

I. At page 6 of your testimony, you state that.
the Licensee has responded to the suggestions
made in BAW-1564 in Supplement 1, Part 3, of
Licensee's so-called " Restart Report." What
is the date of the most recent such submittal
(NOTE: October 17, 1980, date of Amendment 22) ?
Your testimony states that " appropriate follow
up action regarding this response" will be taken.
What response has been made by the Staff to
the Licensee's commitments regarding the ICS
and BAW-1564? Any evaluations, studies,
on-site progress checks, etc.? It has-been
nearly five months since the most recent
Licensee submittal.

J. If you will examine Licensee's response to'

|
the BAW-1564 recommendations, Supplement 1,
Part 3, page 2, Amendment 22, Response to
12.a.3(c), it is stated:

.

"The general operating philosophy for
,

| the ICS is to maintain all control stations
'

in the automatic mode during steady state
and transient operation. The operator may

|
intervene whenever he judges that system
operation is abnormal, or is inadequate to

| prevent exceeding reactor trip setpoints." -

|
How does the operator know that system
operation is " abnormal"?

i

i
.. , - ,
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What indications are available to the operators
'

in the Control Room--is there a fault or failure
indication alarm system for the ICS? <

K. What information has been supplied to the Staff
by the Licensee regarding the Licensee's progress
on its long-term commitments on the ICS? (For
example, investigation of modifying ICS to allow
some ICS power feeds to be supplied from a separate
source, and review of the electrical distribution
system to improve the reliability of ICS/NNI power
supplies.) I am looking here for information which
post-dates the most recent amendment to the Restart
Report (October 17, 1980).

L. Your testimony at page 8 indicates that the Staff
has not identified any additional concerns about
the role of ICS in feedwater transients since the
submission of the B&W reliability analysis. Has
the Staff done any analyses since the submission
of the B&W reliability analysis (BAW-1564 ) ? What
analyses and when were they done? By whom? What
is the nature of these analyses? Does the Staff
have any other concerns about the ICS? (possible
pulling of control rods during Crystal River-3
accident in February 1980)

M. How does the Staff reconcile the contradictions
between the conclusions of the ORNL report on
BAW-1546, and the discussion in Sections 1-5 of

; the ORNL report? For example:
J

(1) "The B&W analysis submitted in response to
the NRC orders deals only narrowly with the
ICS itself and not at all with the plant
systems it controls and with which it interacts.
With' note of the concerns expressed and the
guidance given in the NRC orders, the B&W
analysis is more notable for what it does
not include than for what it does include."
(page 3)

(2) "The significance of the ICS to safety is
not addressed." (page 3).

(3) "The rate at which transients initiated by
control failure challenge the plant safety
systems is dealt with only to a limited
extent. Only control failures within the
ICS cabinets are considered, and then
only to reactor trip. No significant control,
instrument, or power failures external to
the ICS cabinets are considered, even though
several such failures have occurred in operating
plants." (pages 3-4)

.

-- m , m re am.
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(4) " Transients initiated outside the control system,
whether or not successfully mitigated by the >

ICS, are not addressed, except in tabulations '

' of operating experience." (page 4)
,

(5) " Identification of interactions resulting
from failures in safety or nonsafety systems
or operator action is notably absent." (page 4)

(6) "Also notably absent is any consideration of the
sensitivity of the B&W plant design to feedwater
transients, to performance--either normal or
abnormal--of the ICS, or to reliance on the |
pilot-operated relief valve for successful
maneuvering." (page 4)

(7) In summary, the report deals only with a very
, limited scope of failures, essentially within ,

*

the ICS cabinets; the only significant measure
,

of response is whether a reactor trip would
occur. Because of this limited scope, the
results are necessarily of limited value."
(page 4)

(8) "We believe that the usefulness of the B&W
analysis is limited because the ICS is
bounded so narrowly. A control system,
particularly one claimed as ' integrated',
should include sensing, signal conditioning,
and actuating equipment and perhaps power
supplies--if not primary power sources.
The system being controlled includes a number
of process loops that are highly interactive
and which must often operate within rather
narrov individual constraints. The B&W analysis
does not address these interactions."
(page 6)

(9) "To some extent, the B&W analysis discusses
the effect of operator posstrip action, but
many of the scenarios end with the trip.
Although the ICS controls the operation of
equipment that is important during posttrip

- situations, the B&W analysis does not pursue
this necessary consideration." (page 6)

(10) "It would not be impossible for peculiar
equipment interactions or operating conditions
to place the ICS at such a disadvantage that
it would respond, although ac designed, in an
undesirable way." (page 7)

(11) A basic question, from a safety standpoint,
is the following: Can the ICS cause the

, - . . - . . -. . - - -
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plant to misbehave in a credible way so that
the protection system (and ESF's) cannot
adequately handle it? Hopefully the answer '

is no, but a corollary question might also'

be asked: Does the ICS increase or decrease
the rate at which the protective features
are being called upon to cope with real

,

hazards? These questions are not unique.to
the ICS. The are concerns to be addressed
in an analysis of any control system; however,
they cannot be answered meaningfully by
consideration of only a relatively small.

,

portion of the entire control system, such as i

the ICS is limited in the B&W analysis report."
t

j (page 7) >

\ ,

J (12) "It is clear that the B&W analysis was .Eul .

attempt to respond to loosely defined concerns
on a short time schedule. It describes some
problems that can arise, but falls short as
an in-depth evaluation. . The supplementary
operating statistics indicate that the control
system is of reasonable reliability, but.

they also give aSsomewhat hazy image of a
system that has some performance deficiencies.
It does not appear to be an unworkable system,
but it falls short of being a strong influence
for safety." (page 7)

(13) "The ICS analysis considered single 'high' and
~

.

' low' ICS inputs. Failure of sensor signals
to other control systems, . including lunnan
operators, should be studied in great detail.
Such failures are of particular concern, since
they may have a' simultaneous adverse effect

',

on ICS performance and/or the performance of
other critical systems. The study should
also include multiple failures due to common
causes (e.g., power supplies) or undetected
failures. Failures of input signals at
midscale should be studied because they may'

remain undetected and thus contribute to
multiple component failures." (page 8)

.

(14) "The FMEA is suited to the performance of
single-failure analyses; it is not a convenient
technique for addressing multiple-failure
situations. This inability to address multiple
failures in the B&W ICS may be significant
since, as acknowledged by B&W, failures may
occur in the ICS without being annunciated,
such as those of signal limiters and auctioneers.
A failed annunciator, for instance, might have
no effect on ICS performance until called upon

- . - .- . -- . - - . .
:.~,: r : : :: ^ : .: : . ~r __

~
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to implement a cross limit initiated by another
ICS failure. Since sufficient evidence to the ,

contrary does not exist, multiple-failure-induced
transients may have a significant probability."
(page 8)

(15) "The methodology that was selected cannot
evaluate the possible involvement of the ICS
with FW oscillation." (page 9)

(16) "The serious safety problems experienced in
operating reactors have, in general, involved
multiple failures, or sometimes a single failure
compounded by operator error." (page 10)

(17)' "The B&W analysis asserts that ICS actions have
averted more trips than they have caused.
Although this assertion is not pertinent and r

is probably true, the data presented do not
substantiate the assertion." (page 11)

(18) "From the limited B&W evaluation of postulated
failures, it is difficult to assess the need
for further evaluation or for potential design
modifications." (page 11)

(19) "Although the operating data indicate a relatively
low probability if ICS failure, the data should
not be regarded as a source of insight into
the sensitivity of the plant to the ICS."
(page 13)

(20) "We believe that the B&W decision not to
include consideration of failures beyond the
actual ICS cabinet terminals is a serious
shortcoming of the analysis, especially since
considerable operating experience indicates
that power supplies are not reliable." (page 21)

(21) "As identified by the historical data, plant
trips are caused more by failures of controlled
components than by failures of automatic

'
control systems. As previously identified,
interactions among control systems (including
human operators) and controlled components may
result in a transient, even though no
specific equipment has failed." (page 7)

(22) "The ICS reliability study identified major
events in which the ICS could participato:
loss of main feedwater, steam generator
overfill, secondary depressurization through
turbine bypass or atmospheric dump valves,
and, possibly, combinations of these events

a

-'~'
, _ , _ ___ _ .- ._
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due to instrument power failure." (page 8)
,

(23) "An FMEA can be performed on either a - e

functional flow block diagram of the ICS
or an equipment block diagram. The two are
not necessarily the same, and results

: on the functional flow block diagram may
be misleading relative to the actual configuration2

of hardware. For maximum utilization of an
FMEA for a real system, the FMEA should be
performed on an equipment block diagram. The
functional flow FMEA provides little, if any,
basis for even a judgmental estimation of
failure probability." (page 10)

(24) "Without deserting the probability-justified
single-failure criterion, it would be instructive
to examine the consequences of single hardware
failures occurring during operation with less
than a full complement of coolant pumps or
with certain control functions in the manual
mode. These are allowed conditions of operation;
their occurrence is not uncommon. Under the ,

same probability guidelines that mandate
investigation of ATWS situations, it is not
unreasonable to examine the consequences of
single ICS failures during off-normal conditions
of plant operation." (pages 10-11)

(25) "The evaluation of power supply failures was
limited. Although a loss of input power
was listed as a failure. the effects of the
failure were not evaluated." (page 11)

; N. Your testimony at page 8 states, in part, " [T]he staff
has not identified any additional ICS malfunctions
that cannot be adequately mitigated by plant safety
systems." Has the Staff investiated:

(1) Multiple failures.,

;

'

(2) Common mode failures.

- (3) Failures external to the ICS cabinets.

(4) Interactions of the ICS with other safety
and nonsafety systems, including plant operators.

(5) Combinations of single ICS failures with
, operator error.

(6) Mid-scale failures-of ICS inputs.

(7) Non-annunciated ICS failures leading to
multiple failures when another ICS component fails.

L - -
__
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(8) ICS failures, power supplyefailures, and
input failures during degraded plant '

operating conditions (less than full
complement of RCS pumps).

(9) Failures in IC'S and associated systems
when portions of the ICS are under manual
control.

,

*

!

!

|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

i

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN FOR

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF DENWOOD F. ROSS, JR.

REGARDING REACTOR WATER LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION

f
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Direct Testimony
Page(s) Objectives of Questioning

2, 3, 10 Establish whether Staff position is that
reactor water level instrumentation
(p. 2), additional instrumentation to
monitor reactor coolant inventory (p. 3),
or additional instrumentation for
detection of inadequate core cooling
(p. 10) is necessary to provide
reasonable assurance of no undue risk to
the health and safety of the public.

3 Explore difference between Staff position
that level instrumentation is necessary,
and witness observation that two recent
incidents illustrate that such
measurement capability would contribute
to safe operation.

2 Explore the timing of, manner of
evolution of,and basis for the
establishment of the Staff position that
reactor water level instrumentation is.

necessary to provide reasonable
assurance of no undue risk to the health
and safety of the public.=

2 Explore any reconciliation between Staff
position on " necessity" and Phillips'
earlier testimony that the Staff decision
on acceptability of any level
measurement system will be reached in
the generic SERs scheduled for
December 1, 1981.

2 Establish that NUREG-0737 requires an
evaluation of water level instrumentation,
not a commitment to develop such a system.

2, 12 Explore how the Staff will apply its
position on the necessity of reactor
water level inst 6 mentation to operating

-

reactors other than TMI-1.

4 Establish that Sequoyah-1 event could
not occur at TMI-1; that Sequoyah-1
operators took appropriate action; and
that water level measurement would not
have inspired different operator action.



. . .

Direct Testimony
Page(s) Objectives of Questioning

5 Explore how the operator would use water
level information as the basis for
initiating emergency action.

5 Establish that a lesson learned from
TMI-2 accident is not to distract the
operator with information he will not
use.

5 Establish that Sequoyah-1 event did not
put those operators into the ICC
procedure, where the Staff intends to
incorporate vessel level measurement.

11 Establish that many licensees (be:ycnd
just TMI-l and ANO) maintain the
position that additional ICC
instrumentation is not needed.

11, 12 Establish that many other licensees,
while they state that they are following
developments or pursuing options, have
not committed to install any system.
Explore any differences between TMI-l's
progress and the progress of licensees
who are operating plants.

!

!
!

{
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LIC 3/31/81

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
),

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
NRC STAFF SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY OF J. WERMIEL AND J. CURRY

REGARDING EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM RELIABILITY

(BOARD QUESTION 6)
.

1

e

_ _ _ _ , _ _ . _ . . _ . , . _ _ _ _ _ , . ___ _



. .

Direct Testimony
Page (s) Objectives of Questioning

Passim Identify the purpose (s) of the Staff's
supplemental testimony.

Passim Explore the role which quantitative fault
tree analyses play, if any, in the Staff
conclusion that the TMI-l EFW system is
sufficiently reliable to permit restart.

Passim Determine whether witnesses view there to be
an unusual circumstance at TMI-l with respect
to the challenge rate, or likelihood of
failure, of the EFW system.

2 Explore actual role temporary EFW unavail-
ability played in the course of the TMI-2
accident.

4 Explore any difference in the degree of effort
and detail devoted to the reliability
analysis of the TMI-l EFW system, compared to
the Staff analyses for W and CE plants.

Figures 1, 2 Explore how CE plants would rank in reliability.

Figures 1, 2 Identify treatment given to the ICS in the
Staff analysis.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

jlN THE MATTER OF: :
F : Docket No. 50-289 (Restart)
sMETROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY :
'(THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR :
~ STATION, UNIT N0, 1) :

INTERVENOR'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OF
LICENSEE'S TESTIMONY OF RUSSELL R. DYNES

ON THE PRINCIPALS OF PLANNING FOR EMERGENCIES

1. Whether the emergency plans submitted by the risk counties ofp

| Dauphin, Lebanon, Lancaster, Cumberland, and York are adequate in light of Dr.
.

Dyne's eight (8) sets of principals regarding emergency planning?

A. Do the local county plans involve too many specifics in order to

be effective in the event of an emergency?

B. Do you feel that the local county emergency plans are written

in such a manner that they can effectively deal with the probable emergency

| situations that will arise in the event of an incident at Three Mile Island?

C. Do you feel that the local county emergency plans are written

!in accordance with the eight (8) principals you set forth in your testimony?

[Ifso,how? If not, why not?
b

|

|

. _ _ .
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UNITED SLiTES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIAIORY 00ttIISSION

BEFORE 'I1E ATWIC SAFE 1Y AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

FEIROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

C0t+0tEALTH'S CROSS-EXAMINATION FIAN
DR. RUSSELL R. DYNES

PRINCIPLES OF PIANNING FOR EMERGENCIES

A. Relevance to 'IMI-l

1. President's Conmission, Task Force on Emergency Response, 'IMI-l
. post 'IMI-2 review?
Bole

Any reconnendation nude by Task Force? Kemeny report
Only emergency planning experience-related
specifically to nuclear facilities?

'

2. Familiar with 0654
Play any role in developing guide
Submitted conments to NRC? Wose behalf?
Familiar with NRC emergency planning rule?
(8-19-80, 10 C.F.R. Part 50)

,

3. When hired by Met Ed
Purpose ,

Consulted prior to Licensee emergency response plan developed
Any input o'n Licensee's plan

4. Ever reviewed Licensee's emergency response plan - when
When reviewed Connonwealth's emergency plan (latest version)

Nslbw "briefly reviewed" (p. 2) - (U Pr 6 a . cry f
'Ihis testimony based at all on that review

5. Do you know in what respects Licensee's plan differs from
% 54
lbw Connonwealth's plan differs from 0654
lbw County plans differ from 0654
Reviewed plans to see if Task Force and Kenmy report
reconnendations followed?

.

_ _ . . . . . _ _ . . . . .. . _ .--i_a_..ma--
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[4RC STAFF'S CROSS-EXA!1IllATI0tl OUTLIf1E
FOR LICEriSEE'S RUSSELL R. DYi;ES Oft

PRIflCIPLES OF PLAfi:llllG FOR EliERGEllCIES

Testinony Page. Inquiry

2, 4 (iten (2), With regard to witness' experience as head
7 (iten (8)) of the task force on energency response

and preparedness for the President's Conra-
ission on Tl11-2 and witness''testinony on

roles (p).4, iten (2)) and responses (p.7,iten (8) of persons in energencies,
inquiry as to witness' knowledge of the
willingness of energency workers to remain
behind and carry out their energency
responsibilities during the Tl11-2 accident
and in energencies and disasters in
general.

3 Witness' views on whether enargency plans
complying with the planning standards of
fiUREG-0654 would adequately address encr-
gency preparedness deficiencies identified
by the President's Connission on the Tril-2
accident.

o

|

|

.

1

l

|

|

|

i

|
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!Har FIDAJ been tested by any rtandard-cetting orranization

national laboratory or other reanerch organization':
To what distance out from TMI can MIDA3 rive accurate
projections of where the plume release is? To what distance
for from T!!1 has the MIDAS system's projectbn been tested?
'Jhat was the furthest dictance that radiological monitoring
teams at TMI found krypton readings?

Doeu EIDAS distinguish between doses due to particulates,
,.

radioiodines, and noble cases? Can MIDAS predict inhalation, '

whole-body immersion and so-called " shine" doses?
;
J

If " adverse meteoro1ory" lasted for a prolomged time, could
a meandering plume form which nirht pass over nearby monitors
or otherwise miss the nearby monitors because of the narrowness
of the plume, and thus the plume would not be monitored by any
in-place monitoring system?

What does the Met-Ed meteorologist do to "nodify" the I*IDA3
output for offsite meteorlorical conditions at long distancer? '

Does this process of modifying the MIDAS output have to be
continually watched and monitored by the meteorolorist?

DUESTIONS OF NRC STAFF 11ITNESS DONALD 3CN

ANGRY has no ouestions of this witness bercuse of the

incomplete nature of his testimony, which seems to have

been prepared from last summets information and not the

more recently available EPIP's or training procedures. We

object that the staff has not bothered to provide testimony
;

on an up-to-date EPIP even thourh the staff knew when this

would be available and knew also that ANCRY and other parties

had been denied access to EPIP's.

i

4

|

1

-- - - - - - . , . , , . , , , - , , . , . . , , , , , - - - - - - , , . - - , . - - , . . , - - . , e - . , ,.,-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
; NUCEAR REGULATORY 00tilSSION
4

BEFORE 111E AlmIC SAFETY AND LICEtEllU BOARD

In the lhtter of )
)

i MEIROPOLITAN EDISON 00fANY, )
L ) Docket No. 50-289
: (Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)'

Station, Unit No.1) )
4

0010NWEAL1110F PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIRE FOR
! CROSS-E MIINATION OF JOSEPH R. LEVINE

1. To what extent have you reviewed site-specific meteorological,

i

history and local conditions for 'RII? ,

2. Give your expert opinion of the validity of mking offsite,

dose predictions based on measurements from one site. Ilow many sites
,

would be required for a more refined analysis?

3. (P. 3) What degree of certainty can be expected from the

use of unthentical models in projecting plume characteristics?

! Specifically, what range of error can be expected for plume direction

; and dispersion?
|

4. (P. 3) llow close an approximation is attained by using 3

parameters (wind speed, wind direction, and atmospheric stability)?

What other variables would lead to a more refined analysis and how nuch

would increasing the number of parameters refine the prediction?

5. (P. 3) How great an effect can variability in the 3 dominant

parameters have on offsite dose projections? How is variability taken

into account?

6. (P. 4) What other factors affect atmospheric stability besides

rate of tauperature decrease? What effect do these other factors have!

on diffusion? In particular, what affects horizontal as opposed to

l
,

- - , - . _ . . - , -- - . - - - - - - . ,
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vertical diffusion, and h w is the degree of horizontal dispersion

measured?

7. (P. 6) Hw is the model used at 'IMI-l modified for terrain

influcnce?

8. (P. 7) Why isn't dispersion calculated based on actual3

meteorological conditions rather than " adverse meteorology"? Might

overconservatism result in improper reconmended protective actions?

9. (P. 8) Hw possible is it to predict the direction of a

" meandering path" plume?

10. (P. 10) H w is source data input into MIDAS? H w is reactor

building activity and leak rate accounted for?

11. (P. 11) Under what conditions would it be necessary to modify

MIDAS output for offsite meteorological conditions? What effect would

this nodification have on protective action reconmendations? Can this

required modification be performed only by a meteorologist?,

12. What differences in results can be expected from the fact that

ARAC but not MIDAS uses topographical information? Is FEDAS more or

less conservative than ARAC?

13. Were the MIDAS predictions during the M -2 krypton venting

compared with actual measured releases? What results?

Respectfully submitted,
.

2,get @ & 4
ROBERT W. ADLER /

Attorney for the Conmowealth

t

-2-
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UtRTED STATES OF MERICA
IUCLEAR REGlRATORY CGMISSION

BEFORE 11E A1011C SAFEIY NO LICEISIt0 BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

MEIROPOLITAN EDISON CQ4PNU, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three tiile Island Ibclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

CGEDIMEAL1110F PENNSYLVANIA'S DRAFT PIANS
FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION OF DALE E. DOIMIBSON

1. (P. 2) Does the Office of Ibclear Reactor Regulation continue

to have any review functions for energency planning?

2. (P. 5) khen the EAC assumes responsibility for offsite dose

assessments, do dose calculations continue to be performed onsite? Who

perfonns dose assessments based on onsite parameters?

3. (P. 6) khat other factors are used for offsite dose

assessments besides installed effluent instrumentation?

4. (P. 7) Are the in-plant radiological conditions referred to

used for offsite dose assessments? If so, how are assessments based on

onsite and offsite data coordinated once offsite assessment shifts to

the Environmental Assessment Group?

5. (P. 12) What upgrading of offsite nonitoring capability has

Licensee comnitted to prior to restart besides adding TLD's? ~

6. (P. 15) When will 16E's follow-up evaluation be perfonned?

Respectfully submitted,

,

~RDBERT W. AD
Attorney for the Connerrealth
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION i

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart) -

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )i

Station, Unit No. 1) )

|

.

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF

DALE E. DONALDSON

f

---- - - ,- r.-
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Direct Testimony
Page(s) Objectives of Questioning

4,14 Establish that Licensee's Emergency Plan
Implementing Procedures ("EPIP's") were
at a very early stage of development
when they were reviewed by Mr. Donaldson.

9 Clarify number of offsite monitoring
locations, distinguishing between moni-
tors for the gamma immersion dose
(TLD's) and monitors for other ;.edia.

10-11 Clarify that even for emergency exhibiting:
high level releases over a short period
of time, TLD's are useful in calculating
the total integrated population dose.

12 Determine whether response to Question
18 would be different if present number
of monitor stations were considered.

t

_ _ _ _
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ANGRY 4/2/81. .

CROSS E7J2INATION PLAN OF THE ANTI NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YOPZ
' ON LICENSEE'S EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATE STUITh POIMAL.SCHAUFLER.ROGAN

Witnesses Podwal, Schaufler:

What evacuation time estimate studies have you done that you consider

to be in compliance with the guidance in N 0654, app 4?- Have any of these

evacuation time estimate studies been reviewed formally by FEMA? Which?

When? What were FEMA's comments and criticisms? What other state or federal'

agencies responsible for emergency planning have reviewed an evacuation time

estimate study you have done which you consider to be in compliance with

N 0654? Which? When? What were the results of the review of your study?

Were these comments and criticisms incorporated into your method used for this

study? How? When did you receive these comments? When did you begin this

study and when did you complete the final copy?

Which Revisien of the TMI area emergency plans did you use in your study?

What municipal plans did you have copies of. Please be specific. Vnat

was the date of the municipal plans you used? What schcol district plans

did you use? Are these written plans or planning information obtained by

phone calls? Have any local schools conducted test drills or explaned

their plans to their teachers to your direct knowledge? Which? When? Will

teachers be required to evacuate with school children on busses? Will teaches

be allowed to go to their homes and evacuate with their families? Will

teachers be required to stay at host reception centers or will transportation

back to their schools and personal automobiles be provided? Does this mean

teachers vill be allowed or expected to drive in their own cars with the busses

to the host reception centers? How is the traffic flow affected if 1) teachers

go back for their cars or 2) if teachers travel in their own cars in a
caravan?

1
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2

(no figure 3 included. is it the same as fiure 4?)

-p4 Your population estimates were developed for each population component

based on preliminary 1980 census data. Are you aware of the uncertainty

of the 1980 census figures? Will your study be updated to reflect changes

in the 1980 census data? How will this offect your time estimates?

p4 B .1 Describe the process you used to ascertain permanent resident

population? khy not direct census information?

table 4 how did you arrive at your estimate of number of persons with/without

automobiles? Is this based on 1970 data? Haven't usage patterns for autos

changed since 1970 when fuel was 35c a gallon? If there are, indeed, far fewer

personal anotmobiles now then there were in 1970, per person, how would that

effect your time estimates? By how much? How would it effect the number

of additional busses needed to transport people?
,

p11 khy were the numbers of employees needed to remain behind for security,

shutdown or maintainance at large facilities not available? Did you contact

large employers? khich? Do they have specific evacuation plans? Hcv many

workers are needed to stay behind at the Bethlehem Steel Mill to shut down ibir

coke ovens during a six-day shut-down period? How will transportation for

their families be provided? Do you know how many families in Steelton-High spire

might actually have family cars but would be unable to use them because a

family member working at the steel mill might be required to stay behind to

man the coke ovens? Might this be a significant localized problem in Steelton

if 200 workers are required to stay behind to man the coke ovens?

- _ - . _ _ - ---
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(p11) What is the total number of: 10 mi 5mi 2mi

emergency workers
stay-behind crews,

teacher vehicles left
medical personel vehicles
police' private cars

If all of these ucrkers keep their own cars inside the evacuated zone so

that they will have transportation, how will their families get out? Have

you included these " extra" families needing transportation in your vehicle

count? How many persens whose families own cars but whose cars will not

be used to evacuate j,he family have ycu counted?

p29 The study claime it takes 15 mins to get to shore by boat from islands

in the Susquehanna, according to Met-Ed,l 15 mins from when? How long to

launch the boat, dock it? How long to arrange other ground transportation?

What will those people do during vet weather or thunderstorms?

p29 Day Care centers. Khat is the total population of the 20 Day Care centers, and

the 186 centers with up to 5 children? (5x186= 930 children + 1255 in table 10)

How long vill it take the parents or guardians to leave work, travel to the

day care center and pick up their children? Did you assume that the parents

and guardians of children in day care centers would be at home? At work?

Be affluent enough to have private cars? As mzny or fewer cars per capita

as the general population? Do you assume that children in dcy care have

siblings which may also need to be picked up from somewhere else? Khat prop-
|
| portion of children in day care centers have older siblings in school?

How will managers of the 186 centers know whether to evacuate the children or
I
| wait for the parents? Do they have plans? If they do not have plans won't
{

the confusion or inability to use tied-up phone lines add delays to the evac-
'

| uaction time estimate? How much time might be added for the families of the

(2000 ? ) children in . day care centers due to simple confusion or inability

|
;

._. - _ _ . .. ._ _ _ __ _
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to communicate on jamed phanelines? How will parents find children if

the day care manager decides to leave promptly without waiting for parents

to arrive? How much time would be added to your evacuation time estimate

by some portion of the parents of the (2000t,) children spending time driving

around seeking their children?

p32 Vehicle estimates. How did you estimate the number of autos? By

| straight percentage? Did you factor in affluence of the area, rural / urban
;

nature of the area? khy did you not use up to date figures from PEEDDT

which are available by zip code?

p32 khere are the pick-up points in York County?

How long vill it take, on the average for people to walk to their

pick-up points in York County?

How long will it take for people to board busses? k'ill busses leave

as soon after they arrive as possible or wait for latecomers? How long

vill it take, on the average, for busses to be used for transporting school

children and return to the dispatch site and arrive at pick-up points in York

County? k'ill busses need refueling? Has time been allowed for refueling?

k' hat is the rate of travel estimated for going against the outgoing flow?

As fast as the outgoing? Slower?
|

k'ill busses stop along the road for pedestrians who need a ride? How
i^ much extra time will stops add to the travel time?

(How will pedestrisns leave the area if their buc does not stop for them?),

l

_- _

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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p32 Mennonites. Hov long vill it take the Mennonite community to self-

evacuate?

p32 Transient population--employment / number of autos. Your estimate of

,
the number of autos is based on 1970 census and a 1973 study, is it not?

:

How have communting patterns changed since the 1973 gas crisis? Have

you adjusted these figures to reflect the change? In what vay?

p32 How will people who arrived at work by public buses or carpools or

walking or bicycling get back home to evacuate with their families? How long

will the return trip take in relation to the person's normal trip to work?

Will CAT (Harrisburg) and YATA (York) buses be running extra busses to take

people home to join their families? (How long will this take?)

If CAT and YATA do not run extra busses how will people rejoin their

families? Will people take busses to host centers if they do not know where
,

they vill meet their families? (What basis for assumption?)

What percentage of one-car families will attempt to pick-up a using

i member? (What basis for assumption?) How much extra time will that add?

Is that extra time included in your e::timate? ('<.hy not?)

i

p41 Is evacuation time estimate for nursing home/ hospitals included in your

estimate?

| Is the time that a local family would spend picking up a family member

at a nursing home or hospital included in your estirate?

Wat percentage of the population cf nursing homes and hospitals has

families living in the immediate area 00-20 mi) of the institution? Do you

assume these families will evacuate without picking up family members at a

nursing home or hospital? (Why?)

Your table 9 totals 1482 (plus Villa Theresa) for average number. Is

1500 a reasonable estimate of the total average population of
. _. _ . -- - - - .
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Your table 9 total 1482 (plus Villa Theresa) for average number. Is 1500
1

a reasonable estimate of the average number of patients at the institutions

listed in Table 9 as hospitals and nursing homes in the 10 mi EPZ?

How many local families within the 10 mi EPZ vill stop at one of these

nursing homes or hospitals to pick up a family member? Hov long vill it take?

Was this time added into your evacuation time estimate?

p26 College students who commute to Capitol Campus. How many of the 1600

commuting college students have cars? How many will be picked up by their

family members? Hov long vill this take? Has this time been added into

your evacuation time estimate study? Hov long must families wait for them?

p41 School children who walk to school. khat protection vill be afforded to

children valking home from school during an evacuation? Will they have

any radiological protection? Will crossing guards be available? Vjat if

the children arrive home before their working parents do? How much extra time

vauld be added for families who must find their school-age children who had
i

to walk home during an evacuation? Is this time included in your evacuaticn

time estimate? How much time is included for this?

:
|

p41 Special facilities. How many schools in the 10 mi EPZ have special

children who are retarded or handicapped? How many children within the

10 mi EPZ are retarded or handicapped? How will they be evacuated? Will

special precautions or special preparations be needed? How much extra time

i will evacuating these special children take? Are you aware that a retarded

child died during the evacuation two years ago? Will these specialf

children be evacuated by helicopter again?
!

l

!
.- .
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p41 vaying evacuation concepts for school children. In what way is

your assumtion that available school busses vill be allocated.to schools

conservative? How do you know that enough buses will be available?

Table 17 (p42) Red Lion Transit Bus Co. (18 motor coaches,110 school busses)

How many bus drivers will be immediately avaiable? How many drivers will

be availabb within 30 mins? 60 mins? Are the bus drivers themselves under

contract to drive from Red Lion area into the evacuation zone at possible

rick to their own health? How long does the trip from Red Lion take to

Newberry Elementary School? to other York County schools? To the York

Vo-Tech dispatching area?

the Red Lion Transit Bus Compzny's insurance such that drivers whoh

7 are not licensed to operate busses are covered?

k you assume the Red Lion Transit Bus Company will send out busses to

pick up shcool children during an evacuation with drivers who are not

authorized of insured to operate their busses? khat is the total number of
,

authorized bus drivers that Red Lion Transit Bus Company has2- (128+7)

p41 Penal institutions. How many police cars are needed to caravan with

evacuating prisoners? (12) Will these be available? For how long a time

will the police cars be needed during a trip to Huntington or to Muncy and

during the return trip?

p44 Table 18 West Shore school district busses. Are the drivers of the

64 York County uset shore schooldistrict busses immediately available? Are

they under contract to drive during an evacuation? Are most of them women

with childern in school? k'ho vill drive the busses if some drivers choose,

i

to evacuate? (Same for Gross School Bus Service.)
i

!
l

.-- -. . - - - _ -_ _ _ - - . _ - - .
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pp 47-54 Road characteristics. Have you tested these speed estimates?

How did you arrive at these estimates? How do they differ from PEMA's or

PENNIDTS s estimates? Have you checked the road surface characteristics,

against studies done by County p1'nning agencies? York County Planninga

Commission has recently done a survey of Newberry Township roads- have you

checked your figures against theirs?

(Link # 204 cannot be an accurate designation.).

Please e:q3ain you " practical capacity outbound" column. " speed" column?

kty #226 so high? why #229 so low? (stop sign?)

p55 Are procedures for roadway capacity determination from 1965

study still considered accurate? State of the art?
p55. kty 20% factor for bad weather? Wat basis?

p60 W at basis for 4 hour estimate to clear primary routes of snow? How

long will it take to clear secondary routes so people can get onto primary
routes? khat about adverse weather which builds up during the day while

people are at work or at school and families are separated? How much would

your evacuation time estimate be adjusted by in the event of very foggy
conditions?

How much would your evacuation time estimate be adjusted by in the

event of contruction of I-83 which would limit the route to one lane? In

the event of an accident or stalled car on the road which limits I-83 to
(Same in general on other primary evacuation routes?)one lane?

_ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ - -
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What percentage of the population outside of the designated EPZ

chosen will self-evacuate? What percentage of the population outside

of the 5-mile area self-evacuated two years ago after the beginnung of

the TMI accident?

How will these additional cars effect the outgoing flow on primary

evacuation routes?

; How many additional wrecker trucks will be available to move stalled

or wrecked cars out of the way on outgoing routes outside of the EPZ?

How will traffic flow be controlled at bottle-neck points outside of the

EPZ? How many additional peace will be needed to smooth the flow of traffic

outside of the EPZ? Nation,1 Guard?

Will exiting traffic, which may be thought to be in radioactively

contaminated cars be allowed into other states? How do you know?

l How will traffic flow be effected if a roadblock for checking cars

is erected at the Maryland line, for example?

Are there plans that you know of for exiting cars to be hosed off?

How long will that take?

What is the normal traffic volume on I-83, I-81, or rt 30 on a weekday?

Do you assume drivers who happen to be going towards an evacuation zone at

! the time an evacuation is announced will continue on into that EPZ?

! Do you assume that that traffic will turn around and go back? Do you

assume that some of that traffic which was heading into an evacuating zone;

l

would turn around and go back the wrong way on an interstate or divided
!

road? How will they turn around? How will these cars and trucks effect

the evacuating flow? Have you included this in your evacuation time

estimate? (how?),

|

i

-- . . .- - _ . .
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How long a time, on the average, will elapse between the time that

the siren altert system is sounded and when the population with autos

has collected their family members, possessions, supplies and gotten into the

| car to start out of the area?

time to notice siren and turn on radio:

time for radio announcement to come on:

time for family to decide how to react:

time for family to collect possessions:

time for workers to leave office:

time for workers to get home:

time for shhool children to arrive home:

time for shoppers to arrive home:

time to go to tne bank to get money:

time to go to the store for supplies:

time to pick up working member:

time to pick up hospital patient or other special trip:

; time to pick up children: two children: more:

time to gas up car:

| time to pack car:

time to lock house:

time to figure out evacuation route:

time to call relatives which will be visited:

time to call relatives in the area evacuated:
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Do you assume that 100% of existing (or listed) busses, trucks,

cars or other vehicles are operable at all times? khat percentage is

not operable at an " average" time? (khatbasis?)

Do area gas stations within the EPZ have enough gas to fill all vehicles

at once? khat percentage of vehicles could be half-filled at once by norrA

area supplies? How many vehicles, at an average time have enough gas to

travel 25 miles? 50 miles? How many gas stations vill remain open during

an evacuation? Are gas station personnel " emergency workers?" How many?

Do you assume that people will cooperate and share short supplies

like gasoline? All people? Most? How many will not be cooperative?

Are the gas stations that will be open (if any) on the primary evacuation

routes? Will a line form at a gas station on a primary route, blocking
traffic? How many primary routes have gas stations on then which may be open?

p83 Suggested actions. Did you study whether sufficient trained or

informed personnel vill be available in the event of &n evacuation? Please

explain basis.

i

j Did you study whether people's reations to a second TMI evacuation

can be assumed to be the same as people's reactions elsewhere? Please

explain basis.

|

|
Will there be more or less panic during a second TMI evacuation? Please|

I

explain basis.

.- - .__ __ - . ._ . .
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How many bussas will nsed to do " double duty" and make a rsturn trip?

How many police, traffic control, looting control persons are needed

for the 2mi, Smi, 10mi EPZ?

p84 ktzy we initial route capacity by PENNDOT thought conservative?

.L' hat were reasons given by reviewers? Was this thought based on apartial

test or study? Were these reviewers the same people who did the PDNIOT

study?

Is your route capacity study conservative? How?

khy not?

How accurate is your evacuation time estimate? khat eri'er factor?

How do you check your estimates?

tablo 8 p4 (p20) How many of these students walk to school?

" p5, (pp20-24)" " "" " " " " "
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UNITED STATES OF A11 ERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIA10RY 00f41SSION

BEEDRE 11E A'IOMIC SAFE 1Y AND LICE!EING BOARD

In the !btter of ) ,

)
MEIROPOLITAN EDISON COMPAIN, )

) Docket tb. 50-289
(Three Mile Island Ibclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) )

.

C0tt0tNEAL'Di'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PIAN
BRUCE E. POIMAL, ALBERT E. SQiAUFLER, ROBERT E. R0rAN

LICENSEE'S EVACUATION THE ESTIMATES

1. Qualifications
J

'

- Each witness' role in developing study

- Evacuation time estimates for Salem - llope Creek (IU) similar

to this study? submitted to NRC? reviewed? approved?

- Ditto - Greene County Nuclear Power Plant (IE)

- Any others performed for nuclear power plants (Indian Point;

J.A. Fitzpatrick/Nine Mile Point)? pursuant to 06547

- Each witness - familiarity with mergency planning rule; role

in developing it; submission of cmments and substance.'
,

- Ditto 0654, Appendix 4.

- See any problems with 0654 approach? Does it provide for accurate

evacuation time estinntes? conservative?

- Are probi ms addressed and corrected in this study?
ma ,

2. Sc' ope _of Study (mergency planning rule, Appendix E, $1, p. 55411)

- Include analysis of time required tc etfectuate sheltering?

Such analysis done at all for Licensee?

If yes, where contained - results - parameters considered.

- Include analysis of time required to effectuate thyroid prophylaxis

as protective action?
-

i

. - - - - - - - , , , , - , ,, _ , _ . . -
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*
- a.

Such analysis done at all for Licensee?

If yes, where contained - results - parameters considered.

- Include analysis to time required to effectuate respiratory

prutection as protective action?

Such analysis done at all for Licensee?

If yes, where contained - results - parameters considered.

3. Scope of Investigation

- Reviewed Conriomealth's energency response plan? when? which

version?

- Reviewed 5 County plans? when? aware of new plans in progress?

intend to review time estimates in light'of new plans?

(assumptions re: treatment of school children, e.g.)

- Reviewed previous evacuation time estimates? which ones - used

this date? - how calculated?

- Meetings with Conmonwealth representatives - prior to conpletion

of study? after 'conpletion of stxxly?

- Prior to conpletion - problans identified? how resolved? any
'

assumptions we did not agree with?

- After completion - problens identified? how resolved? any-

assumptions we did not agree with? Study will change? What

effect will changes hav on time estimates thanselves?

- Was Conmomealth ever given opportunity to review a final draft

of evacuation time study, before it was subnitted to NRC for

review and to Board as testimony? " local Connentary" section,

p. 84, does not reflect any state conments or final draft.

(0654, App. 4-10)

- Ditto line of questioning for counties. Will counties be asked

to review this study and identify prob 1cus? Will probl es be

resolved.

-2-
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4. Compliance with %54

- Does study follow requirments of 0654, Appendix 4, verbatim?

Where does it differ?

- What provisions made to periodically update evacuation time estinntes?

t - In establishing various 90 sectors (Sectors B-N), did you consider

meteorological conditions? shat information gathered? how used?

(0654, App. 4-4)

- Are special facilities marked on Sector maps? Marked on any map

contained in study? (0654, App. 4-4)

- In doing time estimates by sector, did you assme that sector only

evacuating? Factored in voluntary evacuation in adjacent

sectors? (0654, App. 4-7)

- In comuting total evaucating time, which of methods in 0654 used?

(0654, App. 4-7) Ever do sequential events calculation to

compare? How much increase in time estimates if used " sequential

events" assunption?

- In doing estimates for special facilities, did you consider inpact

of peak populations (behavioral aspects)? (0654, App. 4-10)
i

5. Useability of Study

- Explain how st6dy would be used in actual anergency situation.

- Tables 24A, B, C do not follow format of Table 2, 0654, App. 4-16.

Why not? Assume evacuation by sector? Aware that BRP contemplates

360 evacuations? Wouldn't 0654 format be easier to use?

- Tables 24A, B, C - lower and upper estimates - required by 0654?

practical use? which should decision-maker rely on? potential

for confusion?
,

.

-3-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION .

i'

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD |
t

||IN THE MATTER OF: |:
: :

!qMETROPOLIT0N EDISON COMPANY : Docket No. 50-289 (Restart) |
;l(THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR : |
, STATION, UNIT N0. 1) :

INTERVENOR'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN'

OF LICENSEE'S TESTIMONY OF
BRUCE E. PODWAL, ALBERT E. SCHAUFLER AND ROBERT E. ROGAN

ON EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATES FOR THE PLUME EXPOSURE PATHWAY ,

EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE AT THREE MILE ISLAND

:

1. Whether the qualifications of Bruce E. Podwal, Albert E. Schaufler and '

Robert E. Rogan entitle those individuals to be considered experts in the area

!of emergency planning specifically with regard to evacuation time estimates.
,r

L A. Bruce E. Podwal i

1. Did any of the courses which you took during your under-

| graduate work and your masters work specifically involve the philosophies and

j techniques of emergency planning? If so, what courses?

| 2. Since the completion of your fomal education, have you ever

Lattended any seminars or courses which directly involve the philosophies and

Itechniques of emergency planning. If so, what seminars or courses?
c

{ 3. Have you at any time during your professional career been

[directly responsible for calculation of traffic flow projections? If so, on
ihow many projects?

| 4. Prior to 1979, is it not true that you had never testified

before any administrative judicial tribunal regarding emergency planning
,

concepts?



.

-
.

.

/

5. Subsequent to 1978, it is my understanding, according to your

[ resume that you first became involved in the aspects of management and develop-

gment of emergency planning and procedures for nuclear generating stations,

[namely, Indian Point, and Nine Mile Point. Prior to obtaining appointment to
,

these two positions, had you ever been responsible for the development and ,

nianagement of any other type of evacuation plan? If so, what type of plan,
,

'

,here and when?w

6. Your resume indicates that you have participated in numerous

| presentations before public, local and state governmental agencies regarding ,

nimplementation procedures for use during general evacuations at the Indian

Point and Nine Mile Point Nuclear Generating Stations. Have you ever testified

before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission regarding evacuation time estimates or

iemergency planning concepts?

7. You have stated that you professional affiliation with the

American Society of Civil Engineers and American Road and Transportation

Building Association, Energy Advisory Committee. Is it not true that neither

;of these associations have in any way supported the findings which you have

| 'made from your study. It is not your testimony that they have endorsed you
|
'

4 study in any way is it?

B. Albert E. Schaufler

1. Did any of the courses which you took at the the undergraduate

level, directly involve the philosophies and techniques of emergency planning?
! 2. Since the completion of your fomal education, have you ever

attended any courses or seminars which diretly involved the philosophies and

techniques of emergency planning?

-2-
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3. Have you ever been directly responsible for the preparation

of estimated traffic flow projections? If so, in what projects? {
4. Prior to your engagement by licensee in 1979 for the prepara-

jtfon of the evacuation time estimates for plume exposure pathway E.P.Z. for the

area around Three Mile Island and your involvement in the evcuation time ;

estimates and plans around the Salem / Hope Creek Nuclear Generating Stations,

: have you had any prior experience in preparing similar evacuation time

" estimates? If so, when, what type of project and where was the project located?

5. Have you ever testified before an administrative or judicial

' tribunal regarding time estimates or emergency planning concepts.
i

6. It is my understanding that you are a member of the American

Society of Civil Engineers and the Institute of Transportation Engineers. Is
i

is not true that neither of these organizations have endorsed your study? It ;

is not your testimony that the two organizations which you have listed as

professional affiliations in any way approve of your time estimate study? <

C. Robert E.Rogan

1. Did any of the courses which you took while pursuing your
l

| * undergraduate or graduate courses directly involve the philosophies and
i

I Ltechniques of emergency planning? If so, what courses, when were the courses

Ltaken?

2. Since the completion of your formal education, have you ever

participated in seminars or courses which directly involve the philosophies and

techniques of emergency planning? Is, so, where and when?.

3. Have you ever been responsible for the preparation of traffic

flow estimates? If so, when, what projects?

-3-
1
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4. Have you ever testified before any administrative or judicial

tribunal regarding emergency planning? If so, where and when?

5. Prior to October,1980, it is my understanding that you were

not involved in the preparation of any civil emergency planning projects, is

;that correct?

2. Whether the capacity of tennination utilized by the authors of the

time evacuation time analysis were adequate?

A. Where in the estimate is a calculation made for disabled vehicles

located in either the primary evacuation routes or the feeder routes to the

, primary evacuation routes?

B. Is it not true that the plan assumes that individuals located

outside of the ten (10) mile E.P.Z. will not, to any great extent, also evacuate?

C. What is the resulting impact upon the estimate, if individuals

! outside of the ten (10) mile E.P.Z. begin to evacuate even though they are not

borderedtodoso?

3. Whether the evaucation time analysis regardir:g evacuation time

I estimate components is accurate?
I

A. Did you factor into the evacuation time estimate component the

[ requirement that school bus operators under the scenario for the typical

pweekday would be required to first to transport children to host reception
1

! centers and then return to distribution points for reassignment and eventual

Upickup of individuals without automobiles?

B. Did you factor into the evacuation time estimate component, the

time required for individuals without automobiles to arrive at boarding

: locations? If so, what time factor did you include in the estimate for indivi-

j duals to move fro:n their home to the boarding locations?

-4-
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C. Did you take into consideration, in the evacuation time estimate

scomponent, that most buses do not have radio comunications and therefore cannot

Jbe directed to various locations while enroute?

D. Did you factor into the evacuation time estimate component, the ;

Econsideration that an evacuation might take place during either the morning or

Lafternoon rush hours? If so, what impact did this have upon the estimate? If

.not, what impact could be expected upon the time estimate?

4. Whether the evacuation time estimates contained within the evacuation

|: time analysis are accurate?

A. The evacuation time estimate on page 71 defines two estimate

evacuation times for each catagory comprising the following components:

Terminal Time and Roadway Travel Time. Whereas the Time Estimates Chart

iprovides only travel time and total evacuation time. The question then becomes

whether the time estimates located on pages 74, 75 and 76 are estimates to
.

,

'

| travel the evacuation routes as far as to the radius of teh (10) mile E.P.Z. or
'

|whether these are estimates to arrive at reception centers in host counties?

,

t

I
j

!

n

,

n

-5-
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CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN OF THE ANTI NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK ON
COMM0 WEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA WITNESSESS ON M4ERGENCY PLANNING

Witness General Dewitt C. Smith:

Have you read or reviewed the Licensee's Evacuation Time Estimate Study by

Parsons, Brinkerhoff yet? Will the Commonwealth be presenting testimony on

its views on the usefullness of this document to the Commonwealth as a

decision-making tool in the event of an accident situation at TMI?

Is it your understanding that in the event of an an emergency at TMI which

the Governor of Pennsylvania decides requires an evacuation, or other protective

action such as sheltering, that Commonwealth agencies and other organizations

will be required to act together in coordination in order to achieve a safe an
Qh

effective protective action?'# These agencies or organizations in the event of an

evacuation or protective action such as sheltering wenM include:
Governor and Office of the Governor
Penns9vaniaEmergencyManagementAgency(PEMA)
Bureau of Radiation Protectin (BORP)
Pa Department cf Health
Pa National Guard
Pa State Police
Dauphin County Emergency Operations Center
York County E.O.C.

|
Lancaster County E.O.C.

: Cumberland County E.O.C.
| Lebanon County E.O.C.
| Municipalities and townships within the five risk counties EPZ
| Fublic Schools within the five risk counties EPZ

Private schools within the five risk counties EPZ
the Red Cross
Hershey Medical Center, Nursing Homes and other special facilities

within the five risk ecunties EPZ
Day Care Centers within the five risk counties EPZ

Private and public Bus Companies, ambulance services and other osners of
special emergency vehicles such as tow trucks within the 5 risk co's

City and township police and fire companies within the EPZ

khich of these agencies does PEMA legally have direct control over? Wich do

you not have direct control over? Wat problems in advance emergency plan

preparation does PEMA have because of a lack of legal authority over other

agencies?

.
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How is emergency plan prepartion funded in the agencies that PEMA

does not have direct control over?

In your professional opinion, are the Emergency operations centers in

the five risk counties well enough staffed to perform their planning funetiens

and coordination functions in the event of an emergenoy?

khat are the full duties of the emergency operai$ons coordimtor in York

county, for example? (TMI,PeachBottom,floodcontrol,whatelse?) Khat

is the dze of his staff? Is this adequate, in your opinion?

(Same for Dauphin, Cumberland, Lancaster, Lebanon)

khat direct legal control does the county coordinator have overplanning

or emergency operations in the municipalities or schools within his county?

khat problems do you thir.h that presents for the County emergency Operations
'

Coordinator? In planning? In the event of an emergency?

I

In theevent of an emergency, how would differences of opinion between the,

!
County Coordinator and a municipal coordinator be resolved? Is there a

| pre-determined chain of command? How would differences between the County

coordinator and FEMA be resolved? Is there a pre-determined chain of command?

|

To your knowledge, are the County Commissioners legally authorized to

order or prevent an evacuation, sheltering or other protective action?,

h

. -
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Are you familiar with the Emergency planning comments contained in

the Rogovin Report, the Kemeny Commission Report or in the study by Mountain

West Research entitled "The Social and Economic Effects of the Accident at

Three Mile Island?"

In your opinion, what ure the major deficiencies in the Commonwealth

Emergency planning which were pointed out by the accident or by these reports

of emergency response by PEMA or other State, County or Municipal-level agencies?

How have these deficiencies been addressed in the current plans?

.
.

-.-

Are you familiar with statistics cited in the Mountain West Study which

show that approximately 144,000 persons, or 39 percent of the population,

evacuated their homes within 15 miles of the plant? Do you expect that a

large number of persons resideng outside of the designated EPZ will evacuate

in the event of another emergency at TMI? For planning purposes, does FD4A

assume that people outside of the designated EPZ will evacuate or not?,

How does PEMA anticipate that self-evacuation by a portion of the population

outside of the EPZ will effect the evacuation of persons within the EPZ?

Do come of the county plans contain planning for a larger EPZ than the approx.

10 mile EPZ PEMA developed? Which? How developed are these plans- do the

risk municipalities have designated coordinators or appr ved plans?

,

,

1
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Which of the five county plans are now in the process of a major

revision?

In your opinion are any of the five counties now prepared to respond

to an emergency evacuation? What general deficiencies do you see?

Is it true that on March 30, 1979, only pregnant women and pre-school

children within the five-mile radius of TMI were actually ordered to

evacuate, and that all other persons within the ten-mile area were asked to

take shelter by remaining indoors that day?

In PEMA's planning assumptions, do you assume that persons ordered to

take shelter as a protective action, will take shelter for the entire period

they are asked to? What portion of those ordered to take shelter do you

assume will instead evacuate? How does this effect your planning and the

planning of the counties?

How does a general unwillingness on the part of the public to take

shelter, assuming for this question that large numbers of people will either

ignore the sheltering action by remaining outside or will ignore it by

evacuating instead, how does that public response affect the effectiveness

of the protective action of sheltering?

hould you, as director of PEMA, feel that PEMA had discharged its reponsibilities

if a protective action were ordered, but not followed by a large portion of

people, and that therefore the protective action ordered did not have a
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5

.

significant mitigation of the adverse health effects?

Does PDIA, for planning purposes, consider sheltering a protective

action which can or would be effectively implemented? (In what

circumstances?)

(How effective would sheltering be during the weekday when children are

in school? At nighttime? Duringadverseweather.?)

.

- _ - -
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ),

)
METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY. ) Docket No. 50-289

. . ) (Restart)
(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
; COMMONWEALTH TESTIMONY OF

GENERAL DEWITT C. SMITH
,

9

:
!

:
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Objectives of Cross-Examination
,

l. Establish relationship between State, county and local

emergency responsa organizations.

2. Identify role of PEMA in coordinating radiological

emergency response plans ("RERP"); identify role of

PEMA Director as State Emergency Response Coordinator;

identify role of Pennsylvania Emergency Management

Council.

3. Establish that PEMA " reviews and approves" county

radioloaical emergency response plans; determine

extent of such review and approval; inquiry as to why

PEMA cannot therefore respond to contentions dealing

with county plans.
I

4. Identify by what authority the State directs counties

to "[d]evelop and maintain a comprehensive site-specific

county RERP in consonance with Annex E to the_ Common-

wealth Disaster Operations Plan."

5. The following area of inquiry relates to the position

set forth by the State at pages 11-12 of " Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania Positions on Emergency Planning

Contentions Based on Information Available as of
October 6, 1980." While this matter is not directly

covered by General Smith's testimony, the issue is

important to Licensee and no other State testimony,

covers the issue.

. .- , _- -- - - - _ - . . -- _-
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Determine whether the State still believes that TMI-1

should not be operated at times when the appropriate

protective actions are not possible due to those

weather (and other) conditions where there is a low

probability that a successful evacuation can be

conducted. If so, identify basis for this position.

t

!

!

|
,

-2-
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f1RC STAFF'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OUTLINE
FOR TESTIMONY OF SMITH AND LOTHROP OUTLINING

C0!iliONWEALTH'S TESTiliONY

Testimony Page Inquirl

2 Relationship of the State and Counties with
regard to emergency planning and response;
State assistance to the Counties in
emergency planning and response; nanner in
which the State assures that State ar'
County planning is coordinated and does not
conflict if the State cannot direct County
planning and response; actions the State
has taken to promote adequate planning by
the Counties;

~

6

Specification of all federal resources
relied upon by the State in its emergency
planning and response

a

i

. - - , , - - - - - , . , , . - - . - - - . , . , , , , - - - , - . , , , _ , - - - - , - , , - - - - - - .-. -----
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ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK (ANGRY) CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR COMM0mlEALTH
OF PENNSYLVANIA WITNESS KENNETH R. LAMISON ON WARNING THE PUBLIC 0F AN EMERGENCY

.

1. What is the process by which a decision would be reached by the Commonwealth

to activate the prompt notification system being installed by the Licensee?

2. How much time might pass between the decision to activate the system and

the actual implementation of this system?

3. When the decision is made,to activate the ' system, the. county emergency

management agencies are contacted by PEMA, are they not? How is the

contact made? What alternate means of contact exist? Who at the county
g

level is authorized to activate the prompt notification system? What

happens if this person (s) are not at the county communications facility?

Could there be a delay in the implementation of the decision to activate

the prompt notification system?

4. What plans exist for any type of verification that once the prompt notification

system has been activated, that in fact all of the warning sirens have '

been sounded? If it is discovered that a particular siren or sirens

have failed to signal, what alternate. notification means exist for the
.

population served by these sirens?

5. Will the Commonwealth require a full-scale or partial scale (groups of sirens

tested at different times) testing of the warning sirens prior to restart

of TMI-1 to ensure both the operabifity of the sirens and to verify that
,

the siren can be heard? Will the Commonwealth require periodic testing
'

of this system, similar to the EBS testing which occurs on radio and

| television stations?

|

|

k 3
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
!
'

ilN THE MATTER OF: :
: Docket No. 50-289 (Restart)

: METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY :
-(THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR :
: STATION, UNIT NO. 1) :

'

INTERVEN0R'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OF
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S TESTIH6NY OF

KENNETH R. LAMISON PERTAINING TO
WARNING CONTENTIONS EP-5(d), EP-15(f)

1. Whether the alert system for Three Mile Island area, presently under

design, for installation by Metropolitan Edison as a supplement, compatible

with the existing alert system in each five (5) counties contiguous to Three

Mile Island will be adequate?

A. Upon what source of infomation do you rely when you state

that essentially one hundred percent (100%) of the population within the evacu-

ation zone, approximately ten (10) miles from the site would be alerted within

: fifteen (15) minutes of any emergency situation at Three Mile Island?

.

B. Would you please state why you believe that one hundred percent
t

(100%) of the population would be advised within fifteen (15) minutes of an

. emergency situation at Three Mile Island by the new warning system when

Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas, Inc. have represented that G.P.V has

stated that the new warning system would be able to provide notification of one

j hundred percent (100%) of the population within forty-five (45) minutes?

|

__ _ ._ _
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR.EEGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

f

I

i

,

I

!

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
COMMONWEALTH TESTIMONY OF

KENNETH R. LAMISON

i

,
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i Objectives of Cross-Examination

A. Warning

1. Establish extent of coordination between Licensee,

!
'

and State with respect to warning system, including

State's knowledge about design of system.

2. Establish that State is in agreement with Licensee

as to adequacy of warning system.

3. Identify administrative means to be used by State'

and counties to trigger warning system.

4.- Identify EBS stations and administrative means'to

be used by State and counties to ensure that infor-

mation is transmitted by EBS stations in a timely

manner.

B. Command and Control

1. Review State experience in responding to emergencies

and determine whether problems have developed with

: respect to:
i

(a) emergency workers not performing their functions
t

| (b) unmet needs going unfilled
,

(c) confusion over chain of command

(d) lack of emergency wrecker and fuel services*

(e) lack of ambulance and bus service

| (f) pickup of homebounds and invalids
r

!

,

t

|
t. _- _. . . _ _ _ . _ . - -._- - - - _ . . . - .- .- .-.- -._._ _ - . , - - - - - . _ , , - - .---
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Objectives of Cross-Examination

59
C. Training

1. Establish present scope of State training program.
2. Establish extent of State training provided to

county and local emergency response personnel.

66 D. Exercises anS Drills

1. Establish State involvement in TMI-related exercises
and drills.

2. Identify various facets of State, county and local

emergency response capabilities that will be

exercised from time to time.

3. Establish facts relating to timing of TMI-l

restart exercise,

i

I

;

-2-
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NRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXA!11HATION OUTLINE -
FOR TESTII10NY OF C0!1110NWEALTH'S

LA!11 SON ON WARNING*

Testimony Page. Inqui ry

Second Paragraph State's role in cooperation with the
licensee and counties in taking action to
install the prompt notification system

J

Compatibility of the new -system with the
existing systens, nethods of activating the
new system,

i

Basis for belief that the new system will
provide 100% coverage. for the plume EPZ'

i Existing siren system and percentage of
.

coverage of those portions of the five-risk-
! counties within the plune EPZ

Backup power sources for the existing siren
system; need for backup power sources for
the new system

"
.

!!eed for supplying businesses, industries
i and places for transients.with devices
j which will provide a distinctive noise

State and county development of inglenan-
tation and activation procedures for thei

new siren alert system
;

:

Fourth Paragraph Agreements between the State and radio
stations and broadcasters

l

!
|
t

!

I
|

|
:

|
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NRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OUTLINE
FOR COMMONWEALTH'S LAMIS0N ON TRAINING

<

1

Since the testimony states that.a State training program incorporating the
guidance of NUREG-0654 on training is being developed by the Commonwealth,
the Staff will inquire as to the details of the training program with regard
to:

(a) Training for directors / coordinators of State emergency response
organizations including a listing of State response organizations
for which training will be provided, a description of-the training
to be [n ovided and that has already been provided, and a projec-
tion as to when the training program development will be completed
and the initial round of training completed (NUREG-0654, Evaluation
Criterion 4a., p.76);

(b) Training for personnel responsible for accident assessment including
a listing of State organizations for which training will be provided,

i a description of the training to be provided and that has already
been provided, and a projection as to when the training program
will be completed and the initial round of training completed
(NUREG-0654, Evaluation Criterion 4b., p.76);

(c) Training for radiological monitoring teams and radiological analysis
personnel (including inquiries into the same areas as listed above
for (a) and (b)) (NUREG-0654, Evaluation Criterion 4c., p.76),

(d) Training for medical support personnel (including inquiries into
the same areas as listed above for (a) and (b)) (NUREG-0654,
Evaluation Criterion 4h., p.76);

(e) Training for personnel responsible for transmission of emergency
information and instructions (including inquiries into the same

; areas as listed above for (a) and (b)) (NUREG-0654, Evaluation
Criterion 4j., p.76);

(f) Provisions for periodic retraining (NUREG-0654, Evaluation
Criterion 5., p.77);

(g) State's identification of capabilities or resources needed to accomplish
! training that the State is lacking (NUREG-0654, footnote 2, p.76).
I The Staff will also inquire as to whether the State's training program

that is being developed will allow the Counties to participate in the State
training.

t

i

- - - ,, -- , - - . . . , - - -
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION i

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF: :
: Docket No. 50-289 (Restart)

METROPOLITAN EDIS0N COMPANY :
(THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR : i

STATION, UNIT NO. 1) : !

INTERVENOR'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OF
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S TESTIMONY OF

KENNETH R. LAMISON PERTAINING TO
EXERCISES AND DRILLS (CONTENTIONS EP-4(f),EP-5(d)

1. Whether the exercises and drills anticipated to be placed into use

by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania are adequate to determine the emergency

readiness of both federal, state, and local personnel's capability to respond
'to an accident scenario requiring response?

A. Is it your testimony that equipment required for local emergency

management must be purchase by every political subdvision within the ten (10)

| mile E.P.Z from sources generated from the local political subdivision?

B. Do the exercises designed by PEMA to evaluate major portions of

state, county and local emergency response plans require that local sub-

' divisions have equipment which is not presently within their possession?

C. Is it the Commonwealth's position that the entity entity respon-

'sible for the purchasing of communication, radiological monitoring instrument-

ation, and warning systems and the maintaining of such systems is the local

political subdivisions?

. _- - . .- - - . -_
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B. Whether the evacuation routes and time estimates prepared by York

Ccunty Emergency Planning were utilized by Parsons, Brinckerhoff., Quade and ;

: Douglas, Inc. in their preparation of evacuation time estimates? I

3. How would emergency forces from state and county be mobilized and
;

stationed prior to the general public beginning an evacuation? .

A. How long would it take for emergency forces of the state and

county to mobilize and be stationed along the evacuation routes?
.

e

-2-
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NRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXA!11 NATION OUTLIrlE FOR

C011110!]UEALTH'S LAMIS0N ON EXERCISES AND DRILLS

' Testimony Page Inquiry

1, third paragraph- Unannounced exercises - who will have prior
knowledge of then and how will such ,

exercises be varied to reflect different
weather conditions?

2, top paragraph Description of the communications drills;
and whether they are announced or
unannounced.

Provisions for testing coamunications with
federal energency response organizations
and with states in the ingestion EPZ
(llVREG-0654,CriterionN2a.,p.72).

Provisions for testing c| anunicationso
between THI-1, State and local E0Cs and
field assessaent teams (NUREG-0654,
Criterion N2a. , p. 72).

Provisions for radiation monitoring drills
' in accordance with the guidance of a

i1VREG-0654, Criterion N.2d. , p.73.

Provisions for health physics drills in
accordance with the guidance of flVREG-0654,
Criterion N2e(1), p.73.

2, niddle paragraph Significance of the statenent that
political subdivisions may appropriate
funds needed for emergency response orga-
nizations.

Extent of the municipal participation in
the July 16, 1981 test exercise and reason
for limited participation by the munici-
palities.

2, last paragraph Date of the full scale exercise for Till-1
restart.

Planning for the full scale exercise with*

| regard to scenario development (l10 REG-0654,
Criterion fl3, pp. 73-74), provisions for
federal, State and local observers

i_ (NUREG-0654, Criterion 4, p.74), and pro-

4

4
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visions for evaluating observer and
participant comments (i1UREG-0654, Criterion
5,p.74).

.

I
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b
ANGRY CROSS EXAMINATION OF COMMONk?ALTH WITNESSES LAMISDN AND LOTHPOP

Forgotten cross examination on panel:

Qualifications-- course work, seminars or other training in traffic

engineering such as evaluating road capacity? Course work or seminars in

psychology or sociology as relates to reactions of populations being moved

during a crisis?

Course work or seminars while on the job? Nature of military career shich

might haw prepared witness for FEMA duties? How lang has witness worked for PEFA

and at which duties within FDiA?

Mr. Lamison: (Ex 2b) Is the FBIA map of the EPZ printed accurately? Do

you know for sure if the ten-mile circle on the map is at exactly ten miles?

How much of the EPZ is actually within ten miles of the reactors?

follow-up:

Are all of the five radio stations designated as EB5 systems 24-hour stations?

You testified that no lives were lost in disasters such as the Johnstown or

Vilkes-Barre floods due to lack of preparation on PDIA's part. In your

professional opinion, was PDIA ready to evacuate the 10-mile radius around

TMI on Friday, March 29, 1979 at around noon when the Governor advised pregnant

i women and preschool children to leave the five-mile area?

Were the five risk counties ready?

(if yes, ask about witnesses familiarity with reports --Rogovin, Kemeny,

Mountain West study, and opinion of comments in these reports.)
|

.. . - - _ . - . . - - - - . - .
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cross-examination on
Mr. Lothrop's testimony on evacuation:

(see other cross plan of Mr. Cunninghan's)

on time estimate study by Farsons,. Brinkerhoff:

Do you know whether the maximon and minimum readiness concepts, as used in

the P, B study, corresponds in specifica to FEMA's or the five counties'

corcepts of maximum or minimum readiness?

same number of trfiic coordinators in readiness?
same number of bus drivers in readiness?
same assumed preparatbn level at the public and private schools?
same routes used?

Specifics on EP16: (N)

Does witness know whether items listed in EP 16 N are indeed responsibilities

of county-level planning? Loes witness know if these deficiencies are

corrected in Lauphin plans?

On training (new Annex E app 10)
,

A1 How is this section applicable to TMI?

A2 Have State personnel and 5 co coordinators for TMI done this training?

Which have, have not? When will the rest of them take the training?

What is the meaning of numbers (40, 10)? Ehat other training do

co coord's receive on, for example folld control, which may relate to general

preparedness for nuclear accidents?'

A3 What do you mean by rxi emerg response i--- 2, organizatiens? How

many have completed this training? When will others take the training?

- .- - . - -
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A4 khen will course be developed? Have TMI area personnel taken it? khen?

A5 khen?

second A4 khy should county or municipal officials take this? khat is their

duty in the event of an accident? Do you know if elected officials

maintain direct reponsibility over emergency personnel in their jurisdiction

at the time of an accident? kten would county or municipal authorites have

authority to exceed PAG's? Is this site-specific in each session conducted

by PD4A? k'ho at PB4A conducts this? Qualifications of person? Is

this specific to content of county palns? municipal plans?

B1 kho are rad. DIT's?

B4 khy only four doctors in Fa? Is this different from knowledge of

rad. specialists at Hershey? How will medical staffing at time of

accident be accomplished with only four trained MD's in all Pa? Can this

be made availabe to other MD's or nurses? (khere?)

..

__ -- -
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

'D4 THE MATTER OF: : |
: Docket No. 50-289 (Restart) !

'' METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY :
'l(THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR : ,

FSTATION, UNIT NO. 1) : I

|
INTERVEN0R'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OF '

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S TESTIMONY OF
KENNETH R. LAMIS0N PERTAINING TO COMMANDING CONTROL

(CONTENTIONS EP-5-(c), EP-6-(b), EP-14-(c), i

EP-14-( h), EP-14-(j ), EP-14-( r), EP-14-( x)

1. Whether the chain of command is thoroughly outlined by the present 3

i

emergency county plans?

A. Who under the several county emergency plan is responsible for the.
!

coordination of the deployment of both National Guard and Pennsylvania State -

Police Forces in the event that their services are required to assist local
,

!'communities?
i I

B. At present, are their sufficient numbers of tow trucks readily'

,

available to the National Guard or Pennsylvania State Police to effect towing

. services in the event of an ordered evacuation?

| C. How will the unmet need of support forces be provided by parent
1

: organizations?
;

; D. Who will coordinate the deployment of National Guard and Pennsyl-

| ;vania State Police?
|

| E. When needs exceed the capabilities of departments and agencies,

how will unmet needs be satisfied especially in the area of tow trucks and fuel
'

trucks in order to effect evacuations?

|
|

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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F. How will the Commonwealth insure that emergency workers, whose'

> families reside within the evacuation area, will remain with their emergency
i

task rather than with their family?

G. Does PEMA have written agreements with the volunteer organi- ,

zations whose aid will be required in the event of an emergency evacuation? i

,

H. Does PEMA require the local counties and county coordinators to

have on file written agreements between themselves and volunteer organizations

located in the county which will be necessary to effect the evacuation plan? ;

I. What organization is responsible for the securing of emergency

wrecker and fuel services to risk counties?
,

f

:

|

|

t

I

!
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CROSS-EXAMlllA110N OF COMM0mlEALTil'S
LA!!! SON 011 COMMAf10 A!!D C0|lTROL

Testinony Page_ Inquiry

1, first paragraph Identification of federal resources relied
upon by the State and County plans

1, second paragraph County requests for State Police and
flational Guard assistance - procedure and
how such requests would be nade in practice

With regard to Contention !!anner in which conflicts between support
EP-14(J) force conaanders and local governaent

energency directors will be avoided or
resolved; experience with such conflicts
during the THI-2 accident

1, third paragraph Support to York County disaster operations
that State Police is prepared to provide;
provisions in State plan for State Police
support; provisions in State plan for
coordination of State Police and Departnent
of Transportation for placenent of
teaporary signs in support evacuation area
security o

1, third paragraph Uith regard to Contention EP-14(C), avail-
ability of and arrangenent for tow trucks
and fuel trucks froa the flational Guard to
aid in evacuation as relied upon in the
York County Plan

1, third paragraph Identification of the " previous arrange-
ments" for assistance to the counties
referred to in the testinony

2, last paragraph Experience in past energencies and
disasters with regard to emergency workers
perforaing their energency functions versus
going with their families

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
i

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD |

ilN THE MATTER OF: :
: Docket No. 50-289 (Restart) |

' METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : !
!L(THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR :

! STATION, UNIT NO. 1) :

INTERVENOR'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OF
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S TESTIMONY OF

J AMES N. LOTHROP PERTAINING TO
EVACUATION INTENTIONS EP-13, EP-14(kk),EP-14(nn), |

EP-16(a),EP-16(n),EP-16(p)

1. Whether the planning assumption of three (3) di.ys is an adequate

planning time for being away from the evacuees home?

A. What experience similar to that of Three Mile Island indicates

: that less than fifty percent (507.) of the evacuees will require public shelter? '
!

B. Whose opinion was relied upon in order to determine that less :

than fif ty percent (50%) of the evacuees would require pubile shelter?

C. Is it the Commonwealth's position that the time necessary for an

; evacuee to gather together his family, clothing, medications, baby and pet

Lsupplies to last a minimum of three (3) days and only require an expenditure of

' twenty (20) minutes of time?

2. Whether the Commonwealth response related to contentions involving
,
.

'' route conditions and the effect of weather on evacuation plan is adequate?

A. Does the statement which appears in paragraph B-3 of the Common-

| wealth's testimony of James N. Lothrop, coinincide with the deteminations made

by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas., Inc.?

;
L
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B. Whether the evacuation routes and time estimates prepared by York

County Emergency Planning were utilized by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade and

Douglas, Inc. in their preparation of evacuation time estimates?

3. How would emergency forces from state and county be mobilized and

. stationed prior to the general public beginning an evacuation?

A. How long would it take for emergency forces of the state and ;,

county to mobilize and be stationed along the evacuation routes?

1
,

I

2-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
COMMONWEALTH TESTIMONY OF

| JAMES N. LOTHROP
|

|

|

|

|

|
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Objectives of Cross-Examination

1. Identify State prepared time estimates for evacuation;

comapre to Licensee's time estimates.

2. Establish that State will use Licensee's time estimates
for planning and decision-making purposes.

3. Establish means used during an evacuation to respond

to the following contingencies:

i (a) accidents
.

(b) lack of gas

(c) disabled cars

(d) need for ambulance service

Identify State experience during past evacuation with

i respect to these contingencies.

I
4. Identify State evacuation experience during adverse

weather conditions.

]

,

a

|

.

:
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IIRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXA!!IllAT10!1 OUTLitlE
FOR C0ii;10iluEALTil'S LOTHROP Oft EVACUATI0fl

Testinony Page_ I_n_qu i ry

3, iten (1) experience during the TIII-2 accident with
evacuees not having places to stay

3, item (2) evacuation of pets and consistency of
State and County plans on instructing
evacuees to take their pets along

5, 6, i ten (3) evacuation time estinates and assunption
on use of secondary roads

licensee's evacuation time estinate study:
role in State's protective action
decision-making; State concents to pre-
parers of licensee's evacuation time
estinate study; State's actions in revising
evacuation planning to account for
congested traffic points identified in
licensce's study; State's view on the ade-
quacy of the licensee's evacuation time
estinate study; State's actions to incorpo-
rate the study results into its coergency c

planning; assumptions in the licensce's
study on the " adverse" weather condi tions

EP-16(ll) 11anner in which accidents, stalled and dis-
abled cars on evacuation routes will be
dealt with

State's plans with regard to requiring gas
stations to remain open in an evacuation
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Objectives of Cross-Examination i

1. Identify State plans for the d.i: tribution of educational

information to the public within the plume exposure- ,

Ipathway EPZ.

2. Establish relationship between State, county and Licensee

efforts with respect to distribution of educational

information.

i
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- IIRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXAllIrlATION OUTLitlE
FOR C0:1110lulEALTil'S COMEY ON PUBLIC IflFORMATION_

Testimony Page. Inquiry

third paragraph For the revised public information ;

appendices in the State plan
'

(1) Provisions for annual dissemination of
,

information to the public ont

-radiation, contact points for addi-
tional information, protective
measures, neans'for alerting
(flVREG-0654,CriterionG1,p.49)

(2) lieasures for informfing transients
.

(NUREG-0654,CriterionG2,p.50)
,

(3) Designation of points of contact and*

i. physical locations for the use of-the
news nedia during an emergency, sole
spokesperson for State euergency '

response organizations (llVREG-0654,
Criteria G3a, G4a, p.50)

'
(4) Provisions for tinely exchange of "

information anang designated spokes -
j persons (flVREG-0654, Criterion G4b,

p.50)
,

| (5) Provisions for dealing with rumors
| (NUREG-0654,CriterionG4c,p.50)
[

(6) Provisions for periodically acquaint-
ing the news media with State emer-
gency plans, information on radiation,

i

| points of contact in an energency
| (NUREG-0654, Criterion GS, p.51)

(7) itanner in which the State's public
! information progran was developed in
: coordination with the licensee and the
! Counties
!

i
|

|

|

. _ . - . . . - . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . - - - . , _ - _ - . - _ _ . . _ - . , . , . _ _ , . , . , . - . . - . , _ - _ . . _ . . - . - - ., -, _ _.
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ANTI NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK CROSS EXAMINATION OF C01EONVEAITH
WITNESS MARGARET REILLY

ACCIDENT ASSESS 4ENT, ESTIMENT OF TIME 'IO ONSET OF RELEASE--

(p VI-1-5 of annex E, appendix 8, DER Flan)

(C-1) Do you regularly consult with the Harrisburg office of the National

Waather Service during an accident situation in which you need inmediate weather

information? Is taht information likely to be different thah the Licensee's

weather information?

(C-2) Is veather information available from the Harrisburg airport? khat

communication lines do you have with the u airport- regular phone lines only?

What other airports or other facilities in the immediate area have weather info?

khat wind-speed measuring devices does DER have? Other metoerlogical measuring

devices?

(C-3) Why would you choose to assume a D stability class (if all else fails)?

Would not the assumption of 0-2 mph winds be nore conservative? (Wat does

Dstabiltymean?)

D-1-4) What mobile rad measuring equipment does BRP nov have? Plan to have?

Is that all for the state? Is equipment customarily sent off to other parts of

the state for long periods of' time (weeks)?

What monitoring devices does EPA have in the TMI area?

(E-1) How does BRP account for containment leak rate in sourceterm data-included
3

from Licensee? Is Hbg airport meterorlogical data not accurate enough to use

for this calculation if Licensee data not available?

Please expalin reference to other turbulance classes than Pasquill classes-

what difference does this make? Wat isoplethe does BRP have for TMI? Do these

isopleths have to be generatdd at the time for different conditions? How long

does ir take to get isopleths to BRP?

._- _ _ _ __.
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Does BRP have to depend on Licensee for calculations or estimates of

time of i onset of release and for duration of releaxe? Can BRP check

Licensee's figures independantly? How?

see also VIII-2:

Can you give us a range of release rates (dose rates) and duration of releases

under which the BRP would probably rec.omment sheltering. and not evecuation?

max dose 7 max duration of release total accum. dose over time?

min dose / duration of release under which BRP would not be likely to recommend

anf protective action?

(F) Does commonwealth have direct access to MIDAS output during crisis?

could this be arranged?

What is current Commonwea]+h thought on acquiring ARAC or other system for TMI?

(Does Commonwealth have this type of capability for other nuclear sites?)--

p VIII-2 Wat is meant by significant fraction?
|
; On what basis do you make the statement that for virtually every significant
|

accident at a nuclear power station, the releases of radiciodines with the

associated risk of thyroid exposure will present the greatest dement for

protective action.?

I D(pVIII-3) also p IIV.A-2

Wat practical effectiveness do you think the list of temporary

protection aids offer for protection acainst Iodine 1317
|

|
|
|

|
!
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Would you think it preferable if KI were commercially available to the

generalpublic/ Can you say why it is not available for purchase by members

of the public who may wish to purchase it? Can the Commonwealth do anyhting to

make it available in stores to the public, and if so, would BRP recomment

that this be done?

Testimony p 7 -
,

How does BRP compare reletive merits of evacuation and sheltering, and how does this

technique differ from the EPA 520/1-78-OO1B Guideline in' result?

f

How does BRP figure the iodine-131 dose portion ng of a gamma reading taken during

precipitation when air sampler cannot be used?
,

!

.

_ _ __. . _ . - -
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j hargaret heilly

1

1. Did youmeasure the iodine path through the water supply

.to lancaster. County?

2. Did you use the noble cas to iodine ratio measured

af ter April 20 in determining the . amount of radioactive

iodine released early?

a. Did you make an independent evaluation of the

Takeski study of the measurements of the TMI-2 stacks?

3 Do you consider the measure of iodine 131 in milk as
reliable a measure as that in the thyroids of field animals

inthe vicinity of the plant?

a. Does milk contain an uptake mechanism that tends to

concentrate and retain 1-131 in it?

4. Are you acquainted with a study of the thyroids of field
voles captured in the vicinity of TMIf Science (in press,

August issue), Field, L'i eld , Zegers and Steucek (1981) Indine-131

in Thyroids of the Neadow Vole (hicrotus pennsylvanicus) in the

Vi cinity of the Three Mile Island huelear Generating Flant.

S. Is milk the only il s h '. C_ k G. ' ' by which I-131 can enter

the body through the oral ingestion pathway?

Are there any other pathways? Skin, Nose, breathing?

. . Is study of milk contamination provide adqquateprediction of

total dose to the thyroid? How much enters through the ingestion

of vegetables? air? water? (all in plume path)

7s ''here did you get your data of 2C pica / curies as highest..

measurement?

lursue on data; ,, ,

here all feeu sources protected or unprotected?

m



heilly 2

here all water sources protected? Wells?

here any measures made where cows were outside? on pasture?

with unprotected water?

How were the locations for sampling chosen? attention to plumes?
~

' '

-How1 man'y :s'a$plirig' points? Distance in degrees between points in
prevail'n'g' wind direction?i

Are you the person who asse00ca c.the, impact. of .radioactiv'e . releases

for the public relations department?

f7edical training? . Opinion on low leve.1 releases?

Are you the person who would advise the l'ema wheti pro,tective
pction should.be taken?

.

Would you advise on the typ'e of protective action to be taken?

Isid you concuri cin- the evacuation of. pregnant women on the

3rd day of the accident? So on e r': Easis?

On whose recommendation was evacuation ordered?,

have you lookea at the geographical . occurrence .of hypothyroidism

in relationship to plumes?

hhat were the highest levels of I-131 measured in the milk samples
19 % Sriic L, ~

in 1976?>y. Were theregher higher levelsf of which you are aware? A. Vo.,4

Have these previous deses ' caused ahy damage to public? How will

you take previous cose (or damage) into account in recommending

i protection action? Did you consider previous dose at time of

! Thl-2 acciden t?

hhat is the furtherest sampling point from the plant?

A you measure I-131 in trees? Cs-137?
u IG w., ~- | s c.t% ef a il ds ; vn kera':'},

V
l-fi Did you advise the public in 1976 of elevated I-131 in mi k?

hhy not? How soon after the Chinese fallout were the milk
tests done? hhat would the dose / liter of I-131 have been to
a farm chi 3d who drank milk immediately after milking 2

1
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ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK (ANGRY) CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR COMMONWEALTH
'

OF PENNSYLVANIA WITNESS MARGARET A. REILLY

1. Your testimony at page 13 indicates that foul weather may limit, delay

or prohibit the gathering of emergency environmental data. Are you aware

that the Licensee is installing a system of real-time gamma dose monitoring

instruments around the plant site which telemeter readings to a central

compute'r processing facility at Licensee's environmental center at the

Harrisburg International Airport? What'is your view of the usefulness

of this system toward mitigating any decrease in environmental radiation

measurements which may bw occasioned by the occurrence of unfavorable
.

weather conditions during an emergency? Has the Commonwealth inquired

into the availability of information from this real-time monitoring

system? Does the Commonwealth have the capability to directly access

thi: system?

.

~

.

.
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Objectives of Cross-Examination

1. Inquire into State position on shutting down TMI during

periods when an evacuation might not be possible.

2. Establish basis of State's confidence that Licensee will

provide requested information (p. 4) .

3. Inquire into relative merits of sheltering versus evacuation

where noble gases are the primary constituent of the

release (p. 9) .
!

4. Determine dose factor (in rad to the infant thyroid por uCi

of I-131 ingested) used by State in projecting PAG of 1.5

rem for the milk pathway.(p. 10).

5. Inquire into means used by the State to monitor I-131; ,

.

! determine whether milk is used as a primary monitor;

distinguish between monitoring for I-131 and milk as an

ingestion pathway (p. 10).

6. Determine whether the use of small mammals as probes for

radionuclides in the environment is feasible during an

emergency situation (pp. 12-13).

i

- - . .
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NRC STAFF'S CROSS-L7dO11NNI1ON
OUTLINE FOR CO.'OiONUEALTH'S i:EILLY

OF 111E UUREAU OF PJDL ATION PPO~f ECTION
,

lES_TinON_Y_ PAGE, 1SQUIRY

p. 4 -Existence of communications links
between licensee and ERP for exchange

of protect ive action Informat ion.

-Criteria to be used by BRP for
making protective acti( n recorr endations.

-BRP's use of evacuation time estinatec.

-Provisions for collecting luforma . ionr

on conditions and state of re:diness
affccting evacuati,on.

-State policy on sector evacuation.

p.6 -BRP use of Protective Action Guides.

-Consistency of Licensee and BRP
criteria for protective action recom-

,

! rendations.

-EkP view of caudatory nature of

Protective Action Guides.

pp. 7-9 -BRP view of t he ben.* fits of sheltering.

-Protect f an f actors for local sheltering.

-BRP view of licensee criteria for
recon. mending sheltering.

1

FOLIDW-UP ON_QUESTILGS DEFERRED TO BRP

TESTIMONY AREA INQU1 RY

From General Smith on 4/6/81 -Reliance of state on federal resources
and support for offsite monitoring.

Fro:a witness Lamison on 4/7/81 -Provisions in State plan for offsite
radiological monitoring drills (NL' REC-0654
criterion 2d, p.73)

-Provisions in State plan for health physics
( drills (NI'HEG-0654, Crit erion 2e(l), p. 73).

,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMfilSSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
|

|In the Matter of :

:

METROPOLITAN EDIS0N COMPANY :

:

(Three Mile Island Nuclear : Docket No. 50-289
Station, Unit No.1) : (Restart)

:

INTERVEN0R'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
DR. MAX A. VAN BUSKIRK, JR.

AND
DR. JOHN COBLE

REGARDING CONTENTIONS EP-2, EP-4(A) ANP
EP-5(G) (LIVESTOCK EVACUATION)

A. COUNTY PLANS

1. Is it your position that all five (5) of the county plans are deficient

since they do not provide for the precautionary evacuation of livestock and

this may not protect the economic interests of local farmers?

2. Is it your position that county emergency plans must provide for the

evacuation of livestock in order to be acceptable?

B. SHELTERING CONCE_P_T

1. If livestock such as dairy cattle are sheltered as set forth in your

testimony there is a statement that in the event of a protracted period of

evacuation that assistance "can be arranged in caring for livestock". Who

would assist the farner? Is there any formal plans? Has everyone been

assigned this task? What will be the involvement of the local county agricul-

ture extension agent?

a o
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2. Your testimony indicates that relocation of livestock wi,11 be

authorized on a case-by-case metted because of the health issues to be

considered. Who is empowered to make this type of decision? Will there be j

sufficient personnel to deal with the number of animals in the 10 mile plume

pathway E.P.Z.? Will there be sufficient livestock haulers within the area

in order to assure timely removal of livestock from the 10 mile plume pathway

E.P.Z.? Are there any agreements with livestock haulers to perform those

tasks at the present time?

3, You state in your testimony that the sharing of equipment enroute

to and at relocation sites increase the chances of exposure to dangerous

transmissible diseases. How will you deal with this situation in the event

livestock has to be relocated? Have relocation sites for. livestock been

determined at thie time?

C. COMMUNICATION OF EVACUATION

1. How will the local farmer make his evacuation known to the county
'

emergency management officer and/or the U.S.D. A. county agent?

2. Does the county emergency management officer and/or the U.S.D.A.-

county agent realize they are to'be contacted? How do they know this?

:
)

i

I

\
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Objectives of Cross-Examination

1. wstablish relationships and roles among Pa. Dept. of

Agriculture, county agent, and county emergency management

office. (p. 4).

2. Inquire into means to be used by Pa. Dept. of Agriculture

in "interfac[ing] with the agricultural community as to
the need to take protective actions to minimize radiation

hazards" (Commonwealth Exhibit 2, Appendix 7, p. 8) .

3. Identify number of dairy herds within TMI EPZ (id. at 9) .
,

4. Identify role of regional offices (id, at 10) ; and USDA

county emergency boards (id. at 11) .

5. Identify reasons for farm operators reporting their status

to county emergency management offices and county agents

(11. at 17).3

6. Identify " Disaster Handbook for Extension Agents" (id. at

Annex b, p. 1).

7. Inquire into practical problems that might hinder sheltering

livestock such as 55-gallon water drums, etc.

]

I

I
i

|

|

!

|

i

i
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..RC STAFF'S CROSS-EXAMINATION
OUTLINE FOR CO3DiONWEALTil'S VAN

I?USKIRK AND CABLE ON LIVESTOCK EVACUATION

,

1

TESTIMONY INQUllg
1

! p. 2, top paragraph -Livestock tolerance to low level
radiation.
-Department of Agriculture's Plan
guidarce minimizing exposure to,

farters

p.2 third paragraph -State aid to farners In caring for
i livestock and manner in which aid
J will be provided; responsibil f t les

! of county agricultural agents;
training for county agriculturali

ngents,

p. 4 -Provisions for county agents to
be on duty during an energency;
provisions for inforaing farmers of
need to contact county agents in an

,

energency,

i

i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)
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) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
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LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
DR. JAN BEYEA
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Objectives of Cross-Examination

1. Establish witness' lack of qualifications in the general

seeas of medicine, endocrinology, thyroid pathology,;

pharmacology, toxicology, psychology and sociology.

2. Establish current rules as to the availability of KI;
|

identify FDA Federal Register notice and Carter-Wallace

new drug application; inquire into availability of
1

Carter-Wallace drug.

3. Inquire into risks from I-131 exposure, including:

basis for I-131 toxicity and recent work with respect to

clinically administered radiciodines.

4. Inquire into risks from KI; including allergic response,

basis for NCRP calculations and recent work with respect

to clinically administered KI.

5. Establish that predistribution of KI is not a feasible

option.

6. Identify alternative means for obtaining KI.

7. Determine whether witness has considered cost-benefit of

| KI predistribution versus other protective actions that

i might be taken during an emergency.

8. Inquire into recent work on overconservatism of source term.

i

i

1

.- .-- . _ _ . - _ . _ _ . _ _ - - .. . - - - _ - - . - - - - .
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UNI'IED STA'IES OF MERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00ttIISSION

BEFORE 'nE A10tIIC SAFETf AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

IEH10POLITNT EDISON 00lFANY, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

C0ttMEAllul'S CROSS-EXN11 NATION PLAN
DR. JAN BEYEA STOCKPILING OF POTASSIUM

IODIDE FOR 1RE GENERAL PUBLIC

1. Qualifications-

- Any medical background

- Any health physics background

2. Review of Connonwealth Plan

- Review of Conronwealth Fmergency Response Plan - which version -

which sectiens - when

3. Use in Conjunction with other Protective Actions

- p. 5 - Anticipate automatic use of KI during evacuation?

Sheltering?

- See also p. 8 - how nuny hours before exposure necessary for

maximum protection? what percentage decrease if taken right

before or after exposure? If anticipate use in conjunction

with sheltering, maximum effectiveness of KI not possible?

- p. 6 - Describe use of KI in event evacuation fails - is it one

of list of things to talm with you?

- p. 8 "unlikely that residents would obey instructions to rmnin

near the reactor. . ." - basis for statement - basis in fact?

- reality of lack of KI to buy - effect on opinion

.,
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- p. 10 - Sueden - predistribution - Shelf-life of two years -

what is that length of time based on? Aware of opinions

that it has 5-year shelf life?

- has Sweden effectuated predistribution? any results lausu?

- p.11 - does predistribution have to be done by Concorrmalth?

Is it type of protective action which could be accomplished

by Licensee?

- p.11 - comparison of Sweden's cost to us? If use our numbers,

$262,000, effect on your opinion?

- p.11 - conducted any studies in 1MI area to detennine public-

desires re: predistribution of KI? Basis for statenent on

bottom of p. 11.

- p.12 - what are side effects? Any particular circumstances under

which KI cannot be taken? how propose to notify them?

- p. 12-13 - concern about taking drug too early and reducing

effectiveness. If used during sheltering, how reach this

situation? (Annex E, sheltering for short periods only)

- Do you know whether KI can be " recycled"; i.e. , after 2-year

shelf-life?

- p.15 - sunmarize testinony - KI siculd be available to general

public - predistribution is method of making it available

that you prefer - would availability in drugstores address

your concerns - stockpiling - bottom line KI for general public

- availability in drugstores - your opinion on effect on public trust

- liquid form of KI (Lugal) - effectiveness - opinion as alternative

for pill fonn

- reality of lack of KI available after Dec. 1981 - effect on

opinions expressed in testimony

-2-

_ _ _ _ _ _ . .. .
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Emnf rejr toent N.in < tin n t s 's , o .j s o.n l *

Dep.a t t t a tst **! ils .a i I h
)

(1) We should not disregard testiramy previously given by experts
in the field at Endocrinology, i.e., Dr. Yalow, Nobel Lauruate
referring to the public pesception of the swine flu epidemic or
indication of haste) action causing severe problems. Caution was
indicated in det er mining whet her NI should be made available.

Would you agree t h.2 t this was the coricet approach?^

(2) Clear, well-defined guidelines from the Federal level have
not been torthcoming. Has this br en considered when evaluating
the progress of KI distribution: What was the Federal response
to your questions regarding this subject?

[ gm,,
f-

(J) LD K & tt h g .,,', . a ; ., g_ ,, w p*

z

9 j y ,,pyyy wh 3 g)(Qxpi fq}$ wi t h t Wm jMPLDL'U ro' - _. .. q -:; vn ug Mt ,

t hed in r ann | c ui t!ft, '

f"' ).' u m, k: u y li zed.' Vor , eg

of th f reactf r sit'e, t he <w AI---sny-$ vc 4177(000,f.This wyu je jy$

ps Jeemt.nl l_w L rb r n ;-a expszation ., is ugy _ .-'''

r

| ( .1) KI appears to be an eniquu. prudistribution would not' ensure
'

its availabilitti in all households during an ettk>rgency. Distribution
during an emergenett wouhl create panic aret conflict with individual

desires to vaeute the area an weli as logistical problems, i.e.,
t r a ffice jams . e t s- flow could t hese problems be solved?

i

* . r- "rgi . ,

, ,_7, . , , ,

f) t liLCA th O EI ( a b ol 'T|Ou
| (6) is this the only r isk asuocia t ed wit h nuclear radiation?
|
|

(7) At wh.a t dose tale shou lti K1 be administered?\
l

| (d) Would trou expe. 't t h i .s wi t hin < >ne tra le? Two miles? Five miles?
|
i

[ p (9) llow mannt locolole would be exp<<ted to develop cances from t. hat
I et*He'*tc? evt- s4

- - - . - _ _ . . - - . _ _ .- .
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NRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXM11NATIO:; OU TLINE
FOR N;GKY'S Jid SEYEA ON S'lOCRPII.1NG

POTASSIUM 1031DE AS A CONDITION FOR. RESTART

Te s t i r.an y Page .I nqu i ry,

12 Side effects of Potassium Iodide;
degree of risk f ron side ef fects

and al.lergic reactions.

Attaching Potassium Iodide to
utility meters.

15 Fraction of core radioidine invcatory
release resulting in 10 re;n thyi oid
dose and basis for bellef that such
releases could result f rc:a an accident
at TM I--l .
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ANTI NUCLFJJ1 GROUP REPRESENTING YOBK CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN OF COMMOUWEALTH

WITNESS JULIA COX

For what period of time does FDA consider KI to be effective (shelf life)?

Do you agree with that? Is it dangerous for any reason after 5 years?

10 years? Ineffective? Less effective?

Can you tell us why KI is not commercially available in staores for those

members ofd the public who nay wish to purchase it?

Would you think it advisable to have KI available to the public if cost were

notaproblem(totheCommonwealth)/7 How much might a bottle of 14 pills
\

cost? WillihrmationaboutKIbeprovidedtothepublicaspartofthe
general public information program? Is it provided to medical personnel

in the pamphlet that the health department develpoed?

| Is health department considering updating or revising

the health pamphlet? Will the pamphlet be reedistributed? when, to whog?

In an accident which resulted in potential dose to the public within the

upper and lower EPA $AG's, what dose saving to the public would result if KI

were ingested and no other protective action were taken? (range, dependant on

accident scenarios?) What would cost of that dose saving be in cost for KI?

In an accident which resulted in doses to the public in doses at the lower range

of the EPA PAG 8s and for which sheltering was the selected protective action,

and for which sheltering was recommended for period longer than two hours, say 3hr

up to 48 hours, what dose saving to the general public would result from

ingestion of KII for those people who took shelter as advised? For those

people who did not take shelter as advised?

- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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If an accident situation developed in which there was one hour before onset

of release would the distribution plan now contemplated by theCommonwealth allow

enough time _for emergency personnel to take the KI in time to have maximum

effectiveness? Within what amount of time from the inhalation of I-131

should a peorson take KI for =vinnnn effectiveness?

How would theCommonwealth recomment distribution of KI be effected if the Licensee

were to undertake to pay for KI supplies for the public within 10 miles?

c
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

i

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXM4INATION PLAN FOR
; COMMONWEALTH TESTIMONY OF
,

JULIA COX
?
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Objectives of Cross-Examination

1. Identify Dept. of Health and Human Services-(FDA) position
~

...

paper (Commonwealth Exhibit 2, Appendix 8, Appendix I, p. I-2).

2. Inquire into basis for not predistributing KI to general

population.

3. Establish that hospital resources listed in Commonwealth

Exhibit 2, Appendix 8, Appendix R, are available for York

County residents.

4. Determine whether Pa. Dept. of Health can provide assistance
i

! to York County for care and evacuation of homebounds and

invalids.
>
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f1RC SIAFF'S CROSS-EXA!4IflATI0tl OUTLIllE
FOR C0i4It0flWEALTil'S C0X Oil THYROID BLOCKIf1G

AGEllTS A!10 CARE FOR RADIATED PATIEllTS

Testinony hea_ Inguiry

on EP-SA persons to whon State will distribute KI;
arrangements nade for procuring and pre-
distributing KI

basis beside cost and shelf life for
State's decision to limit KI distribution;
potential side effectis of KI use

on EP-6E coordination of County plans with the
State's decision on limited KI distribution

on EP-10 location of the referenced facilities
capable of treating radiated patients

coordination of the County plans with the
State plan regarding facilities capable of
treating radiated patients

provisions for specialized training of ,

nedical personnel involved in treating
contaminated and/or radiated patients

n'V
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

|

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
FOR THE TESTIMONY OF

DR. WEBER AND MESSRS. LYTLE~, J. K. FISHER AND V. FISHER

|

|
1
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Licensee has no cross-examination of these witnesses. ;

i

Depending on the circumstances Licensee may have '

4

limited follow-up examination.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00tNISSION

BEFORE 11E ATOMIC SAFEIY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

FETROPOLITAN EDISON 00ETANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

00ttDNWEALTil'S CROSS ext 4HNATION FIAN
PAUL M. LYILE, JR.

AAFDDT CONTENTION EP-2

1. Briefly describe what you think the Conmonwealth's planning
is regarding the care of livestock during a nuclear incident.*

Ibw do you know this? Review of Connonwealth's plan? When?

2. 1FE-1 accident - where got three trailer trucks from?
Readily available?

3. IFR-2 - he stayed, yet no general evacuation ordered. In case
of another accident and general evacuation ordered, would he
evacuate - or defy order and stay with herd?

4. Estinnte length of tine it would take to evacuate his herd,
provided trucks could be unde available.

5. Do you nilk by unchine or by hand? lbw long does it take? Could
another person cone in during energency and da it (e.g.,
agricultural agent)?

Respectfully subnitted,

kt'ki 6 ~ h/\ aal-
MICIELE STRAUBE
Attorney for the Connonwealth

_- _-__ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - .. .
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UNITED STATES OF AFERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00bMISSION

BEEDRE 11E ATOMIC SAFEIY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

FETROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

- (Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

00ttDNWEALTH'S CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN
JERDfIAll K. FISIER

AAFDUr CONTENTION EP-2

1. Briefly describe what you think the Comnonwealth's planning is
* regarding the care of livestock during a nuclear incident.

Ibw do you know this? Review of Cormonwealth's Plan? When?

2. In case of emergency, he would leave his cattle. Place they
can be sheltered? Can be fed in shelter?

3. Estimate length of tine it would take to evacuate his herd,
under ideal conditions (e.g., full cooperation by County).

Respectfully submitted,

I ($. bkl.v
MICIELE STRAUBE
Attorney for the Connonwealth

-
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UNITED STATES OF MERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY 00H4ISSION -|

l

BEFORE 'ITE ATOMIC SAFEIY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

FETROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, ) ;

) Docket No. 50-289
(Three Mile Island Nuclear. ) (Restart) |
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

00t+0NWEALTil'S CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN
VANCE FISIER

AAbODT 00NIHffl0N EP-2

1. Relation to Jeremiah Fisher.
.

2. Briefly describe what you think the Connonwealth's planning is
regarding the care of livestock during a nuclear incident. Ibw
do you know this?- Review of Comnonwealth's Plan? When?

3. IMI-2 - he. stayed, yet no general exacuation ordered. In case
of another accident and general evacuation ordered, would he
evacuate - or defy order and stay with herd?

4. Estinnte 1cngth of tine it would take to evacuate his herd,
under ideal conditions (e.g. , full cooperation by County).

5. If Paragraph 4 not deleted:
Type of health problems with livestock? What is problem that
has been identified?

Respectfully submitted,

]/'(lia /- -[nh % L._
MICIELE STRAUBE
Attomey for the Commonwealth

_. _ _ _



UNIIED SIATES OF AFFRICA
NUCLEAR RESULATORY 00FMISSION -

BEFORE 11E A10tEC SAFEIY #4D LICENSIl0 BOARD

In the Matter of- )
)

FETROPOLITAN EDISON OCHPANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

C0t+0NWEALTH'S CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN
DR. B0BERT k'EBER

AAF0DI CONIENIION EP-2

1. khen did you review the Department of Agriculture Plan for-

nuclear power generating station incidents? (Appendix 7, Annex E)

2. khat is your understanding of the plan's provisions regarding
care of livestock during a nuclear incident?

(p. 13, Shelter)
(p. 4, Annex B, Advance planning)

3. Do you have any oprtise relating to the effect of radiation on
livestock? How1 quired? Any health physics background?
Experience in emergency planning? Emergency planning where
livestock involved? Testimony is not that of an expert,
rather that of a concerned citizen?

4. Does not know whether or not sheltering is adequate protective
action to protect health and safety of livestock during radiation
release

5. Second paragraph - explain meaning of sentence.

6. If follow plan, advance planning would provide for 48 hours
food and water under sheltering option. khy couldn't farmer
R%E'them to protect own health and safety? Cable / Van Buskirk
indicated Department of Agriculture and County Agricultural
Agents would coordinate additional feeding :.s necessary. Does
that resolve problems?

.

Respectfully submitted,

Y [* ( k r) syn k
MICHELE STRAUBE
Attorney for the Conmonwealth
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flRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXAMIllATIO!i OUTLIllE
FOR TESTIliO!1Y OF WEBER, LYTLE, J. K. FISilER

AllD V._ FISilER Ill SUPPORT OF AA!10DT C0iiTEl4 TION EP-2

Te_stinony Page Inquiry

Of Dr. P bert tieber Specific bases for the assertion that
provisions for care of livestock set forth

' in the Pennsylvania Departinent of Agricul-
ture's Plan are inadequate

.

*
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Robert Purrer, witness of- Lommonwealth. Cross-ouestioninc
_

l. bo you expect farmers to take the protective actions
described in the Commonwealth's Agricultural plan?

page 5, last para. adding to shielding? - I'mea.

page 6, first fill para. remodeling? -(esr- Smti'! -@<k'<hIfb.

providing 2 weeks emergency supply of water in drums?c.

(1) check with any farmers? FFA? FU? Grange?

2 Availabilitf of drums for water storage?
'

a. How many arums needed.in total?
(1) to provide how many farms with how many cattle per

fara

3 How long would emergency water supply keep in drums?
a. Adverse effects

(1) conta::.inated drums?

4 Why woulo you put newborn calves with valuable lactating cows?
a. Availability

(1) number per cow

(2) acceptance by cow

5. Loes maximum survival rates on page 11 assume good care?
Arpected with 500 rem and above exposuresta.

b. lacking good care, what non-radiation induced
health probleras would you anticipate?

mastitis, abortion, dehydration

How would you rate survival rate to usefulc.

animal life?

pursue health effects
i ns e Wn < , ( -

6. 1-131 with sheltering and without?

'3,, :J , ., ' a - C .r '. : ,- ( , ; , '
.u,
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ANTI ?;UCLE R GRUUP Ril? ' '.'; Imi YORK CROSS EXA!/.1!!ATIOI; FLAII OF FEERAL E'/OECY l

JA':AGiW;T AGBCY {F 2:A) WJ'iG SSr.S FRELERICK J. E ATH A!!D VE d;O!! E. A!LER
.

'

VOIR DTRE I4r. Path: '

|

What was the rubject vatter ccvered at the ::ureg 0654/ FEMA Rep Conference !
-?/807 How long did the cource inst? k"no conducted it? 'Anat bocks, regulaticns, )cr other support . 4t : rial was covered? 'hn your l urticipation graded or evaluated

,

.

in anywly? j

Have you ever had cerinars or ecurce work in: traffic engineering-- |
cuch as road coincity analyais? nny other engineering? nuclear l
physics?

operation of a corrercial nuclear power p[lant? health phycies?
cociology? { ,,, L A u e, c ;- <t n , yg / o e j ,; , (.

. yprychology?
v

D.at ;ere your duties butm en 1975-1980 in civil prepareiness? Did you
netu illy w"i te plans? Review pinns? How detailed were these plans?
" re sny of these pl 1ns ever implemented or tested?.

'.| Int vero your <iaties daring f he 'IRI-2 accident?

Flesse explain the trainning you received in reviced fall-out forecast
j roce inres and how that relates to e"urdency p? nnning for comn.ercial nuclear power
pl an t s?

t

(
|

Pleas explain the trainning you received in estinat3on and analysing of
cholter yi eld. How does that relate to sheltering for cot %rcial nuclear power
plants? Was this training in number of persons and eupplies ne Aed for there
persons? In officacy of sheltering for varying radiolcgical conditions?

Wat is crisia relc ention pl:umi ng? liow is it related to evacuation
plant - ng for cu weial naci mir pc .cor plnnis? ( m enurse for nuclear war?)

.

_ _ _ . - - . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . - . _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ . -_ , . . . _ . . - . - _ .
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I'r. A.iler:

Have you ever taken any seminars or cource work in traffic engineering--
such as road capacity analysis? health physics? psycholcgy? sociology?
evacuation or sheltering planning for corr.eccial nuclear power plants? .

.''

radiological r:onitoring? O.>$ c**-e><< ^.) . e n ..J ',- t

Have you read the Kerany Coralt aion % port? Rodovin Rei.crt? ,!! C600?
Othtre reports on the 'D!I-2 accident? 'aere 1:ere you at the tiro of the accident?
'4.at deficiencies in worgency planning ware pointed out by repcets you have read
on the 'iMI-2 accident?

Are you familiar with NO396? EPA Protective Action Guidelines? LPA
guidelines on sheltering? 'inat other emergency planning guidelines are you
fre<.ilinr with?

''nat 'iFI area plans have you read or reviewed? In w% ch drafts? How
ins the FFRA plan for 'H4I changed since the accident? BFtP plan changed since
the accident? Pa Dopt of Health plan since the accident? Dept of Agriculture
rain changed since the accident?

Un:ch county plans have you read? 'inich drafts? Have you read any
"unicipal plans for the TMI EPZ? 'Ini ch? 'inen? Have you read any cchool
,rlan s? which? .when?

' Ant is yeur experience in writing plans 'or the protection of J urge nu"bers
of people in an energency situation? Your experience in reviewing plans for
large mrr.bers of people in emergency situations?

Did any of your work with theUS AEC, '. estinghou: e, Cor bustion Engineering,
or with the State Ec; art &nt relste in any way to ereri;ency palnning for comercial
nuclear power pl zis? How?

5.here did you receive your BS or MA degrees from? Ynen? Vnat undergrad
or gra !uate cour.:e w,rk did you take that relates to e .orgency palnning for ect ' orci nl
nuclear power plants?
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%th & Adler 3

that is the difference betwee n this tentimony and a for::al H"A finding?
Has HRA yet done any formal findings on a commercial nucleir pow:r plant's
energoney preparednees since the publication of the final !!O654?

Zdch plante?

Is it F.WA's poHey to only issue findings when the plans can be said to
be adequate?

Ubun do you expcet to finish reviewing the 'lMI plans? '4.at rer.ains
to be ccepleted about the plans now in your judgement?

Feb 23 testinony:

Q5 How can those key personnel be contacted without using the telephone?
If the County coordinator is not at the Courthouse (E00) at the time the notification
is sent out can he be reached at homo without .using the phone?

How long do you estimate it will take to contact all key personnel by
telephone? Arc key personnel not within the EPZ also notified of an event? '? hen?<

Q7 ' hen you cay by phone and/or radio, do you mcan that if key personnel are..

not reached by P one they will receive notico by the EBS station alond with theh
gen 3ral population? Any other radio links to key personnel?

Q7 '..ho within York County is resIonsible for the decision to sound the siren
systen? How long does it take to r.otify the decision-maker (s)?

Q10 Have you reviewed the Licensco's evacuation Line entitate study prepared by
Parsonsi Binkerhof?

Q16 1| hat training does FEMA recommend a county EOC Coordinator have? Require?
To your knowledge what training do the five TMI area county coordirators have?

'v.hst training in radiological monitoring do the Ccunty Coordinators have?

Q20 Have you reviewed the Licensea's plans for siren coverage yet? Kill you
require a test of the systen af ter it is installed?

Q21 Have you seen er reviewed any lists of factories or other institutions in
the r?Z which have very high noise levels and where workers may not be able to
hesr a siren sound? ilat special notificaticn proce.htres will alert these people?

_ _ _ _
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Q22 'inat lists of institutione or factories ne~31rg r; ecini alertint*

has the York Area Chamber of Comerce duceloped? Is this prt of tl e York iI n?

Q23 'inat public education pr grams for the TMI area have syou reviewed?
&n vill these be inplin,ented? khen is the next phone look going to be published?

Q2.6 Are all EBS staticna in this area 24 hour clations? Vnich are not?
have special arrangements been rede?

Q27 'EBA, for exreple, is located very close to the edge of the EPZ.
Do you assume that the staff will remain in the event of an evacuation of the
entire EPZ?

Lo the other EBS stations have emergency backup power?

Q29 kho does provide protective action infornation to the media or to the
EBS stations? Is there a stnndard form?

Q31 Is the fauphin County EOC within the EPZ? (How far in/out?)

Q34 khat studies have you mde to determine if enough hospital beds
or anbulances will be available if any of the hospitals in theEPZ have to be
evacuated?

Q35 Eure are the package disaster hospitals located and how tany patients
can one aceccahte? How tany package disaster hospitals are available? How
r.any staff persons are needed to set one up? How long does it take? 'ahat other
equi p ent is needed to set one up? How nany medical personrmel are needed to
staff one? Do the plans include sufficient personnel to staff host.ipals
nna the package dicaster hospitals also?

Q37 nat do you :ncan "it ir not anticipated that hrge nu,bers of people
would be expocod to those levels of radiation which wculd reiuire rpecialiced f reat-
nent and the consu ption of specialized rupplies?" (Do you anticipate an
evacuation will Esp 1 en?)

Is the only treatment given to radiation victims limited to b1 cod tests
or the collec t. ion of urine and feces sanpler for analysi n?

e
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0 Is.it Fema's position with regard to contention E.P. 5 (a) (1)

that in view cf '': l_ght- that the State is not going to be

able to stockpile this year at distribution points K.I that.

the Plan is deficient until such stockpiling occurs. Is it

Fema's position that restart should-not be ordered or

authorized until K I is stockpiled for emergency workers?

5

Q. Is it Fema"s position that the contentions set forth.in

E. P. -6 (e) is valid? _Has the. York County, Dauphin County,

Lancaster County, Lebanon County and Cumberland Emergency

Plans been redrafted to be in accordance with the State
Department of Health's decision on K I and the distribution

Plan of the State?

0. Is it Fema 's position concerning contention E.P.-14 (z) that

the directing of cars to decontamination points will not
c3

impede egressSEC vehicles from the 10 Mile E.P.(z)?

Q. What studies have been done to determine whether the parking
d

lots located Se the mass-care centers.will be sufficient to
provide parking for all the cars-involved in an evacuation?

The direct testimony indicates that the State Police are

responsible forPsuring traffic congestion will not occur

within the plume E.P. (z) .

Q. How will the State Police handle a congestion situation

caused by cars attempting to be decontaminated?

O. Has any thought been given to the conditions which would

exist at the site of the decontamination hosing down if

evacuation was declared in sub-freezing temperatures?

s ,) 1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . .
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Q.. Has. Fema taken into consideration the number of cars that

would be leaving on the routes suggested for evacuation

in order to determine whether backing and congestion would

not occur in the event that cars were decontaminated? . fv/ ,

and E.P. hir-
j/k#,fQ. Has Fema with regard to contentions E.P.-16 (a) g

lb(s) done any studies to determine'whether the lead

time referred to in the intentions has been factored into

the time estimation studies conducted for both the State,

NRC and Licensee?

Q. If not, is it Fema's position that these factors are

necessary to be considered in the time estimation studies?

Q. In Fema's direct testimony it is stated that Fema has

experienced that an evacuation planned in the TMI area

would not necessitate any special planning or identification

resources to sustain the evacuated population?

Q. What experience is Fema referring to?

Q.f In response to contention E.P.-5 (g) Fema states that there

are only two choices left to a farmer with livestock: (1)

abandon the animals, or (2) expose themselves to potential
<

. 6%>dangers from a radiological accident. Fema also indicates jh -

that a farmer's investment _.should be covered _hy insuranca

Q. Is Fema aware of any insurance policy which a farmer could

purchase in order to protect his livestock investment?

Q. Which companies offer such a policy?

Q. What are the rates for such insurance compared to other

types of comprehensive insurance for protection from floods,

hurricanes and volcanoes?

2
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Q. Fema with regard to contention E.P.-13 states ~that the

contention is correct in that there is an assumption

implicit in the Risk County Plans and State Plan for

| sheltering of only about one-half of the potential

'

evacuees.

Q. Were any studies conducted which Fema is familiar with
!

after the TMI 2 incident to determine the exact need for

sheltering in this area?

Q.f~Is it Fema's position with regard to E.P.-14 (c) that prior
to restart that a full and successful testing of all

response agencies and organizations will have to be effected?
:

O. If not, what is anticipated to be required in order to insure'

+

restart?
,

i Q. Is-Fema aware of any letters of agreement between employers-

and the State to allow those individuals which' participate

j in emergency response organizations to do so in the

event that emergency situation arises requiring their service?

!

i

a

i

i

i

k

,

4 Y

.

4

3
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| Bath & Adler

Are you familiar with the Mountain West study of the social and economic
effects of the accident at TMI?

!

;. See chart at page

'
Does this chart indicatet hat substantially more people evacuated the

area than were advised to do'so by Governor Thornburgh?
Does that accord with other information you have about the accident and the
evacuation?

,

,

4

Are you familiar with the concept " evacuation shadow?"

see Geographical Review page

-Do you think that, in the event of a 10-mile evacuation from TMI area, tht
many more people will evacuate than are advised to, from for example, the
10-20 mile radius? Do you have any guess as to how many of the 10-20 mile radius<

j people might evacuate if a 10-mile radius were advised to evacuate?

.

1

5

i
;

i
I

t

4

1

i

I

,

I

$
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O. Is it: Fema's position with regard to contention E.P. 5 (a) (1)

that in view cf _ ' - - ' ,' ' that the State is not goihg to be

able to stockpile =this year at distribution points K I that

the PlanHis deficient until such stockpiling occurs. .Is it

Fema's position that restart should not be ordered or

authorized until K I
.

is stockpiled for emergency workers?

* O. Is it Fema"s_ position that the contentions-set forth in

E. P. -6 (e) is' valid'? Has the York County, Dauphin County,

Lancaster County, Lebanon County and Cumberland Emergency

Plans been redrafted to be in accordance with the State
|

Department of Health's decision on K I and the distribution.

Plan of the State?

O. Is it Fema's position concerning contention E.P.-14 (z) that-

the directing of cars to decontamination points will not

impede egressih vehicles from the 10 Mile E.P. (z) ?
O. What studies have been done to determine whether the parking

aY
lots located to the mass-care centers will be sufficient to-

provide parking for all the cars involved in an evacuation?

The direct testimony'indicctes that the State Police are
tu.

, responsible _ for ^suring traf fic congestion will not occur

within the plume E.P. (z) .

O. How will the State Police handle a congestion situation

caused by cars attempting to be decontaminated?

O. Has any thought been given to the conditions which would

exist at the site of the decontamination hosing down if

evacuation was declared in sub-freezing temperatures?

1
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i Q. Has Fema taken into consideration the number of cars tha't

would be leaving on the routes suggested for evacuation

f in order to determine whether backing:and congestion 1would

not occur in the event that cars were decontaminated?

Q. Has Fema with regard to contentions E.P.-16 (a) and E.P.-
i

. 16(s) done any studies.to determine whether the lead
1

; time referred to in the intentions has been factored into

the time' estimation studies conducted for both the State,

NRC and bicensee?
I

O. If not, is it Fema's position that these factors are'

necessary to be considered in the time estimation studies? i

|
Q. In Fema's direct testimony it is stated that Fema has

'

,

experienced that an evacuation planned in the TMI area
.

| would not necessitate any special planning or identification '

{
resources to sustain the evacuated population? i

i O. What experience is Fema referring to?
1

i Q. In response to contention E.P.-5 (g) Fema states that there i
i i

| are only two choices left to a farmer with livestock: (1)'

abandon the animals, or (2) expose themselves to potential

dangers from a radiological accident. Fema also indicates

tha t a f a rmer ' s investment should be covered by insurance.

Q. Is Fema aware of any insurance policy which a farmer could

purchase in order to protect his livestock investment?

Q. Which companies offer such a policy?

Q. What are the rates for such insurance compared to other

types of comprehensive insurance for protection from floods,

hurricanes and volcanoes?

2
.
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Q. Fema.with regard to contention E.P.-13 states that'the

contention is correct in that there is an assumption

implicit in the Risk County Plans and State Plan for

sheltering of only about one-half'of the potential

evacuees.

Q. Were any studies conducted which Fema is familiar with

after the TMI 2 incident'to determine the exact need for

sheltering in this area?

Q. Is it Fema 's position with regard to E.P.-14 (c) that prior

to restart that a full and successful' testing of'all

response agencies and organizations will have to be effected?
,

Q. If not, what is anticipated to.be required in order to insure .

restart?

Q. Is Fema aware of any letters of agreement between employers

and the State to allow those individuals which participate

in emergency response organizations to do so in the

event that emergency situation arises requiring their service?

:
:

|
,

I

:
!

i

|

I
\

i
i
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LUITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGUIATORY 0014ISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)In the Matter of -

)
METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )

) Docket No. 50-289
(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)

Station, Unit No. 1) )

.

00t+0tMEALTil'S CROSSEXAMINATION PIAN
FREDERICK J. BAlli/VERBON E. ADLER

FEBRUARY 23, 1981 AND MARCH 16, 1981 TESTIFONY

1. Pawlowski:
- Education - what degree?.

- Training courses?
U.S. Public Health Service 2-week basic course

occupational health course
radiological emergaacy response
course (Nevade)

NRC radiological assessment course
Role in preparing testinony? Wen conferred with Bath /Adler?
Review of state and cour' n'ans? Wen? Wat depth?

2. Bath /Adler:
Review of state and county plans? Wen? Specifically, Dauphin
and York Counties - plan answer basis?
Will testinony be changed based on review of new county plans?
Role of Regional Advisory Conmittee? Each one's connection?

3. Purpose of testinony? Not deternining conpliance of 0654? F94A
findings required by emergency planning rule? (P. 3) How far
along? When due?

4. February 23, 1981 Testimony:
- P. 6, A. 6 - York County plan revised to include these procedures?

- P.10, A.10 - Evacuation tire study: reviewed Parsons

Brinkerhoff's? Coupared assunptions - large and small - to; _
state and county plans? Wen to be done? Part of FEMA findings?
- Use as decision-making tool - assunptions have to mesh to be<

useful?
- P. 15 - Has York County revised its plan to rely on PEMA/BRP
for accident assessnent?
- P.18 (3-16, p.12) - Tine required to notify public in plume
exposure EPX.
Time estinntes available yet? Effect of licensee's siren system?
When to be functional? Tine estimate? NRC/FB4A review before
and after installation? W uld it correct deficiency? Still rely

on door-to-door contact?
- P.19 - Have appropriate inplementation and activation procedures
for licensee's pronpt notification system been developed? By whom?

.
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- p. 21-22 - Describe "public education" brochure prepared for
distribution in Dauphin County. Similar to Camonwealth 3 and 4?
Distributed already?

- p. 22 "Public education program, still to be inplemmted." What?
By whom? khen? Part of FEt% findings?

- p. 23 - Backup power for siren alert system - any areas served by
'IMI? (Dauphin County; other counties) Distinguish from fire sirens
and nuclear attack warning systems.1

- p. 31 - Type of treatment necessary? Type of nedical supplies
necessary? diagnostic, mt treatment. -

- p. 34 - Distribution of KI - in liquid form. Compliance with %547
Does injection v. pill form pose logistical problem?

- p. 39 - tbst recent York County plan reflect change in KI policy?
Contain distribution plans?

.

- p. 42 - Define " selective evacuation". York plan still contains
this feature? Consistent with State plans?

- p. 43 - Does York County plan still provide for decontamination?
lbw determine? lbw accouplished?

- p. 44 - Traffic coordination by State Police. "Within the plume EPX"?
'

Anticipate additional personnel outside of'EPX? State Police aware
of this - agreenents?

- p. 48 " State Department of agriculture extension agent" - Federal
cuployce? Where defined to be an energency worker?

- p. 50 - Dauphin County plan still contain this provision?

- p. 51 - Mass care centers identified? How nony serviced by 'IMI?

- p. 53 - Drill prior to restart. khen scheduled? kho to participate?
Mandatory participation down to what level? (municipality, school)
Part of FFl% finding?

- p. 55 - School evacuation plans developed yet? khat percentage
,

| conplete per county? Dauphin County's responsibility?
I

5. 3/16/81 TESTDONY:

- p.1 - Evacuation time study, assessment of adequacy "during course
of hearing" - Urbanik testinony? tbre to come?

- p.1 (p. 9) "need for a sensitivity analysis" - explain meaning.
Anything in addition to evacuation time estimates required?

__ _ -
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- p. 3 - Decontamination at nnss care centers. Will be part of each
county plan?

- p. 4 - Old Order Amish - Do licensee, State and local plan actually
(adequately) provide for them?

- p. 6 - Does Parsons Brinkerhoff evacuation time study delineate size
of nonresident work forces? Effect of these nunbers re: "special
measures ... needed to evacuate or shelter them." (all counties)

,

- p. 9 - Identify who " responsible officials" are.

- p. 10 - Question 127 '

- p.11 - York County plan still contains this provision? Cit *r of
Conmerce to provide notification only? Protective action information?
Content specific to businesses - advice re innediate evacuation v.
going home first? khere receive information from?

- p.13 - Brochures similar to Conmonwealth 4 and 5?*

- p.13 - Provisions to periodically update public information brochures
before redistribution?

- p.13 - Describe parameters of "an adequace" public information
program. Part of FEMA findings?

- p.14 - How will FEMA nonitor State and local programs? Deadline
for implementation? Status of State and local programs?

- p.14 (p.16) " Supplemented" - Should be " implemented". Projected
date? Anticipate need for supplementary notification? Does Licensee?
Provisions in county plans for personnel?

- p. 15 - If, upon implementation, supplementary notification is
required, what procedures will be followed to assure it is available?
Part of HIM findings? -

f - p. 17 - Does new York County plan address two title to one person
| issue?

| - p. 17 - York County Public Information Officer. Sane procedure--
| Revised county plan? khat type of instructions to the public? Same

as EBS notification? khere get information? lbw compare to Governor's
Press Secretary role?

- p.19-20 - Role of elected officials (York County Conmissioners)?
Ibes decision-making wait till they are all assembled on courthouse
steps?

- p. 22 - Letter of Agreenunt from RACES received? khen expected?
Part of FHM findings?

.
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- p. 22 (p. 26) - Describe operation of runor control lines. Merely
overflow lines? Public prenotified of their existence and function?
Part of public education program? Provided at other counties? State
level?

- p. 25 - Multiple use of frequencies - controlled by County dispatchers?
lbw unny? Training? Intra-organizational use, or dispatcher - w rker
use only? Arc priorities of use set beforehand? lbw many people
to use in Dauphin County? Dispatchers - emergency workers? .

- p. 25 - Any new plan for additional frequencies?

- p. 27 - York County plan changed to address deficiency? Actualiy
identified hospitals, or relying on Department of IIcalth? Part of
an findings?

- p. 29 - Doctmentation available yet? When due? Part of mh findings?

- p. 30-31 - New York County plan remedied deficiency? List available.

in the counties? Part of MR findings?

- p. 31 - Does York County presently have sufficient radiological
nonitoring equipment? Progress being made? Part of FHR findings?

- p. 34-35 - lias transportation plan now been provided? Part of
MR findin),s?

- p. 36 - Are agreement with private bus conpanies reached? Part of
each counties' plan? Part of MR findings?

- p. 37 - Is there such a thing as radiation-proof clothing? lbw is
10 different from regular clothing? Ectter protection; ganma not
possible.

- p. 43-44 (p. 53) - 11 ave nunicipalities prepared list of invalids
and homebounds? Become part of county plan? lbw often updated?
Part of MR findings? Would adequacy of reserves be part of Mn
findings?

- p. 45 - Procedures for mass decontamination at unss care centers in
all county plans? Part of ma findings?

- p. 49 - 11 ave county plans been modified? Would substitute emergency
nonagement coordinators receive training? Part of Mn findings?

- p. 56 - School evacuation plans included in county plans now? Part
of m n findings? Ditto bus rerouting plans.

- p. 58 - Present content of county plans (Dauphin) re: school children
during Alert condition? Provision for resolving conditions included? I

Option to bus children hone still open? Part of FB4A findings? !
I

i

__ _ _ _ _ - _ __-_ . . _ ,
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- p. 60 - llave FDR reconmendations been followed? Part of FD R
findings?

~

- p. 60 - Are bus drivers considered as energency workers? On 1(1
distribution list?

- p. 62 - bbnnonite Disaster Service procedures for Old Order Amish
received? Reviewed? Part of FDR findings?

- p.10 - Chanber of Conmerce for notification of business and industry.
Do they have radios or IVs. Concern in other counties? Adequate'
notification under 0654? Part of FDR findings?

Respectfully submitted,

',i0t?/ktQ .Nad'-'

mCHELE SHAUBE
Attorney for the
Comnonwealth of Pennsylvanin

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the flatter of :
:

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, :
: Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear : (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) :

:

INTERVENORS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN OF
THE TESTIMONY OF FEMA',S, VERNON E. ADLER AND

OFF-SIGHT EttERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AT8/ ) g/FREDERICK J. BATH ON CONTENTIONS RELATE TG

Q.4-Q.8 FEM /. in answering Contentions EP-14-H,KK and MM states by implication

that most of the work force population groups are highly mobile in that they

commute to and from each day. Has FEMA investigated the populations within the

ten (10) mile EPZ and have they made a determination as to whether most of the

people commute within the EPZ or not? Do either the Wilbur Smith Associates

study or the estimates provided by Colonel 0.K. Henderson make a study as con-

cerns the population of the ten mile E?Z area and as to their occupations to

determine whether, in fact, individuals who live within the EPZ work outside

of the EPZ area? Is it FEMA's position that the York County Plan is now ade-

quate by virtue of the Evacuation Time Estimates presented by the Licensee in

this hearing?

Q.10-Q.14 FEMA in responding to Contentions EP-16-N and EP-16-P has taken the

position that NUREG-0654 Planning Standard J.10.M, requires that time estimates

for evacuation be made under various atmospheric conditions. FEMA in further

responding to the contentions, states that it is assumed that responsible

officials during periods of meteorological or other impediments to evacuation
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will implement the best protective action under the circumstances. To which

officials is FEMA referring, state or local? Is FEMA satisfied with the
.

Evacuation Time Estimates presented by Licensee with regard to the adverse

weather conditions that they have chosen for their model and the time of

day which they have chosen for their model? Is it FEMA's position that at the
.

present time, the siren warning system in place is deficient and not adequate?

If a siren system is installed by Licensee to meet the requirements of NUREG

0654 Standard E and Appendix 3 Standard, is it FEMA's position that coverage

l will have to be one hundred percent (100%) within the ten (10) mile EPZ?
t

If the warning sirens cannot be heard in one hundred percent (100%) of the

EPZ area, is it FEMA's position that a secondary warning system will have to

be established?

Q.15-Q.17 Is it FEMA's position with regard to Contention EP-14-C that the

contentions sets forth a valid deficiency? Is it FEMA's position that the
' York County Plan must state within it that posting of radiological emergency

protection information including evacuation routes must be delineated as to

when it will be done, the person responsible for doing so and the methods

in which materials are to be distributed? FEMA indicates in its direct

testimony that FEMA will monitorstate and local programs to insure that the

programs, with regard to handing out of materials will be accomplished?
i

How will FEMA monitor such. a system? How will FEMA determine whether the. pubite

school curriculum provides for distribution to student population of ~ information

regarding radiological emergency protection information including evacuation

routes? If FEMA does determine that state and local programs are not being

-2 -
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carried out to provide the public with general radiological emergency infor-

mation, what actions will FEMA expect the N.R.C. to take if such deficiencies

are found?

Q.18 In response to Contention EP-14-0, FEHA has stated that it will

determine the adequacy of the system being designed by Licensee to bring the

siren warning system into accordance with NUREG 0654 Planning Standard E-6,

Appendix 3 and 10CFR50. Is it anticipated that FEMA will conduct field studies

to determine whether, as a matter of fact, that sirens can be heard throughout

the ten (10) mile EPZ? Has FEMA determined what the term" sufficient coverage

and adequacy" means in terms of the ability to hear the system throughout

the ten (10) mile EPZ? Is it FEMA's position that such a system will have to

be either " sufficient" or " adequate" prior to restart?

Q.19-Q.21 In response to Contention EP-14-T, FEMA indicates that it will

provide the N.R.C., an evaluation of the new warning siren systems capabilities

and will advise parties with a need for corrective action. What parties will

be provided with the evaluation of the systems capabilities and the suggested

need for corrective action?

Q.22-Q.23 FEMA, in response to Contention EP-14-Y indicates that it recommends

that the York County Emergency Plan delineate the term York County Director

and the York County Emergency Management Coordinator and merge the two into

one uniform name in order to avoid confusion since those two individuals are

the same person in one. Has York County indicated that it is willing to take

such action? Furthermore, FEMA indicates that within each risk county, the

public information officer, as the designated spokesman for the county, is

to provide official information, advice and instructions to the public. Does

FEMA take any position with regard to the type of information which the public

-3-
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information officer should release to the public without prior approval

having been received from FEMA? The testimony of the Commonwealth's witness,

the press secretary for the Governor of Pennsylvania, indicated that at the

present time he has no control over what the local public information officer

distributes as advice in the event of a radiological e;nergency situation.

Does FEMA feel that there should be some control over what the public infor-

mation officer releases to the public as general information? Has there been

any agreements between tie five risk counties and FEMA as to the type of infor-

mation which will be distributed to the general public by the public information

officer? Does FEMA believe that sometype of control should be exercised over

the type of information that a public information officer might distribute to

the general public in the event of a radiological emergency?

Q.24-Q.25 FEMA, in response to EP-16-E states that the siren warning system

required by NUREG 0654 requires only that the ten (10) mile EPZ area be served

by such a system. FEMA continues, in its testimony to state that seventy percent

(70%) of the Dauphin County population is served by the present warning system

in place. How did FEMA determine that seventy percent (70%) of the Dauphin

County population is served at the present time by the siren warning system?

I

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROTECTION ACTIONS

1. COMMUNICATIONS

Q.27-Q.30 FEMA, in responding to Contention EP-14-D states that officials will
!

be contacted by the county director by means of telephone communications.,

|
Moreover, it is FEMA's position that telephone communication is adequate since

! these individuals would be contacted immediately after the on-set of an

emergency situation prior to the public learning of the incident, and thus

-4-
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no jammed telephone grids. Did FEMA, in preparing its direct testimony,

take into consideration that members of the local community in and about the

TMI sight area may be monitoring the frequencies used by Metropolitan Edison

staff and thus the general public would be aware of the on-set of an emergency

condition? Does FEMA have any information or did it seek any information

regarding the time that it took during the TMI II incident for each of the

risk counties to notify its county commissioners of the pending radiological

emergency at that time?

Q.31-Q.35 Is it FEMA's position that with regard to Contention EP-14-P that

letters of agreement as specified in NUREG 0654 Standard-A-Criterion-A must

be provided from York County Races, Inc.? Has FEMA been informed by the York

County Emergency Coordinator that such a letter has been obtained? Will Races

members augument communications staff within the E0C Centers? If so, has a'

means of identification been devised in order to allow such members to enter

the E0C Center? If it is FEMA's position that the alternate county E0C

located in Hanover is not required to be maintained in a ready condition what

| means of communication are envisioned for the Center's use? Will there be

radio communications or land line communications? Is the same true for the

alternate sights in every other risk county? If so, will the communications

in most centers be radio communications or land line communications? If

radio communications are to be used at the alternate E0C sights in that

equipment presently available. Contention EP-14-P indicates that the York

County Plan as drafted, indicates that amateur radio operators would be assigned

to each school district in order to coordinate the utilization of school buses.
!

| Has FEMA determined whether any of the local school districts have ahd an
; is
| operator assigned to it? If an operator / assigned to a school district, do

-5-
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the local school bus drivers have any communication equipment in which to

communicate with the radio operators assigned to the school? Does FEMA

consider that to be an inadequacy within the Emergency Plan? The direct

testimony indicates that the York County Plan provides 79 trunk lines of

which 49 service the 911 system and 6 are used to stand-by rumor control

lines. Has FEMA verified whether these facts are correct? Has FEMA determined

whether telephone lines set forth in the Dauphin County Plan are correct?

Has FEMA determined whether dedicated circuits truly exist between the county,

E0C and EBS Station in each of the five (5) counties and between the state and

the E0C?

Q.36-Q.40 FEMA states, with regard to the Contention EP-16-(f), that the

county dispatcher will maintain net control on all radio frequencies assigned

in the Dauphin County Plan, however, that does not mean that the dispatcher

can control the number transmissions made by the various groups, does it?

There is a chance, is there not, that there would be an overloading of the

frequencies, because of the limited number of frequencies contained within the

plan which are designated as emergency channels.

Q.41-Q.42 FEMA States that with regard to Contention Ep-16-Q, that two(2) 911

operators are sufficient in order to handle the incoming emergency calls in

the event of a nuclear incident. The direct testimony of FEMA continues to

state that counties have been directed to set up rumor control centers to

relieve some of the burden from 911 operators. Has FEMA determined whether

rumor control operators have been established in the five risk county area?

If so, how many rumor control operators have been assigned in each risk county?

Is it not true that FEMA assumes that in the event of a nuclear incident at

Three Mile Island that the local phone lines would become jammed as was the

-6-
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case during the TMI-II incident? Is-it not true that the direct testimony

of FEMA indicates that call volume exceeding 911 operator capacity will be

transferred either to rumor control centers or appropriate resources. Would

you please identify what are the otner appropriate resources?

Q.43-Q.44 Is it FEMA's position that there is inadequate provisions in the

York County Plan for providing medical services for contaminated individuals.

Is it not true that in the direct testimony filed by FEMA, there is an omission

that the York County Emergency Plan make no provision for local backup hospital

medical services for individuals exposed to radiation. In the direct testimony,

it is stated that the Commonwealth Plan established by the Department of Health,
'

if placed into effect, will bring the York County Plan into compliance? Has the

; State Health Plan been adopted as of this date? Has any verification ever

been made of the available transportation for persons needing medical aid within

the Dauphin County Plan, York County Plan, Cumberland County Plan, Lancaster

County Plan, and Lebanon County Plan?

Q.45 FEMA in response to Contention EP-6-B states that the initial fuel and

wrecker services will be provided by the local community within the risk

counties. Has FEMA studied whether the local communities plans have set forth

the way in which initial fuel and wrecker services will be procured and paid *

for? Has any agreement been made between local communities and local business-'

men regarding the use of their wreckers and fuel supplies? Have the local risk

counties indicated where the locations for emergency services including first

aid, wrecker and fuel services will be located? Is it FEMA's position that

; prior to restart of Unit No.1 that all local plans indicate the location of

emergency services in the municipality and have capability to provide such
:

emergency services? Does the Commonwealth Plan Section 9-A(2)-C state how the

-7-
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania will procure the fuels and wreckers needed for

emergency services? Are there agreements between the Commonwealth and providers
.

as to how services will be paid for? How will local businessmen who are asked

to provide fuel and wrecker services be compensated if not provided for in the

plan?
.

Q.46 Is it FEMA's position that with regard to Contention EP-6-D that prior

to restart, written agreements are required between all of the ten (10) agencies

listed within the contention with the exception of the State Civil Defense

Organization and Yok County U.S.D.A. Disaster / Emergency Board?

Q.47 Is it FEMA's position with regard to EP-14-I that the York County Plan

is deficient in that local communities and boroughs have not prepared lists of

such impaired persons? Prior to restart, is it FEMA's position that local

communities must prepare such lists and forward them to the county coordinators

in order to comply with NUREG 0654 Planning Standard-J-Criterion 10(d)?

Q.48 Is it * FEMA's position that the Contention EP-14-K is correct in its

assertica that the Situation Analysis Group set forth in the York County Plan

does not have sufficient radiological monitoring equipment to perform its assigned

functions? Has the deficiency been resolved? Is it FEMA's position that this

deficiency will hace to be corrected prior to restart of Unit No. l?

Q.49-Q.51 Is is FEMA's position that Contention EP-14-5 correctly states a

deficiency in that the York County Plan does not provide for radiological monitor-

ing equipment to be placed within the county and that local fireman be trained

in its use? FEMA, in its direct testimony, indicates that the York County Plan

does not state that there is available monitoring equipment within the county,

but does state that the local firemen have been trained. Does FEMA have any

evidence of any local firemen having received training in the use of radiological

-8-
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monitoring equipment? If so, where did it obtain such-information? Does

FEMA have any information that indicates that firemen in the Newberry Township

and or the surrounding boroughs of York Haven and Goldsboro and Newberrytown

are trained in the use of radiological monitoring equipment? Has FEMA been

able to ascertain whether any other firemen within the ten (10) mile EPZ have

been trained in the use of such equipment? Is it FEMA's position that the risk

counties must provide an inventory of radiological equipment to be used and

its plan of distribution in support of operations for decontamination of

people or vehicles prior to TMI-I restart. If not, why does FEMA take the

position that this is not necessary?

Q.57-Q.55 Is it FEMA's position with regard to Contention EP-14-V that prior

to restart of Unit No. I that the York County transportation coordinator must

provide a written statement of his plan for coordination or transportation

resources during an evacuation? If not, why does FEMA feel that it is not

necessary to be in existence prior to restart? If a plan has been developed by

the transportation coordinator, does it meet the requirements set forth in

the direct testimony for FEMA? If a system has been developed by the trans-

portation coordinator, how does the system insure manning and refueling of the

evacuation buses? Have any agreement been reached between fuel dealers and bus

operators with regard to payment of services in the event of any emergency?

The direct testimony of FEMA indicates that bus drivers can be expected to

return to the risk area as needed to accomplish their assigned missions. How

did FEMA determine this to be true, what sutdies indicate that this will happen?

In FEMA's direct testimony with regard to Contention EP-14-V, it is stated that

school districts have initiated there own explicit plans for evacuation. Have

any studies been conducted by FEMA to determine whether, as a matter of fact,
L

-9-
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local school districts have drafted an effective evacuation plan? If not, is

it FEMA's position that such plans must be placed within the ten (10) mile EPZ

prior to Unit No. 1 restart? Is it not true that FEMA believes that agreements

with private bus companies are necessary in order to insure that all parties

know what is expected of them during an emergency? _How does FEMA reach the

conclusion that during a general evacuation, available vehicles would be used

to assist' evacuation regardless of the status of the existing documenting agree-

ments? Has FEMA investigated whether, as a matter of fact, that bus drivers.

of leased schcol buses know that they are expected to evacuate children

according to certain drafted plans?

Q.56 Is it FEMA's position that Contention EP-14-W regarding the unwritten

portion of Annex L of the York County Plan providing for resource requirements
- does not have to be completed prior to restart. If Annex L is not completed,

how will emergency response personnel designated in the York County Emergency

Plan deploy indentified resources when such resources have not been identified?

How will unmet resource requests be fulfilled by FEMA? Does FEMA have various

resources which, at its disposal for which it is anticipated, counties may
'

need on an immediate basis? If so, what resources has FEMA calculated will

be needed by the local and county municipalities in order to respons to emergency

situation?

| Q.57-Q.59 Contention EP-14-X raises a question of coordination of manpower and

chain of command. After review of all the risk county plans, including the

York and Dauphin County Plan, has FEMA been able to determine whether any coor-

i dination exists between police, fire, state and national guard units? Is

(
there anyone person in each county that has direct command over all of these

groups? Is it FEMA's position that a single person in command in each of

|
|

| -10-
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of the risk counties would be preferable to the manner in which the plans now

appear?

Q.60 Has FEMA determined, with respect to Contention EP-14-CC whether there

exists the numbers of tow-trucks stated within the various risk county plans?

For example, do the number of tow-trucks which York County indicates would
.

be necessary in the event of an evacuation exists within the preimeters

of York County? If so, how has FEMA been able to verify this?

Q.61 FEMA indicates in response to Contention EP-14-ll that the American

Red Cross has been able, in the past, to respond to actual disasters. To which

type of disasters does FEMA refer? How many individuals did the Red Cross

take care of within the mass shelters?

Q.62 In response to Contention EP-16-G, FEMA states that it has, in the past,

experienced with mass evacuation, that personal security has not been a signi-

ficant problem. Has FEMA done any studies with regard to the populations per-

ceptions of radiological disasters versus other forms of natural disasters?

Has any sensivity studies been completed to show how individuals would react

post TMI-II accident to an emergency situation? Is it FEMA's position that

security at these local pick-up locations will not present a security problem?

What studies indicate that individuals when faced with what they perceive as

an unknown disaster, will not react irrationally? FEMA indicates in the direct

testimony, that there is no requirement or planning guide specifying that short

term shelter or cover is to be provided for persons at pick-up points, however,

FEMA does not state that they feel that this is in-fact, an inadequacy. FEMA

just state that its not a provision of the emergency plan. Is it FEMA's

position that such sheltering should be required?

Q.63-Q.64 Is it true, with regard to Contention EP-16-H, that FEMA suggests to

-11-
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the drafters of the Dauphin County Emergency Plan, that any reference to " hijack-

ing" should be removed from the emergency plan in order to avoid any suggestion

that such activity might take place? Is it FEMA's position with regard to

Appendix 8, Attachment 8-2 of the Dauphin County Plan, that the provisions

suggesting that one person lead various vehicles to E0C reception areas from

the staging area is a deficiency? With regard to refaeling buses and ambulances

used in emergency, has Dauphin County reached any agreements with various local

proprietors as to the payment for services rendered? Is there any agreement

between providers and the county that payment for services will be waived at

the time of the providing of service until such time as billing could take place?

Will the county be liable for the bills of the ambulances and buses used in

emergency evacuation? -

Q.65 In its direct testimony, FEMA addresses Contention EP-14-00 by

stating that it is FEMA's experience that in massive evacuation situations,

looting is not a significant problem. To which experience is FEMA drawn?

What were the circumstances where and when?

Q.66 With regard to Contention EP-16-0, is it FEMA's position that as of the

date of this hearing, Dauphin County has not been able ta determine a precise

number of individuals who will need ambulances to remove them in the event

of a general evacuation? Has local Dauphin County Communities identified the

individuals who need ambulances in order to remove them from the ten (10) mile

EPZ zone?

Q.67-Q.68 Is it FEMA's position that with regard to EP-14-C, that local municipal

authorities must determine the number of invalids that require ambulance service

in the event of a general evacuation? If so, have any of the studies within

the ten (10) mile EPZ been completed as to the number of home-bounds? The

s

-12-
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The direct testimony of FEMA also indicates that/the need is greater than resources

available, there must be a provision in municipal planning to provide for the

required resources. Have any of the local communities within the five (5) mile

EPZ York County submitted plans? Is this a general requirement of all risk counties?

If so, have any of the other risk counties, local municipalities submitted such

plans ? Is it FEMA's position that municipal plans with regard to home-bounds

and invalids must be completed prior to TMI restart? If not, why not? i

Q.69 Is is FEMA's position that with regard to Contention EP-10, that Appendix

D of the Commonwealth Plan is defective and that procedures for mass care centers

will have to included into the county plans and prior to restart of Unit No. l?

CHAIN OF COMMAND

Q.72-Q.74 Is it FEMA's contention that EP-14-H and EP-14-R do not represent

inconsistencies within the York County Plan? What exactly is the command interface

at the state level in the state EOC? Is is FEMA's position that the York County

Plan is incorrect in stating that the Assistant Director of Police Operations

! is responsible for all management of law and order traffic control and security?

i

|
'

STAFFING

Q.75 Is it FEMA's position that EP-14-LL and EP-16-B correctly set forth
;

|

| deficiencies within the Dauphin County and York County Emergency Plans? If so,

is it FEMA's position that such deficiencies must be corrected before restart

of Unit No. L?

I OTHER

-Q.79-Q.80 In response to Contention EP-5-C, FEMA states in its direct testimony,

-13-
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that based upon previous disasters experienced, it is FEMA's view that emergency

workers will perform their functions in situations where their families may be

in danger by the emergency. To which experiences is FEMA relying upon? Has

FEMA had experience with Emergency Workers in radiological disasters? Have

any studies ever been conducted by FEMA with regard to any differences in

perception of emergency response personnel to radiological disasters versus other

natural or manmade disasters?

Q.81 Is it FEMA's position with regard to Contention EP-6-F that Intervenors

have stated a valid deficiency therein? Has FEMA been provided with any inform-

ation that would indicate how many individuals received the brochure "How to

Get There"? If so, how many of the brochures were f warded and delivered to

invalids?

Q.85 Is it FEMA's position that Contention EP-14-AA states a valid deficiency

within the York County Plan? Has FEMA verified that the State Department of

Education has advised each School District Supervisor within the plume exposure,

EPZ on guidance for development of school evacuation plans and have superin-

tendents within these areas coordinated with county EMA coordinators in the

development of these plans? Has York County obtained a list of these supporting

plans from the school districts? Has Dauphin County received such plans? Has .

Cumberland County received such plans? Has FEMA done any studies which indicate

how bus drivers would be notified in the event of an emergency? If so, how?

| Q.86 Is it FEMA's position that EP-16-J sets forth a valid deficiency in the

Dauphin County Emergency Plan with regard to transferring school children? Is it

i

j FEMA's position that the Dauphin County Plan will have to be amended in order to

( be adequate in this area?

Q.87-Q.88 FEMA has indicated its str'ct testimony with regard to Contention EP-16-R
i
i

-14-
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that FEMA has indicated that two or more staging area are desireable. Dauphin

County Plan indicates there are two staging areas, while the York County Plan

is deficient in that it only has one staging area which is located at a considerable

distance from the edge of the two mile EPZ?

Q.89-0.90 FEMA in its direct testimony with regard to Contention EP-16-T, states

that the Duphin County Plan should include some additional planning with regard

to school evacuation, early notification to bus drivers by school officials and

district plans which provide for school bus use from beyond the EPZ. Has FEMA

done any studies as to how either the Dauphin County transportation officer

or the York County transportation coordinator will be able to communicate with the

various transportation resources in the event of an emergency ? Has FEMA done any

studies as to how the local transportation sources will communicate the needs of

theor employees in an emergency situation? Has FEMA been able to verify whether

as a matter of fact that there are letters of agreement in Dauphin County between

the local identify bus service and whether,as a matter of fact, bus drivers

within the County known what their responsibilities are in the event of an

emergency? The same question applies equally with regard to the York County Plan.
!

!

!

l

;

l

|

|
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Direct Testimony
Page Objectives of Cross-Examination

2-3 Establish general methods used by
FEMA for reviewing State and local
plans; identify status of such
review for State and five risk
county plans.

10,13 Determine whether Licensee's
evacuation time study is a
" useable time-motion study of
evacuation".

19 Identify the necessary "implemen-
tation and activation procedures"
for the siren system.

23 Inquire into need for, and
feasibility of, backup power
source for siren system.

27 Establish that Dauphin County EOC
is outside the plume exposure
pathway EPZ.

32-33 Determine whether in FEMA's
experience a lack of tow trucks
and fuel trucks has precluded
successful evacuations.

33 Determine whether NRC guidance
with respect to administration
of KI to institutionalized

( persons has recently changed.
i

|
Identify current status of

- federal guidance on distribution
of KI to the general public.

53 Identify the appropriate range
of emergency response actions

I that must be tested during an
exercise.

!

| 55-56 Inquire into status of school
'

evacuation plans.

|

|
|
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Direct Testimony
Page Objectives of Cross-Examination

5-6 Establish that Licensee's evaluation
time study includes population
calculations based on work force
fluctuations and time of year effects.

7 Determine whether Licensee's evacuation
time study makes appropriate
consideration for transients.

9 Determine whether Licensee's evacuation
time study properly accounts for
variables such as adverse weather
conditions.

12-14 Determine status of FEMA's review of
educational material to be distributed;
inquire into means for distribution
satisfactory to FEMA.

21-22 Identify functions to be performed by
RACES members; inquire into purposes
served by a letter of agreement.

27-28 Establish that Pennsylvania Department
of Health plan, Appendix R, provides
adequate provisions for local, hospital
and medical services for York County
residents exposed to radiation.

28, 61 Identify FEMA experience during
evacuation with respect to emergency
wrecker and fuel services.

29-30 Review need for letters of agreement.

30-31, 53 Identify methods being used by York
County to list homebounds and invalids.

31,33 Identify State resources available to
York County for monitoring equipment
(e.g., Commonwealth Exhibit 2, Appendix
8, SXIV and Appendix 16).

34-36, 60 Identify satisfactory method of
operation for dispatching buses.

(
!

!
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Direct Testimony
Page Objectives of Cross-Examination

43-44 Determine whether York County and
State resources are adequate to meet

; the transportation needs of homebounds'

and invalids.

49 Inquire into need for substitute
emergency management coordinators.

56-58 Determine status of planning for school
evacuations.

62-63 Establish that Old Order Amish !

appropriately considered in State
planning.

Review status of FEMA findings and----

determinations.
,

s

j
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ANTI NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN OF STAFF WITNESS
THOMAS URBANIK II ON TIME ESTIMATE

on possible effect of 20-mile voluntary evacuation:

In general, in your review of evacuation time estimates, is it true that
traffic at the 1-mile (or less) radina may be likely to travel at normal,
everyday speeds for the roads, but as traffic increases, and as distance from
the plant increases, the med of the traffic by the 9-mile radius point is
likely to be,only.a fr,actbn: of the speed that normal traffic flow would
travel at over those roads?

Has this general principle held true in all of the 52 evacuation time
estimate studies you've reviewed (in how many, if not)

Was this true for the TMI area evacuation time estimate? Can you give us
an estimate of the approximate percentage of reduction of speed from normal
speed at the 10-mile radius out from TMI? (50% reduction?) (75%'/)

If we assumed for this question, that the 20-mile area around TMI had
about the same population density, population distribution, work patterns,
reletively the same highway systems, traffic control, vehicle use,

'

and a 20,-mile evacuation were ordered, would this general principle also hold?
Wculd traffic at the 15-mile or 20-mile radius also move more slowly than the
traffic at the 10-mile radius?

Can you give us an approximate reduction percentage?

Looking at the 50-mile map showing population density around TMI, can you confirm
that percentage or how would you adjust it, noting that Haarisburg and York
lie at the edge of the TMI 10-mile EPZ?

Would the congestion of a twenty-mile radius evacuation cause a back-up
at the 10-mile or five-mile radii which would further slow down the egress
of traffic from the 10-mile radius?

|
1

|

|

L
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Urbanik, p 2

In what way would the TMI evacuation time estimate times be effected if
the population statistics were accurate, including transient patterns, but
the number of private cars available to persons within the EPZ for a workday
scenario were overestimated by 10%?

Have car-ownership patterns changed since 1970 in this cour.try, and if so,how?

Is is accurate to say that the difference between the upper and Jower
time estimate, the time represented by subtracting the lower from the upper,
is the advance mobilization time needed to effectuate the lower time evacuation?

-

What error factor would you estimate for a study done using the techniques
and assumptions used by Parsons, Brinkerhoff?

Do you know of any tests or implementations which test the accuracy of the
techniques and assumptions used by Parsons, Brinkerhoff for this stuydy?

NUREG/CR 1745 EHARC 401/80-017 :

top of p 4 do you still make this statement? what basis?

Do you consider 20 minutes a reasonable estimate of the time needed for
preparation? Miy/ why not?

|
i

|

,
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UNITED STATES OF AFERICA
NUCLEAR REGIM10RY 00tNISSION
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~

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPAtE, )
) Docket No. 50-289 .

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

.

00bt0NWEALTH'S CROSS-EXAMINATION FIAN
TfDIAS URBANIK II

NRC STAFF - EVACUATION TIFE ESTIMATE STJDY

1. Education
*

Texas A & M University

2. Fhjor differences betwen NUREG CR-1745 and NUREG 0654 techniques?
Which is better? If difference incorporated into PB study, what
effect?

3. p.3 - Has conparison of study with plans been done? To be done?
By NRC? FEMA? When?

4. p.3 - Does NUREG CR-1745 identify additional considerations?
In your opinion, should be any?

5. p.6 - Estinnte additional time using rain and normal daytime
population as adverse weather scenario. Based on experience?

6. p.6 - In coupliance with 0654 as to methodology. Agree that
assuiptions have to follow plans to be in total conpliance with
0654? To be useful as decision-making tool?

Respectfully submitted,

9','<:/I.I _[p')<;.,(.w6
FECHELE STRAUBE
Attorney for the Commnwealth
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Direct Testimony
Page Objectives of Cross-Examination

4 Establish need to make reasonable
assumptions to undertake evacuation
time study.

4-5 Review reasonableness of assumptions
used in Licensee's evacuation time
study.

6 Determine whether witness has
reviewed explanation why rain
scenario not evaluated.

i
,

|

|

|
|

|
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ANTI UUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YO!E CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN OF LICENSEE
WITNESS MILTON LEVENSON

Qualifications--
(B. Ch E, University of Minnesota,1943; Executive MBA Program,
University of Chicago, 1972-73.)

Did you complete the degree reqtirements for the MBA Program?
Do you hold any (other) advanced degrees?

Do you hold any degreebcih mechanical engineering in the strength of
materials?

Are you technically competent in the analysis of the size of cracks
in containments as a result of reactor accidents?

Are you familiar with draft Nureg 0772 Technical Bases for Estimating
Fission Product Behavior During LVR Accidents?

Do you have before you a copy of the acknowledgements pages from 0772?
Your work in your paper presented as testimony here is based on a number of recent
studies, is it not?

References in Levenson testimony: Acknowledgements in N 0772:
App A ref 13: H. Buntz, W. Schoeck ack p. 2 Dr. W. Schoeck
ref 18: G.W. Parker, R.A. Lorentz chapter 4: R.A. Lorentz (ORNL)

; ref 15: R.A. Lorentz (N CR/0722)
ref 21: R.A. Lorentz (N CR/0722,0RNL)
ref 24: G.W. Parker
ref 34: G.W. Parker
ref 22: R.W. Hilliard, et al. chapter 8: A.K. Postma (NRC consult.)
ref 27: R.W. Hilliard, A.K. Postma

ref 32 'A.K. Postma, et al.

ref 35 R.W. Hilliard, et al.
app B Campbell, et al. chapter 5: D.O. Campbell (ORNL)

A. Malinauskas (ORNL)

Is it not apparent that the work your paper was based on was also
very well considered by the authors of Nureg 0772?

Does not N 0772 come to different conclusions tahn your conclusions?

page 1 (N 0772) itens 2&3 in particular-

. - . - . _ . .



Levenson p2 .

4g ,

note: move to strike (p6) comments of Ian Wall footnoted as given at
Nov 18 peer review meeting at NRC in Washington. See disclaimer at Nov 18
transcript. Also move to strike conclusions based on Ian Vall's comments:
last paragraph on page 6, t'op of page 7. Levenson not qualified to make statement
no bases given, not qualified in health physics to testify on efficacy of
sheltering. Last statement on p 7 also move to strike. "but none of it
relates to whether there are or are not large conservatisms in.existieng
assessments. The only controversy is one of how bigghas been overeatmate."
Levenson certainly not qualified to testify on behalf of all scientists.

(note on p2 of Levenson testimony: "The paper does not address the probability
of accintents nor th dispersion phenomena of what is released.")

App A: p1 "no such dispersal mechanism exists." movetostrikelj

App A: pp15-18, section V. Value of Sheltering Versus Evacuation. Witness
is not competant to testify on this topic. Move to strike entire section.
Witness not competent to testify on value of sheltering or efficacy of shelterig,
especially in this area.(TMI)

Are you familiar with accident seguences in UASH 1400 leading to large
releases labled PWR 1, 2, and 3? Do you calculate a large reduction, within
10 miles of the plant, for releases for these sequences as compared to WASH 1400?

By how much would early doses change for these sequences of accidents
within the 10 mile area, if all iodine were contained within the reactor?
(factor of 2?)

Are you aware that the NRC staff stated at the Nov 18 meeting that it
would be a factor of two?

Do doses of ic; topes other tHan iodine carry any risks of early deaths
or cancer?

Thus, the complete renoval of iodine would not obviate the needd:

! for emergency planning?
So, to get a large reduction in early deaths or cancers it would be

i

necesary to get reductions in cesium, tellurium, ruthenium and other isotopes?
What reductions factors do you calculate for tellurium, ruthenium

and other important isotopes?
I

You mention that other groups support your conclusions-- have any other
scientists or groups made calculations showing reductions for non-iodine
isotopes?

So your only support from others is only on reduction of radiciodine?

|
Has your report received peer review?

Does this report support ycur conclusions for iodine? tellurium?
ruthenium? any other isotopes?

Vnat is the conclusion in N 0772 about reduction factors for all isotopes?

,

L
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What are the daughter products of Tellurium- isn't iodine one?

Isn't the half-life of tenurium about 3 days? If tenurium
escapes, will radiciodine be introduced into our environment as a by-product
of the radioactivo decay?

Are you aware of how much the iodine from tellurium contributed
to total iodine assumed releases in Wash 1400? (6%)

Wouldn't it be necesary to protect the thyroid form iodine if.
quantities of tellurium are released?

You loked at conservatisms in Wash 1400- did you look at any
stages in calculations in which Wash 1400 was optimistic?

Did you look at dispersion calculation factors in Wash 14007
Did you look at impact on dodses of deposition velocity?
Is deposition velocity an uncertain parameter?
What range of uncertainty does Wash 1400 cite for deposition velocity?
(factor of 100 uncatainty in Wash 1400)

Did you look at the sensitivity of d6se calculations to changes in
deposition velocity?

ggi. ~ _wa:ty

Did you look at sensitivity of dose calculations to how high the
plume rises due to heat in the plume?

*** Can one accurately calculate plume rise given the state of the art of
plume rise calculations?

How many methods of plume rise calculations are given in the literature?i

| (20-30 different plume rise calculation methods)
(
| Isn't it true that these calculations can give a factor of 10
j difference?

Are you aware of any studies dono comparing dose predictirns from
Wash 1400 large accident sequences FWR 1,2,and 3, using different :rodels for
plume rise and different meteorologies?

i

i
'

Are youavare that different models for plume rise can give different
dose predictions by a factor of 1000 or more within 10 miles?

|
,

Then how can you state that Wash 1400 is conservative?

~



Levenson p4
-*,

,

Are you aware of the International benchmark study of the
European Office of the OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel,
in which over 15 countries are participating in a comparison of reactor
accident calculation?

Are you aware that participation includes EPRI, Sandia, Battelle NW,
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, Roger Blond of the NRC, National Audobon
Society, and others? Are you aware of the enormous differences in professional
opinion internationally about reactor accident calculations?

Do calculations in Nureg 0772 go beyond calcultions in Wash 1400 in
that o772 takes into account calculations noglected.in Wash 1400?

Are you familiar with Battelle letter to Bernero ? Comments?
(Which appears as a part of this transcipt following page

Levenson considers attenuation factors through cracks in containment
(which 0772 does not consider)

On Table 2 of App A of your testimony you list attenuation by
plate out through a " huge hole"-- how large is this hole? What surface area
of cracks / size of opening?

Table 3, AppA. lists attenuation due to tiny cracks-- how tiny?
What evedence is there that cracks will be small rather than big and crumblig?
How much material could be held in " tiny cracks" or on surfaces of " huge hole"?

How much moisture can be contained if hot steam heats up the cracks?
Do not the containment materials (metal, concrete) absorb heat?

What if containment fails to isolate? Cant valves or other pathways
be left open due to human error?

What about accidents in which containment failure occurs directly to

the atmosphere as a result of overpressure, hydrogen explosion, isolation
failure, or some other mechanism?-- are these not the accidents which Wash 1400
considers to have the largest releases of iodine?

Do not Stratton, et al., restrict themselves to considering only
those accidents in which containment integrity is maintained? And in which
substantial amounts of water are present?

How can you rule out the probability that substantial amounts of
water will not be present in containment? And how can you rule out the
probability that containment integrity will not be maintained and also large
amounts of water will not be present?

,
Would it not be advisable for the utility to monitor iodine coming out?

!
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UNITED STATES OF RiERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00tEISSION

BEIORE TIE ATOMIC SAFEIY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket tb. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit tb.1) )

00tt0NWEALTH'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
MILTON LEVENSON

REALISTIC ESTIMATES OF CONSEQUENCES OF NUCLEAR ACCIDENIS

1. Familiar with NRC emergency planning rule? Role in developing it?
'

Submit conments? Accepted? Familiar with NUREG 0654? Role in
developing it? Submit conments? Accepted?

,

'

2. Reviewed Licensee's emergency response plan? When - in depth?
Role in developing plan? Familiar with provisions of Licensee's
plans relating to offsite dose projections?

3. Reviewed Conmonwealth's snergency response plan? When - in depth?
submit conments on plan? Familiar with BRP portion of plan?
Provisions relating to offsite dose projections? Familiar with
criteria used by BRP in choosing type of protective action?

4. Reviewed five county emergency response plans? When - in depth?
submit comnents on plans?

5. Testimony is general or theoretical in nature? Intended to be
site-specific criticism?

6. Is theory regarding historical overestimation of radioiodine
releases during nuclear accidents universally accepted in the

,

scientific conmunity? Peer review? (p. 9) Draft IUREG 0772,+

Abstract p. ii, paragraph 3. Subject of great controversy?
(p. 7) Range of overestimates in assessment.

7. Is it possible to quantify the effect that natural attenuating
phenomena will have on releases of radioactivity under specific
accident conditions? (See pp. 2, 4, 5, 6, p. 19 paper)
Percentage of error in quantification. At present state of the
art (or knowledge) does consideration of natural attenuating
phenomena have any practical value in predicting offsite
radiation doses? In making protective action reconmendations?

,

_. .
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8. Written testinony:
p.1 - Role of Industry Advisory Group after 'IMI-2 accident?
Advisory? Reconmended protective actions? Reconmendations
taken? Any attenpt unde to verify occurrence of natural
attenuating phenomena? (p. 6, list of hardware)

p. 6 - Conparison of 21-2 to MI-l - Only good if identical
accident scenerio. Any accident scenerio where release to
environment without nuch contact with physical structures?
(p. 4, paper - direct release from reactor containment building
due to failure of building; p. 5, 7,10 dry release)

p. 7. - Date.on which: 1) 5-mile limit, 2) no reqaired exacuation
for several hours, is based. Actual or experimental? Does he
advocate inmediate use of his theory or continued observation
and discussion? In light of controversy, would it be appropriate
to base public health and safety decisions on this theory?

aa.k' p. 7 - Is sheltering effective against releases other than q,ases?
Is it nore effective for some than for others? (radioactive
iodine) In terms of time? (See p. 17)

9. Paper:

p. 2 'Ibe perception as to health and safety risks of evacuation.
(Conpare to list on p.15)

p.15 - Last line, sumnrize testinony? Not proposing less planning,
nerely possibly less expansive protective action?

p.18 - Conparison to tornado. Evacuation to be reconmended
prior to plune arrival? lbw to conpare? Sheltering v. evacuation
in nuclear accident really function of time?

10. For purposes of unking protective action decisions, would it
be beneficial to have offsite monitoring to determine actual
release?

Respectfully submitted,

.- H; . r p
. h ( |w l' e 17htuiu '

MICIELE STRAUBE
Attorney for the Conmor. wealth

_ ______________________________________________________________________A
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The objective of this report is to provide the Commission and the public
"- with a description of the best technical information currently available for

estimating the release of radioactive material during postulated severe accidents
in commercial light water reactor nuclear power plants. This report focuses on
a spectrum of postulated accidents ranging from some fuel damage to severe
core damage and core meltdown. Particular emphasis is placed on the accident
behavior of radioactive iodine since 1) radiolodine is predicted to be a major
contributor to public exposure, 2) current regulatory accident analysis,

-

proceedures focus on iodine several, and 3) technical questions have recently
been raised about the magnitude of iodine release.

This report addresses several major questions which have been raised
concerning past methods for estimating the release of fission products to the
environment during severe accidents in commercial light water reactor plants.
Concisely, these issues are:

(1) Is cesium iodide, rather than elemental iodine as has been assumed
in the past the predominant radioiodine form released from the fuel
during severe accidents?

(2) Since cesium iodide is less volatile than elemental iodine and is
much more soluble in water, is the release of iodine during postulated
reactor accidents currently being overestimated?

(3) Were the expected consequences of the most severe pc,tulated accidents
overpredicted in past analysis (e.g. the Reactor Safety Study) by
several orders of magnitude because natural fission product removal

Qec ha n 1 sm ( s uc h]B)hein i da~ 1Trea c Ci o ns , _a ero s oi^s e t d i ng u
and tlye~'

effects of moisture were not been properly accounted for?_

~ ___

(4) Will the engineered safety features designed for iodine control be
effective and optimal for the actual iodine behavior rather than the
behavior currently assumed and how will these engineered safety
features perform under postulated severe core damage and core meltdown
accident conditions?

After surveying the available data base, and performing calculations with
the most advanced models that exist, the results of this study support the
following conclusions with respect to the above questions:

(1) The current data base (with some qualifications) supports the conclusion
that cesium iodide is the expected predominant iodine form under
postulated light water reactor accident conditions, although the
formation of some elemental lodine cannot be precluded under certain
conditions.

(2) lhe auumed form of iodi.ne (either cesium iodide or elemental iodine)
does not have a majo_ r_inLluence onj.he_ estimated iodine release _ to

~

'the environment for the risk dominant accidents. However lor less

i

. - _ - _ . _ _ _
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severe accidents the effect of iodine chemical form on the predicted
amount of iodne released to the environment is more pronounced.

. . .

(3) _ The results of this study do not support the contention that the
predicted consonnonras for the risk dominant accidents have boon
overpredicted by orders of magnitude in past studies. For example,

2,- the analysis in this report indicates that the best estimate attenu-
ation factor for iodine is between about 2 and 10 for the risk

2 dominant accidents (i.e., 10% to 50% of the core inventory of iodinem'
could be released to the environment).

(4) Certain engineered safety features (e.g.,_ containment sprays, BWR
pressure suppression pools, PWR iceLcondenser beds) will perform
ef fectively in removing fisslon products regardless of their chemical
form (i.e. , vapor or particulate) and under most severe accidents-

conditions (e.g., aerosol loads) for a wide range of potential
accident sequences. Other engineered safety features (e.g., containment
recirculating filter system, BWR main steam line leakage control
systems, BWR standby gas treatment systems and secondary containments)
are less effective in mitigating fission product release under
severe accident conditions for a variety of reasons, although these
systems would be effective for limited _Lutl_dqmage accidents where
containment integrity is maintained.,

A number of gaps and limitations in the available data base identified
during the study are presented as a guide to future research efforts.

,

Information presented in this report has been used in support of a
companion NRC staf f report, "RegulatoryDjgt of Nucleat_Re. actor Accid.ent
Source Term A s.umplign_t," which assesses the M t of source term modificationsl

'acising from recent technical questions noted above.

.
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NRC STAFF'S CROSS EXAMINATION
OUTLINE FOR LICEf4SEE'S MILTON

LEVENSON ON REALISTIC ESTIMATES
FOR USE IN EMERGENCY PLANNING

Inquiry as to the quantification of the asserted attenuation*

of radioisotope release to the environment

Conclusions of Draft NUREG-0772 (Technical Bases for Estimating*

Fission Product Behavior During LWR Accidents," March 6,1981) on:

- effect of the form'of radiciodine on estimated
release to the environment;

- validity of assertion that reactor accident consequences
are overestimated by orders of magnitude;

- best estimate attenuation factor for Iodine;

- Iodine attenuation factor for most severe PWR accident
analyzed;

- Uncertainty in mode and location of containment failure and
effects on retention of Iodine.

Witness' position on the dose projection methodologies that should be*

used for TMI-1 emergency response.

Inquiry as to the dose projection methodologies that the Licensee*

intends to use for TMI-1 emergency response.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of :
:

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, :
: Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear : (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) :

INTERVENORS CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN 07
THE JOINT TESTIMONY OF N.R.C. STAFF,

STEPHEN CHESNUT AND FEMA'S FREDERICK J. BATH
ON CONTENTIONS RELATED TO ON SIGHT SPLASH AND

OFF SIGHT EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Q.4-Q.9 FEMA in its testimony, states that NUREG 0654, Appendix 4, Criterion

J-10 specifies that time estimates for evacuation must be provided by Licensee.

Does FEMA have any independent time evacuation studies other than that pre-

pared by Licensee? If so, what studies have been made? Does . FEMA have con-

fidence in the independent studies? If not, why not? Do the independent

studies that FEMA is aware of substantiate or support the findings of Licensee's

study?

Q.10-Q.12 Is it FEMA's position that Contention EP-14-0 set forth a valid
I

deficiency within the current York County Plan? Is it FEMA's position that

the local, state and licensee officials still have not met the requirements

of 10CFR Part 50, Appendix E. Has FEMA investigated whether the risk county

emergency management agencies have distributed information detailing potential

protective measures in the event of an incident at TMI-I on an annual basis?

| If so, have the pamphlets included the required materials? Is it FEMA's

position that state and county prepared public educational material and details

as to the methods of frequency of distribution and the means for educating

transients must be completed and provided to FEMA prior to restart.

_ _ ._. _ _- _ ,_ -b _ . _ _ _ _
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Q.17-Q.19 FEMA in response to Contention EP-5-F. states that NUREG 0654 Section

11.0.4 requires that specialized initial and retraining programs should be provided-

for state and local personnel in the following areas:

Directing or coordinating of the emergency ' response organization;a.

b. Personnel responsible for accident assessment;

Radiological monitoring teams and rediological analysis personnel;c.
;

d. Police, security and fire fighting personnel;

Repair and damage control / correctional action teams (on sight);e.

f. First aid and rescue personnel;

g. Local support services personnel including Civil Defense /

Emergency Personnel;

h. Mtdical support personnel; and

i. Personnel responsible for transmission of emergency information

and instructions.

Is is FEMA's understanding that none of the above personnel have received the

training referred to above? Has FEMA received any of the programs to be developed

by the Licensee and state and local government. Will FEMA exercise any control

over the content of the programs presented? Will FEMA audit the programs

that are presented? Who will pay for the training to be provided? Who will
J

pay for the equipment need d to effect radiological monitoring? Is it FEMA's

position that the training programs to be provided by Licensee and state and

local governments must be submitted and found adequate prior to restart? Will

FEMA require that any testing be performed of personnel who participate in the

training programs? How will FEMA determine that training is sufficient to

demonstrate that their emergency functions will be performed?

Q.22 Is it FEMA's position that issues raised by Contention EP-3-A and

-2-
-- -_-. _ -. - ,-- -. - - . - . - . . _ _ _ _ .
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3-B are valid and that prior to restart of Unit No.1 that state and local

plans must meet the criteria 10 CFR 50.47 (b),10 CFR 50.54 (q), (s), (t) and

(u) and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E. Will FEMA require state and local plans

to be in total compliance with the above stated criteria and NUREG 0654.

-3-



pM 4 /21 /81Chestnut & Bath
,

Q10 Do the county public information pamphlets tell people where to
go for local pick-up points? Howlongtheymayhavetowaittobepickedup?
Where their school children will be bussed to? Which school children will
be bussed and which will not? Do the county information pamphlets tell
what will happen to school children whose schools are immediately outside
of the EPZ if they are normally busses to school and their busses are being
used for EPZ persons for many hours past the end of school?

Does the state pamphlet say how dangerous a radioactive dose of
any measure is or may be? Does the state pamphlet tell about the particular
hazards from iodine (radiciodine) and does it tell that there is a drug which
can protect nearly everyone which may be distributed? Does the pamphlet >give
counter-indications for KI so that people can find out in advance if they might
have a counter-indication against the use of KI? Does the state or county pam.
tell how long sheltering is thought to be effective for against iodines? against
other doses? Does the pamplet tell how to make an effective-home-made
reppiratory device? Does it tell you that people outside the EPZ are asked
or forced not to either go into the EPZ to pick up family or out of the. area
on any major road? Does it say there will be no gas stations open inside
the EPZ? That people should take care of their own homebounds and invalids
(eveniftheyhappentobeoutsidetheEP3atthetimeofthenextaccident?)
or that people should help their municip31q. planners make a list of homebounds
and invalids?

Does the state plan say what the reletive hazards of inhaling
radioi/sotopes and inhaling sunshine are? Does it give any info that would tell
people not to evac when advised to shelter? or why not to evacuate?

Q15 Have you studied the impact of the 10-20 mile spontaneus evacuation
on the egress of the evacunees from the 10 mile EPZ? How can you say that
the 20-mile plans, if any, are not important to the 10-mile area?

Q17 what does local mean? What about municiple level coordinators? What
about school officials or school teachers?
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
LUCLEAR REGUIAIORY C0tEISSION

BEFORE THE A10t41C SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the thtter of )
)

MEIROPOLITAN EDISON OCMPANY, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

00t4DNWEALTH'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PIAN
STEPHEN H. QIESTNUr AND FREDERICK J. BA'DI

NRC/ FEMA - ONSITE/0FFSITE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

. - Version of Conruonwealth and local plans reviewed? Anynd testimony

upon review of county plans?

- p. 6 - Define " adequate" evacuation time estinntes. Reviewed PB

study? " Adequate"? What changes to comply uith 0654? Would

incorporation into State plan satisfy 0654?
,

- p. 7 - NRC report on acceptability of evacuation time study -

When?

- p. 9 - puolic education and information program developed?

(state, local, licensee) Evalucation? Part of FEIR findings?

- p.10 - Further details of public education programs. Available?

Reviewed? Part of FEMA findings?

- p. 16 - Details of training program developed? (State, licensee,

local) Reviewed? Part of FBM findings? Training program

in place or inplanented for compliance uith 0654? Implanented

prior to joint exercise? Will new training needs be developed

after exercise? Part of FEt% findings?

- p. 19 - Reliance on 10 REG 0654. Anticipate instances there

requirements beyond 0654 to comply with emergency planning rule?

- _______ _ - -
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E.g., school bus issue - are plans adequate without?

Respectfully submitted,

')Y;j,|4(; . !r:!t t f.* -
tilOELE STRAUBE
Attorney for the Conmonwealth

-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)(Three Mile Island Nuclear )

Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR THE
TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN CHESTNUT AND

FREDERICK J. BATH
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Licensee has no cross-examination
of this panel.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGUI.ATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. ) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR THE
TESTIMONY OF DR. BRUCE MOLHOLT

I

|

\

i
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1. Identify familiarity with relevant literature.

2. Clarify confusion over references cited in testimony.

3. Define terms to be used throughout examination.

4. Inquire into transport factor overestimate, including:
source term assumptions, calculation of atmospheric
dispersion factor, dose calculations and comparison to
environmental measurements.

5. Inquire into calculation of I-131 release during Unit 2
accident, including: actual release measurements, Takeshi
assumptions, comparison to environmental measurements,
and inaccuracies in Takeshi paper.

6. Inquire into fetal sensitivity to I-131, including:
comparison between fetal and infant affinity for I-131
and increased sensitivity of fetus to radioactivity.

7. Establish hypothyroid inducing dose, and review hypothyroid
statistics.

8. Review infant mortality statistics.

9. Miscellaneous items dealing with: PAG definitions, iodine
monitoring, and listing of previous exposures to iodine.
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UNIED STAlrS OF A! ERICA -

NUCLEAR REGUIRIORY 00ttilSSION

BEIORC EE XI0tf1C SAFLTl AND LICENSING BOARD

In the liatter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON CO PANY, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three 11ile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) )

00tiOt4EALE'S CROSS-EXAMIIRTION PIAN
BRUCE MXROLT, Ph.D.

ECNP OFF-SITE CONIETTI0tB

.1. How nuch experience specifically related to effects of.

radiation? Length of time involved in issue?

2. Familiar with ICC sergency planning rule? Role in developing

it? Ditto 0654. Submitted cocments on EPA PAGs?-

3. Reviewed Comonuealth's emergency response plan? Wen - in

depth? Familiar with provisions relating to off-site dose projections,

criteria for making protective action recormendations? Review 5 county

plans? Wen - in depth?

4. (p. 1) Describe your concept of PAGs. Your perception of how

they are used under accident situations to reach protective action

decision. (dose projection v. dose) Do his asstrptions therefore

change? Inherent conservatism in PAG use?

5. (pp. 1-2) liethod of receiving dose from ingestion exposure

pathway? Type of material available for ingestion? Camonwealth plan

provides for r eoval from market. Ilow is ingestion exposure pathway

significant?

6. (p. 2) llow does fetus receive radiation dose? Shielding

effect of nother? Reduction in dose of approxinately 357. (65*'. of sPdn

entrance dose gets to fetus)? Straight nultiplication of whole body

. .. . .. .
. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - .
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dose x additional sensitivity factor is inaccurate? Fetue most

sensitive during first trimester? Also greatest shielding?

7. (p. 2) What stage of gestation is fetus thyroid 40 times
-

nore sensitive to I-131 than child thyroid? Reference for statement?

8. (p. 3) Heidelberg report. Any peer review of report which

accepted transfer factor data? (IRC did not.) General reaction in

scientific connunity to report? Has routine surveillance data around

operating power stations ever reflected transfer factor theory? (BRP

data does not.)

9. (p. 3) What are " proper conditions" necessary for PAG doses.

to be achieved more easily?

10. (p. 10) "Cu:ulative dose"/" Total dose comitment? meaning?

Conclusion same based on non-stricter testimony? (i.e., ingestion

exposure pathuay, transfer factors)

11. (p. 12) Are I-131 and I-132 physically related? (2 different

radioisotopes, decay chains) Cannot be called one " radio nuclide". Are

health effects of I-131 and I-132 the same? lialf life of I-132? Appropriate

to discuss I-131 and I-132 together? Limit to I-131? Reference for,

synergistic conclusion?

12. (p. 12) What stage of gestation is fetus thyroid 200 times

more sensitive to I-131 than adult thyroid? (Same as question 7?)

13. (p. 13, 1st sentence) How nuch I-131 has to be released to

cause " excess of neonatel hypothyroidism"? Iku nuch I-131 dose necessary_

to cause neonatel hypothyroidism? Sentence means enough I-131 uny have ,

been released which could cause neonatel hypothyroidism. What evidence?,

Whose nunbers?

14. (p. 13) Faing causal c:onnection between drinidng water and
4

incidences of neonatel hypothryoidism in Iancaster County between March

-2-
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and Decmber, 1979? Any date co shou levels of I-131 in Susquehanna

River at water supplies servicing City of Lancaster? What date base

statment on? Ibthers: frm lancaster area? drank water from

Susquehanna? evacuated pursuant to Governor's recomendations?

Spec:lation on connection to accident?

15. (p. 13) ht was "dowind" during T4I-2 accident? (BRP,

E. ESE) ht is annual prevailing wind direction for T4I? (Philly)

Closest "do w ind" county is Dauphin? Uhat effect on neonatel

hypothyroidism incidences from March 28, 1981, to December 31, 1981, if

reove Ihuphin County numbers? County closest to release did not have
,

higher incidence? h t data base statement on? lbthers: live where?

present during accident? evacuated nursuant to Governor's reconmendation?

Speculation on connection to accident.

16. (p. 13) Any date for 1980 to compare for incidence of n.h.?

Don't Imou is rate decreased again?

17. (p. 13) Infant mortalities. h t date base statment on?

! Cause of death? Mothers: live where? present during accident?

evacuated pursuant to Governor's recormendation? Speculation on connection

to accident.

18. (p. 13) Relate distribution of incidents of infant mortality

to those of n.h. geographically - in terms of time. Should be essentially

same distribution, if both caused by accident?

19. (p. 14) Takeshi data - noble gas /I-131 ratio. Ran ratio back

linearly? (proper way is decay curves) Range of error? Takeshi estimates

not reflected in nonitoring de.te from during accident. (highest observed

TLD-on-site - 1000 mrm, highest calculated off-site dose - 84 mrm) Iku

explain that?

-3-
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20. (pp. 14-15) Conclusion change if based only on Takeshi date?

" plausible" - State connection to accident with reasonable degree of

scientific certainty?

21. (p. 15) Is cesim in same chmical family as calcium and-

strontim? - alkali, calcina is alkaline earth) Does cesi m have same

oxidation state as calcim and strontim? How does it mimic calcium in

its chemical properties? ;

22. (p. 15) How many thyroids does it take to get accurate j

measurments of I-131 levels? Hou large a cage is necessary for the

to provide range for feedings? (1/2 hectare) Is it practical.

to use caged or feral small marunis as conitoring tools?

23. (p. 15) What is transfer factor from thyroids to man?

lbmbers? References?

24. (p. 15) Do you think milk is only vector sanpled to determine

I-131 in enviromcnt? (air sampling, surface water, vegetation, milk,

TLD) Would use of all or some of these vectors provide nore representative

data?

25. (p. 19) References - Iblholt/Dorsey/Kohr - own conments

submitted? Dorsey/Fblholt - own cocments submitted?
|

-4-
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QUESTIONS TO DR. M0LH0LT

1. Sensitivity of the fetal thyroid to iodine-131: "How did you arrive
at the conclusion that the human fetal thyroid gland is 200 times more
sensitive to hypothyroidism than- the adult (maternal) thyroid?"
"What evidence do you have?"

2. ~.You stated "There was a significant increase in rates of neonatal hypo-
thyroidism downwind and downstream from the TMI-2 nuclear station in

the nine-months after the accident."

"How did you arrive at this conclusion?"
,

"What is your baseline data against which you compared the
incidence for the post-TMI period?"

"Do you think 1978 Pennsylvania data are good enough to be

considered as normal?"

3. "How much (dose) radioactive iodine is sufficient to cause congenital'

or. neonatal hypothyroidism?" "Can you provide any evidence for it?"

"How certain are you about the amount of iodine-131 released into
,

the environment during the accident?"

4. "Aside from radiation factor, are there other factors that cause neo-

natal hypothyroidism?" "Have you considered such possibilities in
Lancaster County?"

5. " Downwind" from THI-2: "What was the prevailing. wind direction dur-

ing the first 48 hours of the TMI accident?" "Was it generally
N-NW-NNW?"

.

. . ii i
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'lRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXAMIflATIOfl OUTLillE FOR
TESTIM 0fiY OF BRUCE MOLHOLT IN SUPPORT

OF ECflP C0flTENTIONS

_Te_s t imony_Pa ge J ng_u i_ ry_

1 Use made by the licensee of the f ractions
of EPA PAGs (doclaration of an emergency
class rather than taking of protective
actions)

Witness' views on what means should be used to
declare en emergency if fractions of EPA
PAGs used by the licensee are not to be used.

2 Basis on which a protective action guide for
ingestion might be used for declaring an
emergency

1,2 Purpose of 10 CFR Part 100 dose guidelines
referred to in testimony.

2 Basis for the assertion that the fetus is
Lore sensitive to radiation than any other
life stage

Distinction between dose received by a
fetus and fetal sensitivity to a given dose

Basis for the assertion that the developing
fetus may be 40 times as sensitive to I 131
as any of the childhood stages of thyroid
development.

3 Assumptions in the Heidelberg study on the
amount of vegetation consummed annually

Applicability of the assumptions in the
Heildelberg study to TMI

3 Heidelberg study evaluation of soil-to-plant
trans fers

3 Fraction of EPA PAGs experienced during TMI-2
accident in cooparison to witness' statement that
there is no conceivable accident for which public
exposures will be only 5 to 10% of EPA PAGs.

3 Expertise of the witness in the areas of plant
operation and accident assessment that would
allow him to state that any rapidly escalating
event would pass from Site Energency to General
Emergency so quickly as to render a Site Emergency
meaningless



---- ,
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12 Basis for the assertion that the fetal thyroid
is 200 times more sensitive to hypothyroidism
from I 131 than the adult thyroid

Comparison of fetal thyroid sensitivity to the
sensitivity of an infant

13 "Dyanwind" direction f rom TMI and incidence of
neonatal hypothyroidism in the " downwind" direction.

Explanation for continued high levels of neonatal
hypothyroidism in areas " downwind" from TMI for
period 1/1/80 to 8/31/80.

14 Reasons why the higher levels of I 131 claimed to
have been released in the TMI-2 accident were not
found in the environment.

15 Dose to the fetus that will cause neonatal
hypothyroidism

16 Use of inhalation PAGs in State's emergency planning.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR THE
TESTIMONY OF DR. GEORGE K. TOKUHATA

|
!
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.

Licensee has no cross-examination based on the

prefiled direct written testimony. Though there

may be limited followup examination.

i
,
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NRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OUTLINE FOR COMMONWEALTH'S
TOKUHATA ON ECNP CONTEf4 TION 2-33

Testimony Page. Inquiry

2 Clarification on usefulness of hypothyroid
screening data for period June 1978 to March
1979.

3 Meaning, in layman's terms, of the evaluation
in item (3).

4 Basis for concession on fetal thyroid sensitivity'

Comparison of fetal thyroid sensitivity to
infant thyroid sensitivity.

.,.

i

i

_ . _
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Licensee's Cross-examination plan for the testimony of Messrs. Stewart
and Smith

1. Identify any contacts with state or county planning officials. (Stewart
Q. 3; Smith Q.3).

2. Establish that " acceptable dose" and" allowable doses" are not terms
of art used in emergency planning. (Stewart Q.5; Smith Q.4).

3. Identify what witness understood "high doses" and "high releases" to
mean; determine whether foodstuffs found by the Deptartment of riculture

to be uncontaminated would be acceptable to slaughterhouses, 4 ies, etc.

(Stewart Q16-18).
4. Identify missing answers (Stewart Q.2; Smith Q.11)

k
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NRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OUTLINE ON Y
TESTIMONY OF COUNTRY AGRICULTURAL AGENTS STEWART AND SMITH

I. Harold E. Stewart Testimony

Testimony, Inquiry

Response to Q.3 Contacts regarding radiological emergency
response from Dauphin County Emergency
Management Agency, Dauphin County Coordinator,
USDA Regional Director, USDA State Emergency
Board or County Emergency Board.

Response to Q.4 Stewart's duties during TMI-2 accident;
planning prior to the TMI-2 accident;
manner in which Stewart was informed of
his responsibilities for TMI-2 accident
response.

Response to Q.6 Stewart's involvement in, and knowledge of,
the Dauphin County Emergency Plan.

Responses to Qs. 7 & 8 Stewart's awareness of Pa. Department of
Agriculture's position that the
County Agents are to arrange for assistance
to farmers in a radiological emergency (see
Furrier testimony of 4/14/81).

Responses to Qs. 11, 13, 14 Numbers of livestock in Dauphin County within
10 miles of TMI.

Responses to Qs. 16, 17, 18 Bases for Stewart's answers on acceptability
to the public of milk, eggs and meat from
irradiated animals.

|

1

|

L
_ __
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II. Jolin T. Smith Testimony

Testimon1 Inquiry

Response to Q.3 Contacts regarding radiological emergency
response from York County Emergency Manage-
ment Agency, York County Coordinator, USDA
Regional Director, USDA State Emergency
Board or County Emergency Board.

Response to Q.7 Smith's involvement in, and knowledge of,
the York County Emergency Plan.

Respoise to Qs 11, 13 Numbers of livestock in York County within
10 miles of TMI.

III. Other Inquiries

Source of the Tables on commodity production and consumption in Dauphin and
York Counties and witness' input to those tables.

L
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to human health?
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7, ~b raue individual data.
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i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA;

! NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0f*MISSI0ft

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSIf!G BOARD

In the Matter of :

:

METROPOLITAtl EDISON COMPAflY, :

:

(Three tiile Island fluclear : Docke t flo. 50-289.
Station, Unit flo.1) : (Restart)

:

INTERVENOR'S CROSS-EXAMIflATION PLAN
LER0Y C. CORBIN. JR.

REGARDING CONTEtlTION EP 18-(E_)_
CONTAMINATED FOODSTUFFS

A. PERSONNNEL INSUFFICIENT TO SERVE S RISK COUtlTY AREA

1. It is not true that Lancaster Co. , or.e of the risk counties, has one

of the largest dairy cattle population in the state?

2. Will the 22 milk sanitarians be sufficient to serve the 5 risk county

area in the event of an accident at TMI?

(a) Is it not true that milk sanitarians are to collect milk samples

from farms in the affected area for radio analysis?

(b) Is it not true that Regional Sanitarian is to notify dairy

farmers of the nuclear incident?
!
'

OBJECTIVE: To show that because of the large cattle population in the

5 county risk area-the Department of Agriculture has insufficient staff to
|

Leffect Section VI of Appendix 7 of the Department of Agriculture Plan for
|
' Nuclear Power Generating Station Incidents.

I
!

I t

1 !
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.A

B. PROTECTIVE ACTIONS FOR FOOD

1. What steps have been taken by the Department of Agriculture to advise

the general public of the steps to take to decontaminate foodstuffs as set

forth in Section VI Food Protection, subsection G of Appendix 7 of the

Department of Agricalture Plan for Nuclear Power Generating Station Incidents.

OBJECTIVE: To show that this information has not been incorporated into

the County plan or been forwarded to the public,

i

|

-2-

I
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

)

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
COMMONWEALTH TESTIMONY OF

| LEROY C. CORBIN, JR.
|

i
1

1

|

|

t
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Licensee has no questions for this witness.

>
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NRC STAFF'S CPOSS-EXAMINATION
OUll,1NE FOR CO.t 'r G'.'EAlll'il'S CO: MIN
ON CONTENf10N EP-18(E)
. . - - . . - _ - . . - - - . - - - . . - - _ _ _

- As to Con' . nt ion EP--13(E) which t he testionny toldresnes, Inquiry

as to the provisions in the Con air.rea] th's Plan for removing res-

trictions on:

(1) cont e minated property;

(2) cont aninated equipment;

(3) contaminated tcater supplies.

- r upii ry :c; to m a pi;a rent i n. om. i t e n .y bot t ien '.an.x E, Appendix 8

(!M P/BRP P1.an), p IX 8 and ' onex E, Appendix 7 (Depart uent of Agri-

cult ure Pl an) , p . 22, item 3 on protretive action options for milk by
Ndilution of contaminated nilk.

,

i

{

!

- -

_ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . -
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR PIGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
THE TESTIMONY OF HAROLD T. PETERSON, JR.

:

|
|

|
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1. Determine whether witness knows of any information that
would cast into doubt the statements in the papers by
Dyer and Brill and Evans et al, regarding the
sensitivity of the fetal thyroid as a function of
gestation period.
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'f AKGitY 4/2]/F1'

(yh. h $ f
'

ANTI 1:UCLEAR ORCUF EEFliESE:ITII:G YCPG, II!C. CROS3 EZAMI?:tTICI! PLtJ IC t (ECAF.DT
V7T"E25"5 ADrLPH Br! F.ra, IS chi 4 L Vr.RTZ. A'!D RC!iW CURRY

this p]nn naratnes the Cc=cmee91th v513 enter the new ( April) planc cf D3nphin
and Yor;: Counties as exhibita and open for erons-ex'ur.ination.

cuesticns are soccifically adiressed to York plnn beenure we Pave not hrd tine
te nrche Pauph'n plan in det. ail. the came cuestions are addressed to Eaut inh

in general (nnd to !'r. Pelser en Lanecatcr, Cunborland, Lebanen in general) but
cnly as to general critagories of deficiencies, not the partiintlare cf the Ycrk
countv plan er the Yerk area.. , . . .

', D t .7 [ - ,A /
"

g< g i d,e , :numbered by reference to York plan Ute ,, . .,',
,3* - - <

,,.._a rr,

therec the rest of the table of ecntants? LN h E SY cAN.,-
.

c . i, .a - Ne
f -

.g>u c. :

annex V is Datphin Ccunty info, Dauphin Flan doesn't have an anner V. -

p4 III G in ' fork Ercchure there is no info about large facilities (fhetories, e.g.)
and how tl cy are evacuatad. . . also old recticn III K cn ecrnorcial input .%s
been de3cLed jn new Flan-- uhy? uhat inf o does county hato on specic1 needs of
fneterica, what info deca CC cr factcries ime on Ccunty Plan??

In ii. a r=$ cipal rnspannibility/ vill do?
to dieserinate to and find cut nhout irductri ca

or ic thic sonething the CC can El needed fcr atay-behir.d cr ew?

p? B5 doca thic include finnneial assist.ance for equirnent or brocirtro? (how nuch,
per capit9 , vill it cost rainicipals to dit eminate brochures?)

D7 plesse explain the help ycu cculd give E P cr they night need

U16 " provide for"-- financielly? run the training? what does this imnr'

C 1. "prcvide" what dcena thic nean? criteria?

C2 have any cf these plens been developed? wnat do tho;/ cay?

C5 de"a thin een firenent are at the firehcum d"A ''u energtnay? Io the
fircheuse fu]ly nanned during an evacuation? Do firc:sn have additienui dutics'i

C6 what volunteers havr been trained -- inycnitcring, plan ccneept, traff'.c
centrel, decir.ctr7. -- what cise?

CG How nany runicipala have listings of invalido, and hoy current nre the lirin'
C9 Has this list been done?

C10 "cw can :ntnicipal be recycncible for scbcol district which straddlec 'nunicirdid er

C11 Deno?
'

| C12 Done? )
|
|

0 Hou rany nen are at York Sp Earrack H? (1 47)

_ _ _ _ _ .
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Delser, Curry, Wertz p2
.

,

p9 VII B 2 Do you call TMI or do they call you? when th does this call
occur in the chain? Does Dauphin call you?

B4 dispatcher calls who by phone to verify what?

.

C1 Is York permanently ecnnected to PH'!A-- insn't there a plan last fall
to take out the hot-lino as a ccat-cutting measure?

C2 How many incening/ outgoing frequencies can you handle at cnce? How many
operators do you need/have?

C3 Is telotypewritter installed?

VIII C (p12) Why is York County plan a secret? Uill you hold public input /
public cenrent teetings? Doesn't it help you to have people tore involved?

kho has copies 1-10 vith nunicipal p3anc? Do municipals get each other's for
comparison? Do !:unicipal coordinatces work together on plans?

VIII A-do schcolo get planc? do hest schools get planc? do bus corpanies?
Hocpitalo? Chanber cd Cornerce? I:aryland? facteries? host churches?

p25 2q WSBA-- how do you send werd to WSBA to read noticec? By phone?
special lines? Sonatines all MSBA linec are jarred by call-in progranc--
can ycu radio them? Special mimber?

3d Ib you have a back-up percen to take ever for a municipality uithout
a coordinatcc er where one night be away onvacation?

annex B-- IV F Flease describe notification receiver. (plectron? teletypeuriter?)
whate a plectron (what schools have)

|

| sirenc-- uill all of them be installed co that local fire cos can uce then
fren the fircheucc? what tene signals do fire conpanies use? how different'

in effect from 3-5 nin blast in vindy conditionc? esne tene?

F how will public be instructed to turn en radioc? Will the 3-5 min ciren blast
be counded for tests? Uhen vill you test? Can ycu tect than silently c1co?
when wil3 ycu rcncrt to FF:A on siren tcsts? Have you seen/ studied sJren
tapa and engineering studics?

During an emergency will you alap nctivate whatever other cirens you have in
county so those people will know to turn en radioc?

>

pB-3 Is there a ciren in downtown Ycrk which tests en first Mondayc? I've
never heard or noticed it.
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Deleer, Curry, Eertz p3

,

aprendix C

,ennex c
-

III C. Must the Hocpitals contact Maryland hospitals through
you and then through PEMA?

IV C khats a remote pick-up?

IV P Do amateur radio operatcrc have portable cets?

appendix D
annen D
II A (how many state police a H? ) Hou will thece mon be relieved?
Will the relief perconc all bo from out of the arch and thus unfamiliar u York?
For hcw long will traffic control points be naintained? (if c$tuation
takes mobilizationt 12 hre * ?)

Have you listed or identified traffic control pointo needed in the cace that
substantial numbers of people from 10-20 mile aren leave for 10 mile evac?
How many?

Do state police have docimetru cn hand? where do they get KI? Have they be en
curveyed or inforned abcut any conta indications for KI?

D6 how many radio stations, frequencies, callc-- can be monitored or
centro 11ed cimultaneously?

App 1-D

Which ngenciec must chare the came (3) frequencies? How will thic work?

anncx e
II will Penn dot workers get EI or docimetry? How many of them are there needingdociretry?

Does it ta' e PAKO 6 hrc to mobilice where they are or to get to yerk?III k

annex F uhat are ycur plans for public info-- befero rectatt, annually?

uhat happenc if municipalc cant afford to distribute brochuroc?

(phone bccks???- reference deleted)

IV F rumour control-- how many linec/ cperatcrc- what info cource to operaters?
how long to got additional 3 $ nes in if needed?

.

appendix 1, annex F
how long does it take a radio dj to read thece? ,
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l!c1cer, Curry, 'icrtz p4

1
,

*

1
I

|appendir 2 annex F |
l

colcetive evacuatien-- if the advice from the governor is to evacuate |
pregnant voren and pre-schcol children, vill schools in aceccion bc

:
ovacuated? Uill wcnen bus drivers be cent into EPZ to drive? Fregnant j
bua driverc? How many replacencnt drivers are available? Bus drivern
get dosinotry? KI?

innt this radio inferr.ation a bit too legthy and complicted fer an excited public
to understand? Do they clue thencolves to the radio waiting for their evn in
istructionc? Uh=y not give out a beetter nap in advance?

Do you think thegeneral population kncva the 1cetatiens of schools in other
areas where they are to go to?

P11 are all local polices on 911? Hev rany calls'can 911 handle?

Do a;l farmcra in York county have to call Jchn Smith?

app 4 ennex P

Uhat instructionn arc given to parents with childern cutside EPZ t/ nose
honca are inside? Couldn't one datily have a child inside EPZ at schec1 and
a child cutside EFZ nt achcol? School evacuation docent list UIIICH schoole
are "affected" how will ycu decide, how will EBS know, hov oill parents know,
do schoc3 principalc agree with ycu en thic? 'hy on3y 3 districta licted?..

Are parente within the EFZ cuppoced to leave their children Uho are a t buildingo
outside EPZ at school or pick then up?? It doesnt say. " hat about day
care centers? Do parents pick then up? Do day care centers take thtq1ccmewhere?
whero? How do parents know?

.

e

1
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Pelscr, Lyrryp !!crtz p5
,

.

anrex G
'

Have you ever polled firenen to see if they think they would stay?I!cu will they get their faniliec cut? !!ill they keep their cars er villtheir spcuses take the cara? Do you think they'll work while ec:r.cena else takoa
their familic:: pitt

out?

IIB what municipal plans-- do finw fire ccupanics -have then?

C3 How are nunicipalitica divided up?

C6 How tany firenan/ desinotry kits do you have? (360 total dosinetcrc'

listed in York plan, noro are at Indiantown Cap, 50 milcs cuay.)

C7 how can firenen stay inside i;hile alerting public in cound trucks and
responding to fires and trancperting people??

D3 khere are the Ycrk Ccunty pick-up piints?

17/ klat if their job is not finished?

apphndix 1 r.nnex G do all theco fire ccrynnies ' ncu vent to do?e are theytrained in desinetry? rtonitoring? evacuation roulea? do they havedosinetry? nenitors? KI? what in thin (cub-) total of 'cnergency worker.n?

annoy H

III A Do hcnchcunds and irvalide ccur.t c: uriulely ru.,cptible?I

turh07 cusceptible

.

annex LTJ

C do ambualnce drivera and personnel get decinotry and EI?
.

hou n.any?

ettach A appl annex J this list of "available beda" assunen noprecicue cetupants??

what about decentanination-- how, how 1cng, equipnent needed?
,

nnnex K

)

ll Dens Flcy ! '.brmr knew this? l'ou recent a phn dces he now have? Foui

large a ctaff-- wiat training?

.-
- _. - _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _

-
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Felscr, Curryg Uerts p6O

.

4

How long to nobili=o buses?

annex L II C have municipals done this?

cnnex l' app 1 why 5 cf 1!. nunicipals listed?

whero dees PA!:0 nobilize? how long to got here? (:-6 hrs +?)

annex M

Do you have any ides how cany cf your bus drivers are farners?

annex 0
see also app 4 to annex F

how many school districts have plans? do their plans call for evac cf
all schcola in distr 3cy or ib in EFZ? i. hat about schools in outulde EFZ
uith students che live in EPZ?

.

II 5 do teachcre kncu this?

vill parents be pre-inferned? uhen ? rou? how often?

D? isnt this a little late in things?

have you considered try ng te cocrdinate schec1 evacuation receptien etntersd

with their municipal reception centers?

annex P (what happened to 1:odel 1:unicipal Plan?)

Please explain which of your energency personnel vill participate? Volintecrs?
officiala?

iv vill interested public be able to heln suggcat solutions at critiques?
are these trivate affairs?

annex Q how nuch trainning has been done by now?
C4 kho vill be required to take trainning??????

.

E1 how nany FET's do va have now?
II F1f.2 Uill you attempt, to pre-inforn energency u:rkerc cbcut F.I and3

counterindicationc for F.I?

annex r neniters-- how ??



- ANGRY 5/1/81*

.

outline of revised questions for Belser, Curry Wertz

Decontamination-- see annex R
How many personnel are needed to monitor reception centers? How

will exiting cars be monitored or. decontaminated? Will the peolp1 woh
do not go to the reception centers be monitored or decontaminated?

How many total TLD's, and other dosimetry do you have? How sensitive
is the 0-200r dosimeter? If 222 360 TLD's--
who gets them--
local police
local fire
local emergency volunteers
ambulance drivers
school bus drivers??
monitori at the deconkamination centers? annex R IV C 2
decontamination centers for hospitals?

-- what is total number of emergency workers county is responsible for ?

does red cross have monitoring devices? dosimetry for its workers?

Annex r app 8, V A 1. KI needed in York County--

is this list of emergency workers complete? What additional percentage
would you have on hand for extra supplies? (list toals 1068 workers)

do all of these people get dosimetry?
TLD's; 0-200r dosimeters?

will you attempt to pre-inform workers about KI so they may find out from
their own doctors in advance if they may not be able to take KI ?

,

Sirens-
what tasks will you accomplish before sounding sirens?

call co commidsioners? radio to fire co's? allow some time for,

fire co's to call coordinators on phone? phone your staff? phone

bus companies and schools? allow time for bus drivers to be phoned?

o - .

who calls schoolr-- county?

;
.
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municipal responsibilities--

in addition to list in plan, p7-8

determine additional traffic control needs during emergency?

determine additional monitoring needs?

find replacement bus drivers?

find fuel for busses that need refuelling?

.

U cm f B2_ &A val I

in your role (s) as county coordinators are you unable to do your effectively
if the information, energy, assistance and -- ,--- = - attitude is lacking
from the local (municipal) level people?

ditto from the school districts?

Dauphin -- is your situation substahtially same as York?

same reliance on municipal and school planning?

same communications concepts?

sano equipment (monitors, dosimetry, KI) needs for emergency votkers? ( different
numbers of workers, but same concept of who gets what type of equipment?

" hat direction will people from Steel-Highspire head-- down 230 towards the TP?

any other discrepancies youv'e noted between the BrinkerEoff study and the
Dauphin plan?

how will you find out how the evac time estimate may be different for Dauphin
with the change in the routing for the Steelton-Highspire peopic?
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OBJECTIVES OF CROSS-EXAMINATION

PEMA's Role With the Five Risk Counties (Belser)

1. Develop what is meant by term " micro-assistance."

2. Determine extent to which county plans were coordinated
with state plan during PEMA's March and April working
sessions with the counties.

3. Identify role of.Kline, Knopf & Wojdak (Emergency
Management Services) in PEMA's working sessions with
the counties.

4. Discern whether Dauphin, York, Lebanon and Cumberland
County plans have been submitted to RAC for review.
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Testimony on Contentions EP-6 and EP-14 (York County Plan)
(Curry)

1. Define nature of delegation to municipalities of
" responsibility for arranging for wrecker and fuel
services."

2. Determine whether Red Cross Standard Agreement has
been ratified.

3. Ascertain how lists of homebounds and invalids are
being compiled by local municipalities / ambulance
services.

4. Establish _ relationship of witness to York County
Agriculture Extension Agent, Mr. Smith.

5. Determine extent of witness's knowledge of warning
(siren) system being installed by Licensee.

6. Establish status of York County emergency public
information program.

7. Define "CPCS-1, CPCS-2 and CPCS-3 network" of EBS
network.

8. Determine nature of witness's relationship with
municipal emergency management coordinators.

9. Identify status of plans for York County municipalities
and special facilities within plume exposure pathway
EPZ.

10. Establish extent of witness's review of study of
emergency planning by York County League of Women
Voters.

11. Define role of York County in June 2, 1981 exercise.
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Testimony on Contention EP-16 (Dauphin County Plan) (Wertz)

1. Identify additional " flexibility and frequencies" being
added to Dauphin County communications system.

2. Explore how provision for designation of " pick-up points"
by municipalities is being implemented.

3. Determine nature of planning " underway with support
counties to assist Dauphin County with additional
ambulance support."

4. Establish nature of " planning for the notification and
availability of CAT bus drivers" currently under develop-
ment.

5. Define relationship of witness to Dauphin County
Agriculture Extension Agent, Mr. Stewart.

6. Determine extent of witness's knowledge of warning
(siren) system being installed by Licensee.

7. Establish status of Dauphin County emergency public
information program.

8. Determine nature of witness's relationship with municipal
emergency management coordinators.

9. Identify status of plans for Dauphin County municipalities
and special facilities (within plume exposure pathway,EPZ).

10. Define role of Dauphin County in June 2, 1981 exercise.
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NRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXAMINATION OUTLINE FOR RANDY CURRY / YORK
COUNTY PLAN AND FOR MICHAEL WERTZ/ DAUPHIN COUNTY PLAN

I. Randy Curry and the York County Plan

Testimony Area Inquiry

Response to EP-6 Hospital disaster plans

Wrecker and towing services from municipalities

Redundancy in communications through amateur
connunications services

Letters of agreement

Municipal responsibilities for homebounds and
invalids

USDA Board responsibilities

Response to EP-14 Procedures for activation of new siren alert
system

Information on emergency response published
in local newspapers

Basic emergency planning information
,

distribution to residents and transients
|
| Use of the EBS to notify emergency management

| agency staff
l

| Responsibility of Police Services Officer
| a .

I Use of temocrary signs in an emergency

Printed educational material distributed to
municipalities

|

| Training for fire and police personnel in
the use of radiological monitoring equipment!

|

| York County Plan Resource shortfalls
!

| Training for municipal coordinators
1

! Status of municipal plans

Bus and ambulance requirements

Coordination of evacuation routes among
.

municipalities|

| Establishment of municipal E0Cs and training
I of municipal coordinators
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Municipal listing of homebounds and invalids,

Municipal reporting of unmet needs

State Police verification of services it
will provide

School district responsibilities

Training for officials in 1981

References in Annex V and Annex W to Dauphin
County

II. Michael Wertz and Dauphin County Plan

Testimony Area Inquiry

First page of Wertz testimony Elected municipal officials as substitute
emergency coordinators

Notification of key personnel by radio
. . - ..

-.

Evacuation of Dauphin County E0C

| New Siren alert system - procedures for
; activation

|
Modifications to Dauohin County Communications

j system

Second page of Wertz Mun'icipal listing of pick-up points
Testimony

Anticipated number of sheltering spaces

Removal of highway obstacles from accidents

Third page of Wertz Testimony Shortfall in ambulances needed for Dauphin
County

Notification and availability of CAT bus drivers

. .-. .. . . _ _ - . _ . . _ _ . . . _ _ . . . ._
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Dauphin County Plan Municioal requests for assistance from
: County

Status of municipal plans4

Unmet needs of the County

County coordination of evacuation routes with
municipalities

Training for municipal coordinators

Municipal E0Cs and emergency coordinators
!

Municipal training

Municipal unmet needs

Municipal lists of non-ambulatory persons

Distribution of printed emergency materials
in a general emergency

Reference to Lancaster County in SVIII, p. 11

School planning'

Training planned and comoleted'
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UNITED STATES OF AIERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY CaHISSION

BEFDRE THE AlmIC SAFEIY A!O LICEtBING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

IEIROPOLITAN EDISON 00t1PANY, )
) Docket tb. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Statica, Unit tb.1) )

00t4CHEALTH OF PEtEYLVANIA'S CROSS-EXAMINATION
PIAN ON NURH;-0680, SUPP.10. 2

The purpose of this cross-examination is to determine the reason

for the NRC Staff's changed position on the ntmber of SRO's required

per shift.

1. What was the original technical basis for requiring Met Ed to

have two SRO's per shift? Have any of these factors changed?

2. With the changalrequirement for 1 SRO per shift, is an SRO

required to be in the control room at all times? Does the Staff consider

this to be a firm requirement?

3. In changing the requirement to 1 SRO, did the Staff evaluate

the functions of the Shift Supervisor and the Shift Foreman during the

initial response to an energency? Did the Staff manbers who made this

change consult with Mr. Chestnut or other Staff personnel win reviewed

Licensee's energency plan?

4. In changing the requirenents, did the Staff consider that

Licensee's operators have not operated a plant at full power for more I

than two years? Should not this justify near-term-operating license |

treatment? |

Respectfully submitted,

k 4. fJA 4
'

-.

ROBERT W. ADLER '

Attorney for the Conmonwealth

i |
|L _
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCIIAR REGUIATORY 00tHILION

BEFORE THE ATU4IC SAFEIY AND LICENSIIC BOARD

In the bhtter of )
)

McImPOLITAN EDISON 00MPAtW, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three Mlle Island Ibclear )- (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

C01DIMEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S
CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN ON NURE-0680,

SUPP.10. 3 AND SER SUPPIBiENT ON NURE-0737

i

; I. Short-term action la, Additional its 1 (p.13)

Additional Its 1

| 1. Are there currently any plans to extend the January 1,

1982 impleentation date for iter II.E.1.l? How much will the " probability
'

of occurrence of this event" increase if this date is extended further?

2. What is the reason for Licensee's delayed impimentation

of this it m? (The conmitment was stated in NUREG-0680.)i

3. Could the existing low-level alarms and indicators for

the condensate water storage tanks be provided -from separate power

|- supplies prior to restart? Would this change greatly improve the

| reliability of the existing systm?

4. What is the time available to take manual action? (0680

stated 20 minutes with the new alarms.)
l

Its 8-

1. Is feedwater-main steam diferential pressure in either
i
'

steam generator a condition for AFW systs auto start? Could this

condition occur without triggering one of the other annunciators?1

:|

.
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II. Short-term Order 4 (p.19)

1. Will the nodification, involving closing the dampers on the

fuel handling building air intake and exhaust, isolate a potential

L W e accident from the Unit 1 auxiliary building? (Separate phase 1

from phase 2.)

2. Why can't both phases be completed prior to restart? What

is the expected imp 1 mentation date for phase 2?

3. Will the Staff inpose a license condition that phase 2 be

completed prior to any fuel handling operation from Unit 1 or Unit 27

4. Will the dampers close on detection of differential pressure
i

as well as high radiation? (0680, p. C4-8). Is this redundancy

required by Reg. Guide 1.527

5. Are there any other 'IMI-2 decontamination activities besides

fuel movment that would require complete installation of this system?

III. Order Item 5 (p. 20)

1. Does the next to the last sentence mean that the Radwaste

Storage Facility has a capacity for two years of storage? If so, what

is the basis for this conclusion? (At Tr. 10, 028-30, Licensee stated

6 months, or up to 1-1/2 years based on waste reduction canpaign.)

2. Has tRC evaluated the projected waste volume from Units 1

and 2?

3. Will the IRC monitor the volme of waste stored in the joint

facility from Units 1 and 2?

IV. Short-term Order 8, 2.1.1 (p. 24)

-2-
__ _ _____
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V. Its 2.1.5a- (p. 33)

l

1. By when has the Licensee comitted to install parallel manual '

valves on the recombiner supply and return lines?
I
,

1

VI. Itm 2.1.7a (p. 36)

1. (page 37, ntmber 4) What are the differences between the IEEE

standards? Ikw do the safety grade indicators which will be installed

prior to restart differ from those that are already in place? (Paragraph

5). When will the lew-level alarms be installed?

VI. Its 2.1.8a (p. 39)

1. It is recollected from the testinony that analysi's for isotopic

identification will be done offsite to avoid prob 1ms with high background

radiation levels in plant. (Need to check testhnony in this area.)

VI. Its 2.1.8b (p. 41)

t

.l. Is this short-term its a requirment for restart? What

criteria would the staff use to judge acceptability of interim procedures
.

that could be used in lieu of the short-term monitors?

Iong-term Modifications

2. (Paragraph 1) Under the long-term modification, wlut

would the Staff do if the Licensee does not meet the January 1,1982 date?

Will this be made a license condition?

, 3. (Paragraph 2) When will the new dectectors be added to
l

the main steam line? Are there short-term error syst es to provide this
l

function? Will the January 1, 1982 date be made a license condition?

4. (Paragraph 2) (page 42) Is this a requirment for restart?
|
i

-3-<
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Wat if the Licensee cannot meet this schedule? License condition?
5. Why was Licensee not able to cmplete installation

according to the cmmitments in 0680, pp. C8-44 to C8-457

VII. Its 2.1.9c (p. 46)

1. Is this a requirement for restart? What kind of review will

be conducted by the IEC?

IX. Iong-term Its 3

Additional Item 1

1. Will the January 1, 1982 date become a license condition?

What kind of contaimait pressure indication is used in the interim?

Can the pressure indicator connected to ESFAS be used in the interim?

2. y was Licensee not able to meet the January 1,1982

cmmitment in 0680?

Additional It m 2

3. What is the 600,000 gallon limit of the water level meter

based on and how nuch greater could the 90-inch meter indicate than

600,000 gallons? (Need to check the testimony for the location of the

lowest safety-related instrument.)

; 4. Why did Licensee switch to a 90-inch indicator?
~

Additional It s 4.

5. Why can't the vents be installed prior to restart,

especially the vent on the reactor vessel head?
,

|
6. Was this considered a short-tem requirment in NUREG-

l

0680? |

-4-
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IUREG-0737 SER

I. It s II.B.4
;

1. Specifically, what material is required to determine instrunent

response in an accident environment? Why is an industry manual necessary?'
'
,

II. Itm II.K.2.13

1. Doesn't the limit on reactor pressure following a significant

cool down transient of no higher'than 50 to 100 F subcooling provide a

very small margin for control? (50 subcooling is a required condition

! for HPI termination.)

III. It m II.K.2.14

1. Define the statment " adequate justification 'for not meeting

this requirment."
7

,

:

IV. It s II.K.2.20

1. Would two high-pressure injection ptmps be req'uired to prevent

core 'uncovery if the energency feedwater systs were not 'available?

Would this violate the Appendix K assumptions? (single failure).

V. It ms II.K.-3.2, II.K.3.17, III.d.3.4

1. What criteria would the Staff use for determining whether

adequate justification has been given for not meeting these requirments?

Respectfully submitted,

h a . jj
ROBERT W. ADIER '

Attorney for the Conmonwealth
.

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN
FOR NRC STAFF WITNESSES

ON STAFF EXHIBIT NO. 12
(SERs ON NUREG-0737 ITEMS OUTSIDE ORDER)
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Page(s) Objectives of Questioning

II.K.2.14 Explore status of Staff review of other
II.K.3.1 operating licensees in order to assess
II.K.3.2 whether Staff treatment of TMI-l has
II.K.3.7 been discriminatory because of the

hearing.

Explore any basis for requiring the
information requested in these items
to be filed prior to restart.

4
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
THE TESTIMONY PRESENTED BY THE LEAGUE

OF WOMEN VOTERS

i
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LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN FOR
THE TESTIMONY PRESENTED BY THE LEAGUE

.

OF WOMEN VOTERS

1. Identify background of witnesses in the areas of emergency
preparedness and traffic engineering.

2. Identify background of witnesses in conducting interviews
and preparing surveys.

3. Establish methods used to conduct the LWV's various
surveys and criteria for reporting / summarizing results.

4. Inquire into Table on page 13a of study update (4/17/81) ;
establish that school population figures substantially
overstate numbers of stu6ents within EPZ and that there
are adequate numbers of buses to transport students without
double-tripping.

5. Establish that bus owners indicated that their drivers would
show-up and would stay at their jobs during an emergency.

6. Inquire into basis for conclusions from initial survey as
set forth at pages 11-13 of study update (4/17/81).

7. Establish that there is only one private school within the
York County EPZ and that adequate arrangements for that school
have been made (pp. 14-15 of study update).

8. Inquire into impact of " shadow phenomenon" on buses needed
to evacuate schools (p. 15 of study update).

9. Identify numerous favorable statements by local emergency
management coordinators that were not reported in LWV's study.

10. Inquire into basis of following statements:

(a) Manchester Township coordinator on sirens (pp. 2-3
of study update).

(b) Manchester Township coordinator on adequacy of radio
frequencies (p. 3 of study update).

(c) general adequacy of monitors (p. 4 of study update).

(d) That municipalities need to copy county brochure
(p. 5 of study update).

(e) That municipalities need equipment to effectuate plan
(p. 6 of study update).

.

(f) That there is confusion over' the roles of ambulances (p. 7
of study update).

_ _ _ _ _ .
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(g) Dover town manager on parents ignoring school
evacuation plans (p. 7 of study update).

(h) KI supply is in Alabama (p. 10 of study update).

11. Inquire into Table 4 on page 1Ga of study update.

12. Establish that county or state plans deal with alleged
inadequacies of Model Plan as set forth on p. 5 of testimony.

13. Establish that county or state plans contain adequate
preplanning for the municipal level functions described
on pp. 5-6 of testimony.

14. Inquire into basis that county brochure does not comply with
NUREG-0654 (p. 7 of testimony) .

15. Establish that substantial training at municipal level has
occurred (p. 7 of testimony).

!
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UNITED STATES OF AFERIG\
IUCLEAR REGUIAIORY (Dbi41SSION

BEEDRE TIE KIOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING E0ARD

In the Matter of )
)

FETROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket tb. 50-289

('Ihree Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit tb.1) )

COItMEALTH'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PIAN
TESTI1DNY ON BEHALF OF ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESELTTING YORK

'llE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VUTERS OF GREATER YOFX

- Each witness - Iku long associated with York County Imague?
Live in York County? Within 10-mile EP2? Iku long? When were
follow-up interviews done? Ever reviewed nost recent York County plan?
Effect on testinony?

- p. 4 - Use of term "nunicipality" - generic. Use of term
" Coordinator" - energency response coordinator?

- Dr. Ryscavage: Talked to local offices from each of 14 risk
nunicipalities? Emergency coordinator? Sane questions asked of each?
Conpilation of answers in testimony - all inclusive?

- p. 4 - (4A) "Conplete plan',' - Specific to nuclear emergencies?
Reviewed by anyone? Subject to llatification by political body?
(4A) Which tm nunicipalities were "not done to conpletion"? As of
April 1981?

- p. 6 - (Q) - Which five nunicipalities have distributed brochure?
As of April 1981? Connenwealth's Exhibit 5? Exhibit 3? khich tw
drew up own brochures? Contents? Flethod of distribution? Frequency;
in future / Plans by all nunicipalities for future publications and
distributions?

- p. 7 - (8A) - Type of epipnent needed--buses, trucks, dosinntry,
personnel, radios, anbulances.

- p. 7 (9A) - Tino estinnte for notification? Ic not tine estinnte
to evacuate?

'

- p. 7 (10A) - Iku many took correspondence course? khere developed?
Iku long taken? Specific to nuclear energencies? Iku mmy took -

PEMA training courses? khen? Specific to nuclear emergencies?

- p. 7 (2nd) (10A) - khich coordinator took formal radiation
nonitoring course? hhere? khen? khy? kho received instructional
infonnation from PENA? khen? khat topic? Asked others sane thing?
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- 7. 7 (2nd) (12A) Did coordinators know what potassium iodide
was? Khat it would be used for?

p. 7 (2nd) - p. 8 (13A) - liow will nunicipalities contact emergency-

workers - phone or radio? Conpare to present system. Ibw are nunici-
palities contacted by York County? Radio or fire frequency? Plune?
Directly to emergency coordinator?

p. 8 (17A) - Irwisberry as source of radio connunication with-

County for all nunicipalities?

MRS. MTTTER AND MRS. HILLIAD:

I
- p.12 (SA) - Ibw many private schools within 10-mile EFLof

'

York County? Student population? Know if part of public school
bussing? lbw do children get to school? District superintendcc.ts
not including them in their planning?

- p.12 - Spoke to Superintendent of all school districts. Spoke
to private schools? lbw nnny had plans? Specific to nuclear energencies?
Plan on district-wide basis - specific for individual schools?

- p.13 (9A) - What proportion of parents without transportation
will be taken to different reception centers tlun their children?
Study whether evacuation routes from homes will take parents to sane
reception center as their children?

- p.13 (10A) - School's responsibility to infonn parents - prior to
or after exacuation? Basis for statement?

- p.14 (llA) - Enough buses if evacuate only school buildings
within EP2? Answer to llA relying on school buses in nonnal use only,
or additional comiercial buses to transport students?

| APRIL 17, 1981 UPDATE:
|

Table 4 - Represents sumnnry as of April 1981? Plan conpleted -
| written and approved?

- p. 5 (7) - Warrington additional flyer for energency only - content?
Purpose?

- p. 9 - Did you ask each coordinator whether he or she personally
could stay during an emergency? Response? How get to be coordinator -
appointed or elected? Then asked about whether other energency volunteers
would stay? Basis for responses?

- p.11 - tbtification of bus drivers by phone? No radio connunication
available? Any tine estimate done by superintendents? lbw long to get
buses " staged"?

- p. 11 - Meaning of sentence: "The school districts were planning
to go to other district from those planned by York County?

.
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- p. 12 - Fear re: phone lines - Used for County to school district
connunication? School district to individual school connunication?
How mny school districts? School district to bus drivers connonication?
How mny buses / school? Call reception centers before arrival? Call
parents during accident?

, .~-

- p.13 - Your opinion as worst case accident Likelihood of its
occurrence? Additional problEmr that-woultPbo cre'ated? Is this area

~

affected by freezing rain? Flash flooding? Any weather circumstances
where roads totally inpassible?

- p.13a (Table) - Question 1 - Plan specific to nuclear energencies
or general energency response plan?

- p.13a (Table) - Bus slurtage - khere do superintendents plan to
get additional buses from? Familiar with Parsons Brinkerhoff evacuation
tine study? Ever compare bus allocations in it to actual plans?
Ever show PB bus allocations to school district superintendents for
their opinions / agreements?

- p.14 - khich public school districts have assuned responsibility
for evacuation of private school children? lbw mnymean evacuate
private schools located in district? How nanymean, evacuate children
who live in this district? Have lists? lbw many private schools
involved? Go into absurdity o fplan.

Sunnnry of study at end - (p. 3) - York County plan sunnnry based
on previous draft? (9-80)

(p. 7 of update) - Presented study to public - two tines? Attendance?
Response? Major issues raised by public (and estinnte of number of
people stating same opinion). Especially parents' ideas re: evacuation
of school children.

i

Respectfully sbumitted,

|.'!| t |J \ A n d ..,
MICHELE S1FAUBE
Attorney for the Connonwealth
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flRC STAFF'S CROSS-EXA!!!flATI0'l OUTLiflE
FOR LEAGUE OF WO;tEft V0TERS TESTIM 0!1Y

Testimony _ Inquiry

Table of Contents . Reference to limited appearance statement of
Phyllis flelson.

Summary . Status of the surinary as evidence.

Testimony of
Ryscavage

P.4, A.3 . Location of Conewago Township.

PP.5-6, A.7 . Identification of York County Emergency Plan reliance
on municipalities for specific emergency services.

P.7, A.8 . Listing of equipment needed by municipal coordinators.

P.7, A.9 . flewberry Township time estimate using trucks.

P.8, A.14 "Small" numbers of radiation monitors in munici-.

palities; number of persons trained in the use of
radiation monitors.

P.8, A.16 . Municipal planning needed for sheltering as a pro-
tective action.

P.12, A.1 . Date of York County Plan upon which interview
questions were based.

P.13, A.6 . School districts with portions of the district out-
side the plume EPZ.

P.13, A.9&l0 . Provisions of the 4/14/81 York County Plan for
informing parents of the location of evacuated
school children.

P.14, A.11 . flumber of children living within the plume EPZ but
attending school outside the plume EPZ.

Study Update

P.3, last paragraph . Funding for Manchester Township radio frequency.

P.5, " Sheltering" . !!unicipal planning for sheltering.
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P.5, last paragraph . Flyers for distribution at the time of an emergency.

P.6, top paragraph . York County brochure and public information guide-
lines of NUREG-0654

P.6, last paragraph . Use of the Lewisberry ambulance as the main source
of connunication for the township.

. East Manchester and York llaven reliance on other
aunicipalities for anbulances.

P.9, last paragraph . Basis for statement that PEMA discourages coordi-
nators from holding other nunicipal jobs.

P.10a, Table 4 . Clarification of terns and designations in Table 4.

P.11, first paragraph . Basis for listed responsibilities of school
superintendents.

P.12. " Transportation" . Basis for claim that 75% of bus drivers are women
and that many have young children.

. Basis for statement on problems with buses returning
for a "second run."

P.12 . Witness' awareness of revised plans for distribution
of thyroid blocking agents.

P.13 . Basis for statement that funds needed are not
generally available.

. Failure of emergency plans to deal with a " worst
case" accident.

. Study indicating that 4 to 6 emergency management
coordinators are needed for the area.

P.13a . Clarification of number of students in Table of School
plans for York County.

P.16, top paragraph . Basis for statement on early evacuation of some bus
drivers.

Table 1 . Readiness of schools to shelter students.

Original Study

P.2, second paragraph . Basis for claim of State planning assumption that
"50% will leave on their own."

. Degree to which " original study" reflects current
planning.
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P.5, first full

paragraph . Basis for statement that model municipal plan does
not reflect l{UREG-0654.

P.6, second paragraph . Basis for statement on adequacy of municipal sirens.
" Emergency nonitors" requiring activation..

Table 3 . Clarification of parameters in the table.

.

|

|

|

|
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Licensee's Cross-Examination Plan

Testimony of Dr. Kai Erikson

Page Objective

2 To demonstrate that Dr. Erikson has been inaccurate

in his characterization of Dr. Dynes' testimony and

experience.

3 To inquire what emergency measures, particularly

evacuation, were taken in the disasters named by

Dr. Erikson and whether the emergency measures

were affected by the nature of the disaster.

4 To identify the specific studies relied on by Dr.

Erikson as having found noticeable levels of stress

and anxiety in the TMI area, and to ascertain the

basis for Dr. Erikson's statement that the studies

are " reliable".

, 5 To question the accuracy of Dr. Erikson's statement
!

that "Dr. Dynes assured the Chairman that people

living in the TMI area would not be so immobilized

with fear that they would fail to respond appropriately

to a future emergency."

-
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Page Objective

5 To elicit a more precise definition of " psychic

numbing," with particular reference to Dr. Lifton's

studies.

To contrast the disasters and symptoms of trauma

reported by Dr. Lifton with the TMI-2 accident and

post-accident distress.

To establish that several studies have shown that

in repetitive disasters evacuation response improved

in the second occurrence.

4

7 To compare the foundation for Dr. Dynes' testimony

that the Ohio State Disaster Research Center has

"never really run into anybody who abandoned an

important emergency job because of family conflict"

with the foundation for Dr. Erikson's belief that

there is no " evidence in the human record of emer-

gency workers being available for duty when children

are not yet safe. "

To establish that Dr. Erikson's belief is contra-

dicted by some studies.

To inquire into the basis for Dr. Erikson's reliance

on the testimony of the League of Women Voters.

-2-
_
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UNITED STATES OF RERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY COHf1SSION

In the Matter Of )
)

FETROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY )
) Docket No. 50-289 (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1 )

.

COMONWEALTH'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PIAN
KAI T. ERIKSON

REBUITAL WITNESSES OF ANGRY AND 0111ER WITNESSES

1. Education - MA in what? PhD in what? Thesis topic? Dissertation topic?

2. Reviewed Camenwealth's emergency response plan? County plans?

3. Study of effects of mercury contamination on Ojibwa Indian Band. Describe
circumtances. Effect on people? Was threat / contamination visible? Did
study include reactions during disaster, or long-term effects?

4. (p.2) khat crisis situations have you studied which are comparable to
TMI? Other such situations, whether studied thm or not. Factors w hich make
them similar. (Type of disaster, repetition of event, man'made v. natural,
emergency plans in place, public education) Type of mergency response effected?
Effectiveness? Docunentation of overreachtion - underreation? Reasons.
(1957 - Texas - Hurrican Audrey, 4 years later, Hurricane Carla and good
evacuation. Reason? Mississaugua disaster. Effective evacuation, conparable
to TMI. Explain.

5. (p.3,1st point) Effect of " invisible threat" on emergency response?
on emergency worker response? Accuracy and timeliness of information disseminated
during accident an effective countermeasure?

6. (p.4) "Resliable studies" on D E - which? What are indicators of resliability
in such post-DII surveys? Identify: purpose of study, methodology of study,
professional interviewers / survey designers, conclusions reached, specific to
mergency response? (Fbuntain West Study, Houts/ Miller Study)

7. (p.5) Exanples of emergency response situations where phenomenon of
" psychic nunbing" studied. Operates as delay, or complete block to action?
khat measures available to overcome it?

8. (p.5-6) Opinion re" instructions to take shelter being ineffectiv e. Based
on knowledge of hunnn behavior and decision making? How does decision-making
process described change effectiveness of sheltering? Would knowledge of
inmediate threat of radiation exposure change this behavior? Simple order to
shelter is not enough?
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9. Any studies or emergency response experiences where sheltering order not
effective? Result? Where it was effective? Reason?

,

; 10. (p.6) ~ Emergency personnel. Any studies which address issue? Any-

'

emergency response experiences where problen encountered with emergency ,
personnel? Basis for his opinion? Is behavior true for any emergency response
or unique to nuclear disasters? (htsnn behavior, personal threat of radiation)
Reconmendations on how to minimize or eliminate the behavior? (existence of
plans, availability of KI, evacuation of schools en masse)

11. Any reonmendations on how to minimize or eliminate behavior he describes
here? Overreaction caused by fear and distrust, and underreaction - existence
of comprehensive state and local plans (down to what level?), public education,

~

public information prior to accident, during accident (detail necessary).

Respectfully submitted,

MICHELE STRAUBE
Attorney for the Conmonwealth

,
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f4RC STAFF'S CROSS-EXA!!IllATION OUTLIfiE
FOR TESTI!10NY OF ANGRY'S ERIKSON

1. Objections to Parts of Testimony

The Staff will object to the following portions of the written

testimony anc move that they be stricken:

(a) p.3, top paragraph, last sentence re risking life and asking

others to risk life. The sentence is argumentative and does

not provide any facts or probative evidence.

(b) p.3, large paragraph in the middle of the page which beg.as

with the word "First". This paragraph deals with the psycho-

logical aspects of a nuclear accident resulting in a threat

perceived by the public. There is no apparent nexus between

this and emergency planning or response. Rather, this paragraph

is directed simply toward showing that a nuclear accident may

result in some different perceived threat and different psycho-

logical stress than a non-nuclear accident. Since there is no

nexus to emergency response, this is inadmissible psychologi-

cal stress testimony.
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II. Cross-Examination Outline
'

~
>

'

i

Testimony , ,I nqui ry,

: Scope of " abbreviated r'esume'."-
'

Resurie ' - n .

,

.. Degree to.which education,
- . ~ work-related activities and publi-

,

(cations ' ealt with and 'related tod,

emergency olanning and-response. ..,;
-

. _

,

' '

Sl'udie{ of crisisi situations "com -! p.1, second paragraph -- -
.

,

_

parable .to THI" - witiless' own worku

', -- in this regard and his knowledge'of
- - what thB' Ohio State Disaster Research'

, ,

h'l ~ \
~

Center has done. <'

c';~.
_ -(i ,

,

p.2, last paragraph " . Basis for wi,tness' opinion that.plann-.
~~ ing for radiation emergency is very

.different from planning for other ', ,

~ mergenci'es.e,

p.3, first full psragrhph. Basis for witness' argument that the '

.

/ r fact that 'non-nuclear accidents have'^
~

i a cleai beginning and ending distin- ,

'
~

' ,
guishes them from nuclear accidents

'

and nakes experience from non-nuclear
..''

/ . accidents inapplicable.' ,

p.4,secon'd'piiragraph _ _ . Basis for witness' expectation that a 7
'

.," substantial proportion" of population .
,

-

; around TMI will overreact to a-

'

nuclear emergency. g; ,.. y
/ s. g

In[quiry as to witness' views on whath
' - ''

; .,

C can be done to prevent overreaction.''

, -

p.'4, last paragraph Basis for witness' expectation that -a* i
.

. continuing on td p.5 " substantial proportion" of',the p_opu '
lation wil1 underreact or become.

' t' . numbed.
~

'
-

._ m
-- .

p.5, last paragraph Basis for witness' opinion that.,

~~ bntinuing to p.6 1 people will not shelter when told toc
do so.

s

e

b

*==

$

s-
1 ,s

\I ~,

r
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-
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p.6, last paragraph Inquiry as to whether there is any.

distinction between nuclear emer- ,

gencies and non-nuclear emergencies
I with regard to emergency workers' ~
: need to provide for the safety of

their own families.
,

'

p.7 Clarification of statement attributed.

: to Dr. Dynes concerning emergency
worker availability when their
children were not safe.

pp.-7-8 Basis for witness' statement that.

more than 15% of the population
consists of a family with several

1 . small children.
i

i Basis for-witness' statement that- '.

75-80% of policemen, firefighters and;~

bus drivers have families with small
children.

i

f

a

1

4

5

i
.

t

'
,

.

!'

,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
FOR NRC STAFF SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY
OF ZOLTAN R. ROSZTOCZY RELATIVE TO

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF
EQUIPMENT IMPORTANT TO SAFETY

|



Page (s ) Objective of Questioning

4, 5 Identify source of Staff information on recent tests
of Limitorque operators with Reliance motors; asser-
tain whether the Staff has documentation which can
be provided to Licensee with respect to the tests.

7 Proposed condition 6: determine why the Staff
wants such an evaluation when the Staff states (at
p. 5) that the failures were under more severe
environmental conditions than expected for the
event being analyzcd at TMI-1.

7 Proposed condition 6: ascertain whether such an
evaluation will be imposed as a condition of
operation beyond 5% power at any other operating
reactor.

7 Proposed condition 6: cstablish that Licensee's
compliance with such a condition may be beyond
Licensee's control because of the unavailability
of test information, or the unavailability of
adequate evaluation time if the information is
made available at the time of criticality.



UNITED STATES OF NERIQ1
NUCLEAR REGULA101W COMISSION

BEFORE THE A10tHC SAFE 1Y NO LICENSIlU BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

MEIROPOLITAN EDISON COMPAtW, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

00tMXEEALTH OF PENNSYLVMRA'S '

CROSS-EXAMIIRTION FIAN
FOR NRC WITIESS ON UCS 12

1. The uitness will be examined on the basis for Licensee's

heulationofthemaximumexpectedfloodlevel. Based on realistic

or conservative asstoptions? Why the change from 5.94 to 5.66 feet?

ht percentage of various systems are included in expected flood level

(BWST; RCS; etc.)? Why asstrned to be so much lower than from the

BII-2 accident? ht margin of error is appropriate?

; 2. The Staff's inspection of Licensee's relocation program will

be discussed. (Apparently only a limited inspection occurred.) ht

instruments were relocated? To what level? h t instruments remain

below 5.66 feet? 5.94 feet? 1MI-2 level? ht is the safety
|
' significance of this equipment? (Reference Tables 1 and 2 of Braulke

testimony on UCS 3,12, and 14) ht physical limitations are there

on Licensee's relocation program; i.e. why couldn't all safety-related

instruments be relocated above the TII-2 flood level?

Res ectfully submitted,

j A: .[f; ,

ROBERT W. ADLER /
Attorney for the Conmonwealth /

|
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UCS Cross-Examination Plan for

Staff Witnesses on UCS Contention 12
(Scheduled for June 29, 1981)

.

I. Basis for Testimony

1. Have you completed the review of Met Ed's response to

IE Bulletin 79-01B and its three supplements? Have you
,

reviewed response to environmental qualification SER

dated 3/24/81? Schedule for SER supplement?

2. Describe scope and method of review,

a) Master list complete?

b) Accident parameters adequate?

c) Physical inspection of equipment?

d) Review of documents cited in Master list? " Record

of Conversation" - is that adequate documentation?

Have topical reports been reviewed and accepted

without conditions?
.

/ Nfk
Re: Adequacy of VGS' submittal. - Did you use the criteria and

requirements from IE Bull. 79-OlB?

1. IE Bull. 79-01 B, Attach. 3, p. 2

2. Environment - "Specify the time period that

the component or equipment is required to function ,

and identify the document which provides the basis/

for this time. interval."

(Did they do this for make-up valves?)

4. Qualification Method. - "Words such as ' test'
and/or ' analysis' when used alone do not adequately

identify the qualification method.



2. IE Bulletin 79-OlB - Supplemental Information
'

Question & Answer l'- supposed to include areas
.

where fluids are recirculated from inside containment
to accomplish long-term cooling following a LOCA.

Was that included within the scope of your

testimony?

Question & Answer 13 - Read both. When a determ.

has been made that the existing data is inad. or no data exists,...
/'

that is reportable...

But you haven't done LERS for all those' items,

have you? !

3. IE Supp. No. 2 to Bull. 79-OlB (Sept. 30, 1980)

p. 3-5 -

Q. 5 " guidance on how to pick out the required safety-related

P. 3
equipment". |

p. 5 - Emergency shutdown systems, note 2 - including ;

i
RHR, PORV's, etc. you followed this guidance for

TMI-1? Shutdown systems required for loss of FW/

SBLOCA, aren't they?

->

Q. 11, p. 11 - What qualification is required of Reactor Pressure

Vessel internal instrumentation (eg, thermocouples) and new

instruments required as the result of TMI Lessons Learned?

TMI Lessons Learned inst. will be considered in the ,

I

Feb. 1, 1981 SER. - THIS EOT. IS SUBJECT TO THE |

SAME PROTS. AS OTHER SAFETY-RELATED ELEC. EQT.

THE GUIDANCE & REQUIREMENTS OF NUREG-0588. . .WH-I /f.)lLL
-

BE USED BY THE STAFF IN ASSESSING THE ADEQUACY OF

THE QUALIFICATION INFORMATION.

Your testimony and review does not deal at all with

new instruments required as the result of TMI Lessons Learned?

___
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4. IE Bull. 79-01B, supplement No.~3 (Oct. 24, 1980)
.

(1) Staff's position: "The Licensee must identify

and environmentally qualify the equipment needed to

complete one method (path) of achieving and maintaining*

'
i

a cold shutdown condition."
'

! And this hasn' t been done for TMI-1, has it)

,

t

5. DOR Guidelines, Nov. 13, 1979 ;

'p.15, S8.0 - Documentation

DOR Guidelines - Nov. 13, 1979'

'

Complete & auditable records must be available for -

qualification by any of the methods described in

Section 5.0 above to be considered valid. These

records should describe the qual'n method in sufficient i

; detail to verify that all of the guidelines have been

satisfied. A simple vendor certification of compliance'

with a design specification should not be considered;

i,

j adequate.

Eg's of where this not met?
.

t

:

.

$

L

,, . . . -. .-__ _ _ - - . . . - _ _ _ - _ - , - - - - - . . , _ , . - . . . . - . . . . .



Tr. 6933 - 5 ways in which the TMI Lessons Learned
-

infl ence equipment qualification. C6d 6bd f ' 3 OCIN
-

CL (CA- G|OLLC YENI6LO W 2 OU \YDO * QLLCLL(f*lCCCt)on ]a. - new egt. which has to be installed

must meet existing regts.

What eqt. at TMI-1 is that? Ilow has that been
g g (CW MON

included in your evaluation? q($ g gggp ,7
TK 6934-5 - Your review will address the

|question whether all items are on it, including
things we learned from Three Mile Island?

And you satisfied yourself as to that? That all

TMI-related items are listed and are qualified?

b. 6933-4 - Has 1
(log histoc ksting of safe -rela ed t.utptwene -cag

{i
changed?./ 11ow has that been includ in yo

quauftedy I

evaluation for TMI-l?

c. 6934 - calculation of source term for radiation
exposure may not include all possibilities? How

has that been analyzed for TMI-l? How related

to Less "N -I
Chnmen%ns Ledrned?rekttu% in ?ts. t+ ave- Har restekAan
dA% GlULS] \5 maseqs+- tornpeder(cr tuh CmeG
yotD0%\ G0L V6tLfLi MTCl,

d. 6934 - hydrogen burn - wh is that relate
f$~jnt5CL

tL n16t W T W Q
WWT,)

to Lessons Learned? How have regts. changed? N '

d7t{T0b2/] hep /MHow included in your evaluation for TMI-l? Ifl ll

accnwn
3111[A. '

6934 - indication that radiation doses higher [MI/fe.
f)

at higher elevations? How is that a Lesson Learned
*

from TMI? How have you resolved it for TMI-l?



. __

IV. Substance of Testimony of 6/15/81
.

4 1. p.2 - have you used DOR Guidelines.
*

2. p.2, last para, 1st sentence, define " safe

shutdown"? same as cold shutdown? I

3. p.3, 1st full' para "The staff has completed

its review of the Licensee's Jan. 30, May 18 and June 5, 1981

submittals." What exactly did this review consist of?

"The qual'n info. reviewed was cata extracted from referenced

documention which contained detailed info. concerning the

qual'n of the eqt?" -Explain. Dio you have the " detailed

rinfo"? Just the " data extracted?" Last sentence - you're

now reviewing the supporting doc? - Even for just the limited

scope you looked at, you're just now reviewing the supporting

doc.

All you did was look at what was contained in Lic.
submittals of Jan. 30, May 18, June 5? For this testimony?

- Attach. 3, p.2 - Item 4 7901-B - can't just say'

,

" analysis." Eg's of where they did that.
!

- Item 5 - 7901-B - Where data missing sched. for getting i
I.

it? Done in all cases? Eg's
1

, - DOR Guidelines - 8.0 - Documentation vendor
'

1

certification not adequate. - You applied that criteria?

Eg's of that.
:

I

!

_ - .
- . - _ _ _ _ __



4. p. 4 - list eqt. needed to function which hasn't.

- been demonstrated to be qualified for loss of FW/SBLOCA.

a. Conax Connectors

- Where are they? When Met Ed responded to

IE Bull. 77-05 & 77-05A re: failure of connectors,

it certified that no connectors existed at TMI-l
inside containment which must function in LOCA
env't? When was it discovered that these exist?
And now do you know these are the only connectors?

Action on past instances where Met Ed supplied false informa-

tion in response to IE Bulletins on environmental qualification.

(See Met Ed letters of 12/8/77 and 12/15/77 re cable connectors.

Bulletins 77-05 and 77-05A)

_

b. Limitorque motor operators - which valves -

where? - What level? (Also not qualified for

caustic spray? What was justification for
"

allowing operation despite this?)

- Are there any circs. where these makeup

valves are required to open after an accident?

Re: " justification" for allowing interim op. }
!

with unqualified letdown valves? '

Lic Ex 51 - 1202-39-p.4.0 & 5.0

Opr told to establish letdown flow? And is

op'n of these valves required to do that? }

You say the justification for Limitorque operators

adequate for " interim operation" - why only for

interim? How long is this acceptable?
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"Several items of equipment use materialsco.

that have calculated qualified lives of six years-

or less.." (p.4) - which items of eqt? What is

the qualified life for each?

|
:

d. "... in some cases, the aging evaluations-;

are still ongoing.." What cases? (p.4) As of

| now, no qualified life?
!
|

e. Foxboro pressure transmitters (p.4) - |
,
,

'

Where are they? Any tests on the TMI-l model

f. 4-5 Limitorque operators with Reliance

motors - similar or identical equipment at TMI-l? |

Where? How much more severe were test conditions?
Why so severe?

,/ ~ j

5. p. 6 - Recommended Restart |
'

Conditions: How will Licensee "committments" be enforced?
1. Why only replacing eqt. with 1 1/2 year qualified

,
,

.

1 life. Why not 6 or 7? What eqt. has 1 1/2 year

or less qualified life?
i

.

t
i

|
2. Program to assure replacement of equipment '

with qualified life of less than 40 years. Details?

Routine surveillance must not be enough given eqt.
,

[ is in TMI-l with less than 1 1/2 years qualified

life? How will Board be able to judge thei

Iadequacy of such a program? (or staff, if they

object to Board) -

.

m---~--, -- - r - , ,,,
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3. " Consider aging." Give details of how t

'

this is to be accomplished.

4. Complete aging evaluations prior to 5% power.

why prior to 5% power? (He should already have

_ _ _ - - .

specified what egt. is "still to be evaluated." If

not, ask) Will NRC complete its review of aging

evaluations prior to 5% power?

~

Questions on NUREG-0578 and 0737 lessons learned requirements.
1. Pressurizer level inst.

0578 Item 2.1.1.

0737 Item II.G.l.

a) Are instruments qualified? (No)

b) Why allow restart when unqualified? Required onsite

power (but not single failure proof) and reloation,

but not environmental qualification. Why?

2. PORV and Safety Position Indication

0578 Item 2.1.3.a

0737 Item II.D.3
|

0680, at 26-27

a) Are position indication instruments qualified? Which

ones? How do you know (not on Master List)?

3. Instrumentation for Inadequate Core Cooling
0737 Item II.F.2

;

0578 Item 2.1.3.b
!

:0660, at C8-14 '

0660, supplement 3, at 27-28



,

Page 4.

.

a) Saturation meter inputs: Qualified prior to restart?
l & Or b .f|16 C ?

Error in Esstcr-hi-st - did Staff detect it and, if

8 YOso, what action was taken? [/d [ 66 .5
'

b) Thermocouples qualification compared to 0237 require-

ments in II.F.2, Attachment 1

4. EFW initiation and flow indication

0578 Item 2.1.7

0737 II.E.1

0660, at C8-39

0660, Supplement 3, at 37-39

Qualified? Condition for restart?

5. Other accident monitoring equipment

0578, Item 2.1.8

0737, Item II.F.1

Are these instruments qualified

a) Noble gas effluent, at II.F.1-6 ,

b) Containment high-range radiation monitor, at II.F.1-10

c) Containment pressure monitor, at II.F.1-14
.

d) Containment Water Level Monitor, at II.F.1-16

6. Equipment for safety grade anticipatory trips.

0737, at II.k.2.10-2

t'
Question on Licensee Submittals.

f
.

1. Submergence calculation and adequacy.

\ a) OTSG Level instrument located at 5'9 3/4" (Met Ed 6/5/81).
Flood level is 5.66 ft. = 5'7.92" (Cronoburger, ff Tr.

/

\ 16,252, at 3). Flood level previously 5.94 ft.=5'll.28"

(Met Ed 6/5/81)



.

*

Page 5
.

b) How accurate is flood level calculation? Did staff

verify?

c) Has OTSG level instrument been relocated or has flood

level simply been recalculated?

d) Why is operating range relocated but not startup

range or wide range? Did you check for operator

confusion? How?

e. Licensee failed to identify MU-V-2A and 2B as below

flood level (EQ SER, at 5). What action did Staff

take other than telling Met Ed to look again?

2. Decay heat removal

Restart Report Fig. 302 - 640

i

a) Master List identifies junction boxes J-20 and 21 as
/

inside containment, but no worksheet. Are these

qualified? How do you know?

b) Decay heat valves DH-V1 and V2 on master list, but

RC3A - PS2 and PS5 are not. Are these latter compo-

nents qualified?
.

3. Main Steam (Restart Report Figure 302 - 032)

a) Why no immediate corrective action required for

PS 600 - PS 607 considering MSLB detection and FW

isolation function?

-br)Mhy is BSBfMS-V-13A--not_listedas-deficient-in I:Q-SER9---- -

\ dp$ Why is restart permitted without immediate action on
N

deficiencies in qualification of steam dump valves,

MSV-10A and 10B, and MSV-13A and 13B?

-_ - .
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III. Questions on 3/24/81 SER.

['} 1. Did you prepare this? Who did?

2 2. What criteria were used to decide whether equipment

qualification was necessary prior to restart or could

'

wait until June 30, 19827

3. Three categories of deficiencies - immediate corrective

action, additional information and/or corrective action,

and conditionally acceptable. What criteria were used

to decide whether a deficiency requires immediate cor-

rective action?

4. At page 11, you list three reasons why operation of TMI-l

would be safe without completion of the corrective actions.

a) We have discussed criteria for requiring immediate

corrective action and the SER states there are no
,

such items. Please give examples of deficiencies

that would preclude restart unless corrected.

b) Does the phrase "are being replaced or relocated"

mean, in all cases, prior to restart? If not, explain

\ how there is any improvement. "Some of the items found
.

deficient have been or are being replaced. ." Does.

this mean other items found deficient are not being

replaced or relocated?

c) Low probability events - How low a probability is

required? What is the probability of LOCA and i.ELB

for TMI-l? Could this " basis" of low probability

-- be used to justify restart in the face of any defi- --

ciency? Could it be used for the remainder of plant

life? If not, why is it used to justify restart?
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.' Open Items from Mar. 24 SER

a. (p. 10) What is the pathway to cold shutdown?4

I Has it been demonstrated that all such equipment is'

qualified? ,

i,

b. (p. 10) TMI Lessons Learned Modificaitons.
'

(This may be covered in other parts of cross-exam.)

was this info. provided? Details? }

(

I

c. (p. 3) - Provide a complete list of instrumentation
mentioned in the emergency procedures. Provide equipment

qualification info. for such instrumentation. Was this ,

!

1 done? Show that it wasn't - eg - PORV, pressurizer

level, etc.

For instru. not classified safety-related but mentioned
i

in the procedures, provide justification for not
I

considering safety grade and provide assurance that
-

its failure will not mislead the operator. This wasn't |

done was it. (This derives from IE Bull. 79-01B. See
.

Question & Answer 2)
.

All of the above items are derived from Lessons |
.

Learned from TMI-2, aren't they?
,

d. (;p . 5) Provide info. on qualification of TMI-l
Done?equipment against the effects of chemical spray.'

- ~ .-- - - - --- - - .. - - - - - - . . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - -



I. Rosztoczy testimony of November 26, 1980 ff. Tr. 6927-A
*

.

1. g.5, p.2 "At the present time the staff has not
yet determined whether the safety-related equipment at TMI-l is

,

fully qualified to postulated accident environments."
w

Still true?

II. Contrast with current testimony
,A?W

f ') 1. Your testimony of 6/15/81 does not answer the

question of whether the safety-related equipment at TMI-l is
fully qualified in accordance with GDC 4? You limited your

testimony of 6/15/81 solely to the ques. of whether equipment
required to safely shutdown the reactor following a loss of
FW and SBLOCA is qualified to withstand those accident
environments? (Loss of FW, SBLOCA) You did not look at
large LOCA, MSLB, HELB - all of which are accidents which

must be postulated under GDC 4?

- Your testimony of 11/26/80 was not so limited - when did

you decide that for purposes of this hearing you would take
,

the position that all you have to look at is loss of FW, SBLOCA?

Was this position first suggested by Licensee? When? And !

you didn't ask Licensee for listing of eqt. needed to shutdown

for loss of FW, SBLOCA and identica. of environmental parameters
until May 1, 1981? And all information not submitted to you
until June 5, 1981 or later? And testimony completed 6/15? .

III. SER for Environmental Quals.

- Introduce SER. For all eqt. listed, have not

demonstrated that it's qualified to GDC 4? So cannot conclude
/
-that TMI-l meets GDC 4 as measured by DOR Guidelines & NUREG-0588.

|
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ANGRY 6/30/81
,

CROSS-EXA!UNATION PLAN FOR NRC STAFF WITNESSES CHESTNUT; AND CHESTNUT /DONALDSON

Supplement One to Nurer 0746-- Emergency Preparedness for TMI-1

Sirens-

What is the present status of the siren sysyem?
.

completion date testing date(s)

Which counties need additional radio controls and when vill these
be fully operational?

Does silent testing indicate any particular non-functional sirens?
How? How will testing determine '' dead" spots or spots where other noise
(factory, topographical) vill interfere? Frequency of testing schedule?
Any planned, formal, invited input from municipal authorities about the
adequacy of siren coverage? From business or factories?

Was June 1 report submitted? (We requested siren lab reports in
informal discovery, pursuant to Board's direction, in March during cross
of Licensee's witnesses Rogan, Giangi, Tsaggaris, it was not sent to us
when it became available.)

p II-3.. reasonable progress towards attaining an acceptablea

alert notification system by July 1981* Has date slipped to include all
of July,19817

When vill FEMA /NRC determine the ultimate acceptability of the systems
for alerting the population?

.

Contingency plans for notifying counties--

Is it true that the TMI plan now is for the Licensee to directly
notify all five risk counties? What is the present," chain of notification''

Public Information--

Are these pamphlets the same as Commonwealth ex 3 (FEMA) and Commonwealth
ex (York) (Dauphin) (Lancaster) ? Any changes, additions, corrections?
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nat are licensee's committments in distribution and printing?

Will multiple copies be provided to businesses? Motels? Pinchot Park?

Summer Camps?

On what basis was 10-miles chosen? What about marginal people? People

who may be working, shopping, in the EPZ ?
fWill shools receive multiple copies for school staffs? Public? Private?

Day Care? Nursing Homes, institutions?

Is satisfactory distribution of appropriate and complete public information
a requirement for restart? (to which of the above?) (radius?)

Time estimate study--

Will FEMA review the Parsons, Brinkerhoff (Lic Ex.52) study for accuracy
and compare its assumptions with the five county plans and the PEMA plan?
Will FEMA review the P,B study for compliance with N 06547

y-
V Thyroid-blocking On-Site--

k Have you reviewed Licensee's KI procedures? Will emergency workers
be pre-tested for KI sensitivity?

b What is the expiration date of the Licensee's supply of KI?
|
t.-

at the. site boundary
EAL's.--

Would a projected whole body dose /of 1 R/h trigger the Licensee's
declaration .of a General Emergency? Is there also an accumulated doce
projection which would trigger Licensee's declaration of a General Emergency?

Would less than "f1 R/h trigger Licensee's declaration of a G.E.7
(f? i? .8, .9? )

So any declaration of a General Emergency by the Licensee would mean
a projected doce of 1 R/h whole body at the site boundary by actualmeterology)?

Is it the staff's position that it'is a requirement for restart that
| the Licensee adjust his EALs consistent with App 1 of 06547

.

i

-
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Offsite Emergency Planning-

When will NRC make its findings and deteminations on offsite
planning?

On what vill lac's findings be based? (Is formal submission by State
necessary? When vill that thke place?)

Who will make the detemination for NRC? (Grimes? Chestnut?)

, Will the Staff present testimony on the NRC determination of adequacy I
for the offsite EP? When?

Information flow from Licensee to PEMA, NRC, BRP, media

What are the Licensee's present procedures for screening plant data
before passing information on to the State or NRC in an emergency?

Have you evaluated these procedures? Is this evaluation in writtten
form? Are you also familiar with the procedures which were formally
in effect at the time of the accident? If so, can you explain any differences?

Are you fnmiliar with N 0760,(particularly the Summey, Conclusions,and Recommendations (pp10-12)? first paragraph-- two factors)
Did you check to see if the recommendations on pp 11-12 were followed during
the June 2 test exercise? (sections 2-3, 5-6, as applies to the Licensee)

record keeping- see comments of O. D. T. Lynch /IEC
dosimetry-- were all personnel that you observed appropriately provided

with dosimetry? Were the firefighters from off-site provided with badges?
Was the air sampler at the EOF being used properly? (2cfm)

Were personnel coming off of the Island monitored for contamination?
Were personnel entering the EOF monitored for contamination?

Was security at the EOF adequate? Were entering personnel identified
or provided dosimetry?

What other deficiencies were noted by NRC inspectors which do not
appear in your report?

Were Licensee's monitoring teams in the field told where the ' plume' was
so that they could take precautions for themselves? (State's teams not told.)

.
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UNITED STATES OF MERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00t441SSION

BEEDRE 11E ATOMIC SAFEIY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METEDIOLITAN EDISON 00tfMW, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

00ttDIMEALTil'S CROSS-EXMIINATION PIAN
SUPPLDOTT 110 NUREG-0746
WITNESSES CIESNUr, GRIMES

1. NRC staff evaluation of adequacy of overall, integrated

anergency preparedness done? Presented? NRC review of FHfA findings?

2. Siren Notification System: FDM/NRC review of written

documentation of system? Capability to broadcast message over noti-

fication' system? Capability for graduated notification? Backup

system for each siren? Based on assmptions of anbient noise levels? ,

No actual measurements? Final report submitted by Licensee? Paper

coupliance with technical requirements of Appendix 3 of 0654? Acceptability

determined by FEMA /NRC?

All 83 sirens installed? When will be tested? Test include

check of assunptions for effective siren range, statistical sanple of

residents within all areas of EPZ, conpatibility with civil defense

system, sound levels?

lbw and where sirens activated? Special equipment needed? Installed?

khen? Inplementing procedures in each county plan? Installation and

( proven operation of siren system necessary for conpliance with rule?

Drill planned to test inplementation of system through county activation?

v

I

|
|
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Wat assurance that system will be properly inplemented? Specific
,

requirement of rule? Fifteen-minute notification possible without

siren system? How use " reasonable progress" as standard? Required prior

to restart?

3. Contingency Notification: Is it acceptable to FDR/NRC for

Dauphin to notify other risk cotnties? Included in Dauphin plan?

Physical mechanism to do it? Part of exercise? What assurance that

Ihuphin can do it within 157

4. Public Education & Information: Present distribution?

Distribution of six panphlets planned? PD R not to be rewritten,

five counties to be revised based on future plans? Review by NRC/FDR

before distribution for conpleteness of information? Method of

distribution? (10 mile EPZ). Distribution plans adequate? Licensee

to inplement? Distribution of updated material to entire EPZ population

is required for empliance with rule? Required prior to restart? If no,

what assurance knowledge before emergency?

Do plans provide for periodic redistribution and updating? Required

by rule? Comnitment by Licensee extend to this? Two panphlets per

county are only means of supplying route information? What asstmptions

have you nude on percentage of people reading brochure? Recalling4

contents? Plans provide for posting in public places, telephone booths,I

,

etc.?

!
Licensee's program as set forth in April 30, 1981 letter -

NRC/FDR reviewed content? Coordination with state and local programs?

Must be acceptable prior to restart?

5. Evacuation Time Estinnte: Licensee incorporated PB Study

in toto into its plan? Will be used by Licensee in recmmending
b

|

,
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.

protective actions? Used during exercise? Review by HEC /FDIA of

EPZ-asstmptions, validity of nunbers? khat assurance that times
i

accurate, feasible? (p. II-8 of Supp.1) llow envisim "I2"A i.v A it
'

aming =rg=cy? Uyru buurd reds.; alls vuly luntted use? Ib

borrar t! m pre d e *4 - es i - ene Rncic Er 12mi eml mml n H me

w A uutionsi

6. g: Onsite stockpile obtained where? In place? Shelf life? j

Plans after expiration?

7. II. C - Containment Irak Rate Asstmptions: llad Licensee made
'

the necessary nodifications to EPIP 1004.7? If not, by when? Is this

a restart requirment?

(8. II. I - EOF Staffing: Is the NRC aware of the fact that the

BRP nuclear engineer now plans to go to the EOF as soon as it is functional?

Does this bolster the Staff's position that the EOF should be functional
e

within about one hour of declaration of a site or General F2nergency?

khen was the EOF functional during the June 2,1981 exercise?
_

khen in relation to the declaration of a s'ite emergency? (This will

I denonstrate that the exercise proved Licensee's capabilities with the
i

EDF functional within one hour of declaration of a site mergency.)

Respectfully subnitted,

/n'kth ( %/, u
MICHELE S'IRAUBE

| Attorney for the Connonwealth
|
l

t*

__
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UNITED STATES OF NiERICA<

'

10CEAR REGUIEIURY CatilSSION-

BEFORE THE A10iIC SAFE 1Y AND LICENSIt0 BOARD .

2

In the Matter of )
i )
j' IEIROPOLITAN EDISON 00MPMW, )
!

,
. ) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit No.1) )

'
2 CGt0tMEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA'S
i CROSS-EXAMINATION. PLAN FOR-

STEPHEN GESINUI AND DAE E. D0tRU) SON
.,

1

I. AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN CHESTfUr

I Shift Manning
i

i 1. Clarify that Mr. Chestnut does rely on the fact that Licensee's

| shifts will consist of four operational personnel (shift supervisor,
! shift forernn, 2 operators) even if the shift forenan is not a licensed -
. M

SRO.

2. What differences are there between the training of shift.

| supervisors and shift forenen? What differences are there in tenns of
| -

years of experience? Educational requirenents?

3. When the shift supervisor acts as the energency director,

review his functions. On the basis of this, what are the functions of

the shift foranan? The purpose of this line will be to detennine who

spends more time actually directing and supervising the reactor operators.

4. Clarify that the NURFB-0737 deadline for shift manning may be

extended further. Ask whether Mr. Chestnut's position is based on the

length of the interim period? (See p. 5)

5. Ask whether Mr. Chestnut knows that all of Licensee's shift

.

!

- . . , _ _ - . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . - . . _ . . . , _ . . , _ _ _ . , _ . _ _ _ _ , . _ __ _ --_. _ _ . - . .
_
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formen took the SRO examination. This is significant if Mr. Chestnut
.

believes that a shift foreman who fails the exam is as qualified as one

who passes the exam.

6. ht is the basis for detemining the significance of events

that need to be taken within 30 minutes?

Containnent fligh Range Radiation tbnitor

1. ht is the difference between the existing monitor (RM-G8)

and the new monitor referenced in Supplement 3 to IUREG-0680? ht is-

:

the effect of the difference on the reliability and usefulness of these

i monitors?

2. lias the Staff determined whether any additional equipment
:

relied upon in Licensee's mergency response plan will not be in place

; prior to TMI-1 Restart? (Focus on Table 9 itms) See pp. 26-28 of I&E

Report. h t are the details of the interim procedures? ht functions <

are included in these ites? y-

,

! II. DotRLDSON/QIESTNUT TESTHONY ON JUNE 2,1981 EXERCISE
,

1. Evaluate how conservative the scenario was in terms of the,

! escalation tifne of the accident. ht are the boundaries for how rapidly

an accident can escalate to the point where offsite releases can be

expected? -

III. QIESNUT TESTIMONY ON UNRESOLVED ONSITE HIERGENCY RESPONSE MATIERS

1. (p. 5) Review thestatus of the referenced Energency Director,

Course and the scope of NRC review of this training program.

2. (p. 6) Is the six-week technician training program liniwd to
'

the six-week training rotation for operators? ht would be the effect

i

-2-'

~

_ . - - _ __ _ - _ , _ - _ _ - - - _ _ .__ ._- _ . _
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of a change to a five-week rotation? less than five?

3. What is the status of Licensee's energency plan training

progran? What plans are there for ongoing training in energency planning?

See also I&E evaluation attached to Chestnut affidavit, at 11-13.

Respectfully subnitted,

&Q /<

,

ROBERT W. ADIE
Attorney for the Connoruealth

w

!

,

T

|

f

i

i

'

i

i

b

,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

SEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLANS
FOR NRC STAFF TESTIMONY

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ALICENSEE'S CROSS SXAMINATION PLAN ON THE AFFIDAVI? OF ^

~

,_ STEPHEN CHESNUT, DATED MAY 29, 1981
~

1<.
- , j -, .

'

'. Description Affidavit Page

. Determine whether there are any factors
unigpe to TMI-1, either with respec.t to
the plant or the site specific emergency
plan, that would require two SRO's to
imp.lement the emergency plan, while all ''

other operating plants need.only have
one SRO prior to July 1982.

~

3-4-

Identify the immediat.e action steps
that'an Emergency Director must take
within the firstv10 to 15 minutes after .
declaration of an, emergency. Establish
that these immediate ' action steps are
explicitly lis.ted in the p'ocedures'andr
are, rote in nature. -

3-4

With respect to the four open items
reported in Inspection Report No. '

50-289/81-12, estab'lish that they are
' not' a bar to restart and, that Licensee
is making reasonable progress towards
resolving those itemis~.

, . 6-7
'

i

~
-

w

W

*

s d

*s

%

e A

/

'n-

# - ,- --
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LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN ON THE TESTIMONY
OF STEPHEN CHESNUT, DATED JUNE 16, 1981 (UNRESOLVED MATTERS)

1

'

1

k Description Testimony Page

Identify bases for conclusion that
during June 2 exercise Licensee

; demonstrated:

(1) an adequate capability to
assess and project radia-
tion doses 7

(2) an adequate working know-
; ledge of portable monitor-

ing instrument operation
and survey techniques 10,

(3) an ability to provide the
Radiological Assessment
Coordinator (" RAC " ) with
accurate field radiation
data 10

i

|

5

I

t

I

.

;!

!

i

- . _ . _ _ . -_ , . _ _ _ , _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . , _ . _ _ _ , . _ , _ - - _ _ - _ - - _ , ,
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4

LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN ON THE
TESTIMONY OF DALE DONALDSON AND STEPHEN

3 CHESNUT, DATED JUNE 16, 1981
.i (JUNE 2 EXERCISE)

I
,

t

Description Testimony Page

Identify response of NRC regional
personnel during exercise 5 i

Establish bases on which Staff
concluded that Licensee's,

response in each of the listed
13 areas was adequate 4-5

I

i

!

i

I
1

[

! -

I

?

|

.

N

l

.
.

$

|

|
- - - _ _ _ . .- . .- . _ . _ . ._ .. . - - . _ - - - _ - _ - -
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LICENSEE'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN ON
SUPPLEMENT 1 TO EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

EVALUATION FOR TMI-1, DATED MAY 29, 1981

Description Page

Establish that Licenseo has submitted
final siren system report; inquire into
acceptability of system for alerting
the population.

II-2 to II-3

Establish that content of PEMA and five-
county pamphlets is adequate to '

satisfy guidance of NUREG-0654. II-5 to II-6

Establish that Licensee has committed
to modify the RCS EAL for I-131 to
make it consistent with NUREG-0654. II-12

Determine whether staff conclusion on
EOF staffing is based on any new in-
formation or analysis not available
when Messrs. Chesnut and Grimes
testified earlier. II-13 to II-14 '
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
10 CLEAR REGUIA1 DRY 00tElSSIN

BEFORE 11E ATOMIC SAFEIY AND LICENSING BOARD <

| In the Matter of )
; )
: tETROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) ) Docket tb. 50-289
| (Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)

Station, thit Ib.1) ),

!

O@t0NWEALTH'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PIAN ,

4 CHANGES 1N raEPAaEoNESS ON 1SSUES BEFoaE BusaD
: ATTACINENT 3 (WITNESS BATH)
;

- Who prepared testinony? Based on new plans and exercise?

| Purpose is to address all open issues in previous testinony?
!

- (tb. 1) KI_. York Cotnty plan is predistribution of pill form? Follows ,

.

present state plans? No nore lugol. Expiration date problem resolved?

(Illinois Supply) Basis for 4-6 hour distribution figure?
,

Assunptions? Ad hoc procedure? Which individuals to receive it? -

(e.g., bus drivers, PA. State Police, route alerters). What time during

exercise did it get to workers?
,

:

| - (No. 2) Meaning of "in progress of utilizing" PB Study? tb change

in York County plans on this issue? Any determination by FEMA whether

size of group requires special measures to evacuate or shelter? Basis

for conclusion re: satisfying 06547 "Use" of study?

- (Ib. 3) Meaning of "at the time of need"? Other measures for

providing information to transients? Scenario of G'ifford Pinchot State

Park. Means of notification of " tine of need" to notels, hotels, park

nanagers and enployers? Considered energency workers? What assurance

that proper notification will be acconplished? What assurance that

transients will be accessible for information exchange?

._- . - . - - . - -- . - . - - - - . . -- . . .
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- (Ib. 4) lbw many school districts? Adams County and RACES - agreenent

forthccxning? Part of future drill for York County?

- (tb. 6) FHM reviewd whether six nunicipalities have actually put

together list of hone bounds and invalids? Basis for statement that " it

can be shom by present planning . . . " khat assurances that other eight

will couplete plans? That plans will include list? lbw identify them

during energency without list?

- (Ib. 7) tbnber of nonitoring equipnent still required for kork County?

Can plan be inplemented without predistribution of total number of

nonitoring equipnent?

- (tb. 8) Pickup points for people without transportation established?

By all 14 nunicipalities? York County plan contains inplenenting procedure

for transportation from pickup points? Address issue at all? Resources

available and outline in plan? lbw does PB Study inpact on this? khat

assurance that buses and drivers will be available? Effect of lack of *

preplanning on length of tine for evacuation? Will this be part of

York County drill?

- (tb. 9) Reviewd York County master plan to evacuate schools? Contents? '

Reliance on schools to inplement? Letters of agreement from each school?

tb individual school plans? Inplementation procedures in place for each

school? Lease agreenents or letters of agreement available betwen school

districts and bus conpanies? What assurance that individual schools will

be evacuated according to plan? What assurance that each individual

school is able to follow nnster plan? Basis for " reasonable progress"

conclusion? Are individual school plans required for conpliance with

energency planning rule? Tinefrane for " eventually". Does county nnster

plan cover private schools? Make provisions for children in school

outside of EPZ, but live within EPZ? Addressed in county plan at all?
.

k i.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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- (tb. 10) - (Dauphin County) Have transportation procedures and

requircents been developed? Part of plan, or wait till emergency?

h t assurance that adequate transportation will be available? Part of

exercise? Result?

- (ib.11) (Dauphin County) School evacuation plans available?

Reviewed? Inplementation procedures in place for each school? Lease

agreement or letters of agreement available between school districts and

bus cmpanies? htassurancethatindividualschoolswillNaevacuated

according to plans? ht assurance that each individual school is able

to follow County plan? Basis for adequate notification conclusion?

thans of notification? Bus drivers know of exercise? Are bus drivers

emergency workers? ht are " alerting procedures"? Basis for finding

of adequacy?

- (Ib. 12) Do cotnty plans provide for backup county-level emergency

unnagement coordinators? County plans do not have all nunicipal plans -

attached? Municipal contact and coordination shown only for those

where plans attached?

- (tb.13) Have mtnties adopted any evacuation time estinntes into

their plans? " Upper limits" of PB Study means three ntmbers on p. 77?

(Best estimate - 8:30, typical weekday - 8:30, adverse weather - 11:30).

Are these three ntmbers adequate evacuation time estimates under 0654?

Did FEMA conpare PB Study to state and county plans? Times in"

PB Study dependent upon alternate routing and additional traffic control

points. Miich are not contained in state plan? 'Iherefore, PB Study

times are the inproved times? ht were " major concerns" of PB Study?

Are new traffic control and access control plans necessary to unke

PB time estinntes feasible? Milch part of traffic control plan and access

- ___- _ ___ ___
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control plan adequately denonstrated during exercise? h t present

assurance that traffic control and access control can be accouplished?

- (Ib.14) Inplensting procedures for Mennonite Disaster Service

functions (alerting and evacuation)? Irtter of agreement? Describe

extent of sinulation during exercise. What assurance that Service will

notify Old Order Amish? What assurance that Service can notify Old

Order Amish? Tine necessary to acconplish notification? ht

assurance that Service is able to evacuate Old Order Amish? ," Alternate"

or additional neans of warning for schools, hospitals and prisons?

- (Ib. 15) llave training programs for state and local energency response

personnel been fully developed? Reviewed by FB M7 Inplemented? Testinony

is not change of opinion, i.e. , requirenmt of training before restart?

Respectfully submitted,

*
, .. s
iil, i k G. lyashes

. .

c.

MICllELE STRAUBE
Attorney for the Connonwealth

. . . . .
.
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INTERIM FINDINGS 6/16/81CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN FOR ATTACHMENT 3 TO FEMA 8 s
Witness Frederick Bath (FEMA)

#1 Have the amounts of KI needed been filled in the blanks on all
county plans you have received?

Is it your interpretation that " institutionalized persons" means
both staff and patients or residents of an institution? What
interpretation of " institutionalized persons" was used by Dauphin Co
during the June 2 test exercise?

Is KI always available from Illinois, according to information received
during the June 2 test exercise? When does the supply in 1111nios
expire? Do you know if there will be a fresh supply there after that
date? How would KI be shipped during bad weather and how long would
it take?

#2 Does the Parsons Brinkerhoff study (Lic ex 52) just give gross estimates
of the transient population or does it also give specifica about where
workers or other transients are located? Has York County drawn up
a complete listing of locations and numbers of transients?

.

#3 What are the "information sheets" referred to? Will York County

also distribute the PEMA pamphlet? Have summer camps for children
been listed by York County or the Chamber of Commerce so that they will
be notified specially and given special assistance with transportation
and planning neecJs? ,

#5 What are the provisions for decontaminating persons at York Hospital?
Is it not to use a garden hoso at the filling station ageross the street?
Will this procedure be acceptable during chilly veather, for example?
How did the FEMA observer at Hershey Medical Center describe their
decontamination procedures?

#6 (" North Haven" should be York Haven, Newberry Twp is the sixth
on this list.)

Are the April,1981 County plans submitted to FEMA complete with
municipal plans? Bd exhibits in this hearing, represented as being
identical to FEMA's copies, do not have municipal plans attached.
When were the municipal plans ubich FEMA has completed? Before N 0654?
Before revisions to the K&K Model Plan, as shown by comparing app P
in the Sept 80 York Plan with the K&K testimony? Do they follow the

new K&K Model Plan? N06547
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#7 k' hat is the shortfall for the five risk counties on dosimetry
and monitors? How or when will this be remedied?
York Dauphin Lancaster Lebanon Cumberland

PSP PB4A PANG

#8 fully
"only area not/ covered by the updated York County Plan"

Does this refer just to transportation needs? Have school bus
assignments been made? Have agreements been reached with the School
Boards as to which schools will be evacuated and which need additional I

buses? In counting bus resources have you eliminated the 64-66 '

extra busses which were counted twice in the P,B study (WestShore)
Have back-up school bus drivers beer selected by the schools and

Imunicipalities?

#9 Have any schools prepared public information material to send to parents
or teachers in advance or at the time of an evacuation? Will the " canned"
Public Information in the county plans need to be adjusted to confom
with the School Boards' decisions on which schools to evacuate? How
well did Dauphin Co use its " canned" EBS material in the June 2 exercise?
What do you mean by " eventually"?

|

#10 Did the transportation cocudinator and his supporting staff shov |

up to attend the June 2 exercise, or were they among the 40% of the
staff that did not show up at the Dauphin Co E007

.

#11 How was notification of bus drivers simulated in the test exercise?
,

l l
I

| #12 How many access control points or traffic control points were
| demonstrated during the June 2 exercise? Out of how many total?

'

| Did Dauphin County notify the PSP to control access? Was Dauphin
' County instucted by PD!A to do so? What comments did observers

have on the adequacy of the PSP control points?
{ '

!

!

I

_____ - -____ _ - ________ ____ ______
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Newberry TMI 6/30/81

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of :
:

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : Docket No. 50-289
: (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, :
Unit I) :

:

INTERVENOR'S CROSS EXAMINATION PLAN
OF BATH /ADLER

1. Whether any problems were encountered in the location, shipment

and distribution of KI.

(A) Whether sufficient supplies of KI will exist afterg
January 1,1981.

(B) If sufficient supplies will exist and what is the source -

what quantities guaranteed.

2. Whether FEMA investigated the basis upn which the P, B, Q &
MM D study reached its estimate work force population of York County within the

10 mile E.P.Z.

3. Whether it,the York County plan is adequate with regard to

g notification of transients of emergency protective actions and whether the

capability exists to provide transients with notification.

4. Whether the York County plan is adequate and capable of being

implemented with the letter of agreement not having been secured?

.
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A pI)!db 5. 'Whetner the York and/or Dauhin County plan is

adequate without the completion, submission and approval of-

municipal plans within the 10 mile EPZ.

If so, how would the capability of the emergency

plan tc be implemented be demonstrated with regard to those

municipalities that have yet to file a plan?

6.g, Whether the shortfall of dosimetry in York County

leave emergency planning adequate and capable of being implemented.,

7. Does a similar shortfall of dosimetry exist in

Dauphin County?

If so, does the shortfall of dosimetry in Dauphin

County leave emergency planning adequate and capable of being

implemented?

8. What number of CD 700 and self reading dosimeters
7
( are required to make the Dauphin and York County plans adequate

and capable of being implemented.

9. Whether the. York County plan is adequate without

g/ the completion, submission and approval of school evacuation
~

I plans.

(A) If so, how would the capability of the

emergency plan to be implemented be demonstrated with regard to

York County plan?

(B) Does FEMA feel that letters of agreement must

be obtained between bus companies and local school districts in

order for the York and/or Dauphin County plans to be adequate and
'

capable of being implemented?

-2-
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4' 10. In response to No. 11, you indicate that noti-

jd// fication of bus drivers in Dauphin County was adequately demon-

strated in the exercise. Please explain what you mean by ade-
.

quately demonstrated? Was there ever any request for more buses

1 or drivers from any school during the exercise? Was that need

3 met?

11. Whether the York County plan is adequate without

Ab// the completion, submission and approval of municipal plans within

the 10 mile EPZ.

If so, statehowcapabilityofbackthaorsub-
stitute emergency management coordinate to be contacted if the

j

j plans do not exist.

12. During the exercise held on June 2, 1981, how many
Ak d/

man hours were involved in the preparatory training prior to the

exercise.
,
.

13. How many communities were actively involved in the

f exercise?

I (A) How were these communities chosen?

(B) When were these communities chosen?,

(C) Were the communities alerted of their pro-,

l
spective involvement prior to the exercise - if so when?i

i

(D) Which of the communities chosen did not have
'

municipal plans?

14. How did PEMA monitor the state of readiness in the-

counties?

15. Could you please explain how the Governor coulda

-3-
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) call for a general evacuation at 12:31 P.M. on June 6, 1981 when
i

at 12:34 P.M. he was advised to do so by BRP?
,

| 16. Ilow many individuals had prior knowledge of the
contents of the scenario? Which individuals had such knowledge?I

,

17. Did you notice any anticipation among the partici-
pants in the June 2, 1981, that a general evacuation would be
included in the scenario?

If so, how did that affect the actions of the
participants?

\ pg A S ''
,, t/dd %m N-

-, ' .@ -7 ,g 4 ss/9L&?.. .

. -

I

|
|

I

,

r
i

I
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* ANGRY 7/7/81,

Cross examination on FDG's answers to three Board questions on panic

#

Qualifications of the witness? - ra wp,7) , f y L I 3
Is the kind of maladaptive behavior that you are calling " panic"

w .c m t . .w

a hvnervigilant behavior "an actte fear reaction marked by a loss of

self-control" and always or characteristically"followed by non-social

and non-rational flight?" What studies can you cite to show that the

acute fear reaction ("a sudden, unreasoning, hysterical fear"-- Webster's)

is followed by flight? Is it not more accurate to say that non-social

and irrational flight are preceded by acute fear, rather than to imply

that fight generally follows acute fear?
.w .u . . . . . . . t m. -

What studies does FDM have on hypovigiliant behavior? Is it not

generally true in disaster literature that the major problem in an emergency

is getting people to move, rather than preventing vild panic and disorderly

flight? Do your studies show what qualities public information and

public alerting has to have in order to be effective?

Is not the perceived credibility of the source an essential part?

Isn't it better- or more effective-- to give simple, easy to understand

information, which is short, clear and complete? NM& D f
What proportion of people in this area find the utility credible as

a source of information? The State government? the Federal government

or its agencies? Local government? What studies are you familiar with

which address credibility as perceived by people in the TMI area?

What events did Professor Rogers of the University of Pittsburgh

study which showed public attitudes related to a Presidential 17 directed

evacuation? Has there been a Presidentially directed relocation?

What nuclear attacks has FBIA done " extensive research" on?



,

' panic- p2,

, ,
,

Isn't it truo, with the possible exception of Cynthia Flynn, that all

of the authors cited in you reference list are sociologists?

How many of these studies report on the .'uork of qualified clinicians?

Is not hysteria clinically associated with a repressed or paralyzed'

state?

Isn'tfit true that stress has a great deal of effect on mental

functioning- that people under unusual stress are not likely to

hear, see, think, judge or remember as accurately D. Wat studies has

FEMA done which show what affect stress has on the effectiveness of
.

public information communications?

Wat do you mean by " majority" (p3-1) - 60% ? Wat about the

rest of the population? Wat percentage of the population in the DII
.

area would you expect to respond to instructions and evacuate the area?

Wat is the hisyorical range of responses, particularly for second events

at a location?

.

.

|

|

|

|

i

|

I

'
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Questions on FFMA's Standards for Enercency Planninst

John Dickey, Robert Jaske

Pubib Information
What standards or guidalines does FEMA have on the adequacy of

,

public information on ionizing radiation?

Isn't it essential for people to understandthe nature of the problem

so'they can adjust general instructions to their specific situations and so that

they will better understand the need for compliance with instructions?

What is the present status of public information in theTMI area about

ionizing radiation? Have you questioned the public in any way to determine

the level of education locally-- or the misinformation locally?

Does FEMA have any plans to survey the TMI area to deternine the level of

information people have on emergency plans or on radiation? When?

(see pp 104-105, Cornell) Comparisons of instructions in Hurricane

Audny/HurricaneCarla

repeated events- Rapid City flood,1972. (no evacuation in spite

of warning and alert)

see York county'palns (annex F) for EBS instructions-- what aretho'

standards for content, brevity. (Partial evacuation sheet do not even

say how to get out or whieb. vay to go.)

M> bL 1%N-

aiede nica
. ubem/ u af- y + ,,
'

! (
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|

|
|
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Wat level of conpetance must be demonstrated by county level

governments and municipalities and school districts in an exercise?
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Newberry TMI 7/6/81

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

f

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of :
:

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : Docket No. 50-289
: (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear :
Unit I) :

INTERVENOR'S CROSS EXAMINATION
PLAN OF UPDATE OF MAY 14, 1981

" REVIEW OF PENNSYLVANIA PLANNING
SITE SPECIFIC TO TMI"

1. Please define the terms " adequate" and " capable of

implementation" as those terms are set forth in the Emergency

Planning Standard. D 4(EY

2. When were the local municipalities who participated ,

in the exercise notified of their involvement?

3. How were the local municipalities that participated

in the June 2, 1981 exercise chosen? Did all the municipalities

which participated in the exercise have local emergency plans?

4. With respect to the exercise held on June 2, 1981,

how many man hours were involved in the preparatory training of

participants prior to the exercise? |

5. How did PEMA monitor the state of readiness in the

counties?

6. How many individuals had prior knowledge of the

Icontents of the scenario used during the June 2, 1981 exercise?

Which individuals had such knowledge?

7. Could you please explain how the Governor could
:

call for a general evacuation at 12:31 P.M. on June 2, 1981, when

at 12:34 P.M. he was advised to do so by BRP?



. .

8. Whether the York County Emergency Plan is adequate

and capable of being implemented at this time. How do you know

it is?

9. With regard to the question of Assignment of Re-

sponsibility you mention that the county plans have left'signi-

ficant responsibilities to the municipalities, however, you also.

mention that many municipal plans have yet to be drafted; is it

your opinion that planning in this area is adequate?

10. With regard to the question of Emergency Response

Support & Resources you state that some required agreements are

still under development making it difficult to determine the

actual level of resource support available however, in a later

update, you state that the necessary support organizations could

provide support as demonstrated in the June 2, 1981 exercise even

though letters of agreement do not exist. What are the necessary

support agencies? Is your statement correct as concerns York

County? Is York County planning adequate and capable of being

implemented even though this deficiency exists?

11. With regard to the question of notification methods

i and procedures, has the enhanced outdoor warning system been

completed? If not, will the warning system have to be completed

prior to restart? Will a complete testing of the system from a;

mechanical and administrative standpoint be required? What

! standard will have to be met in order for the system to be

considered adequate and capable of implementation? Is it not

{ true that the June 2, 1981, exercise uncovered this fact that it

took one municipality at least one and one-half hours to notify the

! -2-

- ______
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populace of the emergency? Was this a guesstimate?

12. With regard to the question of Dmergency Communi-

cations you state in your update report that the exercise of June
2, 1981, demonstrated that the communications systems at the state

and county levels were adequate - What standard was employed to

make this determination? Did FEMA at all times have an exact

knowledge of the state of readiness-that existed at'the-County
levels during the June 2, 1981 exercise? If not why not?

You also state in the updated report that notification

of local municipal emergency workers was adequate. Is it not

true that those workers had prior knowledge of their intended

involvement in the June 2, 1981 exercise - Did they also receive

extensive exclusive training prior to the June 2, 1981 exercise?

13. With regard to the question of Public Education.and

Information are you still of the opinion that neither the current

state nor the five county pre-emergency public information

brochures independently provide all elements of the information

sought in NUREG-0654/ FEMA REP-1, element G.l.a.- d. and thus

inadequate? Is this a deficiency that will be required to be

rectified prior to your agency approving the plans? Will this

have to be accomplished prior to restart?

14. With regard to the question of Emergency Facilities

and Equipment, are you saying that as of this date there has been

an adequate showing by the risk counties that school buses, ambu-

lances, and fuel depots exist? What is adequate? Has the

insufficient distribution thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLD)
for permanent record dosimetry of emergency workers be rectified?

-3-
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Will it have to be rectified prior to restart?

15. With reagrd to the question of Protective Response,

is it still your opinion that the-lack of municipal plans will

result in a possible lack of coordination among emergency re-

sponse organizations at the county level? What is the functional

impart of the. lack of municipal: plans in athe area of:~ protective.
response? If the municipal plans are not developed will emergency
planning be adequate?

Will the Commonwealth have access to a supply _ of KI

after 1/1/82?

How will the counties ensure the cooperation of park,
hotel and motel managers and employers for the distribution of

emergency planning documents? Will the emergency plans be

adequate if such cooperation cannot be secured?

16. Regarding the question of Radiological Exposure

Control, is it FEMA's position that predistribution of CDU 730

and other dosimetry is imperative in order for planning in this

area to be adequate?

-4_
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
NUCLEAR REGUIAIDRY 00tNISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFEIY AND LICENSD1G BGtRD

In the Matter of )
)

'

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

0011DNWEALTH'S CROSS-EXAMINATION PLAN
Fan INIERIM FINDINGS AND DETE@IINATIONS

WITNESSES DICKEY, JASKE, ADLER

1. These findings enconpass plans are adequate and capable of

being inplemented. Next step after " interim" findings and determinations?

Formal submission by state anticipates changes in plans? Timeframe?

Which is NRC expected to make its findings on? Would present state

of planning and preparedness warrant formal finding of adequacy?
-

(Fan rule - $350.8(e) ). Is interim finding dependent on 72

reconmendations being followed? Which required before restart? When

required?

2. Basis of finding? Plan reviewd, exercise witnessed, reports

reviewd, investigation independent from RAC? Rely on RAC and. Region

III assessments? Does finding of adequacy contradict RAC or Region III

reconmmdations?

3. Standards for finding? Rule? Criteria for each standard?

06547 " Minimum standards" referenced on p. 1? Opinion that each planning

standard has been met? Ditto 0654?

4. Effect of York County not participating in exercise? Finding

include them? Basis for saying capable of inplementing? Effect of

.

~
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s,

lack of siren ~ notification system? Finding of capability to inplement

despite this? Conditional finding?

5. Did exercise show capability of inplementing plans as written?

(dosimeters, access control, KI). Or showed that an evacuation could

be acconplished? Any independent assessment made that deficiencies

shown by exercise do not minimize protection of public health and safety?

6. (p. 2) - Basis for saying deficiencies are "relatively minor"-

own judgment or relying on RAC and Region III? What would consider a

" major" deficiency?

7. (p. 2) - Training, drilling, exercise required to correct

deficiencies. Required prior to final finding of adequacy?

Respectfully submitted,

,h' (b 0 - fhC4c. ,
,

mcm smuz
Attorney for the Conmonwealth

|

|
|

p.

i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 00tt41SSION

BEFORE 11E AIDMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON WMPANY, )
) Docket Ib. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Restart)
Station, Unit Ib.1) )

00F1DiWLIll'S CROSS-EXN4INATION FIM4
ATTACINEtTr 1 - EXERCISE REPOKE

WITNESSES IMRDY AND ADLER

.-

nented, identify glaces for ' ro )( -1pable g b Me1. Purpoself exerci. ? ( eq * enon Ie-
~

--

2. (p.1) - What are "mininnn standards" for overall response
capability? Statenutt applicable to states, counties, nunicipalities?
Effect of York not participating? Effect of all nunicipalities not
participating? What assurances that they can and will respond in
coordinated fashion? What assurances that adequate personnel and resources
available in each nunicipality((route alerting, traffic control points,
transportation). < < /u k

'd 3. (p.1 & p.2) Reconmendation 7 - Purpose of exercising andj
,- drills prior to full-scale exercising? Each organizational level -

county, nunicipality, school, ercrgency response organization? Accom-
p'lished prior to this exercise? Also required prior to restart? )

,

Issues that should be addressed first" - beforerrestart?-(reason"if '''V '

for each one's inportance). - /6 & a u d m u e ;*r/ J aiu / )c

4. Actual evacuation not sinulated? Point in tine where efforts
toward evacuation stopped, because end of exercise? (0430) Did not
play until unnet needs fulfilled? E.g. , total necessary dosinetry
provided and distributed? All requested equipnent and supplies procured
and delivered to appropriate places? (City island (buses, etc.)
Iower Dauphia School District (buses), blankets to Indiantown Gap,
123 buses for Imbanon,143 buses for York). What assurance that
necessary equipnuit and resources. available for full-scale evacuation?

I

5. Which of the 72 reconnendations are required prior to restart?
.

,$ Required for-conpliancey/ ' <* gency-planning-rule?
| tly-ener What tinefrancs

') envisioned by FEMA?
_i
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7. Additional questions for certain reconnuidations:
. :g , c.) % w & n> '^*''''

.

(1) 'IMI to PDM, then ERP - r,cason for- change?-Effect-on
reconnenda tions-re e-protec tive- ac tions? Change required for conpliance
with energency planning rule? khich counties have direct line to 'IMI?
Reason for change? Effect on coordinated protective actions through
PDM 7 Change required by rule? - (, t tJ. ,, a / < $ < s - '' (N' ( I ;/' ,, *'

(2) " State of energency" nomenclature is statutory. .Actually
infourntion exchange problem?

(5) Sinulated during. exercise? Total tine required to notify all
nunicipalities? Part of 15-minute notification requirement of
rule? Maxinun allowable notification tine?

- --. - --- - _ - - - -nmn.%,, . _
_

(14) "Conpression of tine artifically inserted" - neaning? Items
listed are types of process which cannot be coupleted. Actually three
hours from site emergency to general energency (9:30-12:30). Meaning of
each drill item. Reason and purpose of each drill. Exercise did not show
whether each item can be inplenented or not?

__-

(26) "Various levels of governnent" includes county, nunicipalities,
schools? Miy single out Lancaster County? Milch avenues of coordination
tested during exercise? Miat assurance that untested ones will work
during real energency?

_ _ _ _

/ (44) Involves one sentence; present in four county plans? (not
State or Lincaster). FHM done independent analysis of acceptability
of this approach?

_

_ ,

n _
_

v' (46) Does present planning adequately provide for access control?
(Adequate nunber of points established, responsibilities delineated,
centralized decision to activate) Four points during exercise, two not
witnessed. Sane as four traffic control points? Mut assurance that
access control can be inplemented durina eme ?

(52) Required-before-reetert4 thxinum die for route alerting?
Function during emergency? Message to be broadcast? Tested in each
municipality? Total ancunt of tine in each? Inplementing procedures
part of nunicipal plans? FHM review equipnent available for each
nunicipality? Miat assurance that route alerting system in place to
cover 1007. of EPZ? Miat assurance that it can be done?
-

- _ , . . .
.
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RECOVERY NO REEtTIRY: Did exercise rect requirments of rule - %54 - |

|

without testing this aspect? Drill required prior to next exercise?

Delineate " potential problan areas" which came up in discussion. ht
~ ~ ~ present assurance trist Tecovery and reet1uy can be accouplished in a

coordinated nunner? Exercise did not require change of shift? Second

shift personnel available at various EOCs? h t assurance that adequate

personnel available? ht assurance that adequate information exchange

m uld take place at shift change?

Respectfully submitted,

Y.kil ..Wfa t|1ws
m C m E s m usE
Attorney for th Comonwealth
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UNITED SIATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULA1 DRY 00tEISSION

BEEDRE IIIE ATOMIC SAFE 1Y AND LICENSING BOARD
I

In the Matter of )
)

MEITOPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, )
) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ). (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

(DItOthTAL111'S CROSS-EXAMItMTION PIAN
ATTACitEfr 2 - UPIMIE OF MAY 14, 1981 REVIIM

WITNESSES ADLER, SWIREN

1. Relationship of RAC review to Region III review?

2. Assignment of Responsibility: Drills recoamended in update to

be between counties and municipalities? Drills serve what purpose?

Planning and drills required by rule? %54? Effect of lack of planning

ori ength of time to evacuate? FBIA plans to nonitor and review progress?l

3. Emergency Connonications: Necessary emergency personnel *

identified by each nunicipality? Schools? Alerting procedures in place

for all? Ibt tested either? 1.e., those municipalities participating

are adequate? What basis to say " alerting procedures ... are adequate."

4. Public Education and Information: Programs "still under

development" - Anything beyond panphlets? When to be reviewed by FalA?
'

Required for coupliance with rule?

5. Emergency Facilities and Equipment: Predistribution of KI
'

required for conpliance with rule. (If no, What assurance that KI will.

be a feasible protective action for emergency workers?) State's present
i

planning on KI - pills or lugol? Sufficiency of predistribution plan
;
.

! in Annex E? Predistribution of "other protective items"?
I
1

3
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6. Recovery and Reentry: Is recovery and reentry a " basic elenent"

of the Emergency Response plans? DOE assistance (population exposure)

tested during exercise?

7. Radiological Energency Response Training: FEH4-sponsored

courses available, personnel just not taken than yet? Has Fetu assessed

whether all emergency response personnel have received necessary training?

(State level, county level, nunicipal volunteers). Required for conpliance

with rule? (e.g. , dosinetry training). FEtM plans to nonitor who to

train and when?

Respectfully submitted,

,

. f/he). O - (b?:tulu
MICHELE S11MUBE
Attorney for the Connonwealth
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